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ONE POUND PACKS 

All packs are 11 each Note the figure on the extreme left of the 

pack ref number and the next figure is the quantity of items in 

the pack, finally a short deacnption 

802  5 13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main 
where devices such as a clock must not be 
switched off 

BD9  2 6V IA mains transformers uonaht mountina with 
fixing damps 

BD13  12 30 watt reed switches. its surprising what you can 
make with these burglar alarms, secret switches. 
relay, etc etc 

13022  2 25 watt loudspeaker two unit crossovers 
13030  2 Nicad constant current chargers adapt to charge 

almost any nicad battery 
B032  2 Humidity switches. as the air becomes damper the 

membrane stretches and operates a microswitch 
13042  5 134 rocker switch three tags so on oft or change 

over with centre off 
13045  1 24hr time switch, ex-Electricity Board, automati 

cally adiust for lengthening and shortening day 
original cost £40 each 

8049  5 Neon valves with series resistor, these make good 
night lights 

13056  I Mini uniselector, one use is for an electric gsaw 
puzzle we give circuit diagram for this One pulse 
into motor, moves switch through one pole 

8061  1 Suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can 
be operated by any low pressure variation such as 
water level in water tanks 

811103A  1 6V 750mA power supply, nicely cased with mains 
input and 6V output leads 

80120  2 Stopper boards, each contains a 4000 24 bridge 
rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well 

as dozens of condensers. etc 
E10132  2 Plastic boxes approx In cube with square hole 

through top so deal for interrupted beam switch 
130134  10 Motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs 

no switch 
80137  1 6's inch 4 ohm speaker 1016/ rating 
130139 6 Microphone inserts magnetic 400 ohm also act 

as speakers 
130148  4 Reed relay kits, you get 16 reed switches and 4 coi 

sets with notes on making co relays and other 
gadgets 

130149  6 Safety cover for 134 sockets prevent those 'now 
salve little fingers getting nasty shocks 

80180  6 Neon indicators in panel mounting holders with 
lens 

80193  6 5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets make a low 
cost disco panel 

80199  I Mains solenoid, very powerful, has lin pull or could 
push if modified 

130201  B Keyboard switches made for computers but have 
many other applications 

B0211  I Electric clock, mains operated, put this in a box ant 
you need never be late 

80221  5 12V alarms make a noise about as loud as a car 
horn Slightly soiled but OK 

80252  1 Panostat controls output of boiling ring from sun 
met up boil 

80259  50 Leads with push on ',4in tags a must for hook 
ups mains connections etc 

130263  2 Oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can 
mains up to 5 amps so could be foot switch of fined 
into panress 

80268  1 Mini I wan amp for record player Will also change 
speed of record player motor 

80305  1 Tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest 

130653  2 Miniature driver transforrners Ref LT44 20k to 16 
centre tapped 

80548  2 35V relays each with 2 pairs changeover contacts 
80667  2 47 af non•polarised block capacitors pcb mounting 

There are over 1,000 items in our Catalogue. If 
you want a complete copy please request this 
when ordering. 

METAL PROJECT BOX Ideal for battery charger, power supply etc 
Sprayed grey size 0 4' .  Louvred for ventilation Price £3 00 Ref 
3P75 

FLOPPY DISCS 50 pack of 10 1503 Ref 168 3', pack of 15 
, Pei 10P88 

PERSONAL STEREOS Again customer retums but complete and with 
stereo head phones A bargain at only C3 00 each Our ref 3F133 

MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains ope1ated with touch switches 
Th is unit has a 4 digit display with a built in clock and 2 relay outputs — 
one for power and one for pulsed power level Could be used for all sorts 
of timer control applications Only 16 00 Our ref 6P18 
EQUIPMENT WALL MOUNT Multi adtustable metal bracket ideal for 
speakers, lights, etc 2 for £5 00 Our ref 5P152 
NEW MAINS MOTORS 25 watt 3000 rpm made by f rarnco Approx 6' 
• 3' • 4' Priced at only 14 00 each Our ref 4P54 

SHADED POLE MOTORS Approx 3' square Available in 24V and 
2400 AC Both with threaded output shaft and? fixing bolts Price is C2 00 
each 240 Ref 2P65, 2400 Ref 2P66 

SUB-MIN TOGGLE SWITCH Body size 8rnrn  4rnm o 7rnrn 
SBDT with chrome dolly fixing nuts 3 fur f 1 Order ref BD649 

COPPER CLAD PANEL for making PCB Size appro= 12in 
ong • 8,2in wide Double-sided on fibreglass middle will& is quite 
thick (about 1 16in I so this would support quite heavy components and 
could even form a chassis to hold a mains transformer etc Price 11 
each Our ref 00683 

POWERFUL IONISER 
Generates appros 10 times more IONS than the Eli and similar 
circuits Will refresh your home, office, workroom etc Makes you 
feel better and work harder - a complete mains operated kit case 
included Ell. Our ref 18P1 

2KV 500 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Sudame 
for high voltage experiments or as a Ntra, 'or a microwave over etc 110 00 Ref 
10P93 

REAL POWER AMPURER for your car, it has 150 watts output 
Frequency response 20hz to 20Khz and signal to noise ratio better than 
60dB Has built in short circuit protection and adjustable input level to suit 
your existing car stereo, so needs no pre-amp Works into speakers ref 
30P7 described below A real bargain at only 157 00 Order ref 57P1 

REAL POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pan output 100W each aohm 
impedance and consisting of 6', • woofer 2- mid range and 1 
tweeter Ideal to work with the amplifier described above Price 
per pair £30 00 Order ref 30P7 
VIDEO TAPES These are three hour tapes of superior quality, made 
under licence from the famous JVC Company Offered at only 13 each 
Our ref 3P63 Or 5 for f 11 Our ref 11P3 Or for the really big user 10 for 
120 Our ref 20P20 

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP. 
Sound  and  impact  controlled. 
responds to claps and shouts and 
reverses when it hits anything Kit 
with really detailed instructions Ideal 
present for budding young electri) 
clan A youngster should be able to 

assemble but you may have to help with the soldering of the compo-
nents on the ocb Complete kit 110 Our ref 10P81 

COMPUTER KEYBOARDS Brand new, uncased £3 00 each ref 3P89 

12— HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. Amhe, sc.e.er 
beautifully cased for free standing needs only 12'. 1 5 ienp ...pp, IT, 
-1,1,eparatt.strrs Band new in makers cartons  t 

SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS 
Including inner tubes and tyres 13' and 16" diameter spoked poly 
carbonate wheels Finished in black Only £6 00 each 
13' Ref 6P10, 16- Ref 6P1I 

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS These convert composite video into separate 
H sync. V sync and video Price CB 00 Our ref 8P39 
LINEAR POWER SUPPLY Brand new • by 3A - - 12v 1 A Corn 
plete with circuit diagram Short circuit protected Our price (12 00 Ref 
12 P21 

3YAn FLOPPY DRIVES We still have two models in stock Single 
sided, 80 track, by Chinon This is in the manufacturers metal case with 
leads and IDC connectors Pnce 140, reference 40P1 Also a double 
sided, 80 track, oy NEC This is uncased Price 160 00, reference 60P2 
Both are brand new 
10 MEMORY PUSHBUTTON TELEPHONES These are customer 
returns and 'sold as seen' They are complete and may need slight 
attention Price fa 00 Ref 6P16 or 2 for 110 00 Ref 10P77 BT approved 

INDUCTNE PROXIMITY SWITCHES These will detect ferrous or 
nonferrous metals at approk 10min and are 10-360 operation Ideal for 
alarms position sensors, etc RS price is £64 00 each , Ours 112 00 Ref 
t2   

BOSCHERT SWITCHED MODE POWER SUP-
PLIES - 5V at 15A • 12V at 3A —12V at 2A - 24V at 2A 220V or 110V 
input Ra id nt.. Ted durrii.B1 P.,a, pricers (t80" Ours 120 Ref 20P30 

TV SOUND DECODER  Nicely cased mains powered with 8 
) or could be fed into HI Fl system etc 

(12 00 each Re' ' • - 

PC POWER SUPPLIES Brand new with built in fan and power 
60.•rch 0- in, bac, • 5 5 . 12  120 150 wan made by AZTEC 125 00 
Rei 25P18 

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS. 'ird Horsepower Made to 
drive the Sinclair C5 electric car but adaptable to power a go-kart, a 
mower, a rail car, model railway, etc Brand new Price 120 Our ref 20P22 

AS ABOVE with gearboll Phone for price and availability 

PHIUPS LASER 
This is helium-neon and has a power rating of 2mW Completely 
safe as long as you do not look directly into the beam when eye 
damage could result Brand new, full spec 135 Our ref 35P1 
Mains operated power supply for this tube gives Dry striking and 
1 25lry at 5mA running Complete kit with case 115 

PANEL METERS 270 deg movement New 1300 each Our ref 3P87 
SURFACE MOUNT KIT Makes a super high gain snooping amplifier on a 
PCB less than an inch square' 17 00 Our ref 7PI5 
CB CONVERTERS Converts a car radio into an AM CB receiver 14 00 
Our ref 4P48 

GEIGER COUNTER KIT Includes PCB, tube, loudspeaker, and all 
components to build a 9v battery operated geiger counter Only (39 
Our ref 39P1 
12V TO 220V INVERTER KIT This kit will convert 12v DC to 220s AC 
It will supply up to 130 warts by using a larger transformer As supplied it 
will handle about 15 watts Price is 112 Our ref 12P17 

SPECTRUPA AND COMMODORE SOFTWARE Pack of 5 different tapes 
only 1300 Ref 3P96 for Spectrum and 3P97 for Commodore 64 
HIGH RESOLUCION MONITOR 9in black and white, used Philips 
tube M24/360W Made up in a lacquered frame and has open sides Made 
for use with OPD computer but suitable for most others Brand new C70 
Our ref 20P26 

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN. Japanese made The popu ar 
square shape le  4' Din r 11.in) The electronically run fans not 
only consume very little current but also they do not cause interference 
as the brush type motors do Ideal for cooling computers. etc . or for a 
caravan n each Our ref 8P26 

MINI MONO AMP on p c b size I  lam I 
Fitted Volume control The amplifier has three 
transistors and we estimate the output 
to be 2W rms More technical data 
will be included with the amp 
Brand new, perfect condition, 
offered at the very low price of 11 15 each, 
or 13 for 112 00 

BULL ELECTRICAL 
11E31 Dept EE 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, 

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QT. 
MAO ORDER TERMS Cash, PO or cheque with order Monthly account 
orders accepted i - schools and public companies Please add 12 50 
postage to orders Minimum order 15 
Phone 10273) 203500 Fax No 102731 23077 

VISA 

POPULAR ITEMS 
— MANY NEW THIS MONTH 

MAINS FANS Snail type construction Approx 5' = 4' mounted on a 
metal plate for easy fixing New 15 00 each Our ref 5P166 
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTOR Complete with weight sensing 
electronics that would have varied the cooking time Ideal for window 
displays etc Only £5 00 Our ref 5P165 

JOYSTICKS for BBC Atari Dragon Commodore C64 only All f5 DiD 
each All brand new state which required 
PC STYLE CASES 18" X 18" X 6" complete with Ian rd 
dill rninaled noun' switch and IEC littered power input plug Priced at only 
(15 00 Ref 15P38 
SUB-MIN PUSH SWITCHES Not much bigger than a plastic transistor 
but double pole PCB mounting 3 for CI 00 Our ref BD688 

AA CELLS Probably the most popular of the rechargeable N1CAD types 4 
for fa 00 Our ref 4P44 

20 WATT 4 OHM SPEAKER With built in tweeter Really well made unit 
which has the power and the quality for huh 61/2' dia Price 15 00 Our ref 
5P155 or 10 for C40 00 ref 40P7 

MINI RADIO MODULE Only 2in square with ferrite aerial and solid dia 
tuner with own knob 11 is superhet and operates from a PP3 battery and 
would drive a crystal headphone Price I 1 00 Our ref 80116 

BULGIN MAINS PLUG AND SOCKET The old and faithful 3 pin with 
screw terminals The plug is panel mounted and the socket is cable 
mounted 2 pairs for £1 00 or 4 plugs or 4 sockets for It 00 Our ref B0715, 
BD715P, or BD715S 

MICROPHONE Low cost hand held dynamic microphone with W e 
switch in handle Lead terminates in 1 3 5mm and 1 2 5mm plug Only 
C1 00 Ref 80711 

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS AND HIGH CURRENT 
DEVICES 1400 ioo war, pair made by Hitachi Ref 25.199 and its comple-
ment 251(343 Only 14 00 a pair OW ref 4P51 

TIME AND TEMPERATURE LCD MODULE A 12 hour dock a Celsius 
and Fahrenheit thermometer a too hot alarm and a too cold alarm Approx 
5040mm with 12 7mm digits Requires 1AA battery and a few switches 
Comes with full data and diagram Price £9 00 Our ref 9P5 

REMOTE TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR ABOVE. 13 00 Our ref 3P60 
P A PS T an 80 y 80mm 2300 Our ref 9P7 Price 19 
PAPST Ian 120 x 120mm 2300 Our ref 6P6 Price f 6 
600 WATT AIR OR LIQUID MAINS HEATER Small coil heater made for 
heating air or liquids Will not corrode, lasts for years Coil size 3" • 2" 
mounted on a metal plate for easy fining 4' dia Price 1300 Ref 3P78 or 4 
for (10 00 Our fel 10P76 
EX-EQUIPMENT POWER SUPPUES Various makes and specs, ideal 
bench supply Only f8 00 Our ref 8P36 
ACORN DATA RECORDER Made for the Electron or BBC computer but 
suitable for others Includes mains adaptor leads and book 112 00 Ref 
iris   
PTFE COATED SILVER PLATED CABLE 19 strands of 45mm copper 
ve carry up to 30A and is virtually indestructible Available in red or black 
Regular price is over C120 per reel Our price only £20 00 for 100m reel 
Ref 20P21 or 1 of each for £35 00 Ref 35P2 Makes absolutely superb 
speaker cable' 
NEW PIR SENSORS Infra red movement sensors will switch up to 
1000W mains UK made 12 months manufacturers warranty 15 ,20m 
range with a 0.10mm timer adjustable wall bracket Our ref 25P16 Price 
525 

GEARBOX KITS Ideal for models, etc Contains 18 gears 12 of each sizel, 
4 ir 5Ornm axles and a powerful adjustable speed motor 912V operation 
All the gears, etc are 2mrn push fit 13 00 for the complete kit Ref 3P93 

MINI HIFI SPEAKERS Made for televisions, etc Two sizes available 
70mm • 57mm 3W 8 ohm, 2 for C3 00 Ref 3P99 127mm x 57mm 5W 8 
ohm, 2 for 13 03 Ref 3P100 

BBC JOYSTICK INTERFACE Converts a BBC loystick port to an Atari 
type port Price 12 00 Our ref 2P261 

TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD 5rn phone extension lead with plug on 
one end, socket on the other White Price 13 00 Our ref 3P70 or 10 leads 
for only 119 00' Ref 19P2 

LCD DISPLAY 4')," digits supplied with connection data 13 00 Ref 3P77 
or 5 for 110 Ref 101'78 
CROSS OVER NETWORK 8 Ohm 3 way for tweeter midrange and 
woofer nicely cased with connections marked Only £2 00 Our ref 2P255 
or 10 for 115 00 Ref 15P32 

BASE STATION MICROPHONE Top quality unidirectional electret 
condenser rnic 600r impedence sensitivity 16-18011 - 68db built in chime 
complete with mic stand bracket (15 00 Ref 15P28 

MICROPHONE STAND Very heavy chromed mud stand, magnetic base 
4 high 13 00 if ordered with above mid Our ref 3P80 
SOLAR POWERED MCAD CHARGER 4 NICE/ AA battery charger 
Charges 4 batteries in 8 hours Price £6,00 Our ref 6P3 

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES. 66' 
only f 9 00 each or 2101115 00 Ref 15P37 
STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY. 220. 
1100 operation giving 5V at 1A - 24V at 0 25A - 120 at 0 15A and • K. I. 
0 44112 00 each Ref 12P27 
SOLDERING IRON STAND Price 1300 Our ref 3P66 
INCAR GRAPHIC EQUAUZEPUBOOSTER Shrnline 7 band with built in 
30 watts per channel amplifier 120 operation, twin 5 LED power 
indicators, 20•21KHz with front and rear fader plus headphone output , 
Brand new and guaranteed Only £25 00 Ref. 25P14. 
CENTRONICS ADAPTER KIT Converts plotter printer m 
Centronics compatible Price( 4 00 Our ref 4P57 
CAR IONIZER KIT Improve the air in your car, clears smoke and helps 
prevent fatigue Case req Price 112 00 Our ref 12P8 

NEW FM BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded coil 9v operation 
Priced at 15 00 Our ref 5P158 

NEW PANEL METERS 50UA movement with three different scales that 
are brought into view with a lever Price only 13 00 Ref 3P81 
STROBE UGHTS Fit a standard edison screw light fining 2400 40/min 
flash rate available in yellow, blue. green and red Complete witb socket 
Price 110 each Ref 10p80 Istate colour required) 

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KIT Suitable for controlling our 
powerful 12v motors Price 117 00 Ref 17P3 lhektsink requiredl 

EXTENSION CABLE WITH A DIFFERENCE it is flat on one side making 
it easy to fix and look tidy 4 core, suitable fcr alarms phones etc Our 
price only 15 00 for 50m reel Ref 5P153 

1990 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE PLEASE 
SEND 6" X 9" SAE FOR FREE COPY 
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&RS/ME. 
ALMOST OVER -BUT YOU'VE JUST ONE MORE 
CHANCE TO BUY AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! 

ALL ITEMS LISTED BELO W ARE FINAL REDUCTIONS! 
FRO M PREVIOUS SALE PRICES!! SALE MUST END 

28TH SEPT!! ALL GOODS SHO WN IN DETAIL IN OUR 16-PAGE 
SALE SUPPLEMENT-FREE ON REQUEST!! 

KEYBOARD 
PARCEL 1 
ANY 5 FOR 

£25.00 
DATABOXES 

ANY 5 OF 
RD 13.3, 14.3, 31.4, 32.3, 

32.4, 41.2, 51.2 
(Give alternatives, nearest available 

will be supplied) 

£25.00 
BURGLAR ALAR M 
SB17 (page 110 of cat) 

ORIGINALLY £2.50 
TO CLEAR: 

5 FoRE5 

KEYBOARD 
PARCEL 2 

OUR SELECTION OF 

1 0 ASSTD. 

£30.00 
SWITCH MODE PSU. 
ASTEC AA12531 

PARCEL OF 5 
FOR JUST 

£20.00 
BBC 'B' MUSIC 
SOFT WARE 

1 Each of Music Master, 
Mupados Recorder Tutor 

& Micro Maestro 
ORIGINALLY f101.00!! 

NOW 
ONLY E H ° 

FOR ALL THREE!! 

DUAL 
SHEET 
FEEDER 
3 FOR 

£25.00 
SOUNDER 
PARCEL 

PACK OF 1 0 
NO W REDUCED TO 

£6.00 
SWITCH MODE 

PSU'S 
1 )5V 6A 2)5V 10A 
3) ASTEC AA12531 

ALL 3 FOR El 5! 
JUST ARRIVED! — Big parcel 
of Semi's — LS from 4p, 
T's 1 1/2p, 5V 5A Regs £1.50. 
ASK FOR FREE LIST!! 

FREE EASI WIRE KIT WITH ALL SALE 

VI M\ ORDERS OVER  £20 
GREEN WELD  27D PARK ROAD 

SOUTHAMPTON SOI 3TB 

Tel: (0703)236363 
Fax: (0703)236307 

ELECTR O NIC 
CO MP O NE NTS 

MIN ORDER 
£10 + P&P 
£3 per order 
(UK/BFPO ONLY) 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
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THE EE MUSKETEER 
"One to7 all and all to' one" 
A complete home entertainment controller in 
ONE handheld unit! 
If you own a televiSion set, video cassette recorder, 

midi hi-fi unit, graphic equaliser satellite TV decoder 
etc., then you probably have a small arsenal of 
remote control units as well! What would 
you say to a single device which could 
replace up to four separate control-
lers whilst retaining all the 

need on ller 
o'o this, so you only 

e controller 
en e  

commands of each one? 
The EE Musketeer will 

„ 9 ti G I t t S‘SS 1‘)1 t t °  

on the armchair 

eveclikotl‘c coo? ottetos c NvoGos 

% 31: 04 0 0 

• 

DINNER&  

As well as adding a touch of luxury, a dimmer saves energy 
and greatly extends the life of the bulb. This circuit acts as an 
in-line switch as fitted to many types of table lamp. Built in a 
small plastic box it provides full-power operation plus three 
levels of dimming using two rocker switches. The In  
Dimmer may be used to control all filament bulbs up to 250 

watts rating used on a. c. mains supplies. 

CYCLE REAR LIGHT MONITOR 
Riding a bicycle at night is a hazard especially if the lights are not working properly. 

This circuit monitors the efficiency of the rear light and signals the rider with a pulsed 
high-pitched tone if a fault develops. 

ireEntomcs 
NOVEMBER ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY 5TH OCTOBER 1990 
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ULTRASONIC CAR ALARM 

Ultra Sonic Car Alarm 

Ready 

This system is specially designed to 
protect your car and its contents against 
potential thiefs. Low current consump-
tion and high noise immunity are just 
two of its distinguishing features. 

Complete kit including case 
44.367BKL   £  30.40 
In addition the system has a voltage 
sensing device i.e. the alarm is also 
triggered if appliances are switched on 
by an unauthorised person (e.g. the 
interior lighting when the door is ope-
ned). 

PC Radio (Elektor Electronics Febuary 1990) 

 Technik fur Kenner - Made in Germany 

We deliver from stock - The fastest way to order Is a fax ! 

DIGITAL PROFESSIONAL ECHO 1000 
(Elektor Electronics June 89) 

This low cost echo unit is certain to 
impress music lovers - amateur and 
professional - everywhere. Excellent 
specification and top performance 
make the EU 1000 a winner and despite 
meeting professional requirements the 
unit will not make too big a hole in your 
pocket. 
Working on the delta modulation prin-

ciple on a digital base, delay times up to 
one second are possible at full band-
width and large signal to noise ratio. 

Complete kit 
44.255BKL   £  99.50 

Ready assembled module 
44.25F   £ 134.50 

(- Specification 

Input sensitivity: 
Input 1  2 mV 
Input 2 200 mV 

Dealy Time: 
variable from 60 ms to 1 s 

Bandwidth : 
100 Hz to 12 kHz 

Additional features: 
- inputs mixable 
- single and multiple echo 
- adjustable delay level 
- switchable vibrator 
- switch-controlled noise suppression 

This FM radio consists of an insertion card for IBM PC-XTs, ATs and compatibles 
and is available as a kit or a ready-built and aligned unit. The radio has an on-board 
AF power amplifier for driving a loudspeaker or a headphone set, and is powered by 
the computer. A menu-driven program is supplied to control the radio settings. 

Complete kit  Ready assembled module 
44.544BKL   £  82.75  44.544F   £ 137.30 

VM 1000 Video-Modulator (Elektor Electronics March 90) 

Many inexpensive or older TV sets lack 
a SCART or other composite video input, 
and can only be connected to a video 
recorder or other equipment via an RE 
modulator. The modulator operates at 
a UHF TV channel between 30 and 40. 
Use is made of a single-chip RE modu-
lator that couples low cost to excellent 
sound and picture quality. 

Complete kit 
44.546BK1   £  36.90 

Ordering and payment: 

°all prices excluding V.A.T. (french customers add 18.6%T.V.A.) 

• send Euro.chegue, Bank Draft or Visa card number with order. 

Please add  3.00 for p & p (up to 2 kg total weight) 

postage charged at cost at higher weight Air Surface - 

°we deliver worldwide except USA and Canada 

dealer inquiries welcome 

RFK 700 
RGB-CVBS Converter 
(Elektor Electronics October 89) 

Nearly all computers supply as an out-
put signal for colour monitors ROB Si-
gnals. With the help of the RFK 7000 it 
is possible to record this signals with 
a videorecorder or to give them onto a 
colour TV (This is only possible, if the 

FRK 7000 
CVBS-RGB Converter 
With the help of the FRK 7000 e.g it is 
possible to use a cheap clour monitor 
with ROB input on a video recorder. 
The voltage supply is gained from a 
12V/300mA-DC voltage mains adaptor. 

computer delivers a vertical sync. of 
50 Hz and a horizontal sync. of 15.625 
Hz). 
The voltage supply is gained from a 
12V/300mA-DC voltage mains adap-
tor 
Complete kit 
44.525BKL   £  66.50 

Ready assembled module 
44 525F   £ 119.50 

Complete kit 
44.509BKL   £  66.50 

Ready assembled module 
44.509F   119.50 

-CD 

(1' 0  ELI!  FBAS  RGB  Konverler FRI( /000 ) 

ELV France - B.P. 40 - F-57480 SIERCK-LES-BAINS - France - Tel.: (33) 82.83.72.13 - Fax: (33) 82.83.81.80 



Technik fur Kenner - Made in Germany   

We deliver from stock - The fastest way to order is a fax ! 

LPS 8000 / LC 7000 Low Cost Show Laser 

LPS 8000 Laser Power Supply, complete kit 
Version 240 Volts AC 
44.428BKL220   86.90 
Version 220 Volts AC 
44.428BKL240   86.90 

LC 7000 Laser Controller, complete kit 
Version 12 Volts DC 
44.427BKL   60.80 

H-N Laser Tube 2 mW 
44 428LR   

( Electronics The Mapiin Maga2ine Dec 88. Feb-Mar 90) 

An almost infinite number of 
circular patterns can be pro-
jected onto a wall or ceiling 
with this super laser show 
equipment. 
The complete project inclu-
des a laser tube and accom-
panying power supply, hou-
sed in a metal case, and a 
laser controller, LC 7000. The 
laser controller drives the ac-
companying deflection unit, 
fixed onto the laser power 
supply case, which produces 
the numerous configura-
tions. 
Naturally the laser tube, toge-
ther with the power supply, 
can produce beams without 
the laser controller and the 
controller can be used with 
other, similar lasers. 

LPS 8000 Laser Power Supply, ready assembled module 
Version 240 Volts AC 
44.428F240   156.50 
Version 220 Volts AC 
44.428F220   156.50 

LC 7000 Laser Controller, ready assembled module 
Version 12 Volts DC 
44.427F   104.30 

Laser Motor-Mirror Set, complete kit 
60.80  44.506M   22.95 

all 
VIDEO RECORDING 
AMPLIFIER 
(Elektor Electronics April 89) 

Losses can easily occur when copying 
video tapes resulting in a distinct re-
duction in quality. By using this video 
recording amplifier, with no less than 
four (!) outputs, the modulation range 
is enlarged and the contrast range of 
the copy increases. 
Two level controllers for edge definition 
(contour) and amplification (contrast 
range) allow individual and precise 
adaptation. 

Complete Kit 
(including Box, PCB and all parts 
44.324BKL   £  14.75 

IBM PC Service Card 

This card was developed for assistance 
in the field of service, development and 
test. The card is used as a bus-exten-
sion to reach the measurement points 
very easy. It is also possible to change 
cards without having a 'hanging com-
puter. 

(Elektor Electronics May 1990) 

Complete kit 
44.517BKL   £  77.95 

Ready assembled module 
44.517F   £ 137.95 

TA 1000 Telephone Answering Unit 

This automatical telephone answering 
unit uses a 256-kbit voice recording 
circuit to store and replay your spoken 
message of uo to 15 seconds. Notewor-
thy features are that it is available as a 
complete kit, providesd a battery back-
up facility and does not require align-
ment. No provision is made, however, 
to record incoming calls. 

(Elektor Electronics January 1990) 

Complete kit 
44.433BKL   £  45.65 

Ready assembled module 
44.433F   87.25 

f 

Telefon-Anrufbeantworter  TAB 1600 
 .1" 

IC TESTER for IBM-PC-XT/AT 

With the ELV IC tester logic function 
tests can be carried out on nearly all 
CMOS and TTL standard components, 
accommodated in DIL packages up to 
20 pin. The tester is designed as an 
insertion card for IBM-PC-XT/AT and 
compatibles. A small ZIF test socket 
PCB is connected via a flat band cable. 
Over 500 standard components can be 
tested using the accompanying com-
prehensive test software. 

( Electronics The Maplin Magazine Jun-Jul 89 • 

Eieklor Electronics December 89) 

Complete Kit including Textool sok-
ket, connectors, sockets, Flat band 
cable, PCB, Software 
44.474BKL   £  60.85 

Ready Assembled Module 
4.474F   £ 113.00 

Software, single 
44.474SW   £  17.85 

ELV France - B.P. 40 - F-57480 SIERCK-LES-BAINS - France - Tel.: (33) 82.83.72.13 - Fax: (33) 82.83.81.80 



HIGH GRADE COMPONENT PARCELS 
EVERYTHING 
MIST 
GO! 

SEMI 
CONDUCTORS 

What a selection! Every single parcel will 
contain: ICs, signal diodes, rectifiers. zeners, 

semiconductor VDRs. transistors, FETs, high 
voltage transistors, power transistors, triacs, 

voltage regulators, and a good deal more. Did I 
mention the varicap tuning diodes? The VHF 

transistors? The Schottky rectifiers? All the 
semiconductors you've ever wanted, but could 
never afford. This has to be one of the finest 

•  parcels we have ever offered. Don't miss it! 
PARCEL 9A:  PARCEL 9B: 

200 SEMICONDUCTORS  1000 SEMICONDUCTORS 
for £10! • VAT  for £40! • VAT 

PRESETS 
An attractive and very functional pack 
of preset pots. The parcels contain a 
high proportion of top quality cermets, 
both single and multi-turn. In fact they 
outnumber the carbon types! All styles 
and types are represented: open, 
enclosed, vertical, horizontal, square. 
round, 3/4" and 11/4" multi-turns, and so 
on. All values from a few ohms to 
several megs. 
PARCEL 11A: 
200 PRESETS for £6 • VAT 
PARCEL 11B: 
1000 PRESETS for £25 • VAT 

vAk 

SWITCHES 
Take a rocker switch in one hand, 
roller microswitch in the other, and 
have yourself a rock 'n roll party! OK, 
the the jokes aren't up to much, but the 
switches are superb. Lots of rocker 
switches - ideal as spares for 
household gadgets. Some. so I'm told, 
fit the dashboard cut-outs on Ford cars, 
so just think of the extra lights and stuff 
you could fit! Then there are the 
toggles. the push switches, the rotaries 
and the sliders. All tucked up snugly, 
bless their cotton socks, in our switch 
parcels. And all for 10p each or less - 
it's enough to make you explode with 
joy. Well, nearly enough. 
PARCEL 14A: 100 ASSORTED 
SWITCHES for £10! • VAT 

PARCEL 148: 300 
ASSORTED 

SWITCHES 
for £25! • 

VAT 

HIGHC;RADE 
COMPONENTS LTD 

Unless otherwise stated, all the clearance parcels we offer contain brand new, top grade 
components If some of the offers look too good to be true, all I can say is that the 

optimists will get some stunning bargains, the cynics will never know what 
they ve missed, so everybody will be happy' All offers apply only while 

current stocks last - watch out for next month's parcels or, better 
still, be the first to hear about any new offers by 

pulling your name on our mailing list 

Access Orders: 
Tel 0600 3715 CONNECTORS 

If you ever again need to connect anything to 
anything else, the chances are you'll find the 
plugs and sockets for it in this parcel. Computers? 

There are D connectors, printer connectors, RS232 
connectors, and so on. PCBs? There are edge 

connectors and pin connectors. RF connectors? 
No problem. Audio? There are speaker plugs 

and sockets. DIN connectors and much more. 
And all for 10p or less apiece! How can you resist it? 

PARCEL 10A: 
100 ASSORTED CONNECTORS for £10! • VAT 
PARCEL 10B: 
300 ASSORTED CONNECTORS 

for £25! • VAT 
tti• 

MONSTER OPTO 
PARCELS 
If it has anything to do with light, it's in 
here. There are LEDs of all shapes, 
sizes and colours. seven segment 
displays, infra-red senders and 
receivers, bar graph assemblies, opto 
switches, and who knows what else. 
The larger parcels have LCDs too. An 
excellent selection of top quality 
devices. 
PARCEL 12A: 
100 OPTO DEVICES for £10 • VAT 
PARCEL 12B: 
300 OPTO DEVICES 

for £25 • VAT 

H.V. 
POLYESTERS 
Above 100n or so the price of non-
electrolytic caps starts to rise steeply. 
To get one above 1AF will cost the 
earth, or at least a major planet. And 
not even an asteroid for change. These 
parcels contain caps to at least 4µ7. 
Replace those nasty non-polar 
electrolytics in your speaker 
crossovers, connect them across 
electrolytic smoothing and coupling 
caps in your hi-fi, stop using back-to-
back tants in your projects. The larger 
caps will easily cost several £££s earh 
from normal suppliers. 
We've got too many, so 

PARCEL 15A: 
200 HV POLYESTERS 

for £10 • VAT 
PARCEL 15B: 

buO HV POLYESTERS 
for £25 • VAT 

Unit 111, 8 Woburn Road, Eastville, Bristol BS5 6TT 
Tel: 0600 3715 Fax: 0600 72262 

RESISTORS 

Supplied to you as 
they arrive with us: 
some bagged. some 
bandoliered, some 
reeled, some loose. The 
mixture has 1.4W resistors 
in every single E12 value, 
with some E24 and an 
assortment of E96 precision 
types. Then there are 1,2W 

resistors and a nice selection of 
power types to 5W and above. The 
proportions vary from parcel to parcel, 
but you'll certainly have an excellent 
range of types and values. 
I have absolutely no intention of 
counting out tens of thousands of 
resistors, so these are sold by weight 
As a rough guide 1000 1,40/ 
resistors weigh about 240g. 

so there are over 4000 
of these to the Kg. 

PARCEL 13A: 
10Kg RESISTOR 

PARCEL £30 
VAT 

JUNK! 
Bits of 
equipment, PCBs, 
components, 
hardware. mags, 
books, data, everything 

electronic turns up at 
some time or other in our 

legendary JUNK parcels. 
There's so much unsorted stuff 

around the place we hardly 
know what goes in there 

ourselves! The components won't 
be neatly packed - once we've 

combed their hair and dressed them in 
their Sunday best, they go onto one of 
lists. In the JUNK parcel you see them in 
the raw state. 

The first 10Kg is yours for £18  VAT 
After that, the price is £1 per Kg. so 
11Kg will be £19 -t- VAT, 12Kg will 
be £20 + VAT, and so on. 
Have as much as you like' 

JUNK SPECIAL: 
1 cwt for £50! 
VAT 

H5 

UK Orders: 
Please add £2 50 

towards postage and 
packing and 15% VAT 

to the total 
Europe and Eire: 

Please add £6.00 carriage 
and insurance. No VAT 

Outside Europe: 
Please add £12.00 carriage 

and insurance. No VAT 
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RTVC HAVE DONE IT AGAIN! 
We have secured all stocks of nearly new fac-
tory refurbished car stereos, manufacturer ap-
proved, at unrepeatable prices We also offer a 
6 month guarantee with all units (this only ap-
plies to products marked * on this page 

.7ear ttif . ,  •-• 

Alba digital auto reverse push button AM FM 
/ LW car stereo with separate bass/treble con-
trol APPSS on tape 25 watts per channel out-
put, with line output for car components use 

*£79.40 • £2.30 pp 

Sparkomatic Phoenix Digital auto reverse 
AM/FM/LW car stereo, with tape volume and 
balance control 9 watts output per channel 

*£52.40+ £2.80 pp 

Sparkomatic Auto reverse AM/FM car stereo 
with tone volume and balance control 

*£44.20 • £2.80 pp 

IN-CAR STEREO BOOSTERS 
In-Car Stereo Hi-
power booster am-
pifiers 300W out-
put.  150W  x 2 
inputs for low power 
car  stereos  and 
phono inputs short 
circuit protection 

1110110•••••••••1116 

TUCIDar W UXI 

VS7•1 

£94.95 + £2 pp 
150W output 75 x 
2 inputs as above 

£43.00 
+ £2.00 pp 

IN CAR WOOFERS 
40W Nominal 60W Max, 4 ohm Good -

mans woofer  £9.95 £1.90 pp 
8" 60W Nom 90W Max 45 ohm Richard 
Allen woofer  £33.80 + £3.50 pp 
10" 100W Nom 150W Max 4-5, ohm Richard 
Allen woofer  £41.50+ £3.50 pp 
12" 100W Nom 250W Max 45 ohm Richard 
Allen woofer  £43.50 + £4 pp 
15" 100 W Nom 250W Max 4 5 ohm Richard 
Allen woofer  £79.35 • £5 pp 

TWEETERS AND MID RANGE FOR 
IN-CAR USE 

4V 100W 4 5 ohm sealed back mid range 
Goodman  £5.50+ £1.50 pp 
2'4" 65W 4-5 ohm Ferro fluid cooled dome 
tweeter with housing 
Audax  £5.00 + £1.20 pp 
TA" 100W 8 ohm Ferro fluid cooled dome 
tweeter for 4-8 ohm use £8.95 £1.20 pp 

ACOUSTIC REAR PARCEL SHELF 
To get the best sound from your car woofers, 
replace your rear hatchback parcel shelf with 
one of these 18mm thick fibreboard units, tailor 
made for your car, supplied with grille cloth 
and fixings When ordering please state make, 
model, and year of reg  £39.80 £6  p p 

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO 
Mains and battery operated 
High quality VHF/FM, 
Medium and Long Wave reception. 
6 pushbutton selected 
preset stations 
Fully retractable telescopic 
aerial 
Headphone 'earphone 
jack socket 
Size 230H x 150W x 65D 
Ref RE -5500 
Brand new 
Listed price over £0,00 

£14.95 + £2.80 pp 

BP01513  1 30W dome tweeter. Size 90.66mil JAPAN made 
BP016  6 2200uf can type Electrolytic 25V d.c. computer 

grade made in UK by PHILIPS 
8P017  3 330000 16V d.c. electrolytic high quality 

computer grade UK made 
20 20 ceramic trimmers 
4 Tuning capacitors, 2 gang dielectric a.m. type 
10 3 position, 8 tag slide switch 3 amp rated 
125V a.c made in USA 

5 Push-button switches, push on push off, 2 pole 
change over PC mount JAPAN made 

BP023  6 2 pole 2 way rotary switch 
BP024  2 Right angle, PCB mounting rotary switch, 

4 pole, 3 way rotary switch UK made by LORL/N 
BP025  4 3 pole, 3 way miniature rotary switch with one 

extra position off (open frame YAXLEY type) 
BP026  4 4 pole, 2 way rotary switch UK made by (ORLIN 
BP027  30 Mixed control knobs 
BP029  6 Stereo rotary potentiometers 
BP030  2 10k wire wound double precision 

potentiometers UK made 
BP031  6 Single 100k multitune pots, ideal for vancap 

tuners UK made by PHILIPS 
BP032  4 UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and 

untested UK made by PHILIPS 
BP033  2 FM stereo decoder modules with diagram 

UK made by PHILIPS 
BP033A  4 6-u V. High grade Ferrite rod. UK made 
BP034  3 AM IF modules with diagram PHILIPS UK made 
BP034A  2 AM-FM tuner head modules. UK made by Mullard 
BP03413  1 Hi.Fi stereo pre-amp module inputs for CD, tuner 

tape, magnetic cartridge with diagram. 
UK made by MULLARD 

6 All metal co-axial aerial plugs 
6 Fuse holders, panel mounting 20mm type 
6 In line fuse holders 20mm type 
UK made by BULGIN 

20 5 pin din, 180' chassis socket 
6 Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted 
3 2 8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains flex 
2 Large VU meters JAPAN made 
30 4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested 
2 Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge with 78 and 
LP styli JAPAN made 

2 Mono Cassette Record and play heads 
2 606 Mains transformers, PCB mounting 
Size 42.33.35 

1 24V 0.3VA mains power supply. Brand new boxed 
UK made by MULLARD 

BP047A  1 25V DC 150mA mains adaptor in black plastic case 
with flying input and output leads new units made 
for famous sound mixer manufacturer 
Size 80 ,, 55.47 

BP049  10 0C44 transistors. Remove paint from top and it 
becomes a photo-electric cell IORP 12) 
UK made by MULLARD 

30 Low signal transistors mon, pnp. types 
6 14 watt output transistors. 3 
complimentary pairs in 1066 case 
(Ideal replacement for AD761 and 162sI 

13P052A  1 Tape deck pro amp IC with record/replay 
switching No LM1818 with diagram 

5 5 watt audio ICs. No TR W° lATEZ) 
10 Motor speed control ICs, as used with most 
cassette and record player motors 

1 Digital DVM meter I.C. made by PLESSEY 
as used by THANDAR with diaaram 

4 7 segment 0.3 LED display (red) 
8 Bridge rectifiers, 1 amp, 24V 

200 Assorted carbon resistors 
1 Power supply PCB with 30V 4V/A transformer 
MC7818CT IC & bridge rectifier Size 4". 24," 

5 6 35mm Mono jack plugs 
5 6 35mm stereo switched lack sockets 
12 Coax chassis mount sockets 
1 3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket 

No 

MAIL ORDER 
£1 BARGAIN PACKS 
BUY 20 GET 1 FREE 
Please state pack(s) required 

OtY Per Pack 

BP019 
BP020 
BP021 

f3P022 

BP035 
BP036 
BP037 

BP038 
BP039 
BP041 
BP042 
BP043 
BP044 

BP0454 
BP046A 

BP047 

BP050 
BP051 

81,053 
BP054 

BP055 

BP056 
BP057 
BP058 
BP059 

BP061 
BP063 
BP064 
BP065 

MULTIBAND RADIO 
VHF 54-176 MHz + AM CB BANDS 1-80 

Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL, 
AIRCRAFT, RADAR 
PUBLIC UTILITIES 

RADIO AMATEURS AND 
MANY MANY MORE 

SQUELCH CONTROL 
"RUBBER DUCK AERIAL" 

£17.95 
POSTAGE 

£2.85 

HAND HELD WALKIE TALKIES 
Ideal for sports or any outdoor 
activities. Built-in call button and 
separate volume control. Range 
1.2km maximum. 49MHz crystal 
control superhet circuit with built-
in condenser mic. and speaker 
Unit supplied with vinyl carrying 
case and personal earphone. 

£32.90 a pair 
+ £2.60 P&P 

RADIO AND TV COMPONENTS ACTON LTD 
21 HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON IN3 6NG 
MAIL ORDER TERMS POSTAL ORDERS and or CHEOUES with orders 
Orders under 120 add C3 00 service charge Nett monthly accounts to 
Schoels Colleges and FL C only ACCESS VISA Phone orders between 
9 30 IL 12pno please Overseas readers write lot quote on dehvers 

P91,,,, 1171 77.4432w A91 .992 8.1.0 
Callers 313 Edgware Road London W2 Closed Sun 
21 High St • Acton London W3 closed Sun Mon & Wed 

30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT 

• • • 
An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion. All the components are mounted on the 
single P.C.B. which is already punched and 
backprinted. 
• 30W x 2 (DIN 4 ohm) 
• CD/Aux, tape I, tape II, tuner and phono 
inputs. 

• Separate treble and bass 
• Headphone jack 
Size (H. W.D.) 75)(400 x 195mm 
Kit enclosed: case, P.C.B., all con-ponents, sca e 
and knobs £36.80. post £3.50 
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics April 
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit. 

AMPHONIC 125+125 POWER AMPLIFIER 

125 watt per channel stereo power amplifier 
with independent volume controls, professional 
19" rack mount and silent running cooling fan for 
extra reliability. 
Output power .... 125W RMS max. per channel 
Output impedance   4 to 16 ohms 

(max, power into 4 ohms) 
Sensitivity   450V at 22K ohms 
Protection .... Electronic short-circuit and fuses 
Power   220-240V a.c. 50Hz 
Chassis dim ...    435 x 125 x 280mrn 

£142  f7.00 p&p 

STEREO MIXER 

5-channel stereo disco mixer in racking case which can 
handle up to a total of 10 phono, line and mic inpits, 
switchable on front panel. Twin 5-band graphic equaliz-
er with insert/bypass switch. Cross fader between 
channels 1 and 2. Mic channel with low Cut filter and 
talkover switch. Separate L and R master controls. 
Output for amp, tape and headphones. 
Input Mic   0.3mV 600 olyns 

Phono   2.5mV 50K oh-ns 
Outputs: Amp & Tape   1 2V 

Headphone   50mV 0, 75ohms 
Equalizer control frequencies  60, 250,1k, 3.5k,12kHz 
Equalizer control range   ±12dB boost or cut 
Size   350 x 280 x 90mm 

£118.90 + £5.80 P&P 

BELT-DRIVE 
QUICKSTART VARISPEED 
DISCO TURNTABLE 

* Quick start ideal for scratching 
It Pitch control 
* Pop-up target lamp 
* Strobe lamp 
Counterweighted tubular tone arm with plug-in 
headshell 

* Full manual control 
* Remote start/stop 
* 7.5kg 

£112.00 
+ £7.00 P&P 

28.0.28V 4 AMP MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
With a 5.5V at 0.5A mains input 110-240. Size 90 x 105 
75 fined with copper screening band, made for ferrous 
HIFI Co. £5.50 each. Postage £2.80. It's weight is 2.7 Kg 
Brand new and unused condition 
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ELECTRONICS 
All prices include VAT 

Shop open 9-5 Mon-Fri; 

9-2 Saturday 
Official orders welcome 

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP 
EE93135 Hunter Street 

Burton-on-Trent 
Staffs, DE14 2ST 

VISA  Tel: 0283 65435 
Fax: 0283 46932 

Add £2 
p&p to 

all orders 

SUPERHET BROADCAST RECEIVER   

EE MAR '90 
At last, an easy to build SU PER H ET A M. radio 
kit . Covers Long and medium Wave bands. built 
in loudspeaker with 1 watt output. Excellent 
sensitivity and selectivity provided by ceramic I.F. 
filter. Simple alignment and tuning without 
special equipment Kit available less case, or with 
pre-cut and drilled transparent plastic panels and 
dial for a striking see-through effect. 

KIT REF 835 
£16.79 

D.C. MOTOR GEARBOXES 

Ideal for Robots and Buggies. A miniature plastic 
reduction gearbox coupled with a 1.5-4-5 Volt 
mini motor. Variable gearbox reduction ratios 
are obtained by fitting from 1 to 6 gearwheels 
(supplied). Two types available: 
SMALL UNIT TYPE MGS  £3.99 
Speed range 3-2200 rpm. Size 37x43x25mm 

LARGE UNIT TYPE MGL  £4.55 
Speed range 2-1150 rpm. Size 57x43x29mm 

Supplying Electronics 
for Education, 
Robotics, Music, 

Computing and much 
much more! 

NE W CATALOGUE OUT 
OCTOBER. SEE FUTURE 
ISSUES OF EVERYDAY 
ELECTRONICS FOR 

DETAILS 

STEPPING MOTORS 

A range of top quality stepping motors suitable 
for driving a wide range of mechanisms under 
computer control using simple interfacing 

techniques. 
ID35 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR - 48 steps 
per rev  £16.50 
MD200 HYBRID MOTOR - 200 steps per rev. 

£16.80 
MD35 ' 4 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR - 48 
Steps per rev  £12.70 
MD38 PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR - 48 
steps per rev.  £8.95 

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS KIT PROJECTS 
ALL KITS HERE HAVE BEEN FEATURED IN EE /F YOU 
ARTICLE, YOU WILL NEED TO ORDER THE REPRINT FOR 
KITS INCLUDE CASES, PCB's HARD WARE AND ALL COM 
NOT DRILLED, LABELS ARE NOT SUPPLIED 

Ref  Price 
835  SUPERHET BROADCAST RECEIVER Mar 90 

With drilled panels and dial  £16.79 
Without above  £13.64 

834  QUICK CAP TESTER Feb 90  f10.17 

833  EE 4 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER Jan 90  £31.45 

815  EE TREASURE HUNTER Aug 89  Full Kit £41.95 

814  BAT DETECTOR June 89  £20 98 

812  ULTRASONIC PET SCARER May 89  £14.49 
too SPECTRUM EPROM PROGRAMMER Dec 88  £29 95 

796  SEASHELL SYNTHESISER Nov 88  f 27 94 

790  EPROM ERASER Oct 88  £27.90 
769  VARIABLE 25V-2A BENCH POWER SUPPLY 

Feb 88  £5561 

763  AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Dec 87  £15 66 

739  ACCENTED BEAT METRONOME Nov 87  £23 43 
740  ACCOUSTIC PROBE Nov 87 (less bolt & probe) £19 58 

744  VIDEO CONTROLLER Oct 87  £32.58 

734  AUTOMATIC PORCH LIGHT Oct 87  £19 20 

728  PERSONAL STEREO AMP Sep 87  £15.99 

730  BURST-FIRE MAINS CONTROLLER Sep 87  £15.17 

724  SUPER SOUND ADAPTOR Aug 87  £4293 

718  3-BAND 1 6-30MHz RADIO Aug 87  £29.66 

719  BUCCANEER I B METAL DETECTOR  July 87 
Inc coils, and case less handle and hardware  £29 58 

722  FERMOSTAT July 87  £13 58 

715  MINI DISCO LIGHTS June 87  £14.08 

707  EQUALIZER (IONISER) May 87  £17.37 
700 ACTIVE I/R BURGLAR ALARM Mar 87  £39.87 

581  VIDEO GUARD Feb 87  f 9 39 

584  SPECTRUM SPEECH SYNTH (no case) Feb 87  £23.39 
578  SPECTRUM I/O PORT less case Feb 87  £10.55 
569  CAR ALARM Dec 86  £13 94 

563  200MHz DIG FREQUENCY METER Nov 86  £69.95 
561  LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86  £11.40 

560  LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION  £21.93 

559  LIGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION  £15.25 
556  INFRARED BEAM ALARM Sep 86  £31.70 

544 TILT ALARM July86  £13 75 

DO NOT HAVE THE MAGAZINE WITH THE ORIGINAL 
80p EXTRA REPRINTS ALSO AVAILABLE SEPARATELY 
PONENTS (UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE) CASES ARE 

Ref 
542  PERSONAL RADIO June 86 

528  PA AMPLIFIER May 86 

523  STEREO REVERB Apr 86 
513  BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86 

512  MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86 

497  MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86 

493  DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 

481  SOLDERING IRON CONTROLLER Oct 85 

464  STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC 
COMPUTER less case Aug 85 
1D35 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA 
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS 

461  CONTINUITY TESTER July 85 

455  ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85 

453  GRAPHIC EQUALISER June 85 

444  INSULATION TESTER Apr 85 
392  BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE 

INTERFACE Nov 84 

387  MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84 

386  DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84 

362  VARICAP AM RADIO May 84 

337  BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84 

263  BUZZ OFF Mar 83 

242  INTERCOM no case July 82 

240  EGG TIMER June 82 

108  IN SiTU TRANSISTOR TESTER June 78 

106 WIERD SOUND EFFECTS GEN Mar 78 

101  ELECTRONIC DICE Mar 77 

TEACH -IN 1 PROJECTS 

591  REGULATOR UNIT & SAFE POWER SUPPLY 

592  UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE 

593  DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER 

594  AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER 

595 AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR 

596  R F SIGNAL GENERATOR 
597  FET VOLTMETER 

598  DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR 

Price 

£12 89 

f 29.95 

£29 57 

f 31 25 

£9 86 

£20 95 

£46 46 

f 6 12 

f 9 40 
f 8 95 
£5.74 

£6 93 

£8 45 

£29 98 

£21 89 

f 39 95 

£6 18 

f 9 70 

£14 70 

£27 00 

£6 35 

f 6 36 

£7 68 

£10 53 

f 8 75 

£7 00 

£29 95 

£28 89 

£21 22 

£18.73 

£29.31 

£27.37 

£24.02 

£18.65 

HA MEG HM 203- 7 OSCILLOSCOPE  

New model just arrived Special summer discount price 
Full two year parts and labour warranty  £309  

20MHz-2 channels 1 mV sensitivity 
Ease to operate and high performance  + £46.35 VAT 

Next Day Delivery £8.50 

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS & 
BOOK PROJECTS 
ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS 
The classic Easy to Follow book suitable for all ages. Ideal 
for beginners. No soldering, uses an S-DEC breadboard 
Gives clear instructions with lots of pictures. 16 projects - 
including three radios, siren, metronome, organ, intercom, 
timer, etc. Helps you learn about electronic components 
and how circuits work. Component pack includes an S-DEC 
breadboard and all the components for the series. 

ADVENTURES WITH ELECTRONICS  £5.25 
COMPONENT PACK (less book)  £23.49 

FUN WITH ELECTRONICS 
From the USBORNE Pocket Scientist series -An enjoyable 
introduction to electronics. Full of very clear full colour 
pictures accompanied by easy to follow text. Ideal for all 
beginners - children and adults. Only basic tools are 

needed. 64 full colour pages cover all aspects - soldering 
- fault finding - components (identification & how they 
work). Also full details of how to build 6 projects - burglar 
alarm, radio, game, etc. Requires soldering - 4 pages 
clearly show you how. 
The components supplied in our pack allows all the projects 
to be built and kept The book is available separately. 

FUN WITH ELECTOR ICS Book  £2.60 
COMPONENT PACK (less book)  £18.46 

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD PROJECTS 
A book of projects by R. A. Penfold covering a wide range of 
interests. All projects are built on a Verobloc breadboard. 
Full layout drawings and component identification 
diagrams enable the projects to be built by beginners. Each 
circuit can be dismantled and rebuilt several times using the 
same components. The component pack allows all projects 
in the book to be built one at a time. 
Projects covered include amplifiers, light actuated switches, 
timers, metronome, touch switch, sound activated switch, 
moisture detector, M.W. Radio, Fuzz unit, etc. 

30 SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD 
PROJECTS Book 1  £2.95 
COMPONENT PACK  £28.50 

ENJOYING ELECTRONICS 
A more advanced book which introduces some arithmetic 
and calculations to electronic circuits. 48 chapters covering 
elements of electronics such as current, transistor switches, 
flip-flops, oscillators, charge, pulses, etc. An excellent 
follow-up to Teach-in or any other of our series. Extremely 
well explained by Owen Bishop who has written many 
excellent beginners' articles in numerous electronics 
magazines. 

ENJOYING ELECTRONICS Book  £3.60 
COMPONENT PACK  £15.05 

Note - A simple muttimeter is needed to fully follow this 
book The M102 BZ is ideal.  £13 98 

A FIRST ELECTRONICS COURSE 
A copiously illustrated book that explains the principles of 
electronics by relating them to everyday objects. At the end 
of each chapter a set of questions and word puzzles allow 
progress to be checked in an entertaining way. An S-DEC 
breadboard is used for this series - soldering is not required. 

A FIRST ELECTRONIC COURSE BOOK  £3.75 
PACK  £23.47 
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INSULATION 
TESTER 
EE APRIL 85 

  A reliable electronic tester which checks 
insulation resistance of wiring appliances etc., at 
500 volts. The unit is battery powered simple and 
safe to operate. Leakage resistance of up to 100 
Megohms can be read easily. One of our own 
designs and extremely popular. 

KIT REF 444 

3 BAND 
SHORT WAVE RADIO 
EE AUG 87 
Covers 1.6-30 MHz in 3 bands using modern 
miniature coils. Audio output is via a built-in 
loudspeaker. Advanced design gives excellent 
stability, sensitivity and selectivity. Simple to 
build. 

£21.89 

IISONI FI M 

ma w  11111,11.  I 
Mil / MI  II 

KIT REF 718 

MINI STROBE 
EE MAY '86 
A hand held stroboscope which uses 6 "ultra 
bright" LEDs as the light source. Designed 10 
demonstrate the principles of stroboscope 
examination, the unit is also suitable for 
measuring the speed of moving shafts etc. 
The flash rate control covers 170-20,000 RPM in 
two ranges 

KIT REF 529 

EE 
EQUALISER 
EE MAY '87 
A mains powered Ioniser with an output of 
negative ions that give a refreshing feeling to the 
surrounding atmosphere. Negligible current 
consumption and all-insulated construction 
ensure that the unit is safe and economical in 

c ouse. Easy to build on a simple PCB. p  

KIT REF 707 

LIGHT RIDERS 
EE OCT'86 
Three projects under one title—all simulations of 
the Knight Rider lights from the TV series. The 
three are a lapel badge using six LEDs, a larger 
LED unit with 16 LEDs and a mains version 
capable of driving six main lamps totalling over 
500 watts. 

KIT REF 559 CHASER LIGHT 

KIT REF 560 DISCO LIGHTS 

KIT REF 561 LAPEL BADGE 

£15.25 

£21.93 

£11.40 

PET 
SCARER 
EE MAY 89 
Produces high power ultrasound pulses. L.E.D. 
flashes to indicate power output and level. 
Battery powered I9V-12V or via Mains Adaptor). 

KIT REF 812 
Mains Adaptor £1.98 £14.49 

DIGITAL FREQUENCY 
200 MHz METER 
EE NOV 86 
An 8 digit meter reading from AF up to 200 MHz 
in two ranges. Large 0.5" Red LED display. Ideal 
for AF and RF measurements. Amateur and C.B. 
frequen:ies. 

KIT REF 563 

ACOUSTIC 
PROBE 
EE NOV'87 
A very popular project 
which p cks up vibrations by 
means of a contact probe 
and passes them on to a pair 
of headphones or an 
amplifier, Sounds from engines, watches and 
speech 7ravelling through walls can be amplified 
and heard clearly. Useful for mechanics, 
instrument engineers and nosey parkers! 

MI \ 

KIT REF 740 
£19.58 

MUSICAL DOORBELL 
EE JAN '86 
This project uses a special I.C. pre-programmed 
with 25 tunes and 3 chimes. A Magenta design, 
the circuit is battery powered and only draws 
current whilst producing sounds. Two rotary 
switches select the tune required. Provision is 
made fpr three bell pushes, each of which 
sounds a different tune, so that three points (If 
entry can be identified. 

KIT REF 497 

EE TREASURE 
HUNTER 
EE AUG '89 
A sensitive pulse induction 
Metal Detector. Picks up 
coins and rings etc., up to   
20cms deep. Low "ground 
effect". CCaann  be used with 
search-head underwater. 
Easy to use and build, kit 
includes search-head, handle, case, PCB and all 
parts as shown. 
KIT REF 815 

Headphones 

£41.95 
£1.99 

DIGITAL 
CAPACITANCE 
METER 
EE DEC 85 
Simple and accurate Os.) measurement of 
capacitors from a few pF up to 1,000 µF. Dear 
5-digit LED display indicates exact value Three 
ranges — pF, nF, and µF. Just connect the 
capacitor, press the button and read the alue. 

KIT REF 493 
£46.46 

MOSFET  -1-ri)41 ")% 
VARIABLE  Tit 
BENCH 25V 2.5A ; 
POWER SUPPLY 
EE FEB 88 
A superb design giving 0.25V and 0-2.5A. Twin 
panel meters indicate Voltage and Current. 
Voltage is variable from zero to 25V. A 'Toroidal 
transformer MOSFET power output device, and 
Quad op-amp IC design give excellent 
performance. 

KIT REF 769 

4 CHANNEL 
LIGHT 
CHASER 

EE Jan '90 
A 1000W per channel chaser with zero v)It 
switching, hard drive, inductive load capability, 
mic sound sensor and sophisticated 'beaf 
detector Chase steps to music or auto wnen 
quiet Variable speed and mic sens LED mimic 
on front panel Switchable for 3 or 4 channels 
P552 output. Ideal for rope lights, pin spots, disco 
and display lighting. 

KIT REF 833 

£55.61 

EPROM 
ERASER 

low 

£31.45 

EE OCT 138 
Safe low-cost unit capable of erasing ip to four 
EPROM's simultaneously in less than twenty 
minutes. Operates from a 12V supply Safety 
interlock. Convenient and simple to bJild and 
use. 

KIT REF 790 

STEPPING MOTOR 
INTERFACE 
EE AUG '85 
This interface enables 4 phase unipolai stepping 
motors to be driven from four output limes of any 
computer user port. The circuit is especially 
suitable for the ID35 motor and our MD200 which 
are commonly used in buggies and ropot arms. 
Supplied complete with ribbon cable and 
connector for the BBC user port. 

KIT REF 464 
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TK FOR KITS 
GUARD DOG KIT 

ff 

One of the best burglar deterrents is a 
guard dog and this kit provides the 
barking without the bite! Can be con-
nected to a doorbell, pressure mat or 
any other intruder detector and pro-
duces random threatening barks 
Includes mains supply and horn 
speaker 
XK125  £21.95 

DISCO LIGHTING KITS 

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with 
• jilt-in opto-isolated sound to 
(Ifit input. Only requires a box and 
(intro' knob to complete  £39.95 
DL1000K 4-way chaser features 
bi-directional sequence and 
dimming 1kW per channel _123.95 
DLA/1 (for DZ1000K) 
Optional op-to input allowing audli 
beat/light response  95p 
013000K 3-channel sound to light 
kit. zero voltage switching, 
automatic level control and built-in 
mic. lkW per channel  £19.55 
XK139 Unidirectional chaser 
Zero switching and built-in audio 
input  £12.95 

POWER STROBE KIT 
Produces an intenseN4\  X 
light pulse at a 
variable frequency 
of 1 to 15Hz. 
Includes high quality 
PCB. components. 
connectors, 5Ws strobe tube and 
assembly instructions. Supply. 
240V ac. Size 80x50x45. 
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT. £17.25 

ELECTRONIC WEIGHING 
SCALE 

Kit contains a single chip microproc-
essor PCB, displays and all electron-
ics to produce a digfital LED readout 
of weight in Kgs or Sts/Lbs. A PCB 
link selects the scale-bathroom/two 
types of kitchen scales A low cost 
digital ruler could also be made 
ES1  £8.25 

1 111 
ELECTRONICS 

PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT 
Keys could be a thing of 
the past with this new high 
security lock.  Secure 
doors to sheds, garages, 
even your home or pre-
vent the unauthorised use 
of computers, burglar 
alarms or cars.  One 
4—digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an 
alarm. The number of in-
correct entries allowed 
before the alarm is triggered is selected by you. Further entries will 
be ignored for a time also set by you. Only the correct sequence will 
open the lock and switch off the alarm. The sequence may easily be 
changed by entering a special number and code on the supplied 
keyboard. Kit includes; keyboard, alarm buzzer, high quality PCB and 
all electronic components. Supply 5-15V DC. Will drive our Latch 
Mechanism (701 150  £18 98) or relay directly 

XK131 

M N KASS 
PCB  — 

1111111111111111 
L W it 

OMNI CO MO 

OUTIVI MIRA 

Th LW 

YA M 1.10 

£19.95 

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS 
Especially aimed at the beginner. Have fun with your project even after you 
have built it and also learn a little from building it. These kits include high 
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all electronic components 
(including speaker where used) and full construction instructions with 
circuit description 

Ski DOOR CHIME plays a tune when 
activated by a pushbutton  £4.50 

SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a 
relay on and off in response to whistle 
command  £4.50 

SK3 SOUND GENERATOR produces 
FOUR different sounds, including 
police/ambulance/fire-engine siren 
and machine gun  £4.50 

XK118 TEN EXCITING PROJECTS FOR 
BEGINNERS this kit contains a solder-
less breadboard, components and a 
booklet with instructions to enable the 
absolute novice to build ten fascinating 
projects including a light operated switch 
intercom, burglar alarm and electronic 
lock. Each project includes a circuit dia-
gram, description of operation and an 
easy to follow layout diagram. A section 
component identification and function is 
included. enabling the beginner to build 
the circuits with confidence  £17.25 

VOICE RECORD/ 
PLAYBACK KIT 
This simple to construct and even sim-
pler to operate kit will record and play-
back short messages or tunes it has 
many uses - seatbelt or light reminder 
in the car, welcome messages to vise 
tors at home or at work, warning mes-
sages in factories and public places in 
fact anywhere where a spoken message 
is announced and which needs to be changed from time to time, Also suitable for toys - why 
not convert your daugher's DJ doll to an BO taking doll!! 

Site   76 x 60 x 15mm 

Message time  1-5 secs normal speed. 2-10 secs slow speed 

XK129 £25.95 

SUPER-SENSITIVE 

MICROBUG 

igg• 

1.01.04". 0 C WIC V , 

• O . ., ASS VC • 

1. • M S'S,  • •••••,., 

Only 45x25x15mm, including 
mic. 88-100MHz (standard FM 

radio). Range approx. 300m depend-
ing on terrain 'Dowered by 9V PP3 
(7mA) Ideal for surveillance, baby 
alarm etc XK128  £6.35 

41:1321* 
REMOTE CONTROL 
DIMMER KIT 

-nagine controlling the brightness of your 
iights or switching them on or off from the 
comfort of your annchael This kit contains all 
the components from front panel to the last 
screw to enable you to do lust that and 10 the 
shallowest wall boxes Max power 300W (nivt 
flumescentS) 
06132  £19.96 

IR TRANSMITTER KIT 
Designed ICH use with 
Me 06132 and comes 
complete with a pre 
drilled box A PP3 9 
volt battery is required 
MK 6  £4.95 

06136 TOUCH DIMMER KIT  £12 95 

VERSATILE REMOTE 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

These kits can switch up to 16 pieces  • 
equipment on and off or control 16 functions 
depending on the keyboard selected for thi. 
M618 transminer MK12 receiver has 16 ionic 
outputs and operates from 12 to 24V d c 
240V a c via the transformer supplied Tn.. 
MK18 requires a 9V battery and keyboaro 
Great fOr controlling lights run garage doo, 
etc 

MK12 IR Receiver  C19 55 
MK18 Transmitter   £8.95 
MK 9 4-way Keyboard  f2 75 
MK10 16-way Keyboard   £7 95 
601 133 Boa for transmitter  £2 95 

PROPORTIONAL TEMPERATURE 
CONTROLLER KIT 

Uses 'burst fire' 
technique to 
maintain 

temperature to 
within 0.5°C 

Ideal for 
photography. 

incubators, wine 
making. etc 

Maximum load 3kW (240V AC). 
Temperature range up to 60°C 

Size 50x40x25mm XK140  £8.95 

TK ELECTRONICS 

13 Boston Road 
London W7 3SJ 
Tel: 081 -579 9794 
Fax: 081-566 1916 

ORDERING INFORMATION All prices INCLUDE 
VAT. Free P & P on orders over £6J (UK only), 
otherwise add £1.15. Overseas Customers divide 
total order by 1.15 then add P & P: Europe £3.50, 
elsewhere £10.00. Send cheque/PO/Visa/Access 
No. with order. Giro No. 529314002. Local Author-
ity and educational institutions orders welcome. 
Shop Open: Tuesday—Thursday 10 afT1 — 5 pm. 
Saturday 10 am — 4 pm. 

ORDERS: 081-5678910 24 HOURS 
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ELECTRONICS 
INCORPORATING ELECTRONICS MONTHLY 

The Magazine for Electronic & Computer Projects 

VOL. 19 No. 10  October '90 

Editorial Offices: 
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL, 
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE, 
DORSET BH21 1JH 
Phone. Wimborne (0202) 881 749 

Fax: (0202) 841692 DX: Wimborne 45314. 
See notes on Readers' Enquiries below - we regret 
that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be answered over 
the telephone 

Advertisement Offices: 
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS, 
HOLLAND WOOD HOUSE, CHURCH LANE, 
GREAT HOLLAND, ESSEX C013 OJS 
Phone (0255) 850596 

DESIGN 
With our popular Micro In Control series coming to an end next month, it is 
time to look at what will follow. We are often asked to tell readers how to 
design an XYZ for their next project, as many readers are aware it is not quite 
that simple! However, our new Circuit Design Teach-In series starting in the 
December issue, will do just that. The series has been written for us by Mike 
Tooley, who should be well known to most readers, and Mike's words describe 
the series very well: 
"This ten part series is designed for the beginner. It not only aims to dispel 
some of the perceived mystery of electronic circuits but it also shows how even 
the relative newcomer to electronics can, with the right approach, design and 
realise quite complex circuits. 
Each part will incorporate a design problem together with a complete practi-
cal project. The practical project will stand on its own and thus may appeal 
to those who may not necessarily be following the series, whilst the design 
problem has been designed to give readers some scope for experimentation. 
The series will employ an absolute minimum of mathematics. Futhermore, 
the traditional analytical approach (based on circuit theorems) will largely be 
replaced by experiential learning. The overall aim being that of fostering an 
intuitive approach" 

TEACH-IN FOUR 
While on the subject of Teach-Ins our new publication Teach-In No. 4. Intro-
ducing Digital Electronics, will be on sale on 21St September so watch out for 
that too. It is a complete course for City & Guilds 726/301 (Introductory Digi-
tal Electronics) and will be invaluable to anyone taking up the hobby or getting 
involved in study for C&G or other qualifications, including G.C.S.E. courses. 

PRICE 
No doubt you will have noticed that from this issue EE will cost you £1.50. It 
has been 18 months since our last price rise and our costs — particularly paper 
prices — continue to rise. I believe EE is no more expensive than any of our 
rivals (cheaper than some) and still offers the best value for money of any of the 
monthly electronic hobby magazines. You can avoid this price rise for a year if 
you are quick! See page 667. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to 
any address in the UK: £16.00. Overseas: 
£19.50 (£37 airmail) Cheques or bank drafts 
(in £ sterling only) payable to Everyday 
Electronics and sent to EE Subscriptions 
Dept., 6 Church Street. Wimborne, Dorset 
BH21 1JH. Subscriptions can only start 

with the next available issue. For back 
numbers see below 

BACK ISSUES 
Certain  back  issues  of  EVERYDAY 
ELECTRONICS are available price £1 .50 
(£2.00 overseas surface mail) -  sterling 
only please - inclusive of postage and 
packing per copy. Enquiries with remittance, 
wade payable to Everyday Electronics, should 
be sent to Post Sales Department, Everyday 
E ectronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, 
Dorset  BH21  1JH.  In  the  event  of 
non-availability  one  article  can  be 
photostatted for the same price. Normally sent 
within seven days but please allow 28 days for 
delivery We have sold out of Sept., Oct. 
& Dec. 85, April, May, Oct. & Dec. 86, 
Jan., April, May & Nov. 87, Jan., March, 
April, June & Oct. 88, & March 90. 

BINDERS 
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are 
available from the above address for £4.95 
(£6.95 to European countries and £9.00 to 
cther countries, surface mail) inclusive of post 
and packing. Normally sent within seven days 
hut please allow 28 days for delivery Pay-
ment in  sterling only please. 

Editor: MIKE KEN WARD 

Secretary: PAMELA BROWN 

Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON 

Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER 

Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881 749 

Advertisement Manager: 
PETER J MEW, Frinton (0255) 850596 

Classified Advertisements: 
Wimborne (0202) 881 749 

READERS' ENQUIRIES 
We are unable to offer any advice on 
the use, purchase, repair or modification 
of commercial equipment or the incor-
poration or modification of designs pub-
lished in the magazine. We regret that we 
cannot provide data or answer queries 
on articles or projects that are more than 
five years old. Letters requiring a per-
sonal reply must be accompanied by a 
stamped self -addressed envelope or a 
self addressed envelope and interna-
tional reply coupons. 
All reasonable precautions are taken to 
ensure that the advice and data given to 
readers is reliable. We cannot however 
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal 
responsibility for it 

CO MPONENT SUPPLIES 
We do not supply electronic com-
ponents or kits for building the projects 
featured, these can be supplied by adver-
tisers 
We advise readers to check that all parts 
are still available before commencing any 
project in a back-dated issue 
We regret that we cannot provide data 
or answer queries on projects that are 
more than five years old. 

ADVERTISE MENTS 
Although  the  proprietors  and  staff 
of  EVERYDAY  ELECTRONICS  take 
reasonable  precautions  to  protect  the 
interests of readers by ensuring as far as 
practicable that advertisements are bona 
fide, the magazine and its Publishers cannot 
give  any  undertakings  in  respect  of 
statements or claims made by advertisers, 
whether these advertisements are printed as 
part of the magazine, or are in the form of 
inserts. 
The Publishers regret that under no 
circumstances will the magazine accept 
liability for non-receipt of goods ordered, or 
for late delivery, or for faults in manufac-
ture. Legal remedies are available in respect 
of some of these circumstances, and readers 
who have complaints should first address 
them to the advertiser. 

TRANS MITTER/BUGS/TELEPHONE 
EQUIP MENT 
We would like to advise readers that cer-
tain items of radio transmitting and tele-
phone equipment which may be advertised 
in our pages cannot be legally used in the 
U.K. Readers should check the law before 
using any transmitting or telephone equip-
ment as a fine, confiscation of equipment 
and/or imprisonment can result from illegal 
use. The laws vary from country to country; 
overseas readers should check local laws. 
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Constructional Project   

FREQUENCY 
METER/TACH 
STEVE KNIGHT 

MET 
\  , • , /̂ /  • 

• 
• 

A straightfor ward, inexpensive but accurate 
frequency m eter. M easures 
fro m 101-iz to 100k Hz. 

A
SHORT while ago a colleague who 
operated a small engineering plant. 
knowing  I dabbled  in things 

electronic, asked me if I could make up for 
him a box of tricks (as he put it) which 
would measure the speed of rotating shafts. 
The  design  criteria,  apart  from  a 
reasonable accuracy, simplicity of opera-
tion  and  cheapness,  being  that  no 
mechanical contact was to be made to any 
of the shafting under investigation, neither 
was any mechanical switching to be 
involved. 
Well, a few weeks work produced a unit 
which did the job adequately and had an 
accuracy of well within one per cent. 
What turned up was basically a photodiode 
sensor with a self-contained light source, 
which illuminated and then detected by 
reflection the passage of black and white 
stripes painted on to part of the shafting 
being looked at. 
This gave a square wave output cor-
responding to the transitions between the 
light and dark areas on the shaft. The 
output was then fed into a simple fre-
quency counter which provided a direct 
indication on the scale of an analogue 
meter, of the number of square wave cycles 
per second and hence (knowing the number 
of stripes painted on the shaft) the rota-
tional speed of the shaft. 
This original instrument had a single 
frequency measuring range of !kHz and 
when used for the purpose for which it was 
designed, that is, a Tachometer, it was 
useful for measuring the speeds of rotating 
mechanisms well beyond 10.000 revolu-
tions per minute. 
On thinking this project over afterwards, 
it seemed logical that since the end effect 
was the measurement of frequency, then a 
design could be made up of two separate 
units: A Frequency Meter part, which 
could be extended in frequency to at 
least 100kHz to make it into a self-
contained addition to the home ex-
perimenters' laboratory instruments. A 
useful optical sensor unit which could be 
used with the frequency meter to form a 
Tachometer, or used in its own right as a 
beam-break detector, or as a tape or punch 
card reader, to name just a couple of 
applications. 

As such, either or both designs might be 
of interest to home constructors, so the 
extended and modified forms of both the 
original frequency meter (this month) and 
the optical Sensor/Tachometer will be des-
cribed over the next two issues. 

F REQ UE NC Y 
M EA S URE ME NT 
An analogue trequenk:) meter may seem 
rather like a restricted or even antiquated 
piece of equipment in this age of digital 
devices but there is a maxim I have al-
ways followed over very many years in the 
electronics game: "never make a thing more 
complicated than it has to be to do the work 
you want it to do." 
That way, a lot of expense and frustra-
tion is avoided and egos are less likely to 
get dented. If a piece of equipment does a 
particular job, who cares whether there are 
just a couple of transistors inside the box or 
fifty integrated circuits? 
So. although the Frequency Meter we are 
talking about here has an upper frequency 
limit of 100kHz (this can be extended by 
frequency division as it is in a digital meter) 

Fig 1. Basic operation of the Fre-
quency Meter 

and an accuracy of two per cent, we 
mustn't dismiss it as old hat. What it does 
have, and this is important for most of us, 
is cheapness and simplicity and a useful-
ness in the fact that most home workshop 
measurements are needed over the audio 
range where an accuracy of one or two per 
cent is perfectly adequate. With an upper 
limit of, say, 100kHz, it will cover ninety-
five per cent of everything a home ex-
perimenter gets up to. 
This simple part of the project, which 
of course can be used in its own right, 
will give you a frequency measuring range 
from about 10Hz up to 100kHz with an 
accuracy, with care, of better than ± 2 per 
cent. With the meter scale being linear, the 
accuracy is unaffected by the input wave 
shape and input amplitudes down to 0.2V 
can be measured. There are six switched 
frequency ranges and a built-in calibra-
tion system which enables the circuit to be 
set up to the correct operating conditions 
every time it is used. 
Protection is provided against excessive 
input levels and against d.c. voltages which 
might be inadvertently applied. The input 
"LO" terminal SK2 is also isolated from 
the case of the instrument (if a metal box 
is used) which is a useful feature in con-
ditions where earthed input levels "ain't 
necessarily so". 
The use of the frequency meter as a 
tachometer is accomplished by the attach-
ment of the second unit which is a photo-
diode and light source, plus amplifier, and 
this will be discussed in due course. 

CIRCUIT 
P RI NCIPLES 
The principle on which the Frequency 
Meter is based is shown in Fig. I. The input 
waveform is first converted to a rectan-
gular pulse train by a two-stage saturating 
amplifier. 
This waveform is then used to switch 
transistor TR3 on and off on each of the 
alternate half cycles appearing at its base. 
For convenience, the component number-
ing is the same as that used in the full 
circuit diagram of Fig. 2. given later. 
During the negative half cycle of input, 
TR3 is turned off and capacitor C charges 
by way of resistor R8 and diode D4. 
The cathode (k) of diode D6 is held at 
a reference potential determined by the 
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Zener diode D7 (9. W) and any attempt by 
the collector of TR3 (and hence the poten-
tial on the upper plate of C) to rise 
above about 9.3V causes D6 to conduct 
and clamp the collector at that level. 
The capacitor consequently charges always 
to the same level irrespective of signal 
amplitudes elsewhere in the circuit. 
On the following half cycle, TR3 switches 
hard on and capacitor C discharges 
through the transistor, diode D5 and the 
meter movement MEI. For a given value 
of C, the mean current through the meter 
will be a function of the extent to which C 
is discharged and this will be directly 
related to the input frequency. Hence the 
meter reading is proportional to frequency. 

CIRC UIT 
D ESCRIPTIO N 
The complete circuit diagram of the Fre-
quency Meter is given in Fig. 2. The input 
transistor TR1 is a junction-gate le.t. 
preceded by a voltage limiter. This arrange-
ment provides a high input impedance 
to the instrument (of the order of one 
megohm) and overload protection. 

Switch bank S I b merely keeps the posi-
tive terminal of the meter MEI "earthed" 
for the six range positions selected on SI a 
and sa provides the discharge path for the 
appropriate range capacitor as detailed in 
the notes to Fig. 1. On the seventh posi-
tion however, the meter and a preset resis-
tance, VR I, are switched across the Zener 
reference diode D7. 
This preset is adjusted during setting-
up to give full scale deflection of the 
meter which is then correctly calibrated for 
that reference level. This is necessary as 
Zener diodes themselves have a five per 
cent tolerance. Once set, this calibration is 
thereafter controlled from a front panel 
potentiometer VR2 and holds for all fre-
quency ranges. 
The power supply source is quite con-
ventianal. A bi-phase rectifier, diodes D8 
and D9, provide a d.c. output of about 
24V across reservoir capacitor CI3 from a 
15V-0-15V, 250mA miniature mains trans-
former, and this is further smoothed and 
filtered by resistor RI2 and capacitor C12. 
Resistor RI 1 is the Zener protection resis-
tor and transistors TR1 and TR2 are fur-
ther decoupled by the R5. C3 combination. 

P RI NTED B OA RD 
All components except the meter, the 
range switch and the calibration contrcl 
are mounted on a single printed circuit 
board which itself is screwed directly on to 
the rear of the meter, using the meter 
terminals as the fixing points. This board is 
available through the EE PCB Service, 
quote code EE704. 
The board measures 137mm by 103mm 
(5' gin by 4in) and should preferably be 
of the fibreglass form as the mains trans-
former is also mounted on it. The brittle 
bakelite-based board can be used but :s 
best avoided. 
The component layout and full size cop-
per foil master pattern is shown in Fig. 3. 
The two meter fixing holes at points M + 
and M- suit the specified meter; if you use 
an alternative meter these positions may 
need to be adjusted accordingly. 
You may have to adjust the hole posi-

tions to suit or, in the event of extreme 
variation, run two leads from the board to 
the meter and mount the board in some 
other fashion. A note should also be made 
of the polarity of the terminals of any alter-

GH I 

SKI 

1.00. 

51(3 0 
EARill 

20v 

CI 
0 01 

RI 
10k 

? 1 v7 7.: 

000m* k 

D2 le-
2V 7 A 
coo,. 

TR1 
2N3S19 

P2 

BC 107 

The maximum amplitude of the signal ap-
plied to the gate of the f.e.t. is limited to 
about ± 2.7V by the action of Zener diodes 
DI and D2 together with resistor RI. If the 
signal exceeds this level in either polarity, 
the appropriate Zener will break down and 
the excess voltage will be developed across 
RI. Capacitor Cl provides some high fre-
quency compensation. 
The le.t. itself is used as a source follower 
and the output across the source load R4 
is an in-phase version of the input sig-
nal. Transistor TR2 is a simple squaring 
amplifier whose output switches TR3 on 
and off in accordance with the description 
already given. 
The charging capacitors for each of the 
six frequency ranges are selected by the 
switch bank Sla. These capacitors have to 
be highly stable and of close tolerance, and 
although shown as single components in 
the diagram, are mostly made up from two 
paralleled components. Capacitor C5, for 
example, is made up from a 39n and an 
8n2, a total capacity of 47n2, while CIO is 
made up from 100p and a 5-65p trimmer. 
We will return to this matter in the align-
ment details later. 

TR3 
BC54,11 

*SEE lEkT AN0 
14819.1 

9171 
479 

CIO 
5-55p 

CI 1 
1009 o r 

• 
C12,  . 
47C0 0.. 

Imo IN4001 

08  0 
1N1.001 

F51 

Si 

7 -0 L 

Fig 2 Circuit diagram of the Frequency Meter 

 OK 
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Fig. 33..  PCB. pattern - 
shown full size - and (op 
postte) the component lay-
out and wiring. 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1, R6  10k (2 off) 
R2  1M 
R3, R12  47 (2 off) 
R4  3k9 
R5  1k 
R7  120k 
R8  4k7 
•R9  39k 
"R10  2k7 
All  560 

All %W 5% carbon or better 

Potentiometers 
VR1  47k min. preset, horiz 
VR2  5k rotary carbon, lin. 

Capacitors 
Cl 
C2,C4 

C3 
*C5-C10 
C11 
C12,C13 

•C9,C10 

Semiconductors 
D1,D2  2.7V Zener, 400mW (2 off) 
D3  1N4148 signal diode 
D4,D5,D6  0A47 germanium diode (3 off) 
D7  9.1V Zener, 1.3W 
D8, D9  1N4001 lA 50V rec. diode (2 off) 
TR1  2N3819 n-channel field effect transistor 
TR2  BC107 npn silicon, signal 
TR3  BC548 npn silicon, signal 

Op01 polyester 
22p tantalum bead 25V 
(2 off) 

100p axial elec. 25V 
See text (Table. 1) 
100p radial elec. 25V 
470p radial elec. 25V 
(2 off) 
5-65p trimmer (2 off) 

See 
SH.OP 
TALK 
Page 

Miscellaneous 
M El  100pA 4in. moving coil panel meter 
Si  Two-pole 12-way wafer switch (2 wafers) 
S2  Mains On/Off toggle or slide switch 
Ti  Mains 10VA min. transformer; OV-15V, OV-15V 330mA sec. 
LP1  250V neon indicator lamp 
FS1  500mA fuse, with panel mounting fuseholder 
Printed circuit board available from EE PCB Seryice,code EE704; metal case, approx. 

203mm x 152mm x 100mm (see text); 4mm screw/socket terminal (3 off - red, black, 
green); control knobs (2 off); mains cable; plastic sleeving; connecting wire; mains cable 
clamp/grommet; solder tags (4 off); solder; nuts, bolts and washers etc. 
• Resistors R9 and R10 may need modification if an alternative meter is used. 
Capacitors C5 to C10 are paralleled pairs. All values above (and including) 1000p 

(1n) are 1 per cent tolerance, high stability types. Capacitors below in may be nominal 
2'h per cent polystyrene. 

Approx cost 
guidance only £25 

plus CaSe 

nate meter even if the terminal spacing 
is identical. Viewed from the rear of the 
meter, the positive terminal must be on the 
left. 
There is little to say about mounting the 
components on to the board. There are 
a number of diodes and electrolytic 
capacitors and the polarities of these 
must be carefully observed, particularly 
capacitors C2 and C4 which are tantalum 
beads and the markings on some of these 
are notoriously indistinct. Make doubly 
sure you get them the right way round. 
Diodes D4, D5 and D6 are germanium 
types, preferably 0A47s although 0A9ls 
may be used. The miniature transformer 
is bolted directly to the board using 6BA 
screws and the connections from the secon-
dary winding made with short wires down 
to the appropriate copper pads. 
When mounting the transformer TI, put 
a thin washer between the transformer and 
the board as Fig. 4. shows. This prevents 
the slight deformation of the board which 
might occur as the transformer screws are 
tightened up. Do not orertighten them in 
any event. 

F REGILIEIVC Y 
S ELECTIO N 
The frequency range capacitor selection, 
C5 to CIO, are positioned along the top 
edge of the board. These enable the range 
10Hz to 100kHz to be covered in six 
switched stages. 
Frequencies below 10Hz are seen as rapid 
vibrations of the meter pointer and are 
not accurately readable; the upper limit 
is determined by the smallest value of 
capacitor which adequately swamps out 
the effect of circuit strays. It is possible to 
get up to about 250kHz with care, but 
above some 150kHz the reading is not 
entirely reliable, hence the decision to make 
the upper limit 100k Hz for this design. 
As the board diagram shows, provision 
is made for each capacitor position to ac-
cept a paralleled arrangement of two com-
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Sib. VA? 

INPUT 

* CS 

t  

• 
PS 

11. 1   

AS 

1/27340 

04 

•—I   
RI2 

DS 

TT 

ponents; this makes the final adjustments 
very much easier. 
Table. I. shows the capacitor combina-
tions used in the prototype and these gave 
an accuracy within ± 2 per cent. However, 
because of circuit tolerances and varia-
tions, some slight adjustments may well be 
needed in copy models and this is where the 
idea of using paralleled capacitors comes 
in. 
The C5 position may be a single 47n 
± I per cent component or a 39n in paral-
lel with an 8n2. No adjustment is needed 
on this frequency range (0-300Hz) as it is 
set up against the calibration circuit; and 
for capacitors C9 and CIO the addition 
of a 5-65p trimmer capacitor makes the 
final adjustment on the two upper ranges 
(0-30kHz and 0-100kHz) very easy. 
To start off, then, solder all the capacitors 
for the C5. C9 and CIO positions into 
place, but use solder pins into the positions 
for C6. Cl and C8 and solder only the 
larger valued capacitor of each pair to 
these for the time being; that is, the I On for 
C6, the 3n9 for Cl and the In for C8. The 
additional paralleled capacitors to each of 
these will be connected to the unused pins 
during alignment later on. 
When you have reached this stage in 
the board assembly, double check on the 
polarities of the electrolytics and the diodes 
and go over your soldering to make certain 

TABLE 1 

Cap. 

C5 

C6 

C7 

C8 

C9 

C10 

Main  Parallel 
capacitance capacitance 

39n 

10n 

3n9 

1 nO 

390 

100p 

8n2 

3n9 

250p 

330p 

I 5-65p trimmer 

I5-65p trimmer 

that there are no bridges across tracks 
or poor joints. Now solder 75mm (3in) 
lengths of insulated wire, preferably of 
different colours to avoid later confusion, 
to the points along the left-hand side of the 
board which will connect to the switch SI 
and calibration control VR2 (points a 
through m) and two similar lengths to the 
input pads (points p and q). Finally, don't 
forget to bridge the tags on the mains 
transformer primary winding which con-
nect the separate parts of this winding 
together. 

R ESCALI NG THE 
M ETER 
The specified meter is scaled 0-100µA and 
this needs to be changed. This is because 
we are effectually measuring frequency and 
not microamps and the ranges go up in 

T 

IEMAERTAT H L PANEL 

WASHER UNDER CLAMP 
BOTH SIDES 

112 ,1SG I 

VERY NARROW 
GAP BETWEEN 

BOARD AND 
TRANSFORMER 

PC B 

Fig. 4. Transformer mounting. 

steps of 3 and 10 units i.e. 300Hz, 1000Hz, 
3000Hz etc. So we need to add a 0-30 scale 
on to the existing 0-100 one and put the 
word "Frequency" somewhere. 
The readjusted scale is shown in Fig. 5. 
and anyone with an artistic bent and a 
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FRE QUENCY 

Fig. 5. The required meter scale. 

steady hand can use rub-on lettering and 
Indian ink to fabricate the scale for him-
self. However, many of us do not have 
either the steady hand or the bent; so to 
make life not altogether discouraging, the 
scale has been reproduced full size and a 
photocopied scale can be cut out and glued 
to the existing scale. 
To fit the scale, first gently prise off the 
transparent plastic cover from the meter, 
using only your fingers and thumbs, nor 
screwdrivers or the like, or the plastic may 
be damaged. And make sure the surround-
ings are clean and dust free. Remove the 
existing scale by unscrewing the two fixing 
screws and slide it out from beneath the 
pointer. 
Cut out the photocopied scale to the out-
line, apply a suitable adhesive thinly to the 
back of the metal scale and by aligning 

10 

the top edges of metal and paper care-
fully you will be able to stick the paper 
scale accurately and smoothly to the metal. 
Slide the scale back into place and screw 
into position, then snap the cover back on, 
starting by engaging it at the bottom edge. 
Check the pointer zeroing adjustment by 
turning the button adjuster. 

P REPA RING THE 
FRO NT PAIVEL 
At this point I have a confession to make. 
The case I used for this project was one I 
had had collecting dust on the workshop 
shelf for a number of years. It was a one-off 
case in the first place and so is not to be had 
from anywhere else. 
However, as the whole assembly of 
board, meter and the other parts go on to a 

53 

66 5 95 
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2 HOLES AT A 10mm DIP 
3 HOLES AT B 13mm DIA 

2 HOLES AT C 5mm DIA 
1 HOLE AT D 60mm DIA 
4 HOLES AT E SEE TEXT 

(1[41734c I 

36 

PANEL 16 SWG ALIIMINIUMIBX 6) 203mm X152mm 

ALL DIMS IN mm 

Fig. 6. Front panel drilling details 

single front panel, it might be worth 
looking round for a box having a minimum 
panel size 203mm by I52mm (8in by 6in) as 
this carries the component parts quite 
comfortably. A minimum depth of about 
100mm (4in) for the box is adequate. 
Perhaps it might not be unreasonable 
to suggest using a panel size of 203mm 
by I 52mm cut from a piece of I 6swg 
aluminium and then making a case up in 
the form of a simple wooden box measur-
ing 203mm by I 52mm by 100mm deep. 
The sides could be made from plywood and 
the back a piece of hardboard. This would 
save the trouble of hunting around for a 
suitable case and would be a lot cheaper. 
Details for the panel cut-outs, assuming 
a size of 203mm by I 52mm, are shown in 
Fig. 6. The four fixing holes on the top and 
bottom edges are not shown as the posi-
tions of these are not critical and have to 
suit whatever form of box the front panel 
will finally screw to. 
The way the front panel is legended, 
using rub down lettering, is shown in the 
photographs. The actual size of the circular 
marked scales for the Range and Calibrate 
controls should suit the size of the knobs 
used; 25mm (I in) diameter are about right. 
The four fixing holes for the meter are 
always a problem to position, but in the 
box which comes with the specified meter 
you will find a cardboard packing piece 
which serves excellently as a template for 
marking out the fixing holes relative to the 
large centre hole. Cut out the large circle 
firm and then mark and drill the fixing 
holes. 
A fretsaw is useful for cutting the meter 
hold if you haven't a punch. If you use a 
drop of paraffin or turps as a lubricant, you 
will find a fretsaw cuts I 6swg aluminium 
with no great difficulty at all. 
The input terminals SK I -SK3 are 4mm 
screw/socket  types and are coloured 
red(H I), black (10) and green (earth). You 
can if you wish go your own way here and 
use a HNC connector although this does 
not isolate the "earthy" input SK2 (LO) 
from the metal panel. With the socket 
terminals, don't forget the locating spigot 
on the terminal moulding. 

A SSE MBL Y 
Once the front panel is ready, the meter, 
range switch, calibration potentiometer, 
input terminals and the mains switch and 
indicator can be mounted. The range 
switch is a two-wafer assembly and uses a 
pair of I-pole I 2-way wafers with the stop 
mechanism adjusted so that only the first 
seven positions are used. 
Although standard size wafers and 
mechanism were used on the prototype, 
there is no reason why miniature wafers 
cannot be used, and this would in fact 
allow a little more room between switch 
and board. The switch mechanism has a 
projection on its front face which acts as an 
anti-rotation feature; a hole should be 
drilled in the panel so that this projection 
engages in it when the switch fixing nut is 
tightened up. 
Put a tag under one of the lower fixing 
nuts of the meter and run a wire from this 
to the Earth terminal on the input group-
ing; also leave a few inches floating from 
this same tag to make connection to the 
transformer frame after the board has been 
fitted. 
When the above points have been seen to, 
the board itself should be screwed to the 
meter terminals at positions M + and M — . 
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Fig 7 Control and socket wiring. 

The screws supplied with the meter can be 
used but they are a bit on the short side 
particularly if you put a washer under each 
head (as you should); if you can find two 
others with an extra eighth-inch of thread. 
use them. 

IAITER WIRIAIG 
Now wire up the range switches and the 
calibration potentiometer as detailed in 
Fig. 7. Contacts not used on the switch 
wafers are not shown. The actual posi-
tion of the sliding contact on the wafers 
my differ from that illustrated, depending 
upon whether you use standard or mini-
ature wafers, or other makes of switch. 
Loop the wires from the board to the 
switch contacts neatly and do not make 
them so short that they are tight anywhere. 
Now wire up the transformer T1 primary 
via the on-off switch, not forgetting the 
neon indicator. You must stick some tape 
over the primary terminals and the switch 
tags, so that they are insulated and out of 
harms way while you carry out the calibra-
tion. 

C AL.IEIRATIOAI 
To get the best possible accuracy from 
the project, you need a Signal Generator 
covering the range 300Hz to 100kHz; fail-
ing that, if you can get hold of a 300Hz 
source of good accuracy, plus an oscillator 
which will go up to 100kHz even if it is 
not calibrated or particularly accurate, the 
work is not difficult. 
First of all, set the front panel Calibrate 
control fully anticlockwise and the preset 
potentiometer (VR1) on the p.c.b. to about 
mid-position. Switch on the Frequency 
Meter and turn the Range switch to CAL. 
The meter should not indicate anything 
on the frequency range positions of the 
switch but on the CAL position it should 
give a reading which should be adjustable 
over a small range by the Calibration con-
trol. The exact variation and its value is 
unimportant. If it does this and there are 
no other signs of circuit discontent, things 
are probably working out correctly. 

• 

Assuming now that you have or can lay 
your hands on a known source of fre-
quency in the range 300Hz to 100kHz, 
proceed as follows: connect the signal 
source to the frequency meter input HI and 
LO terminals and set the output of the 
source to 300Hz at a level of a volt or so. 
Turn the Range switch on the project to 
0.3kHz and adjust the front panel Calibra-
tion control for full scale deflection (f.s.d.) 
of the meter. This should occur somewhere 
about the centre position of the control. 
Now, without disturbing the Calibrate 
setting, switch the Range selector to CAL 
and adjust the preset potentiometer on the 
p.c.b. (VRI) to again provide f.s.d. on the 
meter. Switch back to the 0.3kHz position 
and check that the f.s.d. is unaffected. 
This frequency range is now correctly set 
up. Check the range and operation by 
progressively reducing the input frequency 
from 300Hz down to I 5Hz or so; the meter 
reading should accurately follow this varia-
tion. 
What we now have to do on the next three 
ranges is to find the appropriate capacitor 
to parallel with those already mounted on 
the board to give us a correct frequency 
reading in each case. This might sound as 
though things are going to get difficult and 
tedious, but in practice the job is done 
fairly quickly and is well worth a bit of 
patience. 
Here is the drill for the IkHz range, and 
the rest follow similarly: 
Temporarily connect a 3n9 capacitor 
(you can leave the leads full length at this 
stage) in parallel with the lOn already 
mounted in the C5 combination on the 

Fig 8. Basle calibration circuit. 

board, using the appropriate solder pins. 
This value is in accordance with Table. I. 
of values given earlier. 
Switch the Range selector to I kHz and 
set the signal source to I kHz output; if 
you are lucky the meter will read full scale 
(equal to an input of I kHz in frequency). If 
the reading is worse than ± 2 per cent or 
whatever accuracy you are settling for, you 
will need to make some adjustments. 
If the reading is too low add a further 
capacitor in parallel with the 3n9; until you 
get about two per cent change in the read-
ing per 100p added. If the reading is too 
high, replace the 3n9 with a 3n3 and add, 
say, a 470p so that you get an equivalent 
which is a little below the first 3n9 value. 
When you get things right, solder the 
added capacitor(s) securely to the pins. 
None of these additional capacitors need 
be more accurate than five per cent. 
Carry on in the same way for the 3kHz 
and lOkHz ranges, starting off with the 
added capacitor value as that indicated in 
Table. I. and making any necessary adjust-
ments to get the correct frequency read-
ing. On the top two ranges, simply adjust 
the trimmer capacitors to bring the meter 
reading to the correct f.s.d. of 30kHz and 
100kHz respectively. 
Everything hinges on getting the 300Hz 
range right; after that, if you have 
no means of calibrating otherwise, the 
capacitor values given in Table. I. should 
give you a not unreasonable overall 
accuracy to the other ranges. 
The 50Hz mains supply can be used as a 
stop-gap measure in aligning the 300Hz 
range; put a bridge rectifier across the 
secondary of a low voltage transformer, 2V 
or 3V being enough, see Fig. 8. The output 
from this bridge will then be a 100Hz 
waveform which when connected to the 
frequency meter will indicate 100Hz on the 
300Hz range. Do your initial calibration, 
then, at this point instead of at the f.s.d. 
point. 
Whenever the instrument is used, the in-
tial setting up simply consists of switching 
to CAL and adjusting the Calibrate control 
(if necessary) to f.s.d. before making any 
frequency measurements. 
Next  Month:  Add-on  Optical 
Sensor Tachometer. 
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Halloween Project 

GHOST 
WAKER 
MAX HORSEY 
Create your o wn surprise on the night of 
1--/allo ween. Even the "Ghost 
Busters" will be impressed 

T
HIS is an ideal project for Halloween, 
but sound operated devices also have 
many other applications. The circuit 

employs a miniature microphone which 
causes a pair of eyes inside a mask to flick 
open for a short time. A pair of green I.e.d.s 
in the nostrils add to the eerie effect. 
particularly in subdued lighting.  . 

P RI NCIPLE O F 
O PERATIOAI 
Sound is picked up by the microphone 
(Fig. I), and amplified by a simple • op-
amp pre-amplifier. The output from the 
op-amp is rectified (i.e. changed from a.c. 
to d.c.) and used to control a Darlington 
power amplifier. When the power amplifier 
switches on, a large current flows through 
the solenoid and I.e.d.s. 

CIRC UIT 
D ESCRIPTIO N 
The microphone is an electret type, which 
is small, inexpensive, and particularly sen-
sitive. Unlike ordinary dynamic types it 
requires a d.c. supply, and this is provided 
via RI — see Fig. 2. The small alternat-. 
ing current from the microphone is fed 
via Cl to the non inverting input of ICI. 

Fig. 2 Complete circuit diagram for the Ghost Waker mask. 

Capacitor Cl is necessary in order to iso-
late the d.c. voltage level at the lower end of 
RI, from the voltage at the junction be-
tween R2 and R3. This latter voltage is set 
at half the supply voltage. 

and since the audio signal produced by the 
microphone is alternating, the signal can 
flow through Cl and into the non-inverting 
input pin 3. This causes a similar, but 
amplified alternating signal at output pin 6. 
In other words, the previously steady d.c. 
level is now fluctuating at the same fre-
quency as the original sound wave. 

SOUND 

MICROPHONE 

GAIN CONTROL POWER 
AND  AMP 

RECTIFIER 

Fig. 1. System block diagram for the sound-operated "Mask -. 

The d.c. voltage at output pin 6 should 
equal the voltage at pin 3, and this is 
ensured by means of negative feedback, 
where R4 couples pin 6 to the inverting 
input pin 2. If the d.c. output voltage 
changes slightly, the change is inverted via 
pin 2, causing the output voltage to return 
to its correct value. Capacitor C3 blocks 
any flow of d.c. and therefore has no effect 
on these d.c. voltage levels. Capacitor C4 
also blocks the flow of d.c. to the OV rail. 
Alternating currents are — in general 
terms — able to flow through capacitors, 

R6 

Ef  1 

I ON/OFF I 

02 
12V 
SOLENOID 

TR2 
TIPCIA 

SOLENOID 

L.E.D.s 

Since resistor R4 connects the output 
back to the inverting input, the a.c. out-
put would be cancelled out. However, 
capacitor C3 provides an a.c. path to OV 
via R5. Now only part of the a.c. output 
arrives at pin 2, and the output is therefore 
only partially reduced. The ratio of R4 to 
R5 sets the approximate maximum a.c. 
gain achieved by the circuit. 

P O WER 
A MPLIFIER 
The a.c. signal passes via C4 to VR I . The 
position of the slider on VR I determines 
the signal level passed to the next stage. 
Diodes DI and D2 act as a voltage doubler 
and rectifier, charging capacitor C7 to a 
d.c. voltage level which depends upon the 
amplitude (size) of the a.c. signal flowing 
via C5. 
The value of C7 determines the time for 
which the eyes remain open after the sound 
has stopped. Resistor R7 regulates the dis-
charge of C7 into the transistors (TR I and 
TR2), which are connected as a Darlington 
pair. The gain achieved is determined by 
multiplying the gain of TR I by the gain of 
TR2. 
When the Darlington pair turns on, cur-
rent flows via the solenoid, through TR2 to 
OV. The led. D3 is wired in series with D4 
and current limiting resistor R8. Diode D5 
prevents damage caused to the transistors 
by back e.m.f. produced by the solenoid. 
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O ECOUI=LI NG 
The solenoid requires quite a large cur-
rent, and this can cause voltage fluctua-
tions which would upset the operation of 
the sensitive pre-amplifier. Resistor R6 
is provided to partly isolate the power 
rails between the pre-amplifier, and power 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1  10k 
R2, R3  100k (2 off) 
R4  470k 
R5, R6  1k (2 off) 
R7  4k7 
R8  330 
All 0,25W ± 5% carbon 

Potentiometer 
VR1  47k lin 

Se* 
SHOP 
TALK 
Page 

Capacitors 
Cl, C7  0µ22 polyester (2 off) 
C2, C6  1000µ axial elect. 25V (2 off) 
C3 to C5 101.1 radial elect. 25V (3 off) 

Semiconductors 
D1, D2, 
D5 
TR1 
TR2 
D3 D4 

1N4148 diode (3 off) 
BC184L npn transistor 
TI P41 A npn transistor 
I.e.d. green standard (2 off) 

Miscellaneous 
X1  microphone, electret type 
X2  solenoid (small 12V type) 
Si  on/off toggle switch 
Printed circuit board, available from 
the EE PCB Service, order code EE703, 
case; screw for solenoid; Meccano or 
Fishertechnik type axle; Meccano 
supports, nylon thread, elastic thread, 
table tennis balls (2 off); thin cardboard; 
mask; beard, etc.; connecting wire, 
battery holder or main adaptor (see 
text); fixings etc. 

Approx cost 
guidance only £20 
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit board component layout and 
full size (below) copper foil master patern. 
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amplifier stages. Capacitor C2 helps to 
ensure a steady supply voltage for the 
pre-amp, and C6 provides general decou-
piing for the circuit. 

C O NSTRUCTIO N 
The circuit is constructed on a p.c.b. 
shown in Fig. 3. Begin by soldering in the 
smallest components and i.c. socket. Check 
that the diodes and transistors are fitted the 
ccrrect way round, and that a BCI84L is 
used for TR I, and not a BCI84 which has 
leads in a different order. Capacitors C2 
and C6 are axial types, which lie flat 
against the p.c.b. Ensure that capacitors 
C2, C3, C4 and C6 are fitted the correct 
way round. 
Connect wire leads for the microphone, 
I.e.d.s, solenoid and power supply. Switch 
SI may be omitted if the circuit is to be 
powered from a mains power unit. Finally 
push the 741 i.c. into its socket, ensuring 
that pin one is in the correct corner. This 
i.c. is not sensitive to static electricity, and 
can be handled without precautions. 

THE C A SE 
Any type of housing may be employed; 
some constructors may prefer to mount 
the circuit on a block of wood, with the 

1 3  C M : m g 
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Fig. 4. Method of mounting the solenoid and p.c.b. inside the case. The "eyes" are 
held in position by strips of metal on the side of the case. 

mask fully covering the circuit. However, 
the prototype was based around a stan-
dard plastic case, which houses the circuit, 
solenoid and batteries. All the awkward 
mechanical parts were then secured, ena-
bling the mask to be fitted later. Begin 
by drilling holes for the solenoid armature 
screw, solenoid mounting block, axle sup-
ports, VR I , SI, and the leads for the I.e.d.s 
and microphone, see Fig. 4. The p.c.b. may 
be fastened by means of self adhesive p.c.b. 
supports. 
Most solenoids allow a screw (e.g. size 
M6) to be inserted into the soft iron arma-
ture. Strong nylon thread is then used to 
link the screw to the axle which houses the 
table tennis ball "eyes". The solenoid must 
be positioned very carefully, using a small 
block of wood as shown. It should then 
be connected to the circuit, with the wires 
either way round. 

E YES 
The eyeballs are made using table tennis 
balls arranged as shown in Fig. 4. Holes 
should be made in the table tennis balls (a 
veroboard track cutter is ideal for this pur-
pose), so that they make a tight fit on the 
axle. The prototype axle was a standard 
Meccano or Fischertechnik type. 
The thread attached to the solenoid ar-
mature causes the balls to rotate one way, 
and the elastic thread pulls them back. 
Sticky tape may be used to fix the threads 
to the axle. The eye movement is limited by 
the armature resting against the top surface 
of the case when the eyes are closed, and by 
the armature being pulled fully into the 
solenoid coil when the eyes are open. Long 
eyelashes made from thin cardboard are 
fastened to the eyeballs using double sided 
sticky tape, or glue, AFTER the mask has 
been fitted. 

The completed unit showing 
the solenoid armature protrud-

ing through the top 
of the case and the 
thread attached to 
the "eyes" axle. 

The screw on the top right anchors 
the elastic thread and also holds the 
solenoid in position. The two leads 
from the centre go to the "nostril" 
I.e.d.s. 

Long insulated leads should be fitted to 
the p.c.b., and inserted through the hole in 
the case BEFORE the I.e.d.s are connected. 
Ensure that the I.e.d.s are connected the 
correct way round — colour coding the 
wires will help avoid mistakes. The I.e.d.s 
may then be pushed into holes made in the 
mask, just before the mask is put in posi-
tion. 

MICROPHO NE 
The microphone may be positioned inside 
the case, however there is a danger that it 
may pick up noise from the solenoid. 
The best position is probably below the 
project case, just behind what will be-
come the beard of the ghost. In this case 
screened wire should be used to connect the 
microphone to the circuit. 
Certain suppliers provide microphones 
with screened cable already fitted, but 
otherwise follow the diagram (Fig. 3.) very 
closely to ensure that the microphone is 
connected the correct way round. 

P O WER S UPPL Y 
A set of eight I .5V (AA type) batteries is 
suggested. However, for long term use a 
mains adaptor could be employed; these 
cost little more than a couple of sets of 
batteries, but be sure to select an adaptor 
which can supply enough CURRENT to 
drive the solenoid, about 500mA in the 
prototype. 
The adaptor need not be regulated, since 
any voltage between 12V and 20V is satis-
factory. However, voltage fluctuations may 
cause the circuit to become unstable, result-
ing in the eyes continually opening and 
closing! This may be cured by using either a 
proper voltage regulator, a power supply 
with a larger current output, or a very large 
capacitor across the supply rails. Experi-
ment for the best results! 

TESTI NG 
If a voltmeter is available, it is helpful to 
check the voltage across the supply rails 
immediately the power is applied. Any 
drop much below I2V indicates a serious 
fault, and the supply can be switched oft' 
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before damaging the circuit, or running 
down the batteries. 
Assuming that SI is switched on, and all 
is well, wait a few seconds for C3 to charge, 
and the pre-amp to begin to operate. Turn 
VR1 to full gain (fully clockwise if wired 
correctly), and make a sound. The I.e.d.s 
should light and the solenoid operate for a 
short time. If nothing happens, try turning 
VR I fully anti-clockwise in case it is con-
nected incorrectly. 

FA ULTFINDING 
Common mistakes include connecting the 
microphone the wrong way round, and 
connecting the 1.e.d.s, diodes, transistors 
and capacitors the wrong way. Check all 
these items, then check for poor soldered 
joints, or bridged connections, particularly 
around the i.c. Note that the spare pins, 1, 
5, and 8 must NOT be connected to any 
other part of the circuit. 
Check the voltage across pins 7 and 4 of 
ICI. You should obtain a reading of about 
I2V. Now connect the negative lead of the 
voltmeter to OV on the circuit, and use the 
positive lead as a probe. You should ob-
tain the following readings to within about 
a volt: 

Pin 7 of ICI  : I2V 

Pin 3 of ICI  : 6V 

Pin 6 of ICI  : 6V 

Junction between RI and 
microphone  : 3V to 10V 

The failure of any test indicates a fault in 
that area — perhaps a wrong resistor value, 
or a poor connection. 

Layout of components on the completed printed circuit board The screened lead 
on the right-hand edge of the board connects to the microphone. 

The junction between D2, R7 and C7 
provides a useful test point. The voltage at 
this point should be below I.2V when the 
solenoid is off, and above I.4V when the 
solenoid is on. A further crude, but helpful 
test is to join this point directly to posi-
tive, using a piece of wire. The I.e.d.s and 
solenoid should operate. If this fails, the 
power amplifier section is at fault. 
Beyond this, an oscilloscope will deter-
mine whether the microphone is providing 
an alternating signal at pin 3 of id. An 
amplified signal should be present at pin 6. 
Note that the output signal may be dis-
torted (clipped), but this is of no conse-
quence in this type of circuit. 

Masks vary so much that only a general 
guide is possible. It will probably be neces-
sary to enlarge the eyes to accommodate 
the table tennis eyeballs. The mask may be 
fitted to the supports holding the axle, 
using stiff wire. Any gaps around the 
eyeballs can be filled with hair, eyebrows 
etc. A beard will conceal the bottom of the 
case and microphone, and long eyelashes 
are fitted as described earlier. Any further 
refinements can be left to the imagination 
of the constructor. 
The overall effect is quite eerie, and may 
alarm unsuspecting visitors. At any rate, it 
will provide an amusing talking point, and 
help get the party going!  0 

HART AUDIO KITS - YOUR VALUE FOR 
MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-Fl 

HART KITS give you the opportunity to build 

the very best engineered hifi equipment there is. 
designed by the leaders in their field using the best 

components that are available 
With a HART KIT you have direct acceu to the friendly HART serv-
ice, you are not dealing through or paying to, any middlemen 
Every HART KIT  is not lust a new equipment acquisition but a 
valuable investment in knowledge, giving you guided hands-on ex • 
Penance of modern electronic techniques 
Telephone or write for your FREE LISTS giving full details of all our 
Kits. components and special offers here are a few selected items - 

AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER 

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the flagship of 
our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate hill system This 
kit is your way to get CK performance fix a few tenths of the cost, 
Featured on the front cover of Electronics Today International- this 
complete stereo power amplifier offers World Class performance allied 
to the famous HART quality and ease of construction John Linsley 
Hoods comments on seeing a complete unit were enthusiastic - 
-The external view is that of a thoroughly professional piece of audio 
gear neat elegant and functional This impression is greatly reinforced 
by the internal appearance, which is redolent of quality both in cont. 
Ponents and in layout 
The standard amplifier comes with the option of a stereo LED power 
meter and a versatile passive front end giving switched inputs and 
ALPS precision low noise volume and balance controls A new Way 
switched front end option also gives a tape input and output facility 
This means that for use with tuners tape and CD players, or indeed 
any other flat inputs the power amplifier may he used on its own 
without the need foe any external signal handling stages 'Slave' and 
monobloc versions without the passive input stage and power meter 
are also available 
All versions fit w 'Mtn our standard 420 - 260 • 75rnrn case to match 
our 400 Series Tuner range ALL sp power supply rails are fully Ste 
bilised and the complete power supply using a toroidal transformer 
is contained within a heavy gauge aluminium chassis heatsink fitted 
with IEC mains input and output sockets All the circuitry is on a proper 
printed circuit with low resistance blade connectors for the six stab. 
lived DC outputs 
HART KITS don't leave you to fasten a few capacitors to the floor of 
the main chassis and wire the power supply the hard way , HART 

Znil" isKelry'oPu'egteetr Thi:i'pleorregadn'cryiiZta);:anura't Ilre"e;cb:rqU'Citheil 
through proper engineering design and the right components We do 
not insult your intelligence by offering a kit at what seems a lair price 
and then tell you that you have to spend three limes as much to get an 

ilnQUALITY AUDIO KITS 

upgraded model' 
RCM Reprints of latest Audio Design Amplifier articles  £2.70 
K I 100CM HART Construction Manual with full parts list  C4 50 
Why not buy the reprints and construction manual to see how easy it is 
to build your own equipment the HART way The FULL cost can be 
credited against your subsequent kit purchase 

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR THE NEXT MONTH 
All orders for complete kits will get the ALPS Precision Pots in the 
Passive Input Stage included FREE We can also include the new 
Relay Switched Input Stage normally C57 28. for only C3Ce 

ALPS PRECISION 
LOW-NOISE 
STEREO POTS 

Now back in stock the last batch sold out months ego. Exciting range 
of precision audio pots in values to cover most quality amplifier ap-
plications All are in 2-gang stereo format with 2Ornm long 6min Oa 
steel shafts smooth rotation type with no indents 
NOW you can throw out those noisy di matched carbon pots and re 
pteCe with the real nil, components only used selectively m the very 
top flight of World Class amplifiers and MART Kits, The improvement 
in track accuracy and matching really is incredible giving better tonal 
balance between channels and lock solid image stability 
Values available are 10K and 100K Log. 1006 Lin and 10K Special 
Balance (Zero loss in centre position) Our prices are incredibly low 
for pots of thus quality due to large purchases for our quality kits 
2, Gang Lin  £7.59 
2• Gang Log  £S.67 
2 Gang Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero centre loss  £9.40 

LINSLEY HOOD 400 SERIES SUPER HIGH 
QUALITY AM FM TUNER SYSTEM 

This ultra high quality analogue tuner system is the ideal companion to 
the BOW Audio Design Amplifier in any ultimate hit, setup with case 
size front plate layout and even control pitches unified for stacking 
Like the 130W Audio Design Amplifier this is your route to ultimate 
performance at incredibly low cost Two designs by John Linsley 
Hood make up this combination of his ultra high quality FM tuner and 
stereo decoder and the Synthrodyne AM receiver Novel circuit fea• 
turns in the FM section include ready built pre-aligned front end, 
phase locked loop demodulator with a response down to DC and 
advanced sample and hold stereo decoder together making a tuner 
which sounds better than the best Of the high priced exotica but. 
thanks to HART engineering remains very easy to build and set up 
The Synchrodyne AM section with its selectable bandwidth provides 
the best possible results from Long and Medium wave channels, so 
necessary in these days of split programming If you want the very best 
test hill listening then this is the tuner for You S''.' .• •,,' 
.elected by the de.  to give the very b•••••, • •  - ••, 

not cheap but in terms of its sheer sound chi,  .  •• 
for money To cater for all needs AM only an,: FM  .eiyinny are 
available as well as the full AM/FM model. with arty unit being 
upgradeable at any time For further details see our fully illustrated 
lists 
RLH7 Reprints of articles describing the 'Synchrodyne Section £2.80 
INS450 Construction Manual for Synchrodyne AM Section  £2.90 
RLH8 Reprints of 3 articles covering the FM Tuner Section  £2.70 
IN S400 Construction Manual for FM Section  £4.90 
Don't forget you can buy the construction manual and reprints to see 
how easy it is and the cost will be credited IN FULL when you buy 
your kit 

HIGH OUAUTY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS 

et. 
Do your tapes lack treble, A worn head could be the problem Fang 
one of Our replacement heads could restore performance 10 better than 
newt Standard inductances and mountings make fitting easy on nearly 
all machines and Our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the azimuth 
spot on As we are the actual importers you get prime parts at 
prices compare our prices with other suppliers an see, All our hi• • 
are suitable for use with any Dolby system and are normally evailarae 
ex stock VVe also stock a wide range of special heads for home con 
struction and industrial users 
HS16 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head high quality head with excellent 
frequency response and hyberbolic face for good tape contact £17.98 
HC40 NEW RANGE High Beta Perrnallow Stereo Head Modern space 
saver design gives excellent high-frequency response with easy fitting 
and lower cost Suitable for chrome, metal and ferric tapes truly 
a universal replacement heed. with ample quality for hal decks and 
cheap enough for car players.  6 65 
HX100 Special Offer Stereo perrnalloy Head  £2.86 
HR P373 Downstream Monitor Stereo Combination Head  C44 39 
H0551 4-Track Record IS Play Perrnalloy Head for auto•reverse car 
players or quadraphonic recording  £16 79 
H524 Standard Erase Head  £2 59 
Y10751E 4,4 AC Erase Head. tracks compatible with H0551  E57 06 
REEL TO REEL HEADS 
999R 2/4 Record/Play 11 OrnH  £13 34 
998E 2/4 Eras* Head 1mH Universal Mount  £11 96 
TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS 
HART ICI TEST CASSETTE Our famous triple purpose test cassette 
Sets tape azimuth. VU level and tape speed  £5 36 
DEMI Mains Powered Tape Head Demagnetizer. prevents noise on 
playback due to residual head magnetisation  £4.08 
D E MI15 Electronic Cassette Type. demagnetizer  £11.61 

Our new Summer '90 price list is FREE Send for your cOPV now 
Oversees customers welcome please send 2 IRCs to cover surface 
post or 5 for Airmail 
We now accept inland and overseaS order by post or telephone on HI 
Access, MAI M, and Visa Credit Cards 

Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows 
INLAND: Orders up to C20 - 11. Orders over C20 - C2 50 
Next day - C9 OVERSEAS:Phrase see 
the ordering information 
with our lists 

24hr SALES LINE 

(0691) 652894 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT It 
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TRANSISTORS 

AAY32  9p 
AC107  40p 
AC125  25p 
AC126  25p 
AC127  21p 
AC128  21p 
AC1286  26p 
AC141K  30p 
AC1426  30p 
AC176  22p 
AC1766  28p 
AC187  21p 
AC1871(  28p 
AC188  21p 
ACY18  48p 
ACV 9  48p 
A0149  60p 
AF124  50p 
AF125  50p 
AF126  50p 
AF127  50p 
69139  30p 
69239  30p 
AF379  45p 
BA145  10p 
BA148  10p 
BA154  Bp 
BA157  12p 
861055  lap 
8820513  24p 
BC107  So 
8C108  Bp 
BC109  8p 
BC109C  10p 
BC115  10p 
BC118  1 1 p 
BC140  20p 
BC141  20p 
BC142  20p 
BC143  209 
BC147  8p 
BC148  89 
BC149  8p 
BC157  13p 
BC159  8p 
8C160  30p 
BC171  10p 
BC172  10p 
BC177  14p 
BC178  14p 
5C179  14p 
BC182  7p 
BC182L  7p 
BC183  7p 
BC183L  7p 
BC184  7p 
BC 184L  7p 
EIC212  7p 
BC212L  7p 
8C213  7p 
BC213L  7p 
BC214  7p 
BC214L  7p 
13C237  7p 
13C238  7p 
BC239  7p 
BC300  20p 
BC301  209 
8C302  20p 
13C303  20p 
8C304  25p 
BC308  10p 
BC327  7p 
BC328  7p 
BC337  7p 
BC338  7p 
BC441  28p 
8C446  ap 
BC449  15p 
8C461  28p 
BCA77  lap 
BC478  lap 
BC479  189 
BC489  213p 
EIC490  lap 
8C516  229 
BC528  229 
BC537  259 
BC546  89 
8C547  8p 
BC548  89 
BC549  ap 
BC550  ap 
BC556  Elp 
8C557  7p 
BC558  8p 
BC559  89 
BC560  Sp 
13C637  20p 
BC638  20p 
BC639  20p 
13C640  20p 
BCY32  2009 
BCY33  200p 
BCY34  200p 
BCY70  16p 
BCY71  16p 
BCY72  16p 
80115  30p 
1301241, 509 
130124  110p 
801 31  25p 
I30132  25p 
80133  50p 
80135  20p 
80136  20p 
80137  209 
130138  209 
BD139  20p 
130140  20p 
13D142  45p 
80150  30p 
813157  38p 
60158  38p 
80166  30p 
80175  30p 
80177  30p 
801 79  329 
130181  45p 
80182  60p 
130184  60p 
BD187  30p 
80201  33p 
BD202  38p 
80203  42p 
130204  42p 
80222  31p 
110225  31p 
80232  31p 
130233  32p 
BD234  32p 
80235  28p 
60236  30p 
80237  21p 

130238  24p 
50239  30p 
80240  40p 
602416  40p 
80243A  50p 
80244  50p 
80245  50p 
1302464  50p 
80265  45p 
80267  45p 
80269  45p 
BD278  50p 
80311  100p 
130312  100p 
80313  100p 
80314  100p 
80315  150p 
80316  150p 
80317  150p 
80318  150p 
80331  40p 
80332  40p 
80361  60p 
BD362  60p 
80370  30p 
130371  30p 
BD410  50p 
80433  28p 
80434  30p 
80435  31p 
130436  30p 
130437  28p 
80438  36p 
80439  40p 
130440  40p 
B0441  40p 
BD442  40p 
BD520  130p 
13D533  50P 
5D534  389 
BD535  389 
80536  389 
BD537  40p 
80538  40p 
50643  50p 
50645  50p 
50647  509 
80649  50p 
80651  50p 
60675  40p 
130676  40p 
80677  38p 
BD678  40p 
BD680  40p 
BD679  40p 
80681  45p 
80682  45p 
80705  50p 
60707  50p 
80709  50p 
80711  50p 
80736  50p 
BD826  50p 
50828  50p 
80875  50p 
1301397  50p 
80899  50p 
50901  50p 
50977  50p 
80832  100p 
130033  60p 
BDX53  60p 
BDX65  80p 
BDW23  55p 
50W24  55p 
130W93  50p 
EIDW94  50p 
80720  100p 
80792  100p 
5E137  35p 
8E154  25p 
ElF167  30p 
5E173  40p 
5E178  30p 
BF180  169 
5E181  18p 
5E183  20p 
E1F185  20p 
8E194  7p 
5E195  7p 
5E196  8p 
5E197  10p 
5E198  10p 
8E199  8p 
BF200  16p 
5E225  309 
13E240  16p 
BF245  25p 
8E254  15p 
BF255  12p 
BF256  18p 
BF257  lap 
5E258  lap 
5E259  lap 
8E262  25p 
5E263  25p 
13E270  lap 
5E273  15p 
5E311  21p 
13E324  25p 
5E336  209 
5E337  20p 
13E338  209 
BF355  28p 
5E362  30p 
5E367  13p 
5E371  17p 
BF392  18p 
(3E420  169 
BF421  18p 
EIF422  21p 
5E423  25p 
13E450  209 
0E455  14p 
BF458  19p 
5E459  19p 
BF461  130p 
ElF462  529 
8E469  309 
5E470  28p 
5E471  28p 
BF472  289 
5E479  30p 
5E493  18p 
13E494  16p 
13E495  16p 
5E506  25p 
8E595  16p 
5E596  16p 
8E615  30p 
BF617  30p 
5E757  40p 
5E758  41p 
5E759  40p 
5E760  40p 
8E763  40p 

13F869  22p 
BF870  22p 
8E871  22p 
8E872  23p 
BF960  38p 
13E961  35p 
BF963  40p 
13E964  38p 
8E966  40p 
BER40  25p 
BFR79  25p 
13F1290  52p 
BER91  999 
13E1'37  1309 
8E7.42  30p 
8E743  300 
BET84  30P 
EIFVV92  35p 
BFX29  209 
BF584  20p 
BFX85  209 
BFX87  15p 
BFX88  15p 
BFX89  130p 
BFY17  30p 
BEVIS  40p 
BEY50  14p 
13P151  14p 
BFY52  14p 
BEY56  25p 
8 FY64  25p 
BEY90  45p 
51148  85p 
M OO  149 
58101  43p 
138103  37p 
88303  85p 
BRY39  55p 
513149  389 
138156  33p 
135574  33p 
55520  15p 
BSX26  18p 
55529  19p 
EITI 00A  70p 
51106  180p 
57109  909 
57116  80p 
61119  1009 
51138  60p 
87146  99p 
87151  58p 
81179  140p 
BU100A  110p 
BU104  100p 
50105  80p 
50108  100p 
50109  100p 
BU110  110p 
BU111  140p 
BU124  60p 
BU126  70p 
130180  150p 
5111134  100p 
50204  75p 
50205  70p 
BU206  100p 
BU208  709 
131.12080  80p 
80209  140p 
BU225  190p 
130226  190p 
BU312  120p 
BU325  55p 
50326  75p 
BU406  85p 
BU406D  95p 
131.1407  609 
13114070  95p 
50408  85p 
BU408D  95p 
50409  95p 
504264  75p 
50500  110p 
13U5084  85p 
BU5080  90p 
BU536  150p 
BU526  80p 
5U546  140p 
60608  150p 
50626  150p 
50636  150p 
BU801  95p 
BU806  809 
8U807  75p 
BU902  130p 
511903  130p 
BU920  130p 
50921  130p 
BU922  130p 
BU930  130p 
BUT11A  90p 
BUT56A  250p 
BUX80  1809 
BUX82  180p 
50584  50p 
BUX85  50p 
507694  200p 
80771  300p 
C106D  289 
ME0411  38p 
ME0414  125p 
ME3001  12p 
ME4103  12p 
ME6001  12p 
ME6002  15p 
ME8001  15p 
ME9021  12p 
MJ802  350p 
MJ900  200p 
MJ1000  200p 
MJ1001  70 09 
MJ10012  300p 
MJ15001  325p 
MJ15002  3009 
M315003  325p 
MJ15004  370p 
MJ15022  400p 
MJ2501  110p 
MJ2955  55p 
MJ3000  115p 
MJ3001  115p 
MJE29A  30p 
MJE30A  30p 
MJE340  259 
MJE350  80p 
MJE520  30p 
MJE2955K  909 
MP8111  40p 
M78112  45 
MP8113  55p 
MP8512  50p 
MP565781  20p 
MPS9012  20p 
MPS9013  20P 
M759014  209 

MPS9015  20p 
MPSA05  15p 
MPSA06  15p 
MPSA13  159 
MPSA20  15p 
MPSA42  15p 
MPSA43  15p 
MPSA65  259 
MPSA66  25P 
M PS470  15p 
MPSA92  209 
MPSA93  20p 
MR510  35p 
MR856  36p 
0C28  250p 
0C29  250p 
0C35  250p 
0C36  250p 
0C45  50p 
0071  30p 
0072  50p 
0C200  180p 
01121  1209 
920088  100p 
820105  1009 
52800D  62p 
S2800M  72p 
128000  52p 
12800M  72p 
11729  15p 
T i P294  22p 
11729C  25p 
71730  26p 
TIP30C  30p 
117314  249 
T1731 C  30p 
71732  24p 
719329  24p 
71932C  289 
71933  509 
11133C  60p 
11734  50p 
TIP34C  80p 
T I 735C  65p 
T I 736C  65p 
TIP414  229 
71741C  259 
TIP42A  22p 
11742C  25p 
11947  40p 
71748  40p 
71749  45p 
11750  60p 
11751  1209 
11752  120p 
11753  120p 
11754  140p 
117105  65p 
117106  65p 
117107  65p 
117110  47p 
117111  50p 
TIP112  40p 
TIP115  45p 
119116  45p 
719117  50p 
117120  43p 
717121  46p 
117122  47p 
117125  47p 
TIP126  56p 
117127  569 
117130  30p 
TIP131  30p 
717132  30p 
117141  90p 
117142  90p 
117145  65p 
117146  SOp 
1111147  10013 
119150  90p 
TIP151  90p 
11P2955  42p 
1173054  45p 
1173055  42p 
11544  40p 
11561  15p 
T1590  15p 
TIS91  18p 
VK1010  88p 
VN1OKM  60p 
VN66AF  100p 
VNIII3AF  1159 
195107  11p 
ZTX108  11 p 
ITX109  12p 
IT%212  27p 
1153 00  13p 
Z15301  16p 
115302  18p 
ITX303  24p 
ZTX304  17p 
115320  29p 
118500  13p 
ZTX501  13p 
118502  18p 
ZTX503  18p 
ZTX504  25p 
ZTX550  24p 
2N 696  26p 
291 697  22p 
291 698  40p 
291 706  22p 
291 708  22p 
2N 914  289 
2N 930  18p 
2N 1131  28p 
2N 1132  28p 
2N 1613  24p 
2N 1711  24p 
2N 1893  309 
2N 2102  50p 
2N 2218A  24p 
2N 2219  24p 
2N 2221  23p 
2N 2222  23p 
2N 2369  15p 
291 2484  20p 
291 2646  40p 
291 2904  20p 
2N 2905  20p 
2N 2906  18p 
2N 2907  18p 
291 2926  Sp 
2N 3019  28p 
2N 3053  18p 
2N 3054  40p 
291 3055  38p 
291 3055H  50p 
291 3440  58p 
291 3442  85p 
291 3583  90p 
2N 3585  120p 
291 3702  9p 
2N 3703  9p 
2N 3704  9p 

2N 3705  Sp 
2N 3706  aP 
291 3707  9p 
2N 3708  9p 
2N 3710  129 
2N 3711  129 
291 3771  85p 
291 3772  90p 
291 3773  110p 
2N 3799  lap 
2N 3819  29p 
2N 3866  689 
2N 3903  lip 
2N 3904  lip 
2N 3905  1 1 p 
2N 3906  lip 
291 4031  25p 
291 4036  25p 
291 4037  259 
2N 4062  129 
2N 4064  100p 
2N 4401  12p 
2N 4403  12p 
2N 4443  76p 
2N 5061  20p 
2N 5088  20p 
2N 5163  46p 
2N 5192  50p 
291 5241  5C0p 
291 5245  45p 
2N 5294  309 
2N 5296  300 
291 5320  90p 
2N 5321  60p 
2N 5366  259 
2N 5401  12p 
2N 5448  129 
2N 5496  80p 
2N 6107  40p 
2N 6109  40p 
2N 6254  110p 
291 6292  40p 
2N 6384  120p 
2N 6385  120p 
2N 6403  160p 

DIODES 
RECTIFIER 
DIODES 

87100  409 
81103  329 
BYI 26  So 
81127  ap 
87133  8p 
51164  409 
81179  35p 
81184  32p 
87196  20p 
BY206  11 p 
131207  11 p 
BY208  lap 
51210  22p 
57225  120p 
51226  lap 
51227  199 
ElY228  32p 
137296  209 
B7298  26p 
51299  289 
51510  15p 
BYX55/350  30p 
51%55/600  30p 
B7070'500  32p 
131070/800  369 
0A91  89 
06200  7p 
0A202  7p 
N 914  2p 
N 4001  49 
N 4002  4p 
N 4003  4P 
N 4004  4p 
N 4005  4p 
N 4006  4p 
N 4007  5p 
N 4148  2p 
N 5400  9p 
N 5401  10p 
N 5402  10p 
N 5403  11 p 
N 5404  11 p 
N 5405  129 
N 5406  139 
N 5407  13p 
N 5408  13p 
SKE4F2 06  50p 
SKE4F2 -08  709 
SKE4F2 10  909 

I.0 SOCKETS 

8 PIN  6p 
14 PIN  89 
16 PIN  9p 
18 PIN  12p 
20 PIN  14p 
22 PIN  18p 
24 PIN  18p 
28 PIN  20p 
40 PIN  25p 

ZEN ER 

400 MV 
BZY88 RANGE 
2V7 TO 39V  6p 
1 3W 
131961 RANGE 
2V7 TO 39V  12p 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

7805  35p 
7806  35p 
7808  35p 
7812  35p 
7815  35p 
7818  35p 
7824  35p 
7905  35p 
7906  40p 
7908  40p 
7912  40p 
7915  40p 
7918  40p 
7924  40p 
78105  28p 

78108  289 
78112  28p 
78115  28p 
78118  28p 
78124  28p 
79105  40p 
79108  40p 
79112  409 
79115  40p 
7818KC  1009 
7824KC  100P 
LM3096  100p 
1M31 76  220p 
LM317T  180P 
1M3236  420p 
L10723  40p 
78HGKC  570p 
78H05KC  800P 
78H12KC  700P 
78GU1C  190p 
79GU1C  215p 
79HGKC  800p 

L E D'S 

LED 3MM RED 5p 
LED 3MM 
YELLOW  10p 
LED 3MM 
GREEN  10p 
LEO 5MM RED 5p 
LED 5MM 
YELLOW  10p 
LED 5MM 
GREEN  10p 

RECTANGULAR 
I E D '6 

RED  10p 
GREEN  16p 
YELLOW  16p 

LINEAR IC's 

LF.347  110p 
19.351  45p 
LF - 353  48p 
LF -355  60p 
LF - 356  60p 
LF 357  70p 
L F -398  300p 

LM 301  26p 
L M - 307  42p 
LM-308C91  70p 
LM 311  35p 
LM 318  120p 
LM 319  165p 
LM 324  35p 
LM 334Z  115p 
LM 3351  120p 
LM 337  250p 
LM 339  37p 
LM 348  55p 
LM 358  45p 
LM 377  220p 
LM 380  100p 
LM 381  150p 
LM 382  130p 
LM 384  130p 
LM-386  859 
LM 387  100p 
LM 392  100p 
LM -393  55p 
LM 709011  30p 
LM-710  459 
LK4-711  85p 
LM-723  40p 
LM 733  60p 
LM-741DIL  18p 
LM741 MET  45p 
LM 747  58p 
IN 748  35p 
LM -1458  339 
L M - 1889  4009 
LM 3900  40p 
LM 3909  80p 
LM 3911  160p 
LM 3914  250p 
LM 3915  2559 
LM 3916  290p 
MB 3515  240P 
MB 3614  1809 
MS 3712  140p 
MB 3713  130p 
MB 3714  270p 
MS1  3715  2509 
MB 3722  3109 
MB 3730  200p 
MB-3731  300p 
MB 3756  2309 
MB 3759  200p 
NB 8719  360p 
MC 13109  130p 
MC 1455  45p 
MC-1458  33p 
MC-1469  2909 
MC-1488  65p 
MC-1489  65p 
MC-1496  65p 

MC-3302  70p 
64C. 3401  459 
MC 3403  60p 
MC 3423  75p 
NE-531  115p 
NE-544  17 09 
NE-555  20p 
NE 556  409 
NE-565  110p 
NE-566  130p 
NE 567  1159 
NE 570  360p 
NE-571  2909 
NE-592  86p 
NE 55327  140p 
NE • 5534P  110p 

74 SERIES 

7400  20p 
7401  16p 
7402  18p 
7403  20p 
7404  35p 
7405  10p 
7406  369 
7407  36p 
7408  25p 
7409  20p 
7413  30p 
7414  45p 
7416  40p 
7417  32p 
7420  22p 
7421  25p 
7425  15p 
7430  25p 
7437  28p 
7438  32p 
7442  389 
7447  60p 
7450  22p 
7451  10p 
7454  289 
7470  30p 
7473  25p 
7474  35p 
7475  25p 
7481  90p 
7482  60p 
7485  28p 
7486  28p 
7489  75p 
7490  35p 
7492  45p 
7493  35p 
7495  48p 
7497  80p 
74107  30p 
74111  52p 
74116  559 
74119  85p 
74122  409 
74123  20p 
74125  40p 
74126  459 
74132  42p 
74141  55p 
74145  70p 
74153  45p 
74155  45p 
74157  45p 
74160  50p 
74164  50p 
74167  35p 
74173  50p 
74174  60p 
74175  65p 
74176  45p 
74180  50p 
74182  45p 
74192  40p 
74196  40p 
74197  45p 
74393  709 

74LS SERIES 
LO W 
PO WER 

SCHOTTKY 
111 

741500  12p 
741501  129 
741502  12p 
741503  129 
741504  12p 
741505  129 
741508  12p 
741509  14p 
741510  12p 
741511  12p 
741512  129 
741513  20p 
741_514  24p 
741515  14p 
741520  14p 
741521  14p 
741522  14p 
741524  359 
741526  14p 
741527  14p 

741_528  14p 
741.530  14p 
741532  15p 
741533  15p 
741.531  15p 
741538  15p 
741540  15p 
741542  25p 
741547  52p 
741548  48p 
741551  13p 
741554  137 
741555  15p 
741573  24p 
741574  18p 
741575  24p 
741576  249 
741578  24p 
741583  379 
74 LS85  37p 
741586  25p 
741690  26p 
741691  559 
741592  32p 
741593  26p 
741595  41p 
741596  52p 
7416107  289 
7415109  28p 
7415112  28p 
7416113  28P 
7415114  28p 
7415122  359 
7415123  35p 
7415124  85P 
7415125  30p 
7415126  30p 
7415132  30p 
7415133  3017 
7415136  30P 
7415138  28p 
741.5139  259 
7415145  65p 
7415147  90p 
7415148  759 
7415151  27p 
7415153  31p 
7415154  78p 
7415155  36p 
7415156  36p 
7415157  22p 
7415158  27p 
7415160  38p 
7415161  38p 
7415162  38p 
7415163  36p 
7415164  36p 
7415165  50p 
7415166  55p 
7415168  60p 
7415169  559 
7415170  68p 
7415174  30p 
7415175  32p 
7415190  47p 
7415191  43p 
7415192  41p 
7415193  41p 
74LS194  41p 
7415193  44p 
7415196  45p 
7415197  42p 
7415221  45p 
7415240  45p 
7415241  42p 
7415242  43p 
7415243  50p 
7415244  40p 
7415245  40p 
7415247  40p 
7415248  40p 
7415249  709 
7415251  24p 
7415253  369 
7415256  52p 
7415257  32p 
7415258  35p 
7415259  50p 
7415260  30p 
7415266  22p 
7415273  44p 
7415279  339 
7415280  88p 
7415283  51p 
7415290  26p 
7415293  269 
7415365  269 
7415366  31p 
7415367  28p 
7415368  30p 
7415373  45p 
7415374  45p 
7415375  469 
7415390  42p 
7415393  37p 
7415399  68p 
7415629  95p 
7415641  88p 
7415642  105p 
7415644  1059 
7415645  105p 
7415670  62p 
7415674  310p 
7415687  250p 

COMPUTER ICS 

2114  200p 
2532  330p 
2716  200p 
2732  280p 
2732A  300p 
2764  240p 
27C64  550p 
27128  310P 
27256-25  400p 
41256-15  240p 
4116  75p 
4164 15  150P 
6116  1509 
6264-12  300p 
6502  300p 
6502A  400p 
65CO2  930p 
6503  570p 
6520  1709 
6522  330p 
6532  460p 
6545  880p 
6551  530p 
6800  210p 
6802  220P 
6803  800p 
6808  500p 
6809  6009 
6810  150p 
6818  380p 
6820  140p 
6821  140p 
6840  310p 
6845  620P 
6850  110P 
80804  400p 
80854  300p 
8086  5009 
8088  500p 
8155  360p 
8156  300p 
811595  120p 
811596  130p 
811597  130p 
811598  130p 
8224  240p 
8226  240p 
8243  250p 
8250  850p 
8251  270p 
8253.  230p 
8255  200p 
8256  1200p 
8257  220p 
8259  280p 
8271  3400p 
8279  270P 
8284  440p 
8288  650p 
8748  1100p 
8755  1400p 
AY3 1015  290p 
5 P0256412  500p 
280ACPU  150p 
2130BCPU  4009 
280ADMA  500p 
Z80A710  220p 
2805710  340p 
ZEIOACTC  200p 
Z805CTC  320p 
Z80.4510  480p 
280A510 1 580p 
ZBOASI 0 2 5809 
ZBOADART  500P 

SPECIAL OFFER 
DRAMS 

4164-15  150p 
4164-12  175p 
41256 10  260p 
41256 12  240p 
41 256 15  22 09 
41464 12  3009 
41464 10  430p 
256654  1000p 
1 MBRAM 8 10609 
I MBRAM 10 1000p 

SIPP 

256659 10 3000p 
256659 8 3800p 
25610(9 7 5200P 
256659 6 13500p 

SRAMS 

6264LP15  250p 
62641712  2802 
626411110  300p 
328%8 12  BOOp 
62256 12  800p 
27512  580p 

SIM MS 

1N89 10  9500p 
1MX9 8  9800p 
1MX9 7  10500p 
2M59.10 390009 
4MX9.130 7900 09 

PLEASE PHONE US FOR TYPE NOT LISTED HERE AS WE ARE 
HOLDING 5000 ITEMS AND QUOTATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR 
LARGE QUANTITIES. 

Please send 70p p&p and VAT at 15%. Govt. Colleges. etc. Orders 
accepted. Quotations given for large quantities. All brand-new Com-
ponents. prices quoted are subject to stock availability and may be 
changed without nonce 

GRAN DATA LTD 
DEPT NS. K.P. HOUSE, UNIT 15 
POP IN CO M MERCIAL CENTRE, 

SOUTH WAY, WE MBLEY, 
MIDDLESEX HA9 OH B, ENGLAND 

Telephone: 081-900 2329 
Telex No: 932 885 (Sunmit) 

Fax: 081-903 6126 
VISA 

Access & Visa Card accepted 
Open Monday to Saturday 
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1/te g  ant 

by Mike Tooley BA 

LAST MONTH we described some applica-
tions for our SAM Coupe S-Channel 

ADC. This month, in our sixty-eighth and 
last On Spec, we shall be rounding off the 
series by dealing with a number of odds 
and ends, hints and tips, and queries sent in 
by readers. 
We shall begin, however, by indulging in 
a little nostalgia as we look back over the 
past six years at some of the milestones in 
the development of the Spectrum and SAM 
computers. 

Swan Song 
Sir Clive Sinclair's vision of low-cost 
computing for the masses astonished many 
of the pundits a decade ago. Until 
the advent of the ZX-8 1 (and later 
the Spectrum) computers suitable for 
"home use" were either "bottom-of-the-
range" (but nevertheless expensive) CP/M 
machines or were systems which were put 
together as kits (remember the UK-101?) 
by those having already gained some 
expertise in electronics. 
In 1982, the idea that a colour computer 
with 16 or 48K of RAM could be available 
at less than £100 was nothing short of 
amazing! Nevertheless, it was Sir Clive's 
foresight and imagination that took this 
concept into reality and a whole new gener-
ation of computer users was borne over-
night. 
Furthermore, the Spectrum went from 
strength to strength. Improvements to the 
basic I6K machine included the Spectrum 
48K, Spectrum Plus, I28K, Plus Two, 
and later the Amstrad/Sinclair Plus Three 
machine. 
During this time a large number of 
software houses and third party hardware 
suppliers were busy climbing onto an 
unstoppable rolling bandwaggon. Not 
surprisingly, some of these companies 
failed but others went on to become 
major international concerns employing 
hundreds of hardware and software en-
gineers. One such company (which was 
involved at the beginning) was Miles 
Gordon Technology. It was their bold 
decision to further develop the Spectrum 
line with a revolutionary new home 
computer, the Sam Coupe. 
Owners of the Coupe (me included) can 
be justifiably proud of this machine. It 

corrects many of the shortcomings of the 
Plus Two and Plus Three machines and 
provides a performance which rivals many 
of today's I 6-bit home computers. One can 
only ?lope that the development of this 
machine continues and that further sup-
port will be forthcoming from software 
developers eager to take advantage of the 
power of this machine. 

On Spec Awards 
Whilst the Spectrum was a bold new con-
cept, it is undeniably true that the machine 
would not have gained so much popularity 
without the enthusiastic support of a great 
many third party hardware and software 
developers. In such a small space, it is un-
fortutately impossible to mention all of 
those concerned: so, with tongue in cheek. I 
have drawn up my own personal list of On 
Spec Awards for excellence in support of 
the Spectrum. 
Regrettably, many of today's computer 
products (both software and hardware) 
get "hyped" into the market by over-
enthusiastic sales promotion. For this 
reason, my personal accolade is based on 
innovation rather than commercial success. 
Here are the "winners": 

ON SPEC AWARDS 
Best peripheral hardware: MGT's 
Disciple interface. 

Best productivity software: Joint win-
ners, Kemsoft's PCB Designer and 
Besoft's Electrodraw. 

Best  software  development  tool: 
Ocean's Laser Genius machine 
code development system. Laser 
Genius was written  by  Chris 
Smith, Andrew Foord and Kevin 
Hambleton. 

Best Spectrum programming lan-
guage: Betasoft's BETA BASIC. 

Best Spectrum book: Understand-
ing your Spectrum — BASIC and 
Machine Code Programming by Dr 
Ian Logan (published by Mel-
bourne House ISBN 0 86161 111 
X). 

Points from the post 
H. De Groot writes from Pretoria South 
Africa with a useful snippet for owners 
of early versions of the Spectrum. Mr de 
Groot writes: 
' Recently I have had IWO Spectrum Issue 
Two for repair. Both had the same fault: 
R56 '56 ohm) resistors in the — supply 
circuit burnt out. This voltage is only used in 
the leK RAM. The question was, which chip 
had failed? 
Your articles in On Spec May and Decem-

ber 1989 were very helpful. Somebody told 
me that the 4116 are very unreliable and 
they can be replaced with 4164 after making 
a few on-board modifications as follows: 

.'a) Leave pin-1 of each RAM discon-
nected (I bend the pin upwards) 

'b) Pin-8 should he connected to VCC 
(+5Vnot +12V) 

'C) Pin-9 should be connected to 
ground. 

Mr de Groot suggests that a large number 
of RAM problems can be eliminated with 
tills modification. The modification effec-
tively uses half of the available memory 
capacity of the 4164 (the upper half is 
unused as the A7 input on pin-9 is held 
permanently low by grounding). 
The 4164 employs only a single +5V 
supply rail, rather than the three rails ( — , 
+ 5 and + 12V) required by the 4116. I am 
uncertain as to whether the 4116 is any 

less reliable than the 4164 however, since 
the latter device uses only a single supply 
rail, the equipment has to be very much 
more reliable since it will be very much less 
susceptible to faults which arise from the 
power supply rails! 
Also on the topic of 4116 RAMs, Walter 
Wirth writes from Colombo Sri Lanka to 
describe a fault which recently occurred to 
his Spectrum Plus. Walter writes: 
"I write with reference to your On Spec 
column in the December issue of Everyday 
Electronics. The day after this issue arrived, 
my Spectrum Plus went faulty from mains 
fluctuation. On power-up the computer par-
tially initialised and locked up. I was left 
with a yellow screen, some randomly dis-
tributed "set" pixels and, instead of the 
Sinclair copyright message, some gibberish 
consisting of partially formed and garbled 
letters. 
After much testing. I traced the fault to 
"open" 4116 DRAM chips 1C9 and 1C13. 
These are in the lower I6K RAM. Because 
this area holds the System Variables and 
screen display data, a fault in lower RAM 
can cause all sorts of problems. "Open" 
chips do not overheat so can be a great 
pain to troubleshoot. The fault was finally 
detected by "piggyback" substitution of 
good RAM chips. 
For your readers' reference Television 
maga:ine ran an excellent series of articles 
by Ken Taylor on servicing Sinclair com-
puters in the May to October 1986 issues. 
Walter Wirth is trying to make contact 
with several UK based manufacturers of 
peripherals, including RAM Electronics 
and Quasar Software. If any reader can 
provide an up to date address, fax or 
telephone number for either of these firms 
please drop me a line so that I can pass on 
the information. 

High Price 
Chris West has sent me a very interest-
ing letter from Canterbury in which he 
bemoans the relatively high price of non-
games software for the Spectrum. Chris 
writes: 
"I was pleased to read your recent reviews 
of some of the electronic CAD packages 
available for the Speccy. Unfortunately. 
these are somewhat expensive compared to 
the games software which I normally buy. 
Can you explain why this is? How easy 
would it be for me to write my own CAD 
program and would I have to use machine 
code?" 
Well, Chris, I must confess that I just 
don't agree with you concerning the price 
of the CAD packages recently reviewed 
in On Spec. Both Kemsoft's PCB Desig-
ner and Besoft's Electrodraw are first class 
packages offered at a fraction of the cost of 
similar offerings designed to run on a PC. 
Furthermore, just because these pro-
grams run on a humble Spectrum they 
should not be regarded as in any way 
inferior. For the enthusiast working at 
home, they both provide an affordable 
route into electronic CAD! 
As regards writing your own package. I 
certainly hope that you have plenty of time 
available! Spectrum BASIC would almost 
certainly be far too slow for the time criti-
cal routines associated with manipulation 
of screen images and thus a good start-
ing point would be the acquisition of a 
good book on machine code, an assembler 
and monitor, and a disk drive (and inter-
face) to remove some of the tedium as-
sociated with software development in a 
cassette based environment. All of this will 
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cost many times more than a ready made 
electronic CAD package even without con-
sidering the hundreds of hours needed to 
perfect the software! 

M GT 
Several readers have asked for further 
information concerning the demise of 
MGT and, in particular, for details of 
where to go for support for the Sam Cope. 
I am, therefore, very happy to report that, 
by the time that you read this, the "Sam 
Coupe Hotline" should be up and running. 
This service will provide all the latest news, 
hints and tips for Sam owners updated 
every week. 
The material will be produced by Alan 
Miles and Bruce Gordon (creators of the 
Coupe) and should certainly prove invalu-

able to users. The service is available on 
0898 299380 and calls are charged at 25p 
per minute at the "cheap rate" and 38p per 
minute at other times. For further infor-
mation contact Bruce Everiss on igp 0926 
640137. 

And finally... 
In closing this series, I would like to 
extend a very sincere thank you to all 
those readers who have taken the time 
and trouble to write with hints, tips, and 
queries. 
When I started writing the first On Spec 
(some six years ago) I little thought that the 
series would run for so long. At the time. I 
recall suggesting to Mike Kenward that the 
series would stand or fall on the level of 
interest from readers (without a regular in-

jection of ideas and material I certainly did 
not think I could keep On Spec going for 
very long)! 
In reality, the support from readers has 
been truly amazing, indeed in the early 
years each day's post seemed to bring in 
something new from an On Spec reader. It 
is this, more than anything else, that has 
made the series worthwhile for me. 
Finally, if you have any suggestions for 
inclusion in a possible future series, please 
don't hesitate to drop me a line at the ad-
dress below. I regret that I cannot answer 
letters on an individual basis but rest as-
sured that your comments will be noted 
and passed on to the Editor. 
Mike Tooley,  Faculty of Technol-
ogy, Brooklands College, Heath Road, 
Weybridge, Surrey KT13 8TT. 

FOR ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

TEST EQUIPMENT REPAIRS 
IBM PC ACCESSORIES 
AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

Let us source that difficult to find component 
for your kit or proiect 

Send for details of all our services 
Appt. 2, No 8 Meirion Gardens 

Colwyn Bay, Clwyd 
North Wales LL29 7PR 

Tel: 0492 533083 Fax: 0492 534716 

Prolects 

for 

Motoring 
Audio 

Lighting 

metering 
Eff ects 

etc. 

GE M-TECH 
Dept EE10, Unit J 

8 Finucane Drive, 

Orpington, 

Kent BR5 4ED 

MAIL ORDER 

i0AMBRIDRE COMPUTER SCIENCE P.,-.9T 7 F, 
*10MByte Winchesters used 3 months Wbe  £42.00 each 
* 5 25 Disk Drives. 80 Tk. 0500  £34.00 each 
is 5 25 Disk Drives. 80 Tk DSDO used. no Wty iSOld on a strictly as is basis)  £15 00 each 
* 5 25 Disks, DSDD. 48tp boxes of 10  £3.00 box 
* 40W PSU 5V 3 75A, 12V 1 5A -12v 04A, cased with on,off switch  £10.00 each 
* Bare switch mode PSU 5V 2 5A 12v 2A. -12v 0.1A  £7.00 each 
*B086 CPU chips  £2.00 each 
*280A CPU CTC. PIO  CI.204edt;  DMA £2.00  £4 50 3114 
is 74LS TTL. pck and mix. buy 10 or more for  CO 12 each 
Types available 00 02 04 08 11 12 13 15 20 21 26 27 50 32 35 38 42 74 85 96 107 109 122 
132 136 139 145 151 153 157 158'162 163 164 165 174 191 193 255 257 208 353 365 670 

£1 oo each 
11.20 eedi  Or C5.00. 5 

£2.50 each 
£3.50 each 
£6 00 each 
£1.10 each 

-15 cs.00 each - 12 (3.80 each 
£7 00 each 

* 2764 [PROMS (Ex-equipment) 
* 27128 E PROMS (E x-equipTief10 
* 27128 E PROMS 
*27C256-25 [PROMS 
* 256K Byte DRAM Modules removed from eauioment 
* 6116 2K Byte SRAM 
*6264 BK Byte SRAM 
* 65256 32K Byte RAMS 
is BK Byte NV RAM chips  £3.00 
* 20-pin MI low profile IC sockets  t0.8010 
is 40-pm ail ow !profile IC sockets  (0.11010 
is DEC LSI11 /23 CPU cards used but working 
*CPU cards iNewbrairu Z80 CPU 3 EPROMS 8. 60. mostly 74LS ICs 
*LCD graphics module 240 by 64 pixel with drive rchips 
*Circuit tester finds faults in TTL &CMOS logtic circuits inc leads 
*Keyboard 100 keys on board LCD ti micro 
Prices Include postage Add 50p (plus VAT) to orders below ES 00 All Items new unless 
Stated Add 15% VAT to all prices send an SAE for our latest list or for more info 

Dept EE. 374 Milton Road, Cambridge CM 1SU 
„•yei: 0223 424802 or 0831 430496 (Please note mall order only., 

£10.00 four 
£4.00 100 
£4.00 100 

£50.00 each 
C2.00 each 
£13.00 each 
£8.00 each 
£8 00 each 

VARIABLE VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 

INPUT iio,240v AC 50,1so OUTPUT 0-24ov 
Price  P&P 

51(vA 2 5 amp max 129 00 E3 75 (137 65 'no VAT) 
I KvA 5 amp max  £37 40 E4 25 if 47 90 wir VAT) 
2KVA 10 amp mar  C54 00[5 48 (C68 40 int VAT) 
3KVA 15 amp max  £71 50 fiS.24 (189 40 inr VAT) 
5KVA 25 Pewee.  £126 50 I Carriage on request; 

VOLTAGE CHANGING 
TRANSFORMER 
1250 Wan auto Tapped 0 90V 100, 110. 115. 
120 twice to obtain voltage, between 90 
and 2400 Fined in neavy duty louvered 
metal case Fused input Price incl VAT & 
as* f 39 50 
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF TRANSFORMERS-LT. 
ISOLATION • AUTO (110-2400 Auto transfer e.tner 
cased with American socket and mains lead or open 
frame type Available for immediate delivery 
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK UGHT FLUORESCENT TUBES 
411 40 wart f 10 44 1E12 00 inc VATI Caller onty 
Th 20 ... ,744  '1' ft 25P&P  (C999 ,n< VATI 
13in 10 watt f5 80 + 75p p&p  (1753 inc VATI 
12in 8 watt ( 4.00 • 75p p&p  IDS 38 Inc VAT) 
9in 6 watt f3.96 + 50p p&p  If5.12 int VAT/ 
bin 4wat1 E3.96 + 500 p&p  If5.12 'no VATI 
230VAC BALLAST KIT for either Gimlet or 
12M tubes f 5 50 • 55p p&p 116 96 inc VAT, 
For 13in tubes t 6 00 • /Sp p&p 
if 775 inc VAT) 

400 WATT UV LAMP 
OnIv134 00 + f 2 50 p&p If 41 913 inc VAT, 
175 WATT SUP BALLASTED BLACK LIGHT 
MERCURY BULBS Aveil•ble vett, BC or ES 
fining Price Inc( VAT & P&P 119 84 

12 VOLT BILGE PUMPS 
Buy d.fect from the 'mooned 
500 CiP11 1511 head 3 amp 
116 00 inc 
1750 GP14 1Sh head 9 amp 
120 18 + 12 00 p&p If 25 50 in+ VAT/ 

 EPROM ERASURE KIT 
Budd your own EPROM ERASURE for • fraction of 
the price of a made-up unit kit of pans ,ess case 
,nciudes 12in 8 wan 2537 Angst Tube Ballast um! 
ran' of bi pin leads neon indicator on off switch 
safety microswitch and core. f 14 00 • 12 00 p&p 
,118 40 me VAT) 

4 

SUPER NY-LIGHT STROBE KIT 
Designed he Dew. Theatricel awn etc 
Appro. 16 joules Adjustable speed C48 00 • C2 00 p&p 
'15750 inc VATi 
Case and reflector e22 00 • 12 00 p&p 1E2760 inc VAT, 
SAE for further details including Sly.Light end 
,ndustrial Strobe Kits 

1MDE RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES 
NrIte Phone your enquiries 
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
GEARED MOTORS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 

WASHING MACASNE WATER PUMP 
Brand new 240V AC fan cooled can be used for a varietY 
of purposes Inlets liq ins Outlet 1,nch Price including 
P&P and VAT - f 10 95 or 2 for f 20 including p&p and 
VAT 

cre 

12V DC 20 RP M 
REVERSIBLE M OTOR 

SWiSS precis.° built Ideal for robotics Size length 
inc shaft 9Ornm  Diameter front fixing 38mm 
square Currently advertised by well known sup• 
plier at 127 00 plus pap & VAT Our Price £14.96 
inc. p&p & VAT 

GIANT BLOWER EXTRACTOR UNIT 
Twin output centrifugal blower IMP 240V AC motor, 
output appro. 38000 I m Sue Length 100cm. Height 
27crn, Depth 26cm, Fixing plate 106 33cm Price 
f 125 + VAT Fir warehouse 

TOWN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER 
2300 ac 2 800 RPM 0 9arnp 13Ornm diameter 'mos.°, 
outlet 63. 37mm overaq size 195 .160 .150mm long 
Price f 1750 • f2 50 p&p If 23 inc VAT) 

SHADED POLE GEAR MOTORS 
In Me following sizes 
9 RPM 12 RPM 80 RPM 160 RPM 110V AC or 2400 AC 
with capacitors (supplied; Price.nct VAT & p&p f12 65 
GEARED MOTORS 
71 RPM 20Ib inch torque 'oversew. 115V AC input 
racluding capacitor and transformer for 240V AC 
operation Price loci VAT & p&p f 23 00 

SOLD STATE (HT UNCI 
Mout 230 240V AC. Output appro. 15KV Producing 
lOrnrn spark Built-in 10 sec tosser Feed,/ modified 
for 20 sec. 30 sec to continuous Designed io, boiler 
ignition Dozens of uses in Me field of physics and 
electronics eg supplying neon or argon tube] etc 
er,ce less case f8 50+ ft 00 p&p If 10 93 incVATI NMS 

HEAVY DUTY MOTOR 
Crouzet 115V/230V AC heavy dub/ 1RPM motor 
Anticlockvese type 82/015 Size 68mm diameter • 
56.6rn long Shaft 6nitrn diameter • 2Ornin long Price 
inc VAT 6 p&p 118 40 
RHEOSTAT 
50W 20hrn hemp ceramic power Meows! Price Inc 
VAT & p&zi f10 35 
MICROSWITCH 
Pet 15 amp changeover levet trocrowentch. type S171 
Breed new Pri. 5 for fl3 90 inc VAT & p&p 
NMS - NEW MANUF SURPLUS 
RAT  RI CONDITiONF I) AND TESTED 

M EM M 
VISA 

.Shoveroorn nOon 
klonday1Froday 

SERVICE TRADING CO 
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 588 

061-995 1560 
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER 110 

A41\ 
Ample 
Park,ng Space 
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JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF KITS 
FROM OUR EVER INCREASING RANGE 

Kit No  Description  Price (each) 

£ (Incl. VAT) 

1001  0.2 WATT FM TRANSMITTER   4.16 
1004  LIGHT SWITCH   5.83 
1006  800 WATT MUSIC-TO-LIGHT   4.99 
1009  1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER   5.42 
1013  AM-FM-VHF RECEIVER   13.33 
1018  GUITAR TREMELO   7.08 
1020  0-5 MINUTE TIMER   5.42 
1022  METAL DETECTOR   4.16 

1026  RUNNING LIGHTS   8.33 
1027  Ni CAD BATTERY CHARGER   7.08 
1029  4 SOUNDS ELECTRIC SIREN   4.99 
1034  CAR BATTERY CHECKER   2.92 
1036  TRANSISTOR TESTER   3.75 
1038  AM-FM AERIAL AMPLIFIER   2.92 
1044  GRAPHIC EQUALIZER   12.91 

1045  SOUND EFFECT GENERATOR   6.66 
1047  SOUND SWITCH   9.58 
1055  FM RECEIVER USING TDA 7000   12.49 
1059  TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER   8.33 
1065  INVERTER 12V D.C. TO 220V A.0   20.82 

1069  12V D.C. FLUORESCENT TUBE UNIT   5.42 
1073  VOX ACTIVATED SWITCH   6.24 

1075  ELECTRONIC DICE WITH L.E.D.'s   6.66 
1091  GUITAR PRE-AMPLIFIER   7.50 
1098 DIGITAL THERMOMETER WITH 

L.C.D. DISPLAY   20.82 
1114  ELECTRONIC LOCK   7.50 
1117  TV PATTERN GENERATOR   9.17 

1119  TELEPHONE LINE RECORDING   4.16 
1122  TELEPHONE CALL RELAY   6.66 
1124  ELECTRONIC BELL   4.99 
1125  TELEPHONE LOCK   6.66 

1129  NEGATIVE ION GENERATOR   14.16 
1131  ROBOT VOICE   666 
1133  STEREO SOUND-TO-LIGHT   9.52 
1203 MINI FM TRANSMITTER WITH 

MICROPHONE   4.16 

All kits are supplied complete including 
Silk-Screened p.c.b., Components, Solder, 

Wire and full instruction sheet. 

Purpose-built boxes with silk-screened front 
panels are available for some of the above 

Please consult our catalogue 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 
. 081-205 7485  VISA  

LAR GE ST O CKS OF IC's, SE MI's, 
O PT O ELE CTR O NI CS, C APACIT ORS, 

RESI ST ORS A N D S WITC HES 

N E W A R RI VAL S N O W IN CL U D ES 
TES T E Q UI P ME N T A N D T O OL S 

Ageless 

A t 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE  VISA 
081-205 7485 

UNIT 19, CAPITOL INDUSTRIAL PARK 
CAPITOL WAY, 

LONDON NW9 0E0 
FAX NO: 01-205 0603 

HE RV 
ELECIRONICS DISIRIBUTORS 

ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS FOR TRADE, 
INDUSTRY, EXPORT, EDUCATION AND HOBBYISTS 

BIG DISCOUNTS 
FOR EDUCATION 
AND QUANT TY 

• Tools/Service Aids 

• Test Instruments 
luk largest in stock Range) 

••  Communications 
Public Address/Disco 
Equipment 

• Security /CCTV / 
Doorphones/Alarm Systems 

• TV. Video Distribution 
• Speakers or Hi-h. in car. PA 
and Disco 

• Components. Audio. TV. 
Video. Telephone and 
Computer Accessories 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
Dmm was 1E18.95) £13.95 
(30 models stocked) 
1 kw outdoor PIR Lights con-
troller was (32.95) £19.95 
VHF/UHF TV/FM Amplifier 
was (£11.95) 0.95 
Analogue MM 27 Ranges 
CAP/Hfe/Temp/10A AC/DC 
etc. was 1£39.95) £29.95 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

FREE CAR PARKING 
Two Car Parks Be) and Church Streets/ 
Present your ticket when purchasing and 

get one hour as discount 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS 
AND TELEPHONED ORDERS 

HErlRYS =on" 
404 Edgware Road, London W2 lED 
Instruments/Audio 071-724 3564 
Security/Communications/CCTV 071-724 0323 
Components 071-723 1008 Fax 071-724 0322 
Trade/Education/Export 071-258 1831 
Account facilities available 

CATALOGUESIN COLOUR 
tnstrumenrs 
aup-a co : ments 

r 

t ifinr7s'efl ;;; 
sA ff2c:itiaernso ;lge Us4,E=A0, 
foocar,07̀° 
rrade p,,„70 

OMNI ELECTRONICS 
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX • 031 667 2611 

A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH 
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE 
OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
IA *1 WILL COST £1.50 - TO 

INCLUDE VOUCHERS 
TO USE AGAINST 

Caka\O Ve FUTURE PURCHASES. 
TO RECEIVE A COPY 

a\rbab\e  AS SOON AS THEY 

SO °  ARE READY, PLEASE 
SEND YOUR REMITTANCE 

WITH THE VOUCHER BELOW. 

[ ease send me a copy of the 1990 91 OMNI catalogue as soon as it is read-y-I 

I Payment of C1 50 enclosed 
I 

1 NAME   
I 

I ADDRESS   

  I 

1   I 

ILELE PHONE:  -I 

Access  Open: Monday-Friday 9.00-6.00 
41:\  Saturday 9.00-5.00  VISA 
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by Barry Fox   
M usical Notes 
The music you hear from around 

50 per cent of British radio stations 
is now selected by a computer. The 
market leader, called Selector, was on 
demonstration at the Radio Academy 
Festival held in Glasgow earlier in July. 
Selector is a program that runs on a 

desk-top PC. It stores a list of all the 
records in common use, along with tell-
tale information on each, such as the 
length of each tune, whether it is vocal 
or instrumental, the tempo in beats per 
minute, how long the musical introduc-
tion runs before anyone sings, whether 
there is a fade-out at the end and so on. 
The station then enters its own set of 

"rules", largely derived from market re-
search amongst listeners. These dictate 
what mood of music can be played at 
each hour of the day, on each day of the 
week. 
The computer then juggles all the in-

formation and rules to jigsaw tunes of 
the right mood and right length to fill 
up each hour of programming. It takes 
five minutes to programme a full day's 
selection. At the same time the computer 
spews out play lists for the payment of 
fees to the various copyright agencies. 
I watched it in action, and asked about 

some of the short-hand codes used for 
the rules displayed on screen. 
What does BW stand for? we asked 

innocently. "B stands for Black and W 
stands for Wimpy", we were told. 
So BW means wimpy music played by 

a black artist. "B two in a row" means 
that the station audience is happy to have 
two tunes by black artists played in a row. 
White Wimpy is far less popular. 
I particularly liked the rule for A 

Capella music, a vocal ramble without 
musical accompaniment much favoured 
by pretentious pop stars. This is ruled as 
"no more than one every 900 minutes." 

Play Ti me 
I review jazz compact discs for a hifi 

magazine, and recently had the National 
Youth Jazz Orchestra's recording "Big 
Band Christmas"(NYJ CD 009). 
NYJO is best described as the unoffi-

cial university of non-classical music in 
Britain. Over the last quarter century 
many musicians have started successful 
careers with NYJO. 
The Big Band Christmas recording 

came out of a concert tour, for which 
NYJO founder and leader Bill Ashton 
pulled in arrangements of Christmas 
standards from well known arrangers. 
When reviewing I routinely check the 

playing time. You would be surprised 
how many CDs short change the listener 
with well under the hour that has become 
the ballpark time for a CD. 

The CD player read out the playing 
time as 76 minutes 35 seconds. Surely 
this is longer than the theoretical maxi-
mum playing time available from a CD? 
Microsoft's tome on CD and CD-ROM 
technology "The new Papyrus" quotes 
maximum playing time for an audio CD 
as 74 mins 33 secs, derived from a maxi-
mum of 335,475 data frames running at 
the standard rate of 75 per second. 
I checked the disc on another player 

Power Cut 
The Inland Revenue and Customs and 

Excise have legendary Draconian powers. 
But so, 1 recently discovered, do the 
Electricity Boards. 
Earlier this year a video and TV shop 

in North London closed suddenly. Post 
piled up inside the door, with no one 
moving it. Some were obviously bills. 
There was unsold stock inside too, in-
cluding prestige TV sets from a major 
manufacturer. 
Eventually a notice appeared on the 

O ff-Side 
Although the 1990 football World Cup is 
now over (to the undisguised relief of 
those who are bored with endless talk 
of soccer) the run-up to the next World 
Cup, to be held in the US in 1994, has 
already begun. And already storm clouds 
are gathering. 
TV is the cause. Although  North 

Americans play soccer at high school, 
they soon forget about it and spend the 
rest of their lives watching American 
football or baseball. These two games 
have one thing in common, interrupted 
action. The interruptions are filled by 
advertising commercials on TV. 
The referee is in radio contact with the 

TV crew during the game to synchronize 
breaks. Live in the stadium, giant TV 
screens display action replays, close-ups 
of the players, endless statistics about the 
teams and digital clock count-downs of 
the time remaining in the game. 
By a string of good fortunes, I sat with 

some American visitors in the Olympic 
Stadium in Rome watching the World 
Cup final, and they were very soon 
predicting doom for 1994. Although 
FIFA (Federation Internationale de Foot-
ball Association) allows two large video 
screens in the stadium to show close-ups 
of the teams before and after the game, it 
prohibits any video coverage during the 
game.  Match time is shown by an 
old-fashioned analogue clock, which 
gives no clue to how much time is left on 
the referee's stop watch, after extensions 
for injury etc. 
What really shook the Americans, was 

and it gave the same playing time 
readout. So I then checked the actual 
playing time with a stopwatch. And it 
confirmed 76 mins 35 seconds timing, 
I checked with Philips and they say 

that pressing plants are finding they can 
now go further out towards the edge of 
the disc, thereby extending playing times 
well past previously accepted limits. No-
one now seems to know what the real 
100 per cent limit is for CD playing time. 

door saying that the LEB had moved in 
and changed the locks. The shop's owner 
could call at the LEB's office, with proof of 
identity, to collect the keys—after paying all 
unpaid bills, of course. 
So far the locks remain and the post con-

tinues to pile up. 
This raises an interesting question. How 

does a manufacturer retrieve unsold stock 
on which payment is due, if the LEB has 
changed the locks on the premises? It's 
something for suppliers to think about. 

the non-stop play, 45 minutes each half, 
with absolutely no time for commercial 
breaks in a live TV transmission. If all 
the commercials are crammed into the 
15 minute half time interval, viewers will 
simply switch stations, go to the toilet 
and make coffee. 
The US TV networks now want FIFA 

to change the rules of soccer to suit TV 
sponsors, by breaking the game down 
into four quarters instead of two halves. 
FIFA is confidently expected to tell the 
Americans to get lost. 

Divine Act 
Incidentally there was one delightful 

incident  at the  end  of  the  World 
Cup  match  which  the TV cameras 
never covered. Official sponsors, such as 
Canon, Coca-Cola, Fuji, JVC and Philips 
pay FIFA a small fortune to have their 
names displayed round the pitch and 
thus be seen on TV. 
As the match drew to a close a hot air 

balloon emblazoned with advertising for 
non-sponsors Hitachi floated into the 
Roman night sky from a hill a couple of 
kilometres away and for a while looked 
as if it would drift into the open top 
of the stadium, just as the Cup was 
being awarded. This would have grabbed 
Hitachi free world TV coverage. 
Instead the balloon stopped dead at 

a religious statue on the hill, apparently 
snagged on the figure's outstretched arm. 
There it hung, until the crowd had gone 
home, out of sight of the TV cameras and 
seen only by a few spectators restless 
with the presentation ceremony. 
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MARC() OCTOLAR 5[P CIAL O MA 
SWITCH MODE P.S.U. SPECIAL 

TRADING 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

& EQUIPMENT VISA 
MAIL ORDERS • WHOLESALE 

RETAIL 

SEND ORDERS TO - DEPT 10 

MARCO TRADING 
THE MALTINGS, HIGH STREET, WEM 

SHROPSHIRE SY4 5EN 
Tel: (0939) 32763 Telex: 35565 

Fax. (0939) 33800 
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

24HR ANSAPHONE 

LATEST 1991 
132 Page 

CATALOGUE 
ONLY 

£1 .50 

WEIR - HIGH PERFORMANCE SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY TYPE HSS 100/11 

Probably the highest quality switched mode power supply on the market! 
The unit is operable on 110V or 240V a c and capable of 100W outp. • ,f convection 
cooled or 150W with forced air cooling. (Minimum air-flow rate 20CFN.  )vervoltage 
protection is provided on output 1 by a latch circuit Full spec sheets available upon 
request. 

WEIR MODEL: HSS 100/11  REMEMBER ALL BRAND NEW 
THIS MODEL STILL IN PRODUCTION' 

* Input  110-240V a c 50-60Hz 
* Output  1  5V  at 12A 

2 - 12V at 1 3A 
•  3  12V at 3.5A 

150 Watt Ma. (forced air cooled) 
* • Size  214.117.60mm 
* Weight  1 2Kg 
* BT Approved 
* Fully enclosed with mains terminal shroud 

Normal list price is £121 00 each'' , 

ORDER CODE 
SO 'WEIR pR,„£35.00 HURRY. HURRY only a few hundred aNrallah.r-

P O S T P A C KI N G £1. 75 

A LL P RI C E S IN C L U D E 15 % V A T  'BTG " -' ?dt"lo70 1, 
&arms sew rectoron on 

  any  FM  tad.o  Fro 

s  L O O K O U T F O R N E W S P E CI A L :2:„-.7 146,3 1°995" e; tTra 

O F F E R EVERY MONTHWITH  '7 '2'56'4 11' 2%"*" . •  g 0'76 Coele Su 00 
 E V E R Y D A Y E L E C T R O NI C S ; f999  

ME M 
AD 90 used once 
Bulk erased, good 
as  new,  fully 
guaranteed 

£7.50 for 10 

£60.00 for 100 

W TI  1:111:111 M 
C-15W IRON 
CS-17W IRON 
XS-25W IRON 
XS•10T 25W 
CS-KIT 17W 
C-KIT 15W 

£1.37 
£8.48 
£8.59 
£11.98 
£11.87 
£11.98 

ALL BITS FOR IRONS - £1 .62 
ELEMENTS £4.10 STANDS £3.24 

12 V T WI N FL U O R E S C E N T 

LAMP 12" DOUBLE TUBES 
SWG RESIN SOLDER 

500gm. REEL.  1  10 - 
£4.99 £4.75 

ALSO 18SWG at £4.95 500gm 
Orders of 5 or more reels please add 
a further 75p P&P 

NI- AD R E C H A R G E A B LE 

B A T TE RI E S 

PRICE 
1 • 

AAA  £1 50 
AA  95p 

£1 95 
£2 00 
£3 90 

EACH 
10 - 
f1 30 
85p 

£1.80 
£1 85 
f 3 75 

Cetetne 505 0251 
Elocirolytics Rod 11001 
fuse 20nen 0 8 180/ 
Fuse 2Ornrn AS 1801 
Pre set Pots Rota 11201 
Pre set Pots 11011201 

(3 99 
fl 50 
fa 75 
flt 50 
17 75 
f 7 75 

RESISTORS 
0 25W Poputat 11000) 
0.25W 501305/ 
0 25W 10 016101 
05W Papule. 11000) 
05W 5013651 
0 SW10 017301 
1W 5 0 13651 
219 5013651 
Zona Dada 5 off (55, 

f 6 99 
f 3 75 
f 5 10 
110 75 
f 5 40 
75 

115 25 
f 25 00 
f 3 99 

NI-CAD CHAR  ER 

Charges AA AAA C, D & PP 
Ni Cads 
240V AC £4.99 

ACTICON OFFERS MORE SCOPE... 
... THAN ANY OTHER OSCILLOSCOPE 

HIGH QUALITY • MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE • BEST VALUE FOR MONEY 

25MHz DUAL TRACE 
5" OSCILLOSCOPE 
2mV SENSITIVITY, VARIABLE 
HOLD, DUAL COMPONENT TESTER 

3044 
20MHz DUAL TRACE 
BATTERY MINISCOPE 
lmV SENSITIVITY, 2 HOURS OPERATION 
BUILT-IN CHARGER 

PRICE EXCLUDES VAT & DELTVER Y 

595 
4445 PRICE EY6LUDRS VAT & DELIVERY 

5 in 1 TESTATION   
25 MHz DUAL TRACE SCOPE,  35 MHz 
8 DIGIT FREQ COUNTER, 100 KHz FUNC-
TION GENERATOR,  TRIPLE OUTPUT, 
DC SUPPLY,  DUAL COMPONENT TESTER 

ACTICON LTD., P.O. BOX 145, NE WBURY, BERKS RG13 2JA 

THIS CARD IS YOUR INSTANT SAVING CERTIFICATE (VALID TILL 15th DEC'90) 
Mail this back with your order to save £ 30 on 3123 & £ 60 on 3044 & 4445 



Special Series 

MICRO IN 
CONTROL 
JOHN HUGHES 
Starting from very basic principles this series 
quickly builds through logic to simple 
microprocessor control 
Out ward Sound! 
II We've learnt how to make our system 
detect the operation of a switch, so we 
could detect the closure of any contacts, 
such as a reed switch. Now we should con-
sider how to send out signals as well as 
receive them. UThe VIA will do this. I assume. 
Yes. As we mentioned previously, the 

eight pins of Port A can be programmed 
to be either inputs or outputs as we wish. 
The 6522 has a second register associated 
with Port A. It's called the Data Direction 
Register for the Port. We can refer to it as 
DDRA. Its address is C003 (two up on the 
Port itself). 
O Why TWO up? 
U Well, the VIA chip has two ports, A 
and B, and two direction registers, DDRA 
and DDRB. They are located next to each 
other, like this: 

Location 0 ... Port B 
Location I ... Port A 
Location 2 ... DDRB 
Location 3 ... DDRA 

Don't ask me why this is the order, but so 
it is. The chip also has a dozen more regist-
ers which make it so very versatile, as we'll 
see. 
Now, the trick in using a DDR is to 
remember that a logic I in any bit will 
make the CORRESPONDING bit in the 
Port into an OUTPUT, while a 0 in a DDR 
bit makes the Port bit an INPUT. After a 
RESET, all bits are inputs. This makes for 
safety, as an unexpected output from a 
controller could have some alarming ef-
fects! 
Bs If we wanted some outputs, then, we'd 
write a I into each required bit of the data 
direction register? 
In Exactly. Let's say we wished to have pin 
0 (the right-hand one) of the eight to act as 
an output pin; to drive a relay circuit, for 
instance. What value would we put in loca-
tion C003 (DDRA)? 
ffl. 0000 0001101 in hex. 
Right. If we proceed to write a routine 

which, say, causes a switching signal to be 
sent to it, we could check that the sig-
nal was there, using a voltmeter, or an 
indicator from our logic kit. Let's try: 

Exercise IS 
Spot the flasher! 
There is a sub-routine at FB9E which 
is just a delay routine. In other words, 
it slows things down for an appreciable 
second or so, to give us a chance, for with-
out such delays, our micro rips through 
its instructions in literally millionths of a 
second. The delay uses the value (22 hex, 
remember) stored at 0006. It also includes 
the display subroutine within itself. 
Our program can first set up the port to 
have one output, then switch over this out-
put by simply adding Ito it. If we then call 
"delay and display" and loop back to start 
again, that should do it. Care to try to write 
it out before looking at my version of it? UGive us a few minutes, then. 
Well, just a few. I'll use 0200 as my start 

address. It has to be in RAM, remember. 
(after a pause) Here goes: 

Less hardware is needed for some of the 
other programs in ROM, worth studying 
because the techniques they use can be ap-
plied to many control systems. 

Exercise 2 0 
A nalogue and 
Digital - A gain 
I irk rik ,ur discuion,, we moved from 
analogue circuits, such as amplifiers, whose 
output signal is proportional (we hope) to 
the input signal, and concentrated on digi-
tal (logic) signals which are always ON or 
OFF (5V or OV). However, the real world is 
more akin to an analogue system, isn't it, in 
the way things vary? 
El Yes, it gets warmer or colder gradually, 
not in a step I and daylight dawns slowly, 
and it gets dark gradually. 
Exactly. For some control applications 

we need to deal with signals which follow 
such a variable pattern. Can you think of 
an example? 
▪ The output of an electronic thermometer 
I or a car speedo I or a light dimmer control. 

STA RT  0200 
0202 

SWITCH  0205 
0208 
020B 

A9 01  LDA 01  I Set up DDRA with 01. 
8D 03  CO  STA C003 
EE 01  CO  INC C001  switch bit 0, Port A. 
20  9E  FB JSR FB9E  use delay/display s/r. 
4C 05  02  JMP 0205  Back to switch again. 

▪ I see, the adding "one" in the third line 
ALWAYS switches from 0 to I or from I to 
0. 
LI Yes. There are many quaint little tricks 
like that. You could use the ADC instruc-
tion instead to add one. 
/ did! 

U You may now like to study, or even try 
out, if you rig up the necessary hardware, 
some of the control examples in ROM. 
There's one, you may have noticed, for a 
model train control, if you add the sen-
sors (reed switches) and use the outputs to 
control relays for stop/go, forward/reverse, 
and slow/fast. You'll find it uses pins 6 and 
7 as inputs, and 0, I and 2 as outputs. The 
others are unused. (Fig. 11.1) 

U Good. And no doubt you can think of 
others. Well, as with all control systems, 
there are INPUTS and there are OUT-
PUTS, from sensors and into drivers, with 
the processing circuit between (Fig.11.2). 
We've already rigged up such systems using 
all analogue circuits with a transistor as 
an amplifier (doing the "processing"). An 
LDR as input sensor, with a milliammeter 
as output device would form a light-level 
meter, wouldn't it (Fig. I I .3)? 
In Or our light "dimmer", with a variable 
resistor in the base circuit of the transistor 
driving the lamp (Fig. 11.4). 
U Right. In fact, most radios and tape 
recorders are based on analogue signals, 
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TUTOR BOARD 
I ALL SWITCHES AT il 

CLOSE THIS 
SWITCH TO MAKE 
TRAIN STOP AT 
STATION 

0  0  0 
56  -  NOT USED -  52 

TRACKSIDE REED SWITCH 
AT "STATION' 

TO TRACK 

REVERSING RELAY 
CARS° 2p 2w I 

FAST/ SLOW RELAY ON/OFFISTORIRELAY 

f gu m* ) 

REVERSE/ 
FORWARD 

TWO MORE RELAY 
DRIVERS NEEDED 

5 TO quo WAT T(WIRE I 

FAST/SLOW 

ION 

SEPARATE 
RELAY SUPPLY 

-0 
-0 
-0 

00 -0 

CONTACTS 

IRELAY SUPPLY! 
OV 

RELAY DRIVER IOR USE 7406 LC.) 

FROM TRAIN 
SUPPLYID.C.I 

F411.1. Control of model train. Example in ROM: 
It may be possible to lay one's hands on a toy electric train set, and the hardware 
shown here can be added to a very basic layout with a single loop of track having 
one model train running on it. The diagram shows a circuit for a relay linked to an 
output from the micro. Three such circuits are needed, as indicated, using PAa PA1 
and PA2. 
The three transistors could be replaced by an open-collector driver chip such as 

the 7406, which has six such drivers in it. No inputs are essential for the demonstra-
tion program, but it can take account of inputs to PA7 and PA6, if a trackside reed 
switch, operated by a magnet on the train, is linked as shown to PA6 Then, during 
the run, if switch 7 (or an external switch linked to PA?) is closed, the train will stop 
at the reed switch position (station?). Remember to leave board switches at logic 1. 
The sample ROM program (START ADDRESS FF40) sends out a series of "ac-

tion" codes, each lasting for a certain Vuration': There are eight of them here, but 
the program allows for changes, which will be discussed later 
(The program can, of course, be tried out without any hardware other than three 
indicators for the outputs, but it is strongly recommended that some external cir-
cuitry be built and tested THIS IS THE WAY TO LEARN HO W A REAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM WORKS.) A separate relay supply is best. 

SIGNALS FROM 
SENSORS. 
SWITCHES ETC 

(11271101 

INPUT 
CIRCUITS 

VALUE OR   
DATA I N 

PROCESSOR 
CIRCUITS 

VALUE OR 
DATA OUT 

OUTPUT 
CIRCUITS 

CONTROL SIGNALS 

SIGNALS TO 
DRIVER CIRCUITS 

- -0 ° FOR RELAYS 
ETC 

Fig. 11.2 Arrangement for control system. (In this case no feedback is shown.) It 
could represent a digital or an analogue system 

Fig. 11.3. A very simple "light meter" 
arrangement (analogue). Fig. 11.4. A 'dimmer" for a small lamp. 

though digital techniques are well on the 
way to taking over nowadays. 
How can the two be linked? 
(another) There are conversion circuits, 

aren't there? Probably in the form of i.c.s. U There are. In fact, that's what we shall 
have to look at for our control systems if 
we wish to use microprocessor control of 
analogue signals ("computer control", in 
other words). Here's an example with the 
6502 system: 

Exercise 21 
S winging the LEO... 

At first sight, it may seem that, while 
analogue signals can change gradually 
from one value to another, our digital 
signals cannot; however, we can arrange a 
series of digital signals to cause changes in 
tiny steps, becoming very like an analogue 
signal. As you guessed, there are chips to 
do just this; we'll meet them in due course. HWon't we notice the steps? 
If we only have a few big steps, yes, 

though this may not matter in some cases. 
But if we use a large number of very tiny 
steps, it's virtually impossible to distin-
guish them from a steady change. 
ij Doesn't the quantum theory mean that 
all changes take place in infinitesimally 
small steps, anyway? 
0 (others) What's he on about I He's right 
I etc . . . 
ill agree. If you think about any measure-
ment, quite apart from theory, it's impos-
sible to carry it out to more than a limited 
precision. So ... a lot of small steps, OK? 1 But how many, though? 
With eight bits, we can have .. ? 
256 steps, as there are 256 different 

values possible. 
U That's right, values from 0 to 255 are 
available. This can give quite a smooth 
change. HHow can we make a suitable circuit? 

We must distinguish between inputs, 
which require a conversion from analogue 
to digital signals (A to D), and outputs, 
which need the opposite, D to A conver-
sion. Let's consider the latter to start with, 
as there are a couple of programs in 
the Tutor ROM to demonstrate it im-
mediately. At least, they demonstrate one 
easy way to do the conversion. Consider an 
output signal from a digital line. It can 
have two values. What are they? 
0 (chorus) 0 volts and 5 volts, or there-
abouts. 
U Of course. Now suppose we use such a 
signal to drive a led. and cause the signal 
to be switched ON for half the time, OFF 
for half the time, at a fast frequency. 
611 Like in the "organ" multivibrator we 
made. 
U Exactly. How will the led. appear? 
0 Dimmer lit'll be getting half the full sig-
nal! on average, that is. 
U Right again. Now suppose we could al-
ter the "mark to space" ratio, so that it's 
ON longer than OFF, or vice versa. 
U It would he brighter I or dimmer I we 
could make it as bright or dim as we like I 
between zero and maximum. 
0 (others) IF we can arrange the switching 
patterns. 
U Good. Well, with a suitable program we 
can do just that. The start address of the 
first program is at FDCO, but FIRSTLY, 
you will need to enter two numbers into 
locations 0001 and 0002, to set the desired 
ratio. Right? 
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MSc), first, we go to location 0001, that's: 
0000 0000 0000 0001 and enter a number as 
its DATA. Any number? 
II I suggest you enter FF into BOTH 
locations to start with (enter the first, use 
INC, and enter the second). Then go to the 
start FDCO (1111 1101 1100 0000) and 

0N 

ress GO to see the display I.e.d. flashing. 
This will he the slowest speed. 
Right. Use RST to stop it, then change 
E of the values (the one in 0001 for ON, 

the other for OFF) to see the effect when 
you run it again. Then try two equal but 
SMALL values to make the flashing so 
rapid that the I.e.d. will appear to be lit 
steadily. Try a few more combinations of 
small but unequal values to "adjust" the 
I.e.d. to any brightness you wish. 
111 (later) It takes a lot of entering! I not too 
bad with the keypad. 
NI It does, so let's make the micro do the 
changing of the values. There are two pro-
grams which you can just RUN and watch: 
The first is at FDEA, so go to this start 
address and GO. 
II (after watching for a few moments) The 
1.e.d. starts offflashing slowly and gradually 
speeds up I then repeats it. 
IN Yes. The program makes the ON time 
shorter, the OFF time longer, in steps, then 
jumps back to start again. The other pro-
gram starts at FEOD, and does the same, 
but at a higher speed, so the I.e.d. appears 
to dim smoothly. 
El Could we make it come on gradually, 
too? 
ill Of course, with some more program-
ming. If you wish to try, you could study 
the ROM routine for this one and see how 
it might be altered or extended. The earlier 
mark/space setting program, and both the 
slow and fast D/A examples use another 
"delay and display" subroutine (a shorter 
one) at FDDB. We could learn a little more 
by studying this subroutine, so here it is, 
labelled DID: 

put our oar in as well. For now, we can let 
the 6502 get on with it. 
In Could we look at one of the main pro-
grams as well? 
U Of course. Here is the ROM version of 
the fast D/A demonstration we just used. 
Notice how it starts with small timer values 
so as to avoid flicker effects in the I.e.d.: 

programming techniques, so as to be able 
to select appropriately. 
El Hardware solutions are faster, aren't 
they? 
U As a rule, yes. Software solutions are 
much more flexible and sometimes less ex-
pensive. But not if you have to buy a micro 
just to, say, dim a lamp! 

FEOD 
FEOF 
FEI 1 
FEI3 
FE15 
FE17 
FE19 
FE1B 
FE1E 
FE20 
FE22 
FE24 
FE27 
FE29 
FE2B 
FE2D 
FE2E 
FE2F 
FE30 
FE31 
FE33 

Fast D/ArA9 
185 
185 
A9 
85 

LOOP r,cA5 

I 185  
, 20 

; ' C6 
; 1 A5 
185 
120 

' 1 C6 
1 1 FO 
1 —E6 
1 EA 
I EA 
I EA 
I EA 
I C6 
L. IQ_ 

00 
FO 
01 
20 
02 
01 
00 
DB 
FO 
02 
00 
DB 
02 
E27 
01 

FO 
.E2:I 

LDA 
STA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 

FD JSR 
DEC 
LDA 
STA 

FD JSR 
DEC 
BEQ 
INC 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
NOP 
DEC 
BEQ 

00  Start with led. OFF for 
FO  short, On for longer, 
01  still shortish, time, 

20  by putting 0 in 01 (and 
02  in display), 20 in 02. 
01  Give OFF value from 0 I 
00  into 00 for timer, and 
FDDB  call D/D subroutine. 
FO  Now switch bit 1 ... 
02  copy ON time from 02 
00  into 00 (for s/r) 
FDDB  and call s/r again 
02  Decrement ON value. 
FEOD  if zero, back to start. 
10  Increment OFF value. 

These are "pass" codes 
used by the programmer 
to fill up space, or 
to adjust timing loops. 

FO  Switch bit I again... 
FEI 7  and use it to loop round again 

So the program alterately loops round the 
ON and the OFF states, one time being 
lengthened, the other shortened, at each 
loop. It will continue indefinitely until 
stopped with the RESET key. The NOP 
codes here suggest that, as often may 
happen, the program was altered during 
de-bugging. The empty spaces were just 
filled in to avoid re-writing the final in-
structions into new locations. An assembler 
would do this automatically. Sometimes, 
however, NOPs are used for fine adjust-
ment of the time taken by a loop in, for 
example, a clock program. 

FDDB  DID  AS  00  LDA 00 
FDDD  85  10  STA  10 
FDDF  LOOP r-20  87  F8  JSR  F887 
FDE2  I C6  10  DEC  10 
FDE4  I —DO —F —97  BNE  FDDF 
FDE6  6(  RTS 

Take value at 0000 
Into 0010 as timer 
Call display s/r 
Count down timer 
Until zero, then 
Return to main prog. 

Note the backwards branch, to LOOP, 
which occurs each time until the timer 
value at 0010 (whatever it was as copied 
from 0000) has dropped to zero as a result 
of the decrement at each loop. The branch 
value F9 is a negative number and means 
"branch back seven places". UThat is, FF, FE, FD, FC, FB, FA, F9. 
Right. So it goes back from where it is, 

at FDE4 (containing the F9), to FDDE. 
Then it moves on, as usual, to the next 
location, FDDF, and carries out the in-
struction (JSR in this case) which it finds 
there. On zero result, it drops through in 
the normal way to the next instruction at 
FDE6. 
We can also note that this subroutine, 
like many others, calls another subroutine 
("Display") within itself. They are said to 
be "nested subroutines" and there is a limit 
(quite a high one, fortunately) upon how 
many can be nested within each other. 
It is the job of the STACK POINTER 
register in the 6502 (refer back to the 
"programmer's model" if you've forgotton 
about it) to keep track of the moves in and 
out of the various sub-routines. Luckily, 
most of this "housekeeping" is done auto-
matically by the CPU, but we may, later, 
meet some instructions which allow us to 

U It means "No Operation" other than to 
move on, then? 
11 That's it. Take no action, but carry on 
with the next instruction. As it's difficult to 
make space in our programs (with no as-
sembler at present to do it for us) it's not a 
bad idea to sprinkle a few bunches of two 
or three NOPs here and there, just in case 
we may need to insert an extra instruction 
when we test our work. But don't go mad, 
as they do slow things down a little. UAnd use up memory space. 

Yes. Next, we should look at ways 
of deriving digital signals from analogue 
ones. UThe opposite of what we've been doing. 
Yes, and don't forget that the conver-

sion, either way, can be carried out by 
ready-made chips. We have been using a 
"software solution" to our problem. A 
"hardware solution" may sometimes be 
preferable. In all control projects, a balance 
has to be struck between hardware 
and software. It's sometimes called the 
"hardware/software trade-or, and ap-
plies, as we've seen, to many aspects of 
logic control, not just to AID and D/A 
conversions. That's why, ideally, a design 
engineer should know a good deal both 
about electronic circuitry and also about 

Exercise 0 0 
Softrware,7-
Centred? 
In this Exercise we shall build an A/D 
converter circuit, but, as we are using a 
micro anyway, we'll not use too much 
hardware, though we can meet a very 
useful type of chip. The LM339 (not a 
member of the 74 serieF) contains a type 
of circuit called an op-amp (operational 
amplifier), a type originally developed for 
performing the mathematical operations of 
an "analogue computer". This works, as its 
name implies, along quite different lines 
from our digital system, and merits close 
study (another time!) in its own right. 
The LM339 is designed to be used as a 
"comparator", which, as this implies, com-
pares two input signals (analogue signals) 
and gives an output which is suitable for 
using as a digital input. 
111 Like the outputs from the 74 series chips. 
Just so. In fact, the 74 series and all 

other logic chips, really contain such op-
amp circuits, but used with switched signals 
not slowly changing ones. 
111 We saw the same transistor circuit doing 
both in our very first Exercises. 
U Good. Now the LM339 will work quite 
well with our 5V supply, so set up the 
circuit shown here (Fig. 11.5) using a 
bread-board linked to the Tutor sockets. 
The value of R2 can be altered slightly to 
give bigger or smaller voltage steps, but 
the maximum input signal cannot exceed 
about 4V. 
Resistor 111 may not be needed if a low 
impedance source is being used, and it 
could form part of an input divider for use 
with higher voltages. 
El Will the circuit act as a sort of digital 
voltmeter? 
IN It will, with suitable software, though 
the display we are using is more akin to 
an analogue display! The measurement is 
made digitally, anyway, so that you can see 
how it may be done. 
HI Analogue displays (I mean pointers) are 
often easier to read, I think. I Such as a car 
speedometer I or clock. 
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Table 11.1. Second part of 6502 Instruction Set. 
(There are 56 mnemonics in all with 13 possible modes) 

MNEM Description 
(Total bytes) 

MODES: 

IMM ACC ABS.  ZIP  IMP. ABS,X ZP,X 
2  1  3  2  I  3  2 

ASL 
BIT 
CPX 
CPY 
DEX 
DEY 
1NX 
INY 
LDA 
LDX 
LDY 
LSR 
NOP 
ROL 
ROR 
STA 
STX 
STY 
TAX 
TAY 
TSX 
TXA 
TXS 
TYA 

Arith. Shift LEFT 
Test bits 6 and 7 
Compare X value 
Compare Y value 
Decrement X 
Decrement Y 
Increment X 
Increment Y 
(additional codes) 
Load into X register 
Load into Y register 
Logic Shift RIGHT 
No operation 
Rotate LEFT 
Rotate RIGHT 
(additional codes) 
Store from X register 
Store from Y register 
Copy (Transfer) Acc. to X reg. 
Copy Acc. into Y reg. 
Copy Status into X reg. 
Copy X value into Acc. 
Copy X value into Status 
Copy Y value into Acc. 

OA  OE 
2C 

EO  EC 
CO  CC 

A9 
A2 
AO 

06 
24 
E4 
C4 

AD  AS 
AE  A6 
AC  A4 

4A  4E  46 

2A  2E  26 
6A  6E  66 

8D  85 
8E  86 
8C  84 

CA 
88 
E8 
C8 

EA 

AA 
A8 
BA 
8A 
9A 
98 

I E  16 

BD  B5 

BC  B4 
5E  56 

3E  36 
7E  76 
9D  95 

94 

The modes are, (altogether) immediate, absolute, zero-page, accumulator, implied, (indirect, X), 
(indirect), Y. zero-page, X. absolute, X. absolute, Y. relative, absolute-indirect, and zero-page, Y. 

▪ Agreed, on the whole. Changing values 
are easier to follow, aren't they? But each 
has its uses. Let's carry on. 
• What about the program? I expect it's in 
the ROM. 
111 Yes it is. It's part of the system 
"firmware" remember? That is the pro-
grams (software) permanently fixed. What 
do you need to know? 
El Its START ADDRESS) Any preparation 
before running ill How to in terpret the outcome. 

NI OK. It starts at FA93, and you can 
use Card 4 as a sort of scale for it. The 
idea is that, if you apply a small d.c. volt-
age (say from a small cell) between the 
OV line and the lead to pin 6 of the chip, 
one I.e.d. lights up and "runs" along the 
scale to indicate the voltage. Again, use 
RST to stop the program. But note, to 
run it again, you will have to re-enter the 
START ADDRESS, as it will have been 
cleared. 

U (after setting up) My led. can't decide 
where to stop. 
▪ It's quite sensitive and fast acting. 
There may be a poor contact in the in-
put leads. Or it may be "between" two 
values. A more elaborate program could 
prevent this, but it has its uses, for instance 
in following a "sound" signal from a 
microphone amplifier. 
Can we try that? 
Yes. There are some suggestions here 

(Fig. 11.6). 
(later still) How does it work? 
I was waiting for that, for it allows us to 

study some further 6502 instructions, of a 
very important kind. Remember the IN-
DEX REGISTERS in the Programmers' 
Model? 
0 There were two, X and Y, weren't there? 

Yes. They are similar, but can play 
slightly different roles. For our purpose we 
could use either, but we shall use the X 
register for now. Our program will, in fact, 
include just three new instructions involv-
ing the X index register. here they are: 
LDX, which we shall use in immediate 
mode. It copies from the following loca-
tion, a value into X just as LDA copies 
into the accumulator. The op-code for im-
mediate LDX is A2. 
0 Does it have other modes? 
Yes, you can see them in the full instruc-

tion set, but here's an extension to our ear-
lier version. (Table 11.1.) 
Then there's DEX, which, of course, 
decrements the X value and thirdly, one of 
a range of "indexed instructions" for which 
the registers are mainly intended. It is 
STA,X although we don't write it quite like 
that in a program, as you'll see. The idea to 
grasp is that, when it receives and indexed 
op-code, the micro goes, not to the address 
in the date byte(s), but to the address X 
places further along in memory. 
0 So, if we alter X, it will use different loca-
tions? 
▪ It will, and we can make it move up or 
down a table of values, as we shall see when 
we analyse this program later. 
0 And there seems to be a LDA,X instruc-
tion, too. 
▪ Plus a few more using X and Y in this 
way. Can you see why they can be so use-
ful? 
El Because the X value can he changed by 
the program. 
NI Good thinking. Yes, it enables the 
programmer to send the micro, as it were, 
to different locations (to STORE or to 
LOAD) using the SAME sequence of in-
structions, by changing the value in the X 
register for each occasion the sequence is 
used. 
It might be a subroutine I or affected by a 

key press I or an input signal from a sensor. 
▪ Exactly. All good examples. In our case, 
we shall use the INDEXED mode of STA 
to send logic 1 to the LEFTMOST bit of 
each display register (that's F3, F2, F 1 and 
FO) in turn, so that our "voltmeter" pro-
gram starts with only the extreme left-hand 
I.e.d. lit, and makes the "lit" led. move 
along to the right as the input voltage is 
increased. 
▪ I can imagine how it might change from 
one register to the next, by changing X. but 
how can we make it move along each in-
dividual display register? 
▪ Good question. Well, one more new 
instruction needed. It's one of several 
which use the "shift register" function we 
saw with our row of bistables. Remember? 
U When a pattern can be shifted by each 
clock pulse along the row of/lip-flops? 
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Fig. 11.6. Extensions to Circuit using 
'voltmeter' . 

Fig. 11.6 (a) Measuring Higher volt-
ages. A "potential divider" circuit, 
using two fixed resistors R3 and R1 
(already connected) allows a high 
voltage to be applied to the new input 
terminals,  becaust only a fraction 
R1/(R1 R3) of the total voltage is 
actually applied to the converter input. 
Thus, to extend the range to say 10V, 
R3 would need to be about twice R1, 
ie. 22K By using a variable resistor we 
could,  within limits,  measure any 
higher voltage we wished 

shown, signals of up to 0.1V (100mV) 
could be indicated The same gain, if 
preferred, could be obtained by using 
100k and 10k respectively, as long as 
the ratio is ten to one. A much higher 
ratio is suggested in example (d) to 
give a far more sensitive amplifier for 
tiny signals. 

INPUT 
(UP TO 100mV 

ov 
1,1271soj 

R6 
100k 

c(ii) 

TO PIN 6 
AS BEFORE 

Fig. 11.6 (b) Measuring Lower volt-
ages. An operational amplifier (op-
amp) is needed to increase the small 
input voltage to our 3V range; a section 
of the LM339 might be used, though 
not primarily designed for this purpose. 
The suggested circuit shown here uses 
the standard method of setting the gain 
to the ratio R4/R5; with the values 

U That's it. The instruction we'll use is: 
LSR, which means Logical Shift Right. 
(Op-code for indexed zero-page mode is 
56.) 

▪ So if we've lit up the left-hand led. only, 
this instruction b'ill "shift" the light along, 
one place at a time. 

U Just the job. In fact, in our program, it 
too is indexed, so there are really four in-
structions involving X. 

LI Are there any more new instructions in 
the program? 

▪ Just one. And we don't really need 
this one. It's to test the comparator (the 
LM339) output. We COULD use the CM P 
instruction from our original set (followed 
by a branch), but the 6502 has a special 
instruction for testing a register. 
BIT is its mnemonic, op-code for z-p is 
24. 
It saves having to tell the micro what 
to compare with, or having to load the 
accumulator (which, of course, overwrites 

Fig. 11.6 (c) Demonstrating 
the action of a capacitor 
In (0 the  voltage across 
the capacitor is displayed as 
the capacitor is charged up 
through a high value resistor 
R6 (try 100k to start with, 
and use a 100 micro farad 
electrolytic capacitor for C3). 
It will be necessary to short-

circuit the capacitor with a wire link L 
to repeat the demonstration. In (a) the 
charge and discharge can both be ob-
served by using a two-way switch. As 
well as C3, the values of both R6 and 
R7 can be changed, and their effect on 
the "time constant" observed 

what's already there - it may matter). BIT 
has also to be followed by a suitable branch 
instruction. 
LI Does this program use any subroutines? 
▪ (another) It'll have to use the DISPLAY 
sir, and perhaps a delay timer. 
U Right you are. It uses yet another delay 
and display subroutine, which has a fixed 
delay, but which also saves the value of 
X. so that it isn't lost during the sub-
routine itself (which also uses the X index 
register). Here's the subroutine, labelled 
DDX. You'll notice that, as you suspected, 
it too calls the display s/r. 

T.C. R6 

I 111/1941 

Fig 11.6 (d) A "thermometer': By 
using higher sensitivity in the op-amp 
section of the LM339, the tempera-
ture of a simple thermocouple can be 
shown. The thermojunction is made by 
twisting together tightly 15cm lengths 
of bare copper wire and nichrome wire, 
with a length of sleeving slipped over it 
for insulation. 
A potentiometer P (10k or so) allows 
"zero" setting; the flame of a match 
held under the junction will send the 
light quickly along the le.d.s! 
Note the that COPPER end is con-
nected to point Bin the circuit to give a 
positive input voltage. 
As an alternative, the thermocouple 
can  be  removed  and  a small 
loudspeaker (or microphone, if one is 
available)  connected in its stead 
between A and B; it should then be 
possible to detect sounds as in a VU 
meter! (despite the a. c. nature of the 
output). 

ki It adds one more X instruction, STX 
opposite qf LDX. 
U Yes. Now for the main AID conversion 
program (List 11.1). Most A to D conver-
sions (including this one) are carried out by 
starting with a D/A conversion. The system 
generates an analogue signal from a digital 
value which is changed until it is equal to 
the input signal to be measured (Fig.11.7). 
Then the program says "That's it!" and 
the digital value tells us what the input is. 
The comparator chip, of course, gives the 
"stop" signal; in our case into PA7 (bit 7 of 
Port A). The digitally generated value for 
comparison is sent out from PAO to pin 7 
of the comparator. 
La Which compares it with the input on its 
pin 6? 
U Yes. Then the program makes the 
"LED ON" bit move very rapidly along 
the "scale" and at the same time the digital 
value varies from zero upwards, until it 
matches the "mystery" signal. This causes 
the output to switch, stopping the process. 
Li So the position of the lit I.e.d, indicates 
the value. 
11 Right. It's not unlike a "pass-the-
parcel" game in some ways, is it? 
LI And presumably the whole process, as 
usual, is repeated indefinitely. The micro 
does it all extremely quickly; it appears al-
most instantaneous. 

FA28  DDX s/r 
FA2A 
FA2C 
FA2E  LOOP 
FA3I 
FA33 
FA35 
FA37 

86  DC  STX  DC 
A9  50  L DA  50 
85  DF  STA  DF 
20  87  F8  JSR  F887 
C6  DF  DEC  DF 
DO  F9  BNE 
A6  DC  L DX  DC 
60  RTS 

Save X value (in OODC) 
set fixed speed, using 
OODF as timer location 
Include display s/r in 
timing loop, branch to 
FA2E until zero, then 
restore X value and 
return. 
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List 11.1. A/D conversion "voltmeter" programme: (Hardware required as 
described in text) 

FA93  START 
FA95 
FA98 

FA9A 
FA9D 

FA9F 
FAA 1 

FAA3 
FAA5 
FAA7 
FAA9 

FAAC 
FAAD  LH BYTE 

FAAF  LHBIT 
FABI 

FA B3  TEST 
FA B6 

FA B8 
FA B9 

FA BB 
FA BD 

FABE 
FACO 
FAC2  DISP 
FAC5 

A9  00  LDA  00 
8D 0 I CO STA  COO I 
A9  OF LDA  OF 

8D 03  CO STA  C003 

A9  00  LDA  00 
85  FO  STA  FO 
85  F I  STA  F I 

85  F2  STA  F2 
85  F3  STA  F3 
A9  01  LDA  01 
8D 01  CO STA  COO I 

EA  NOP 
A2  03  LDX  03 

A9  80  LDA  80 
95  FO  STA  FO,X 

2C  01  CO BIT  C001 

30  05  BMI  FAC2 
EA  NOP 

56  FO  LSR  FO 

DO  F6  BNE  FAB3 
CA  DEX 
10  EF  BPL  FAAF 
DO  DI  BNE  FA93 

20  28 FA JSR  FA28 
4C  93 FA 1MP  FA93 

Clear Port A 

Set up DDRA 

Clear all displays 

Send charging signal 
to capacitor circuit 
and comparator input. 
Set X = 3 for LH disp. 

and light LH I.e.d. 

(starting at FO + X = F3) 
Is comp. output I yet? 

If so, display 1.e.d., if 
not, shift to led. one 

place to the right. 
Repeat until byte done 
then reduce X for next 

Repeat for all bytes, 
four in this case, 

Call DDX display s/r, 
and do it all again. 

Fig. 11.7 How comparator output switches when both inputs become equal. 

U That's right, though it's too slow for 
some jobs, believe it or not. 
Have you spotted the new instruction 
types in the program? Notice how index X 
is first loaded with 3, then the value 80 (in 
hex, remember) is loaded into the ac-
cumulator. Anyone care to carry on with 
the tale? 
▪ The next instruction STA ,X IV puts this 
value, which is 1000 0000 in binary, into 
location FO plus X (which is 3) that is, into 
F3 (00F3), the left-hand display register. 
NI Very well put. This is how the extreme 
left-hand led. is lit to start with. Can 
anyone else take up the story? 
▪ (others) The BIT instruction tests PA7 I 
if it's a 1 the value is negative and the BMI 
instruction causes a branch I to the DDX 
subroutine I then the whole thing is repeated 
by the JMP back to the start. 
U This will give a steady -reading" won't 
it? 
LI Yes, so this must be when the signals are 
equal I the output :from the comparator must 
be :ero to start with I so the BMI branch 

WON'T happen I and the LSR instruction 
will make the next led. light up. 
111 Good. Any questions? 

Yes. I can't see how the program makes 
the digital voltage increase while the I.e.d. 
gallops along the scale. 
21 That's the key question. In fact, the 
steady increase in "digital" voltage isn't 
provided by the program. It could be, and 
in some more elaborate (and expensive) 
chips, a real digital to analogue conversion 
is carried out. We may have time to study 
a typical purpose-built chip later. Here, 
we have used the gradual charging of a 
capacitor to provide the growing signal. USo it not a digital one at all I a cheat! 
Well, not entirely. In the program you'll 

see that the signal out from PAO is switched 
to zero at the start of the program (and 
thus at each rapid loop). But, starting at 
location FAA7, two instructions switch it 
ON (to about 5V or so, right?), whereupon 
the capacitor starts to charge via resistor 
R2. The values are chosen to suit the speed 
at which the I.e.d. bit races along the scale 

(which is pretty fast). The diode allows a 
quick discharge at the start of each pro-
gram loop. 
U In other words, the scale shows the 
TIME the capacitor took to reach the 
-mystery - voltage value? 
U That's it. It's a fairly simple way to ar-
range to measure an analogue voltage with 
a digital system. Agreed? 
LI Well, OK. But you should show us the 
.specialised chips soon I but these simple cir-
cuits can keep costs down when strict ac-
curacy isn't vital. 
The dedicated chips are very useful, but 

they require little or no programming 
as they do the conversions with their 
own "hardware solutions". We've used 
very strongly software-oriented solutions, 
to gain the practice. 
I'd like to dwell for a while on this 
business of indexed instruction modes, as 
they can be useful in several ways. For 
example, the monitor "knows" which key 
has been pressed because each has its own 
"key value" when depressed (because of 
the way they are wired to Port B, the one 
we can't use, as the CPU monopolises it!). 
To cut a long story short, what we need to 
know, to make use of this, is that, if NO 
KEY is being pressed, the key value is 08 

GO gives value 00  A/S  gives 04 
DA gives value 01  X/Y  gives 05 
AH gives value 02  INC  gives 06 
AL gives value 03  SHIFT gives 07 

ki There's bound to be a subroutine to read 
the keys! 
U You're right. It's at FC60, but remem-
ber, like all subroutines, IT CAN'T BE 
USED ON ITS OWN. But it can be 
demonstrated with a short program start-
ing at FCAA (or you could write your 
own). 

Exercise 2 5 
No w hear this! 
First, use the demonstration routine just 
mentioned, starting at FCAA, to confirm 
the above values. Just run the program, see 
08 in the status display I.e.d.s, then press 
each key in turn and hold it while you 
check the value on the I.e.d.s. In binary of 
course, as usual. 
We can use these values to make the keys 
act in whatever way we wish. 
Wasn't this done in the "Thief?" game we 

saw earlier? 
▪ It was; you could now follow the design 
of that game if you wished to, or make up 
your own. What I suggest, though, is that 
we try to make the keys act as the keys 
of a sort of primitive "organ"; not unlike 
the digital equivalent of the "cheapo" ver-
sion we looked at when we discussed multi-
vibrators. The "mini-wurlitzer", right? 
El That used a variable resistor pitch con-
trol, with graphite as the resistor. 
U Yes. Now we'll look at a program to 
make the keys set the pitch. It will bring to 
our notice the use of a "look-up table", a 
very useful technique to add to our bag of 
tricks. In fact it's also used, as you can im-
agine, in the "Train Control" program we 
described earlier. 
U You said the train program could be 
modified. Can we try? 
U OK. We'll look at it after we've done 
the tune player program, which is a little 
simpler to start with. 

Next month: The final part deals with the 
"tune player" and a three floor lift pro-
gram 
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QUALITY MULTIMETERS 
AT LOW COST. 

Q19001 

EXCELLENT VALUE LARGE DISPLAY ANALOGUE 
MULTIMETER 
• Lup 35 oich 90 nurrored 
meter pool and ewe 
• Polardy Terme 
• BA - meets VI 12444 and 
VDE0411 
• dB range 

• ICA scale 
• TR test igood or bad and 
NPR or PAPE 

• Desk stand 
• Battery included 

LOW COST 10A DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

• 350r1.07.41.5K  • Dodd theca le.svii•A 
• W W1 rdudid 

• Low cost. excellent *dr  • Sale - avoids ULI2444 and 
• Pocket sote 10A mks  10010411 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N 

D C  V O L T A G E 
5 eal  cW26 20t 2001t WCO, 
%solution: Frown 0 1,0 to IV 
Accuracy 207%ot feeding • 2D 

D C  CU R R E N T 
6 ranges Covering 200µA. 2mA. 20004. 200mil 2A 110A mural 

ternstedi 
Resokevon From 0 IPA to 10,50 
kcuracy  1 0 to 01.55 al rekdrg 4-20 
Maxenum fullecele voltage drop 0 25V 

AC  V O L T A G E 
2 ranges 2 0% 7505 
Resoluturr From 1013nAr to Pri 
Accuracy t 12% of read% .100 
FrepurroCV raeaP 450,450,0, 

RE SI S T A N C E 
5 urges 200 211. 2131‘ 200, MOM. 
Resolubort From 103mCiten to 1 haul 
kcurary From 30 7 to ± ot readug 

SI Z E 
7501304 25tem 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N 

D C  V O L T A G E 
6 amps CIL 23. 10 511 250. 1000V 
Semen* 20000 ohms ow volt 
&Nod Accuracy %When ±3% DC of lull us* 

D C  C U R R E N T 
5 webs 50µ 2 5 25. 250nA. 109. 10A on se w*. Ara 
Poletted Drop 02N000Il we 50s 
Rend Accuracy WO. ±350* gag g ramps 

A C  V O L T A G E 
4 preps 10. 50. 250. 1030V 
Sensobety 11000 Ohre per volt 
Indtaroon Foe kw a0. e rescioncke. ceAkattlit in 91510, 

sous.* 
Frequency Response Rated mousy to 50.000 Hz on ad mem 

through 10V to I id1.1 on 50Y woe 
Rood Accor•cy Mew ±4% AC of 11.4 sale 

RE SI S T A N C E 
4 ram p 2%. 20a. 2M 20MOtett 

B  SI Z E 
4 no w -20TO 062013  102 .150e a5run 

Q19005 

ESEND ORDER FORM WITH CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO QUILLER LTD. 7 Phone now for details of your nearest stockist 

Q19003 

COMPACT. HIGH-QUALITY DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
WITH BARGRAPH 
• Easy and accurate  • Transntor 'not 
• Autoraneng or non.  • Contour'', Nair 14.011 
• 10A current range  • Had',mon Nature 
• Enended 20410hm menses  • Desk stand 
• Corrueettereue *spays  • Battu, 'flooded 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N 

RE SI S T A N C E 
5 m pg Pow povreq 21‘. 20, M . NA. 20610trn 
6 min PIO po w) 203. 25200,200k N. 206101on 
Accuracy 207SM 2% of orday1•10  •50) 
Prockeon Low 1010n. NAPO 106 . 

D C  V O L T A G E 
5t. .. 20OTN. 2V. 201. 2004 1000V 
Accuracy ± 0 St ot read% • ID 
Resolubon 1000 

D C  CU R R E N T 
2 wow 200mA 10A 
Arsurdcy 0 75 to 15% el reading 1+ ID to ET 501 
Ihdolubcer 100 0 

AC  V O L T A G E 
11 E2,V .204.20051505 

± 0.75% at reading +SD 
Dccv 

A C  C U R R E N T  SI Z E 
an . 200n* 104  Mx 149.30nm 
Accuracy I I tonal/add/el .51) 
Resolution 1004A 

Q19002 

HIGH QUALITY ANALOGUE DESK INSTRUMENT 
130kOhm/V) 
• Ema large 4 nth. 90' 
mirrored meter 
• Nor and rern1 eurch•rown 
• Sale malts 01.12444 arid 
VDE0411 
• 013 came and 10.4 rands 

• Potanty reverle 
• TR test (good or bed and 
NAN or PRP 
• Battery tag 
• Desk stand 
• BMWs" embided 

ANALOGUE INSULATION TESTER 
• Lug. 3 5 urn 90 mirrored  • 300VAC measurement 
mere, oreor and Aare  • Push to rest end coon., 
• Rugged &LW  test yortage modes 
• Sale meets 01.12444 and  • Desk stand 
0000411  • Battery embark, 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N 
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(Electra measure' range 1 -100610hrn (Printery effectrse scene 

range) 
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AC  V O L T A G E 
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dB 
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• 20A and ettended 20MOhm 
rang. 
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• Temp Cap lien Ckode 
test etc 
• Desk stand 
• Battery kidded 

S P E C I F I C A T I O N 

D C  V O L T A G E 
ranges 200nk. 201/ 2004. 1000V 
kooky ± 0 flat reeding • 211) 

D C  C U R R E N T 
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Accuracy 05 to 1 51 ol mak{ • ID 

A C  V O L T A G E 
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RE SI S T A N C E 
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QI9001 
QI9002   
QI9003   

PRICE 

 £15 
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QI9005   
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PRICE 
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COST 
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ALL SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE 
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Constructional Project 

MOBILE LINE 
TRACKER 
CHRIS WALKER 
There is no likelyh000' of a fuel crisis with 
this vehicle, and it will keep to the route 
you set out for it/ 

R
OBOTICS is a fascinating branch of 
electronics for the home construc-
tor as it adds that extra dimension 

of motion to his or her projects. Flash-
ing lights and tuneful bleeps are always 
popular but if the thing actually moves and 
does something, well that will attract atten-
tion! 
The Mobile Line-Tracker described here 
is a simple reflex action robot which will 
optically follow a meandering line on the 
floor. A control is provided to enable the 
unit to cope with a wide range of contrasts 
between floor and line. In addition, it can 
choose between following a white or black 
line and can handle quite severe bends. 
This experimental project illustrates some 
basic "sense-and-control" concepts which 
form important building blocks in a robot 
system. The Mobile Line-Tracker can be 
built as described to produce a fully in-
dependent "buggy" which will provide 
hours of fun and fascination. Alternatively, 
readers may rather incorporate the sense-
and-control system into part of a larger 
robot assembly. 

O N T HE LI NE 
Line-following robots are being used 
more and more to carry goods around 
warehouses and factories and to deliver 
mail within an office building. Unlike a 
train, these robots are not restricted to rails 

Fig. 1. How the optical sensors view the -illuminated" line from above. 

so they can follow the same routes used by 
the human workers. Home users might 
employ one to carry drinks to their guests, 
and act as a sort of butler! 
The industrial versions of these "trollies" 
usually follow a line of magnetic material 
embedded into the floor. Optical line fol-
lowers which actually "look" at a visible 
line are more prone to interference from 
ambient lighting (with the resultant risk of 
losing the line), but they offer much more 
scope for experimentation for the home 
enthusiast. 
In practice, suitable lines can be easily 
and cheaply laid using masking tape or 
something similar. This method also en-
sures quick removal at the end of the day. 
The prototype model will even successfully 
follow a line chalked onto concrete, and 
when you stop to look closely at all the 
gaps and breaks in the line, you realise 
what an achievement this is! 

IN G EA R 
The problem with many automated and 
robotic projects is that they require some 
degree of skill to construct drive units such 
as gearboxes, bearings and wheels etc. 
It is often difficult for the average con-
structor to manufacture a small gearbox 
with reliably-meshing gears, as the author 
knows too well.  Ready built drive as-
semblies are available on a limited market 

but, since they are often aimed at the 
radio-controlled model builder, they can be 
expensive. 
The Mobile Line-Tracker was built using 
easily available combined motor/gearboxes 
and popular electronic components. Little 
difficulty should be found in reproducing a 
similar unit. 

S YSTE M 
012E RATIOAI 
How the two side-by-side optical sensors 
view the "tracker line" from above is il-
lustrated in Fig. I. A small lamp is used to 
illuminate the line in the area of the sen-
sors. For the sake of argument, let's as-
sume that the vehicle is following a white 
line on a dark coloured floor. 
If both sensors are over the line as in Fig. 
la then both receive similar amounts of 
light reflected off the line and the vehicle 
proceeds straight ahead. If the tracker 
veers left (or if the line bends to the right) 
then the right-hand sensor receives more 
light than the left, since the latter has now 
moved off the white line (Fig. lb.). 
If this light level difference is above a 
level set by the Contrast control then the 
right hand drive motor is switched off and 
the left motor steers the vehicle towards 
the rlght and back onto the line. Excessive 
movement to the right (Fig. lc.) causes the 
left hand motor to stop and the vehicle is 
steered back onto the line until both sen-
sors receive a similar level of reflected light 
once more. 
Thus a simple feedback loop is estab-
lished whereby the control of the drive 
motors is continuously adjusted to try and 
maintain even illumination of both light 
sensors, i.e. the vehicle follows the white 
line. 
In order to follow a black line drawn on a 
light coloured surface it is necessary only 
to interchange the control signals to each 
motor. If, for example, the vehicle moves 
left off the black line then the left hand 
sensor receives more light from the pale 
floor. Rather than switching off the left 
motor, the right hand motor is arrested and 
this swings the buggy towards the right and 
back onto the black line. 
A changeover switch is used to select 
whether the vehicle follows a black or white 
line. 

S E NSORS 
The complete circuit diagram for the 
Mobile Line-Tracker is given in Fig. 2. 
Two TIL78 phototransistors, TRI and 
TR2, form the "eyes" of the robot, each 
one being mounted in a length of tubing so 

//--
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that they have a narrowed-down field of 
view and only receive light reflected from 
the floor. 
Phototransistors are used in preference 
to light dependent resistors (I.d.r.$) for 
this application because they are generally 
smaller, cheaper and faster to respond to 
changes in dim light. The latter being one 
important feature if the robot is not to lose 
the line on a sharp bend. 
The npn phototransistors TR I, TR2 pass 
a current from collector to emitter which is 
proportional to the light intensity fall-
ing on their semiconductor junction. This 
"photocurrent" flows through resistors RI 
and R2 which develop a potential dif-
ference across them which is proportional 
to this current. Therefore, the voltage at 
the emitter of each phototransistor rises as 
more light is detected. 

Fig 2 Complete circuit diagram for the M 
of the vehicle and form the sensor "eyes' 

Present potentiometer VR1 is used to 
"balance" the sensory circuit and compen-
sate for component tolerances so that the 
emitter voltages can be made equal when 
both phototransistors are positioned over a 
white surface. Capacitors Cl and C2 help 
to remove electrical noise picked up by 
the wires running to each phototransistor, 
especially noise generated by the drive 
motors. It is worth noting that the TIL78 
phototransistor has a peak response in the 
infra-red region but it is sufficiently sensi-
tive to visible light to be of use in this 
application. 

DIFFERE NTIAL 
A MPLIFIER 
The good old 741 operational amplifier is 
put to good use in this circuit. It is cheap, 
easily obtainable and performs its job ad-
mirably making the use of a more "up-
market" chip pointless! 
Resistors R3 and R4, together with the 
double-ganged Contrast control poten-
tiometer VR2, develop the op-amp into a 
differential amplifier which subtracts the 
voltage at TR2 emitter from the voltage at 
TR1 emitter and amplifies this difference 

by an amount dependent on the setting of 
VR2. The gain is adjustable from zero to 
100. 
The op-amp ICI is run from a split-rail 
power supply of +9V and -9V relative to 
the zero volt (OV) line. Therefore, the out-
put of the op-amp (pin 6) can swing positive 
and negative. 
A positive output voltage (greater than 
about 2V) will light one half of the bi-
colour I.e.d. DI, whilst a negative output 
will light the complimentary colour. Two 
separate I.e.d.'s connected "back-to-back" 
would achieve the same effect. 
Thus the magnitude of the output voltage 
from ICI depends on the illumination dif-
ference between TR I and TR2 and also on 
the setting of the Contrast control VR2. If 
the contrast between the line and floor is 
high (e.g. a white line on a black floor) then 

R ELA YS 
A positive output from ICI signifies that 
TR I is illuminated more than TR2. Cur-
rent flows into the base of the transistor 
TR3 which switches on and energises the 
coil of relay RLA. 
Similarly a negative output indicates that 
TR2 is receiving more light than TR I 
and this switches on the transistor TR4 
which energises relay RLB. Each relay 
coil operates a single changeover contact, 
RLAI or RLBI. 
However, in order to stop the relays from 
continuously operating for small illumina-
tion imbalances, Zener diodes D2 and D5 
ensure that no base current flows into 
transistors TR3 or TR4 until the amplifier 
ouput rises above about ±4.7V. Signal 
diodes D3 and D6 prevent the base/emitter 

obile Line-Tracker The phototransistors TR1 and TR2 are mounted on the underside 

VR2 would be set to a low resistance to 
reduce the gain of the differential amplifier. 
Having a high gain in these circum-
stances causes the vehicle to correct 
its course unnecessarily as it 
repeatedly attempts to keep to 
the centre of the line. Wise 
use of the Contrast con-
trol will enable the 
buggy to cope with 
a very wide 
range of 
floor and 
line 
condi-
tions 

The completed Mobile Line-Tracker  The battery 
"power-pack" is housed in the control panel. 
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junctions of the transistors from becoming 
reverse biased whilst diodes D4 and D7 
quench the "back-emr generated when the 
relay coils are switched off. 
Switch SI is a 3-pole ON/OFF switch. 
SI a and S 1 b switch the +9V and -9V 
power from batteries B I and B2 whilst S lc 
controls power to the motors. When the 
relays are not energised, current consump-
tion is about I mA from each 9V battery 
but this rises to about 50mA as the relays 
switch on. 
Obtaining relays with a reasonably high 
coil resistance (in order to reduce the 
operating current and prolong battery life) 
proved a difficult task. Eventually a 9V 225 
ohm coil type was found and worked 
successfully. A more easily obtainable 6V 
100 ohm coil could be used but the drain 
on the PP3 batteries would be substantially 
higher and it may be economical to con-
sider using rechargeable Ni-Cad types. 

D RI VE M OTOR 
C O NTROL CIRC UIT 
Battery B3, consisting of two I .5V cells in 
series, supplies power via switch S lc to the 
line-illuminating filament lamp LPI and 
the drive motors MI and M2. Switch S2 
is a 3-position ON/OFF/ON type which 
enables the motors to be switched off inde-
pendently of the power to the sensory cir-
cuit. In either ON position S2a links the 
positive terminal of battery B3 to the nor-
mally closed contacts of the relays. 
Providing the relays are not energised, 
current is fed to the motors via switch S3a 
and S3b. The position of S3 determines 
which motor is controlled by which relay. 

Fig 3. Details of the motor/gearbox and drive shaft bearing mounting. A close-up of the underside chassis and drive motors is 
shown in the photograph below. 

i.e. this switch provides the option of 
"Black line" or "White line" tracking. 
If, due to an illumination imbalance be-
tween the phototransistors, one of the relay 
coils switches on the normally closed con-
tact opens and power to the relevant motor 
is interrupted. Thus the motor stops and 
the vehicle is steered back onto the line. 
One  problem  that  robot  designers 
frequently  encounter  is  that  of 
"overshooting". If the phototransistors 
sense that the tracker is veering off the line 
and switches off one motor, that motor will 
not stop instantly but its inertia causes it to 
run on for a short time (about 0.5 seconds 
in the prototype). This slow response may 
cause the vehicle to lose the line, depending 
on the severity of the bend. 
However, if the motor terminals are short 
circuited whilst the motor is turning then 
the induced e.m.f., generated by the motor 
coil rotating in its magnetic field, will cause 
a current to flow in the coil which tries to 
oppose the movement (remember Lenz's 
law?). In a nutshell, the motor is rapidly 
brought to rest, its kinetic energy dissipated 
as heat in the coil and shorting wires. 
A similar arrangement is often used on 
electric trains and heavy road vehicles to 
assist braking; the technique is know as 
electromagnetic braking (e.b.). 
If switch S2b is closed, then as each 
relay contact changes- over the appropriate 
motor is electromagnetically braked be-
cause the motor terminals are shorted via 
the normally open relay contacts. 

It is useful to provide the option of 
having the motors running with or without 
electromagnetic braking because the latter 
inherently makes the "buggy" follow a 
jerky path, since the motors switch on and 
off very rapidly. Electromagnetic braking 
will be needed if the vehicle is to encounter 
sharp bends at high speeds. 

C HA SSIS 
C O NSTRUCTIO N 
A detailed description of the chassis lay-
out is not given because exact positioning 
of wheels etc. is unimportant. A look at the 
photographs should give some ideas for a 
starting point. 
The prototype model was constructed on 
a piece of 5mm plywood cut to a size of 
150mm x 240mm. The motor/gearboxes, 
sensors and lamp are mounted on the un-
derside of this chassis together with a single 
front castor to allow the buggy to steer left 
and right. 
On the top side goes the circuit board, 
batteries and control panel. 4BA and 6BA 
nuts, bolts and washers are used exten-
sively to anchor various components to the 
chassis. The prototype was left uncased to 
allow spectators to marvel at the workings! 
The motor/gearboxes are purchased as a 
single unit and are available in a large 
(MGL) and a small (MGS) version. The 
large type is recommended for longer life. 
Two such units will be required. 
Instructions for assembling are supplied 
but only four of the possible six gear wheels 
are used (plus the output gear). When the 
motor is run from a 3V supply this results 
in an output shaft speed of 30r.p.m. Using 
8cm (3' Kin.) diameter wheels gives a for-
ward speed of about 12 centimetres per 
second. 
These gearboxes are quite robust but 
simply placing a drive wheel on the output 
shaft and allowing the soft plastic shaft 
bearings to support the weight of the 
vehicle would soon cause distortion. A very 
effective bearing can be fashioned from a 
I2.5mm (0.5in.) long 6BA brass spacer as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
The spacer should be held in a vice and 
drilled through with a ' in. bit so that the 
output shaft is a close fit through the tube. 
The spacer is then mounted through a 
20mm steel L- bracket (from the hardware 
shop) as shown. The screw hole in the 
bracket may need enlarging to accom-
modate the spacer but make it a tight fit 
and further anchor it with epoxy-resin 
(Araldite). 
A little jiggling may be required to match 
the heights of the bearing and shaft, use 
packing washers as needed. A little oil 
should periodically be applied to bearings 
and gears. 
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The completed sensor assembly showing the positioning of the lamp. 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1,R2  5k6 (2 off) 
R3,R4  10k (2 off) 
R5  470 
R6,R7  1k (2 off) 

See 

TALK 
Page 

Potentiometers 
vR1  10k miniature preset, horiz. 
VR2  1M double-ganged rotary 

lin. 

Capacitors 
C1,C2  0µ22 polyester (2 off) 

Semiconductors 
D1  Bu-colour led. 
D2,D5  4V7 Zener (2 off) 
D3,D4 
D6, D7 1N4148 signal diode (4 off) 
TR1,TR2 TI L78 phototransistor 

(2 off) 
TR3  BC548 npn silicon 
TR4  BC212L pnp silicon 
Id  1 741 op.amp. 

Miscellaneous 
RLA, RLB 9V 225ohm coil relay, 

contacts: single-pole 
changeover, rated at least 
1A (see text) (2 off) 

Si  3-pole 4-way rotary switch 
S2  d.p.d.t. toggle switch, with 

centre-off position 
S3  d.p.d.t. toggle switch 
M1 M2 combined motor and 

gearbox, type MG L 
LP1  2V5 200mA MES type torch 

bulb 
Stripboard (two pieces) 0.1in matrix, 
size 29 strips x 39 holes and 6 strips x 
23 holes; 8cm diameter wheels (2 off); 
5mm plywood 150mm x 240mm; 20mm 
steel L- brackets and 6BA brass spacers 
(2 off each); 8-pin d.j.!. socket; terminal 
pins; clip-on MES bulb holder; plastic 
tube and sleeving for sensors; knobs (2 
off); material for control panel; battery 
holder for B3 (2 x C-size); PP3 battery 
clips (3 off); batteries, PP3 (2 off) and 
C-size (2 off); flexible connecting wire; 
4BA and 6BA nuts, bolts, washers and 
spacers; small furniture castor. 

Approx cost 
guidance only £25 

Fig. 4. (right). Details of 
the line sensor assembly. 
The sensor is mounted 
beneath the vehicle - see 
text. 

5mm PLYWOOD 
CHASSIS 

ALUMINIUM 
LAMPHOLDER 
BRACKET 

SPACER 

BLACK REEVING 

9mm 

LAMP LP1  10mm 

PLASTIC 
PHOTOTRANSISTOR  TUBE  20mm 

FLOOR 

S E NSOR 
A SSE MBL Y 
The relative position of the wheels and 
sensors and the height of the latter above 
the line has an important influence on the 
behaviour of the vehicle. Feel free to ex-
periment, but start by placing the sensors 
at a distance in front of the rear axles which 
is roughly equal to half the distance be-
tween the rear wheels. 
The phototransistors are each mounted in 
one end of a I Omm length of opaque plastic 
tube. The open end of this tube should be 
mounted about 20mm above the ground. 
A suggested method is shown in Fig. 4., 

the sensors are soldered to a piece of strip-
board, size 6 strips by 23 holes. 
Black sleeving placed over the phototran-
sistor leads between the stripboard and 
plastic tube prevents light entering through 
the back of the transistor case, this is 
important. Remember that the T1L78 is 
sensitive to infra-red and some apparently 
opaque plastic tubes are actually quite 
transparent to IR. A layer of self-adhesive 
foil tape wrapped around the tube will 
make it completely "light-proof'. 
Lamp LPI is positioned just behind the 
sensors using a clip-on type MES bulb 
holder. Avoid light shining directly into the 
ends of the tubes. 
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Fig. 6. Wiring details of the control panel 
components. The leads go to identical letters 
on the board below. 
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Fig. 5. Circuit board component layout and details of the breaks 
required in the underside copper tracks. 

CIRCUIT B OA RD 
The three switches, potentiometer VR2 
and I.e.d. DI are mounted on a control 
panel which can be supported on four 
50mm pillars above the batteries, the latter 
being held on the chassis by double-sided 
sticky pads. 
The remainder of the electronic com-
ponents are mounted on a piece of Olin. 
matrix stripboard, size 29 strips by 39 
holes. Prepare this board by drilling the 
four mounting holes and then making the 
II breaks in the copper tracks as shown in 
Fig. 5. 
Solder in the five wire links and then fit 
the remainder of the components as shown 
in Fig. 5., taking care not to overheat the 
semiconductors when soldering. Also, take 
care not to confuse the Zener diodes (D2 
and D5) with the I N4148 signal diodes. 
All diodes and transistors on this board 
need to be inserted the correct way around. 
Use an 8-pin di!. socket for ICI, do not 
solder it directly to the board. 
The relays used in the prototype had pins 
which were not spaced on the usual Olin. 
grid and these required careful bending 
before they would fit on the stripboard. 
The use of terminal pins for all flying lead 
connections makes point-to-point wiring 
easier later on. 
Once the board is completed the intercon-
nections between motors, sensors, lamp, 
circuit board, batteries and control panel 
can be made according to Fig. 6. Do not 
make these flying leads unnecessarily long 
or else interference pickup from the motors 
may be a problem. 

S ETTING- UP 
Turn the Contrast control VR2 fully 
clockwise (minimum resistance) and switch 
on SI. Lamp LPI should light. Switching 
the motor switch S2 to either "ON" posi-
tion should cause both motors to run. If 
either wheel turns backwards, reverse the 
connections to that motor. 
Now switch S2 OFF, turn the Contrast 
control to about mid-position and place 
the Mobile Line-Tracker on a large white 
surface, e.g. a large sheet of paper. Make 
sure that the ambient lighting is even and 
then adjust preset VR I until the led. DI is 
NOT lit. 
Turning the preset VR I either way from 
this "null point" should make DI light up 
either green or red. With careful adjust-
ment, it should be possible to null the cir-
cuit even with the Contrast control turned 
fully anticlockwise (maximum resistance). 
If it is not possible to extinguish the led. 
by this method then first double check that 
the phototransistors have been orientated 
correctly, the flat side of the device indi-
cates the collector (C). If you are convinced 
that there are no errors in construction 
then try moving the position of LP I to gain 
a more even illumination under each sen-
sor. 

U SE 
The Mobile Line-Tracker should now 
happily follow a line which, as mentioned 
previously, can be laid using masking-tape, 
insulating-tape or chalk, for example. Find 
out by experiment what is the best setting 
for the Contrast control under a cer-
tain set of conditions and whether or not 
electromagnetic braking of the motors is 
required to prevent the vehicle overshoot-
ing on corners.  EJ 
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BEEHMLIC BEEB 
.„ Counting ... Infra-Red Detector... Counting. 
wo subjects that seems to crop up in 
readers' letters from time to time are 

those of batch counting, and what might be 
termed "people detecting". In the first case 
you have objects passing by on a conveyor 
belt, and some means of counting them is 
required. Things are not always in quite 
this form, and the objects to be counted 
might actually be something like people 
passing into an entrance or out of an exit. 
The object of the exercise might not be to 
count people at all, and it might simply be 
necessary to detect their presence in or-
der to activate a security system. Thus, 
although these two subjects may seem to 
have little in common, they are really much 
the same. Many methods of detecting ob-
jects work equally well with people, for use 
in security systems, or whatever. 
For any form of batch counting a com-
puter makes a good basis for the equip-
ment. Apart from simply keeping a run-
ning count, it can be programmed to sound 
an audible warning when a certain number 
is reached, or it could perhaps be used to 
switch off a process once a certain count 
had been reached. Sometimes circuitry is 
needed in order to avoid spurious counts, 
but with a computer based system it may 
well be possible to use software deglitching, 
thus enabling simpler detector circuitry to 
be used. 
Computers are also good as the basis of 
security systems. They permit sophisticated 
features to be included at low cost, since 
these features can often be implemented 
simply by making some additions to the 
software. 

Count On It 
There are various ways of detecting 
objects or people, but the most simple 
and universally applicable are the opto-
electronic systems. These consist basically 
of broken beam circuits and reflected beam 
circuits. 
With the former, a light beam is shone 
from one side of the conveyor belt (or 
whatever) to a photocell on the opposite 
side. As objects pass by on the conveyor 
belt they briefly break the light beam, 
producing pulses from the photocell that 
can be counted. 
With reflected beam systems there is 
again a beam of light shone across the 
conveyor belt, but the photocell is along-
side the light source, "looking" in the same 
direction. It picks up the light reflected 
from the objects passing along the con-
veyor belt, again producing pulses that can 
be counted. 
This second method is more convenient in 
that it keeps all the electronics in one box 
rather than having two units on opposite 
sides of the conveyor belt. It is more dif-
ficult to implement in practice though, as 
the amount of light reflected from the ob-
jects being counted may not be very great. 
It is also something that might be 
inconsistent, depending on just what is 
being counted. The broken beam circuits 
are generally more simple and give better 
reliability. 
Broken light beam units can be based on 
simple torch bulb and photo-resistor cir-
cuits, but these are often unreliable. The 

main problem is that of the ambient light-
ing tending to hold the unit in the "off" 
state. 
Infra-red circuits give greater reliability, 
but simple d.c. systems do not provide very 
great range. For some applications very 
short range operation is all that is needed, 
and a simple d.c. infra-red system is then 
likely to be the best choice. 
There  are  actually  "slotted"  opto 
switches available, which consist of a led. 
and a photo-detector in one unit with a slot 
between the two. These are mainly 
intended for operation in r.p.m. counters 
and a few other specialised applications. As 
the slot is only a few millimetres wide, they 
would seem to be unsuitable for most batch 
counting etc. 

Fig. 1. The circuit diagram for a simple 
infra-red beam detector 

Infra Red Detector 
Making a discrete version having longer 
operating range is not difficult, and a 
suitable circuit appears in Fig. I. Diode DI 
is an infra-red led. which generates the 
beam, and resistor RI is its current limiting 
resistor. The specified value of RI sets the 
I.e.d. current at about 15 milliamps, but a 
higher current can be used in order to 
boost the range of the unit. Do not use a 
value lower than 56 ohms (which gives a 50 
milliamp I.e.d. current). 
D2 is an infra-red detector diode, and 
like any diode it has a high reverse resis-
tance under normal conditions. The infra-
red radiation from DI causes its leakage 
level to rise to a much higher level than 
normal, causing transistor TR I to switch 
on. Transistor TR2 simply acts as an emit-
ter follower buffer stage at the output, and 
this enables the circuit to drive normal five 
volt logic inputs. 
With TR2 normally switched on, the out-
put is at logic 0. If the beam from DI is 
interrupted, D2 reverts to a high leakage 
level. TR1 switches off, and the output goes 
to logic I. The circuit therefore produces a 
low output under standby conditions, and 
a high output level when it is activated. 
Although I have specified an 1D241 for 
DI and a TIL100 for D2, any similar five 
millimetre diameter infra-red led. and 
large infra-red photo-diode should work in 
the circuit. Some suppliers simply sell these 
components as large infra-red I.e.d.s and 

photo-diodes, rather than selling them un-
der particular part numbers. For optimum 
range it is best to use a led. which has a 
narrow beam, but getting the optics lined 
up correctly is easier if a wider beam type is 
utilized. 
The value specified for resistor R3 (47k) 
will probably give good results, but a 
slightly lower value can be used if the 
ambient light level is sufficient to activate 
the unit when the beam is blocked. Infra-
red systems are less prone to problems with 
ambient light than are visible light systems, 
but they are not totally free from them. 
There is a certain amount of infra-red light 
in a normal environment, and tungsten 
lighting is quite a good generator of infra-
red. 

Fig. 2 The pulsed transmitter This is 
basically just a standard 555 astable. 

Ruleing 
A simple d.c. circuit of this type will 
not provide a particularly large maximum 
operating range. A range of up to about 
150 millimetres should be possible, or with 
everything carefully set up and a higher 
led. current about double this might be 
achievable. 
This is sufficient for some applications, 
but for others a range of a metre or two is 
required. Ranges of this order are easily 
achieved using pulsed infra-red circuits. 
The point of using a pulsed transmitter is 
that the receiver can be an a.c. coupled 
amplifier. The d.c. output level from the 
photo-diode is unimportant, and can vary 
widely without any ill effects being ap-
parent. 
The use of coupling capacitors is to block 
the d.c. signal, but allow the pulses to pass. 
This permits large amounts of amplifica-
tion to be used, with the pulses (or lack of 
them) being detected using a rectifier, a 
smoothing circuit, and a level detector cir-
cuit. 
There can still be problems with the 
ambient infra-red level, but this is relatively 
unlikely. The normal infra-red background 
level varies only slowly, and is not 
pulsed. The exception is mains powered 
tungsten lighting, which produces sig-
nificant amounts of infra-red pulsed at 
100Hz (i.e. once per mains half cycle). 
However, this can normally be blocked 
from the photo-diode, and the receiver will 
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be insensitive to it anyway due to the 
relatively low pulse frequency. 
The circuit diagrams for the pulsed infra-
red transmitter and receiver are shown in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The trans-
mitter is basically just a standard 555 
astable circuit operating at around I kHz. 
Resistor R3 sets the I.e.d. current, and can 
be reduced somewhat in value if greater 
range is required. 
In the receiver, Fig. 3, diode D2 detects 
the infra-red pulses and produces electri-
cal pulses that are fed to the input of a 
simple two stage amplifier. The low values 
of the coupling capacitor roll-off the low 
frequency response of the circuit and 
combat potential problems with mains 
"hum". 
Capacitor C7 rolls-off the very high fre-
quency response of the amplifier, and is 
needed in order to combat instability. The 
output of the amplifier is fed to a conven-
tional two diode rectifier and smoothing 
circuit. 

circuit drops to zero and the output of the 
unit goes to the high state. 
The maximum range of this circuit is a 
metre of so, but this can be extended a little 
by using a higher I.e.d. current. A better 
way of boosting the unit's range is to use a 
lense in front of the receiving diode. 
This does not need to be a good quality 
type, and the inexpensive Maplin 30mm 
diameter plastic lens is perfectly satisfac-
tory. The lens must be mounted ahead of 
the photocell at a distance that is equal to 
the focal length of the lens (80 millimetres 
in the case of the Maplin lens). 
The effect of the lens is to gather up the 
infra-red energy over a relatively large area 
and concentrate it onto the smaller area of 
the photo-diode. This will often boost the 
range of the system by a factor of five or 
more, but the increase obtained obviously 
depends on the characteristics of the lens 
used. 
A side effect of adding the lens is that it 
gives the receiver a very narrow angle of 

Fig. 3. The circuit diagram for the in  pulsed receiver 

IC2 acts as an inverting trigger circuit, 
and its output triggers to the high state 
when the input voltage falls below a cer-
tain threshold level. Normally the unit is 
receiving infra-red pulses, and the output 
from the smoothing circuit is above the 
threshold level. However, when the beam is 
blocked, the voltage from the smoothing 

view. The unit must therefore be accurately 
aimed at the transmitter if the system is to 
function properly. 
The range can be further boosted by ad-
ding a lens in front of the transmitting I.e.d. 
as well. Quite long operating ranges can be 
obtained in this way, but optical alignment 
of the system becomes very critical 

Interfacing 
The user port of the BBC computer 
permits several interfacing options. For a 
counting application the obvious one is the 
6522 VIA in the diode where it counts 
pulses from an exterpal source. 
This may not be the best choice though, 
since the detector circuit is quite likely to 
generate a few spurious pulses. This would 
result in grossly inflated counts. If this 
method is used, it will almost certainly be 
necessary to add a monostable at the 
output of the detector circuit in order to 
provide "debouncing". 
Using an ordinary digital input to 
monitor the output of the detector, and a 
loop to repeatedly read the output level in 
order to detect a change to the high state, 
there is a slight risk of pulses being missed. 
In reality this is probably not a very great 
risk, since the pulses from the detector 
would normally be fairly long, and the loop 
would presumably monitor the detector's 
output a few hundred times per second. 
However, this possibility can be removed 
altogether by using a "handshake" input 
set to respond to low-to-high transitions. 
If "deglitching" is required in order to 
prevent spurious counts, this can be 
provided by the software. For the sake of 
this example, assume that the count rate 
will never exceed two per second. 
The routine that detects pulses from 
the detector could include a delay loop 
to ensure that something close to 0.5 
seconds elapses after one pulse is detected, 
before the output is monitored again. Any 
spurious pulses after an initial transition 
will then not be counted, because the 
software will be idling when they occur. 
and will ignore them. 
There can sometimes be problems with 
false counts due to something like a moth 
flying through the beam, or electrical inter-
ference from lighting etc. These "false 
alarms" will usually provide very short 
output pulses, and can be detected by 
suitable software routines. 
After the initial detection of the pulse, it 
is just a matter of having a loop routine 
to provide a suitable delay before checking 
the output level from the detector again. If 
it is still high, then the output pulse is a 
proper type. If not, then it is a spurious 
pulse. 

J L 
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with David Barrington 
Please Note 
The diodes used in the power supply bridge 
arrangement in the Valve Distortion Unit 
should be 1N4007s, The 4001's are un - 
derated and should NOT be used. 

Car Heater Thermostat 
We have been unable to find any source for 
the rod thermistor VA1067S used in the Car 
Heater Thermostat According to our int orma - 
tion thisdevice is rated at 150k at 25°C and 2k5 
at 1 50'C 
An alternative suggestion is to use a bead 
type thermistor, which seems to be more 
readily available, and adapt the water sensor 
assembly to suit A suitable bead thermistor is 
stocked by Maplin, order code FX43W. 
Most advertisers should stock a suitable 12V 
16A relay These are listed for automobile ap-
plications and the most popular ones have a 
coil resistance of about 200 ohms. 

Ghost Waker 
A suitable mask for the Ghost Waker project 
should be stocked by "high street" joke shops 
or from a theatrical costumesupplier 
The microphone used in the prototype model 
was purchased from Maplin, code QY62S 
Miniature 12V solenoids are reasonably ex 
pensive and it may be worth "shopping 
around" One similar tothetype used isthel 2V 
48 ohm coil from Maplin (YR88V) 
The small printed circuit board is available 
from the EE PCB Service, code EE703 (see 
page 692). 

Mobile Line-Tracker 
The only items that could cause local 
purchasing problems for constructors un - 
dertaking the Mobile Line- Tracker are the 
motor/gearbox and possibly phototransistor 
The combine low voltage d c motor/gearbox 
unit is listed by Magenta (lir 0283 65436) 

and the larger MGL (€4.55) unit should be 
purchased. They are also able to supply the 
TL78 phototransistor and the 3in dia wheels. 
The front wheel "castor" and the plywood 
chassis should be available from DIY stores. 
Most component suppliers should be able to 
offer suitable p.c.b relays, but check the con-
tact pin arrangement before wiring onto the 
circuit board and adapt as necessary. 

Frequency Meter 
The meter used in the Frequency Meter is 
the 4in 1001kA moving coil panel mounting 
type from Maplin, code YJ96E. The trim-
mer capacitors (code WL72P) and the mains 
transformer (code LY03D) were also pur-
chased from the same company. 
The printed circuit board is available from the 
EE PCP Service, code E E704 (see page 692). 

Fridge Alert 
The only component called for in the Fridge 
Alert that is likely to cause some local dif-
ficulties is the glass bead thermistor G L16 
The glass types are fairly expensive, but most 
of our advertisers should be able to offer a 
suitable equivalent The GL16 is rated a'. one 
megohm at 20°C and has a minimum resis-
tance of 170 ohm. 
In case of difficulty in purchasing the i.c.s, 
the ICL7611 is currently listed by Cricklewood 
and the ICL8211 by Maplin. 
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ACTUALLY 
ENI 

-by Robert Penfold 
HE. TREND in modern commercial 
electronics is to have as many of the 

components as possible on the main 
circuit board. Along with the resistors, 
semiconductors, capacitors, etc., there 
are printed circuit mounted controls, 
sockets, and even larger items such as 
mains transformers. 
In the commercial electronics world 

this method of construction has the ad-
vantage of keeping down production 
costs. Designs for the amateur electronics 
enthusiast make relatively little use of 
printed circuit mounting controls, sock-
ets, and the like. 
Using these components generally 

simplifies the electronics side of con-
struction, as well as reducing the risk of 
errors. It is rather restrictive though, in 
that it usually ties you down to using the 
particular case that the circuit board was 
designed to fit. Making even a few minor 
modifications to the project, such as 
repositioning a few controls slightly, 
might be impossible. 
Actually this is not quite true, since 

in most cases there is no difficulty in 
having ordinary potentiometers, sock-
ets, or whatever, mounted off-board, and 
wiring them to the circuit board. For the 
absolute beginner it is probably best not 
to do this, as it increases the risks of 
errors. 
However, for the complete beginner 

there is a lot to be said in favour of 
reasonably simple projects that have all or 
virtually all the components mounted 
on a (ready made) custom printed cir-
cuit board. This method of construction 
leaves a minimal amount of scope for 
errors! For the slightly more experienced 
constructor though, using off -board con-
trols and sockets should not give too 
many problems, and gives you plenty of 
scope to do your own thing 
The hobby of electronic project con-

struction need not consist of produc-
ing exact clones of published designs. 
Customising projects, or simply adapt-
ing them slightly to suit the particular 
components to hand are well estab-
lished practices. Eventually you might 
start "borrowing" sections of published 
designs in order to put together your own 
designs, perhaps ultimately progressing 
to projects that are genuinely all your 
own work. 

HARD WIRING 
The wiring from controls etc. to a 

printed circuit board is known by such 
names as "point-to-point", "hard", and 
"spaghetti" wiring. I think it is true to say 
that most constructors find that this 

point-to-point wiring helps to make 
building a project more interesting. 
Mounting components on a printed 

circuit board is generally easier and more 
"foolproof", but can lack interest as a 
result of this. Wiring up controls etc. 
takes a little more time and concentration, 
but is a more rewarding task as a result of 
this. 
In component catalogues you will 

usually find a variety of wires for use in 
projects. For most hard wiring a medium 
thickness multi-strand p.v.c. insulated 
wire is the most popular type. A 7/0.2 
type (which has seven strands of 0.2 
millimetre diameter wire) is the usual 
choice. 
In the larger catalogues you may find 

thinner types, such as 7/0.1 wire, but 
these are just a bit too thin for general 
use. They are actually capable of taking 
the currents in most projects, where the 
maximum current flow is often only a few 
milliamps. However, their thinness make 
them a bit difficult to deal with, and the 
7/0.2 type is much easier to use. 
Most  electronic  component 

catalogues list at least one thickness of 
single  strand  connecting  wire.  The 
advantage of the single strand variety is 
that it can easily be formed into the 
desired shape so that it can be neatly and 
easily routed around a project. It tends 
not to be very popular as it has a 
tendency to break. 
The whole point of multi-strand wire is 

that by having a number of very thin 
wires it is flexible and has good resis-
tance to breaking due to metal fatigue. 
Also, if when stripping the insulation 
from a multi-strand wire it should be 
accidentally nicked slightly, it is likely 
that only one or two of the strands will be 
damaged and break, leaving five or six 
strands intact. This is less than ideal, 
but the five or six unbroken strands of 
wire should be sufficient to do the job 
properly. 
If a single strand wire should be nicked 

slightly when  the insulation is being 
stripped, it will be rendered very vul-
nerable to breaking at that point, and will 
probably snap before too long. In my 
experience single strand connecting wire 
has always been more trouble than it is 
worth, and I would certainly not recom-
mend it for general project wiring. 
In some component catalogues you 

may find some thicker connecting wires 
listed. These are only required for projects 
such as large power supplies and high 
power audio amplifiers where large cur-
rents are involved in certain parts of the 
circuit. 

— The resistance in thinner wires coul 4. 
cause a reduction in the performance of 
the circuit, and in an extreme case there 
would be the risk of the wire burning out 
(possibly causing a fire in the process). If 
a heavy duty connecting wire is needed, 
this should be pointed out in the book or 
article in which the project is featured. 
Wires of this type should only be used 

when they are really necessary. Apart 
from their relatively high cost, they are a 
bit large and cumbersome to use. 

PROJECT WIRING 
Project wiring mainly consists of small 

groups of wires running from an off-
board component to a set of solder pins 
on the circuit board. This type of wiring 
can be added in as several totally separate 
wires, but this is not likely to give par-
ticularly neat results. 
Neatness of the wiring is not just 

a matter of making the interior of the 
project look pretty so that you can im-
press your friends. With a tangle of wires 
it is very difficult to sort out any errors, 
and the risk of making errors in the first 
place probably increases. If the project 
should require servicing at some later 
date, this is likely to prove easier if the 
wiring is neat, tidy, and easy to follow. 
The traditional method of handling 

groups of wires is to use separate wires, 
but to route them side-by-side into neat 
collections of wires. The wires in each 
group can be tied together using thin 
cord, but this is not as easy as you might 
think. I have seen some very neat looking 
cableforms of this type in ready-made 
equipment, but have never managed to 
produce passably neat cables myself! A 
much easier and quite neat alternative is 
to use a few bands of insulating tape. 
My preferred method these days is to 

use ribbon cable. As its name suggests, 
it is a flat ribbon-like cable that is effec-
tively a number of pieces of thin multi-
strand connecting wire laid side-by-side 
and moulded together. It is generally only 
sold as cables having ten or more leads, 
but it is easily pulled apart so that a piece 
having the required number of leads can 
be removed. 
The grey type is a bit cheaper than the 

multi-coloured "rainbow" type. However, 
the latter is much better as it makes it 
more difficult to misidentify wires and get 
connections accidentally swapped over. 
For this application the multi-coloured 
type is probably well worth the extra ex-
pense. The thin ribbon cable intended 
for use with I DC connectors is the most 
widely available, but for present purposes 
the slightly thicker types are a bit better. 

STRIPPING 
As already pointed out, nicking a wire 

when stripping the insulation from it is 
likely to seriously weaken the wire. Using 
multi-strand wire minimises the problem, 
but it is important to strip insulation 
without damaging the wire if maximum 
reliability is to be obtained. 
I make no apologies for giving the 

much repeated advice not to use knives 
or scissors as wire strippers. Even if 
we ignore the very real danger of cut-
ting yourself when using these methods, 
there is still the problem of the wire 
getting damaged. Proper wire strippers 
do not cost a great deal, are very quick 
and easy to use, and provided they are set 
correctly there is little risk of damaging 
the wire. 
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Wire  strippers  vary  somewhat  in 
design, but they generally have two 
semicircular cutting blades plus some 
sort of adjustable stop mechanism which 
prevents the blades from fully closing. 
The idea is to have the blades adjusted so 
that when closed on a wire they will cut 
through the sleeving but will not start to 
cut into the wire. 
In practice it is not usually possible to 

get everything adjusted quite as precisely 
as this, and the wire strippers are ad-
justed so that they do not quite cut 
right through the insulation. If you close 
the blades over a wire and then pull it 
away from the strippers, the insulation 
will invariably break, with the unwanted 
piece coming away with the strippers. 
This invariably leaves the wire totally 
undamaged. 

TINNING 
The ease with which the vast majority 

of components can be soldered onto a 
printed circuit board can give you a 
false sense of security when carrying 
out the hard wiring. In order to avoid 
problems with "dry" joints it is essential 
to "tin" both surfaces to be joined with a 
generous amount of solder. In order to do 
this, first apply the iron to the tag, end of 
a lead, or whatever, and then apply some 
solder. 
From time to time you will encounter 

an awkward tag or lead that will not tin 
properly. This happens when the surface 
is contaminated with oxide, grease, or 
dirt of some other kind. The solder will go 
into blobs which run straight off the tags 
or lead. 
Instead of leaving a shiny and nicely 

tinned surface that will solder easily, 
the result is usually a blackened surface 
covered with burnt flux from the solder. 
Producing good soldered joints with one 
or both surfaces like this is impossible. 
The cure for this problem is to clean 

the lead or tag by scraping it with some 
very fine sandpaper, a small file, or the 
blade of a pen knife. Once the shiny metal 
is showing through nicely, there should 
be no difficulty in tinning the lead or tag. 
If a component shows obvious signs 

of corrosion, or any contamination that is 
likely to prevent it being tinned properly, 
it makes sense to clean away the 
contamination before trying to tin the 
component, rather than waiting until 
problems have arisen. Even if you should 
mange to tin a doubtful looking com-
ponent, you might find that it has not 
taken the solder very well, and that a 
weak soldered joint will be produced as a 
consequence. 
With both surfaces properly tinned, 

actually completing the soldered joints 
should not be at all difficult. The ends of 
leads are hooked around tags of the type 
that have holes, or wrapped a few times 
around the type that do not. 
This second method is also used when 

making connections to solder pins in 
printed circuit boards. I would strongly 
urge the use of solder pins rather than 
making off -board connections direct to 
the pads of the board. 
Using pins will give a finished as-

sembly that is very much tougher. It 
usually makes wiring up a project very 
much easier as well. 
Run plenty of solder onto the joints. 

Very little solder will give a good electrical 
connection, but a more generous amount 
will produce a joint that is also physically 
strong. 

SCREENING 
A slight  complication  with  some 

projects (mainly audio types and test 
equipment) is the need for some of the 
wiring to be of the screened variety. A 
screened lead consists basically of an 
inner conductor, a layer of plastic insula-
tion around that, a layer of braided wire 
around that, and then finally an overall 
layer of insulation, see Fig. 1. 
The idea is for the outer conductor to be 

connected to the earth rail of the circuit. 
The inner conductor is then screened, and 
will not pick up mains "hum" or other 
electrical interference. Screening can be 
used in much the same way to prevent a 
wire from radiating a signal. 
There are multiple screened leads, and 

the type you are most likely to use is a 
twin type for stereo equipment. The over-

Inner Conductor 
Outer Conductor 

Outer Insulation 
Inner Insulating Sleeve 

Fig.  1. Cross  section  through  a 
screened cable. The outer conductor 
screens the inner one. 

all screened leads have two insulated 
leads sharing a common outer conductor. 
These tend to give significant amounts of 
stray coupling from one lead to the 
other, rendering them considerably less 
than ideal for many applications. The 
other type is so-called "figure of 8" 
style cable, which is effectively just two 
single screened leads laid side-by-side 
and fixed together. 
Screened leads can be a bit awkward 

to deal with. Unless a particular type is 
specified, it is probably best to opt for 
one of the thinner cables. The outer in-
sulation of these can easily be removed 
with the aid of most wire strippers. 
The thicker screened cables defeat 

most  wire strippers,  and  the outer 
cladding has to be removed by carefully 
cutting through it using a modelling 
knife. Go as slowly and carefully as 
necessary to avoid any serious damage to 
the braiding. If you should damage the 
braiding, cut off the end section of the 
cable and try again. 
You should find that the braiding can 

be combed out with the aid of a finger-
nail, and then it is tightly twisted together 
to form a lead. Next it is heavily tinned 
with solder to prevent it from unwinding. 
If any little bits of wire are missed and 
left sticking out, cut them off so that they 
cannot accidentally short circuit to some-
thing. 
Finally, a small piece of insulation is 

removed from the inner conductor, and 
the exposed lead is tinned with solder. 
The lead is then ready for connection. 
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REPORTING 

Tony Smith G4FA1  
NOVICE LICENCE UPDATE 
The RSGB reports good progress on the 

proposed Novice Licence. The basic idea 
is that those wishing to obtain the new 
licence will have to attend a course given 
by an RSGB registered Instructor. Nor-
mally Instructors will deal with just four 
students at a time although special ar-
rangements can be made for disabled or 
geographically isolated students. 
During the 30-hour course all the 

basics will be taught, including etiquette 
and operating disciplines. On satisfactory 
completion of a course a student can take 
the 90 minute Novice multiple choice 
examination which will be held every three 
months. This will have 10 questions on 
licensing conditions and a further 35 
covering other aspects included in the 
course. 
A Novice Training Manual has been 

prepared and during the next few months 
all proposed books for students should be 
completed. Everything seems on course to 
introduce the new licence within the DTI's 
target date of early 1 991 

ISRAEL RESTRICTIONS LIFTED 
Last month I mentioned a 1987 broad-

cast by Ko1 Israel, the Voice of Israel 
which referred to the fact that except for 
Egypt, there were no amateur exchanges 
allowed between Israel and the surround-
ing countries in the Middle East. 
Circumstances  have  now  changed 

dramatically and, according to the W5YI 
REPORT of July 1, Israeli operators may 
now freely contact amateurs in Al-
geria, United Arab Emirates,  Bahrain, 
Tunisia, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, 
Mauritania,  Morocco,  Sudan,  Syria, 
Oman, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Quatar, and 
both Yemens. 

W W2 AMATEUR OPERATIONS 
In wartime, restrictions on possible 

means of communication with the enemy 
are inevitable and amateur radio operation 
is closed down. Nevertheless some Ger-
man amateur stations remained on the air 
throughout WW2, and were "worked" by 
a number of mysterious British stations 
towards the end of the war. Accord-
ing to an article in Morsum Mag-
nificat, winter 1989, by Michael Ocken-
den, G3MHF, some 150 German amateur 
stations operated mainly on the 80 and 40 
metre bands trying to persuade the outside 
world that life in Germany was continuing 
normally! 
Contacts with American stations con-

tinued until 1940 when the "Ws" were 
forbidden to work stations operating from 
the war zone. A few licences were issued 
for stations in Hungary and Czechos-
lovakia, and German amateurs with D-
calls operated from France, Greece, North 
Africa, Norway, and Spain. It was naturally 
suspected that these stations were set 
up for political or intelligence purposes 
but, according to the author, despite their 

propaganda purposes there was nothing 
sinister about the operators or the CISOs 
(contacts) which passed between them. 
In 1945, a number of British stations 

using G7 calls appeared on the bands. The 
Germans thought these stations were on 
the east coast of England and contacts 
with them were prolonged in the hope 
of identifying them. The QS0s were con-
ducted in a polite and correct manner and 
all logs were sent to the authorities in Ber-
lin. 
No official explanation has ever been 

given about these G7 stations although 
they must have been specially authorised 
to operate, possibly for intelligence pur-
poses. Pirate stations using G4 and G9 
calls were also heard by the Germans 
around this time so another possibility is 
that the G7s were set up to help track 
down the pirates. Perhaps, one of these 
days, someone will reveal what was really 
going on! 
I ncidentally,  Morsum  Magnificat, 

"which  records the story of Morse 
telegraphy right back to the time when 
Samual F. B. Morse first dreamed of 
communication by means of dots and 
dashes," has a new editor. He is Geoff 
Arnold, G3GSR, who publishes Radio 
Bygonesand who was previously editor of 
Practical Wireless 
Further details can be obtained from 

Morsum Magnificat, 8A Corfe View Road, 
Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 
3LZ. 

INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF 
"Amateur radio is often associated with 

the HF bands below 30MHz ...  How-
ever, the area where there is probably 
more activity and growth is actually in 
the VHF (very high frequency) and UHF 
(ultra high frequency) portions of the 
spectrum which lie between 30MHz and 
3000M Hz." 
So begins the introduction to a new 

book, An Introduction to VHF/UHF for 
Radio Amateurs, by Ian Poole, G3YWX. 
Intended to be of use to both new-
comers and experienced radio operators it 
provides a general survey of the amateur 
bands in this wide range of spectrum and 
the variety of characteristics and activities 
within these bands. 
For most people entering amateur radio 

via the full Radio Amateurs' examination 
or for those coming in via the new Novice 
Examination, the 2 metre VHF band, will 
probably provide their first experience on 
the air. This small (94 pages) book will tell 
them most of what they need to know 
to get started and will help them to ex-
tend their activities to additional modes 
and bands in due course. 
It covers such matters as propagation; 

bands and bandplans; receivers and trans-
mitters; aerials; mobile and repeater opera-
tion; Dxing; data communications; and 
scanners, and there is a short but use-
ful appendix containing abbreviations and 

codes. Its size prevents it from going to 
deeply into any particular aspect, but that 
is exactly what is required from an "Intro-
duction" to any subject. My sole reserva-
tion is that a bibliography for the benefit of 
those wishing to read further would have 
been helpful. 
If one tunes around the VHF bands at 

present, the book reference to "activity 
and growth" might be doubted as there is 
currently an apparent decline in activity. 
The present excellent conditions on the 
HF bands around the peak of the sunspot 
cycle have resulted in thousands of class A 
licensees deserting VHF to enjoy them-
selves on HF Dx bands below 30MHz. 
These operators will return in force 

when  HF conditions deteriorate and 
long-term growth in VHF and UHF will 
then continue. It is often claimed that the 
one remaining area left for true amateur 
experimentation and development is at 
UHF - but this type of activity is still in the 
future for those at the stage where they 
have a need for this introductory book! 

SCANNERS 
Although scanners and scanning are 

not strictly part of amateur radio, the book 
includes an interesting chapter on this 
subject because it is an "aspect of the 
VHF/UHF arena which is becoming in-
creasingly popular." It points out, how-
ever, that the law about receiving different 
transmissions varies widely from country 
to country and that it is wise to investigate 
the current position. 
In the UK, the Wireless Telegraphy Act 

states that the public may only listen to 
broadcast stations, standard frequency 
transmissions and licensed radio amateurs, 
although "it is quite easy to obtain a 
license to pick up transmissions from 
weather satellites." In spite of these 
restrictions, "scanners are widely available 
and are on sale quite openly ... it is 
necessary to be aware of the restrictions 
because people have been prosecuted for 
listening to police transmissions." 
The book describes the development of 

scanners from the earliest models, which 
used crystal controlled local oscillators 
(needing one crystal per channel), which 
could only monitor ten or fifteen channels. 
In contrast, it discusses today's models, 
using frequency synthesisers, which cover 
large numbers of channels and incorporate 
large banks of memories and other fea-
tures. 
A section on operation describes the 

functions of the various controls found on 
a typical scanner, and the wide range 
of services to be found throughout the 
spectrum including a list of the major 
frequency allocations between 30 and 
1000MHz. 
• An Introduction to VHF/UHF for 

Radio Amateurs, by I. D. Poole, is 
published by Bernard Babani (publishing) 
Ltd, price £3.50. Available from EE Direct 
Book Service, 
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• Licence Not Required 

Realistic TRC-501. Only 1 inch thick and five ounces 

light! Call button tranmits a tone signal. Low-battery 

indicator, push-to-talk button, telescopic aerial. Includes 

belt clip. Requires one 9v battery. 

• Licence Not Required 

Realistic TRC-500. Voice-actuation gives you hands free 

communication. Dual-conversion superhets for high 

sensitivity and clear 2-way communication. Volume 

switch. With belt clips. Each headset requires 9v battery. 

Over 404 Tandy Stores And 
Dealerships Nationwide. See 
Yellow Pages For Address Of 
Store Nearest You 

InterTAN U.K. Ltd., Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Walsall, West Midlands. WS2 7PS 
Tel: 0922 710000 
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Constructional Project 

5°C 
FRIDGEALERT 
R. de VAUX-BALBIRNIE 

Keeps har mful ger ms at bay 

R
EcErrr statistics reveal that only 1 in 
10 people ever check the tempera-
ture of their fridge. This is unfor-

tunate since, unless it is cool enough, 
bacteria multiply rapidly and can cause 
food poisoning. This is true for everyone, 
but especially so where babies and elderly 
people are involved due to their limited 
resistance to infection. 
It is generally agreed that the tempera-

ture of a fridge should be kept below 5°C. 
However, human nature being what it is, 
regular checking with a thermometer will 
soon be abandoned after an initial burst of 
enthusiasm. During warm weather, the 
cabinet temperature often rises and can 
reach a dangerous level unless the thermo-
stat is re-adjusted 

F RIDGE A L ERT 
The circuit to be described here gives a 

continuous check and warns the user of a 
rise in temperature for whatever reason. In 
use, the 5°C alert is placed inside the fridge 
— perhaps in a door compartment where it 
will be seen each time the fridge is opened. 
A red I.e.d. (TEMP!) will flash if the tem-
perature rises above a preset level. 
The circuit is self-contained with every-
thing, including battery and sensor housed 
inside a small plastic case. You will need 
a mercury thermometer for setting-up pur-
poses but this can probably be borrowed. 
Since the circuit is switched on con-

tinuously, it is important to minimise 
the standby current requirement. Care 
over design has kept this to less than 

511A. The specified lithium battery should 
provide years of service providing the 
1.e.d's are not called upon to light very 
often. 
There is a battery check facility — it is 

suggested, however, that the battery be re-
placed as a matter of course every 2 years. 
Using the specified battery is important for, 
although other types are cheaper, they will 
perform less satisfactorily. 
Not only do lithium batteries have a 

very long life and high capacity for their 
size, they maintain a fairly steady terminal 
voltage over a long period of time and this 
helps in providing precise operation. How-
ever, in tests on the prototype, operation 
remained within one degree for any battery 
voltage between 6 and 10 volts. 

CIRC UIT 
D ESCRIPTIO N 
The complete circuit diagram for the 5°C 

Fridge Alert is shown in Fig. I. This com-
prises two sections. The first centres on 
ICI and forms the temperature sensor. The 
other consists of IC2 and associated com-
ponents and is the battery condition warn-
ing. 
This latter section is only called into play 

when push-to-test switch SI (BATTERY 
TEST), is operated. This keeps current 
drain to a minimum. There was thought to 
be no point in providing an on-off switch 
for the circuit as a whole. 
The  temperature-sensing  section 

operates in the following way. ICI is a 
CMOS operational amplifier which, under 

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the 5°C Fridge Alert. 
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quiescent conditions, requires only 12µA 
approximately. This makes it ideal for the 
present purpose. 
The non-inverting input, pin three, 

receives a voltage whose value depends on 
the potential divider action of preset, VR I, 
in conjunction with resistors, R3 and R4. 
With the values specified VR1 will allow 
voltage adjustment between nominal limits 
of 2.5V and 3.6V. 
The inverting input, pin two, also 

receives a voltage from the potential 
divider consisting of resistor RI in the 
upper section and the thermistor R2 in the 
lower one. The thermistor is a miniature 
"bead" type whose resistance falls as its 
temperature rises. 
At 5°C the voltage at pin two will be ap-

proximately 3V and VR I will be adjusted 
at the setting-up stage so that the voltage at 
pin three is just less than this. The op-amp 
will then be off with the output, pin six, 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
R1, R3 4M7 
R2  'GU 6 min bead thermistor 
R4  2M2 (see text) 
R5  56k 
R6  12k  See 
R7  10k 

All 0.6W 1% metal film  TALK 
-1 M at approx. 20°C  Page 

S H O7  
R8  270 

Potentiometer 
VR1 1M sub-miniature vertical 

preset 

Semiconductors 
DI 5mm flashing red led. (3.5V to 

12V operation with no series 
resistor required) 

D2 5mm green led. 
TR1 ZTX300 npnsilicon 
IC1 ICL7611 CMOS op-amp 
IC2 ICL8211 voltage indicator 

Miscellaneous 
Ell  Lithium battery (PP3), with 

connector 
Si  Miniature push-to-make switch 
Stripboard 0.1in, matrix, size 9 strips 
x 24 holes; plastic case, size 107mm x 
53mm x 18mm (internal); 8-pin d.i.I 
socket (2 off); connecting wire; solder 
etc. 

Approx cost 
guidance only £12 

excl. Bat. 
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low (negative supply voltage). The flashing 
I.e.d, D1, will therefore be off. 
When the temperature of R2 rises, its 

resistance falls and so does the voltage 
across it. The voltage at the inverting input 
is now less than the non-inverting one and 
the output, pin six, goes high (positive 
supply voltage). This operates DI, the 
flashing I.e.d. (see components list). An 
ordinary (non-flashing) one could be used, 
but the effect would not be so eye-catching 
and it would require a series current-
limiting resistor of 390 ohms. 

B A TTER Y C HECK 
The battery checking section, operates in 

the following way. IC2 is a voltage detec-
tor integrated circuit which responds to 
the voltage applied to the threshold input, 
pin three. If this is less than the internal 
reference voltage of 1.15V, the output pin 
four, can "sink" current from the positive 
line. This current is limited to 7mA by 
on-chip circuitry. 
When Battery Test switch, SI, is pressed, 

IC2 receives power from the supply, RI, to 
pin eight. The potential divider consisting 
of resistors R5 and R6 are connected di-
rectly across the supply. 
With the specified values and a battery 

voltage of 7V approximately and above, 
the voltage applied to pin three will exceed 
1.15V. Current then flows through resistor, 
R7 and turns on transistor, TR1. Thus the 
green I.e.d. (Battery OK) operates through 
current-limiting resistor, R8. When the bat-
tery voltage is less than 7V, the voltage 
at IC2 pin three is less than I.15V and 
TR I /D2 will be off. 
This method gives positive indication 

that the battery is sound. This is thought to 
be better than the I.e.d. lighting when the 
battery is low since general failure — even a 
very discharged battery — would do this as 
well. A further advantage of the present 
system is that the I.e.d. imposes a current 
drain and the terminal voltage of the 
battery is measured "on-load". 

C O NSTRUCTIO N 
Most of the components are fitted on 

a piece of 0.1 in matrix stripboard, size 9 
strips x 24 holes. Details of the component 
layout on the board is shown in Fig. 2. 
Cut a piece of board to size and make all 

track breaks and inter-strip links as in-
dicated. Drill the single mounting hole. 
Solder all on-board components into posi-
tion. 
Note that the full length of the ther-

mistor (R2) wires should be used. Sleeve 
them using insulation removed from scrap 
connecting wire and solder this component 
into position quickly to avoid heat damage 
Do not insert the i.c.s into their holders 
until the end of construction. 
The reason for the bead thermistor being 

board-mounted is to make it relatively slow 
at responding to the fridge temperature. If 
it protruded through a hole in the case, it 
would respond rapidly to a rise in tem-
perature when the door was opened. This 
would cause unnecessary on-off switching 
and waste the battery life. 
Solder 5cm pieces of light-duty stranded 

connecting wire to strips A. B. E. G, H and 
I along the right-hand side of the com-
pleted circuit panel as indicated. Solder the 
battery connector to strip A (positive) and 
strip / (negative). 
Prepare the box by drilling holes for 

DI, D2 and switch SI as shown in the 
photograph. The I.e.d's may be a tight 
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Fig 2 Stripboard component layout and details of breaks required in the under-
side copper tracks. 
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The completed circuit board, with thermistor, is shown above and 
the layout of components inside the case, below. 

push fit in the holes or I.e.d. clips could be 
used. In the prototype, the I.e.d's and 
switch SI were mounted on a short side of 
the box. However, the positions could be 
altered to suit the application. 
Drill the hole for circuit panel mounting 

and a further small hole to align with preset 
VR1 so that this component may be ad-
justed using a small screwdriver with the 
lid in position. Mount all remaining com-
ponents and, referring to Fig. 3, complete 
the wiring. Solder the I.e.d, wires quickly to 
prevent possible heat damage. 
Insert both i.c's into their holders, ob-

serving the orientation. Do this without 
touching the pins since these are CMOS 
devices and could be damaged by static 
electricity which may exist on the body. 
Adjust preset VR I to approximately mid-
track position. 

TESTI NG 
With the circuit panel removed from the 
case, connect the battery — D1 (TEMP!) 

should flash — this is because it is signalling 
a relatively high temperature. Make a basic 
test by touching the tip of R2 with some-
thing cold — a packet of frozen food, for 
example. Do not allow water to get on the 
connecting leads or drip onto the circuit 
panel or operation will be disturbed. 
The I.e.d. should stop flashing. If it con-

tinues to flash, rotate VR1 sliding contact 
until it does stop. 
If the circuit behaves correctly, accurate 

setting of preset VR I will be required to 
give operation at 5°C. This is done with the 
circuit panel in position and adjustment 
made through the hole in the box. If the 
I.e.d. fails to flash at all, check that it has 
been connected with the correct polarity 
and reverse the connections if necessary. 
Attach the circuit panel to the base of 

the case using a small fixing through the 
hole drilled for the purpose. Secure the bat-
tery using an adhesive fixing pad. Fit the 
lid, checking for trapped wires and short-
circuits — especially between the I.e.d. con-
nections. 

Place the box inside the fridge near the 
centre of the cabinet. For setting-up use 
a mercury thermometer. The best type will 
cover a narrow range, zero to 50°C for ex-
ample, but the more usual — 10° to 110° 
one will do. 
Adjust the fridge thermostat over a 

period to provide a cabinet temperature of 
between four and five degrees. This cannot 
be done quickly, you will need to wait for 
the temperature to stabilize after each 
adjustment. 
The temperature inside the refrigerator 

varies. A higher temperature is found on 
the top shelf compared with the base, typi-
cally four degrees. It is important to realize 
this when adjusting the operating tempera-
ture since it will affect the positions where 
various kinds of food are stored. 
Adjust preset VR1 so that led. DI is 

just off. Clockwise rotation (as viewed 
from the edge of the circuit panel) raises the 
switching temperature. The lid of the case 
may be left off to speed up the response 
time between adjustments. Each adjust-
ment must be made quickly so that R2 does 
not rise in temperature significantly while 
the door is open. Check that the correct 
setting has been obtained and make minor 
adjustments as necessary. 
If I.e.d. DI either remains on or off 

despite VR1 adjustment, it will be neces-
sary to alter the value of resistor R4. If DI 
remains on despite total clockwise rotation 
of VR I, reduce the value from 2.2M to 1M. 
if the opposite is the case, that is, if the 
I.e.d. remains off despite complete anti-
clockwise rotation of VR I sliding contact, 
increase R4 to 3.3M. 

B ATTER Y C HEC K 
The battery check facility should now be 

tested. The easiest way to do this is to use 
any PP3 battery known to be in poor con-
dition but still serviceable. When this is 
connected and switch SI pressed, the green 
I.e.d., D2, (Battery OK) should fail to light. 
With a new battery in place it should light 
up. An alternative method is to use a 6V 
supply (4 off AA cells, for example) — this 
will be too low to operate D2. If the I.e.d. 
fails to light, check its polarity and reverse 
the connections if necessary. 
There were no problems in the prototype 

unit due to moisture, from the "fridge", 
condensing on the circuit panel tracks. This 
would cause erratic behaviour. A light 
spray of water-repellent silicone grease 
would cure this. 
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Over the past 100 years more than 9 million students throughout the world have found 
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courses and is the largest correspondence school in the World YOU learn at your own 
pace when and where you want under the guidance of expert personal tutors Find out 
how we can nelp YOU Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the 
course of your choice ITick one box onlyil 
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TRANSFORMERS FROM 

IU fl 
el IL 
The UK Distributor for 

Standard Toroidal Transformers 
• 106 types available from stock 
Sizes from 15VA to 625VA 

Dual 120v primaries allowing 110/120v 
or 220/240v operation 
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Write or phone for free Data Pack 

Jaytee Electronic Services 
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL 

Telephone. (0227) 375254 Fax. 0227 365104 

ROFESSIONA 
QUALITY 
KITS 

EQUIPMENT 
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment 
is amateur, professional or you are lust fascinated by 
this unique area of electronics SUMA DESIGNS has 
a kit to fit the bill We have been designing electronic 
surveillance equipment for over 12 years and you can 
be sure that all of our kits are very well tried, tested 
and proven and come complete with full instructions 
circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality 
components including fibreglass PCB Unless other-
wise stated all transmitters are tuneable and can be 

-1  received on an ordinary VHF FM radio 

UTX Ultra- miniature room transmitter. Smallest room transmitter kit in 
the world' Incredible 10mm - 20mm including mic. 3-12V operation, 500in 
range   £15.95 

MTX Micro- miniature room transmitter. Best selling micro-miniature 
room transmitter. Just 17mm  17mm including mic, 3-12V operation. 1000m 
range  £12.95 

STX High-performance room transmitter. High performance transmit 
ter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and range Measures 
22mm • 22mm including mic 6.12V operation, 1500m range  £14.95 
VT500 High-power room transmitter. Powerful 250mW output providing 
.”‘cellent range and performance Size 20mm - 40mm. 9.12V operation Range 
3000m  £15.95 

VXT Voice activated room transmitter. Triggers only when sounds are 
detected Very low standby current, variable sensitivity and delay with I e d 
indicator Size 20mm - 67mm. 9V operation, 1000m range  £18.95 

QTX180 Crystal controlled room transmitter. Narrow band FM transmit 
ter for the ultimate in privacy Operates on 180MHz and requires the use of a 
scanner receiver or our QRX180 kit (see catalogue) Size 20mm A 67mm, 9V 
operation. 1000m range     £39.95 

SCRX Subcarrier scrambled room transmitter. Scrambled output Iron 
this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder connected t( 
receiver Size 20mm - 67mm. 9V operation, 1000m range   £21.95 

SCD M Subcarrier decoder unit for SCRX. Connects to receiver earphone 
socket and provides decodedaudio output to headphones Size 32mm • 70mm. 
9.12V operation    £21.95 

HVX400 Mains powered room transmitter. Connects directly to 240V a i. 
supply for long term monitoring Size 30mm  35mm. 500m range  £18.95 

ATR2 Micro size telephone recording interface. Connects between tele 
phone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder Switches tape automatically as 
phone is used All conversations recorded Size 16mm  32mm Powered from 
line  £12.95 

UTLX Ultra- miniature telephone transmitter. Smallest telephone trans 
miner kit available Incredible size of 10mm . 20mm Connects to line (any 
where) and switches on and off with phone use All conversations transmitted 

Powered from line, 500m range  £14.95 
TLX700 Micro- miniature telephone transmitter. Best selling telephor e 
transmitter Being 20mm  20mm it is easier to assemble than UTLX Connec:s 
to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use. All conversations 
transmitted Powered from line, 1000m range    £12.95 

STLX High-performance telephone transmitter. High power telephone 
transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability and perfor 
mance Connects to line (anywhere) and switches automatically with phone 
use All conversations transmitted Powered from line Size 22mm  22mm 
1500m range   £15.95 

TKX900 Signalling/tracking transmitter. Transmits a continuous stream of 
audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for signalling or tracking pur 
poses High power output gives range up to 3000m Size 25mm - 63mm, 9V 
operation  £21.95 
CD600 Professional bug detector/locator. Multicolour bargraph readout 

of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity used to 
detect and locate hidden transmitters Switch to AUDIO CONFIRM mode to 
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals 
such as pagers, cellular, taxis etc Size 70mm - 100mm. 9V operation  £49.95 

***SPECIAL*** 
DLTX/DLRX Radio control switch. Remote control anything around you, 
home or garden, outside lights alarms, paging system etc System consists of 
a small VHF transmitter with digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder 
and relay output, momentary or alternate 8-way d i I switches on both boards 
set your unique security code TX size 45mrn • 45mm R X size 35mm  90mm 
Both 9V operation Range up to 200m  Complete system (2 kits) £49.95 
Individual transmitter DLTX   £18.95 
Individual receiver DLRX   £36.95 

A build-up service is available on all of our kits if required. 
UK customers please send cheques, PO's or registered cash Please add 11 50 
per order for P&P Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque clearance 
Overseas customers send sterling bank draft and add £5 00 per order for ship 

ment Credit card orders welcome on 0827 714476 
OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY M ORE NE W 

SURVEILLANCE KITS NO W AVAILABLE. SEND TWO 20p STA MPS 
OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRC's. 

SU M A DESI G NS 
THE W ORKSHOPS 
95 MAIN ROAD 
BAXTERLEY, Nr ATHERSTONE 
WAR WICKSHIRE CV9 2LE 

0827 
714476 
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Special Feature 

INTERFACING 
THE RAIL NIMBUS 
ANDREW CHANNERLEY   
The Nimbus is 
replacing the BBC 
micros in many 
schools, we take a 
look at it and its 
BBC-type parallel 
card 

THE Nimbus I/O bus interface consists 
of a multiplexed address and data 
bus, very much like the 80186 itself, 

except that the data bus-bandwidth is 
only 8-bits. The pin allocation is given in 
Table I (shown at the end of the article) 
and physically the bus is distributed by a 
40-way ribbon cable inside the Nimbus 
casing, with IDC-type headers. Four card 
slots are available inside the casing, for 
four peripheral boards connecting to the 
bus. 
We have already discussed the chip-select 
unit, the address allocations of the chip-
selects are given below. These chip-selects 

The MIA Nimbus PC with the BBC-type interface card inserted 

are brought out of the I/O bus connector 
via a 74LS244 buffer, as five, I/O mapped, 
selects designated BUS s',7  BUS EST, BUS 
ZRZ BUS M  and BUS M. The bi-
directional data bus comprises ADO-AD7 
and is buffered through a 74LS245, it is 
8-bit wide and therefore all port addresses 
are even, this is illustrated on Fig. 9. The 
usual control signals are also available. 
The bus signals include an 8MHz clock, 
as well as an asynchronous ready input 
to insert wait states, though it should be 
pointed out that all I/O cycles have two-
wait states automatically inserted. The bus 
operates at TTL levels, driven by the line 
driver devices. 

The allocation of chip selects is as follows: 
Address range  chip select card 

600-67Fh 
580-5FFh 
500-57Fh 
480-4FFh 

400-47Fh 
0F8-OFFh 
00-F7h 

4  Tape controller 
3 
2  I/O research 
I  BBC printer/user 

Port 
0  DBC 

reserved 
reserved 

4)*M   

Part 2 

WORD ADDRESS 

4 

2 

15-BITS 

5 BITS  _.1 e BITS --... 

4 

3 2 

05-
DI S 

DO-
07 

Fig. 9. Relation of word/byte to addres 
space allocation. 

Interrupt vectors and priority allocation: 
Channel Request Vector  Priority 

0  BINTO  80h 
1  BINTI  82h 
2  BINT2  OFh 

6.7 
6.6 
9(programmable) 

The BBC printer/user port vector is OFh. 

At this point, it's probably time to ex-
amine the BBC printer/user port parallel 
card, designed for continuity and ease in 
interfacing equipment/circuitry previously 
applied to the BBC. This is important, in 
particular in schools, where lots of inter-
face equipment has been obtained at quite 
a high cost. 

13EIC-Type Printer 
and User Port 
The BBC-type interface card slots into 
the Nimbus case and clips on to the I/O bus 
cable previously described (see photos). To 
the user, the card appears at the back of the 
Nimbus as two IDC sockets. One is a pin 
compatible, BBC type, 26-way IDC socket 
which is the parallel printer port. The other 
is a pin compatible, BBC-type, 20-way IDC 
socket which is the user port. The card is 
obtainable from RML, the manufacturers 
of the Nimbus PC. 
In hardware terms, this card provides an 
identical BBC printer and user port en-
vironment. The original BBC printer and 
user ports are defined by a customized 
chip, the 6522 VIA (Versatile Interface 
Adapter). The Nimbus card has an identi-
cal 6522 VIA, a block diagram is shown 
in Fig. 10. Furthermore, it has a sub-
stantial software-support base. There is 
Richard Russell's version of BBC Basic for 
the Nimbus called BBCBasic(86), available 
from RML, with an interactive 80186/8086 
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Fig, 10. Block diagram of the BBC Printer/User Port card for the RML Nimbus PC. 

PROGRAMMERS MODEL OF 6522 
VIA ADDRESS ASSIGNMENT 

BASE ADDRESS  HEX OFFSET 
= 0480 HEX  ADDRESS 

Input/Output Port B (User) 

Input/Output Port A (Printer) 

DDRB (Data Direction B) 

DDRA (Data Direction A) 

Timer I/Counter Low Byte 

Timer I/Counter High Byte 

Timer 1 Low Latch 

Timer 1 High Latch 

Timer 2/Counter Low Byte 

Timer 2/Counter High Byte 

Shift Register (SR) 

Auxiliary Control (ACR) 

Peripheral Control (PCR) 

Interrupt Flag (I FR) 

Interrupt Enable (I ER) 

Input/Output Port A 
(No Handshake) 

BYTE WI DE 

oo 
02 

04 

06 

08 

OA 

OC 

OE 

10 

12 

14 

16 

18 

IA 

IC 

I E 

Fig. 11. Programmers model of 6522 
VIA address assignment 

assembler, also, RML's Basic2 and the 
RM LIM ESU Logo-controller. We'll look 
at a hardware/software application sub-
sequently. 
Referring to the block diagram the 
printer port is buffered as on the original 
Beeb, making it a byte-output port only. 
The user port is a programmable byte/bit 
output or input port. which is accessible 
through a register set mapped to 16 10 
addresses and decoded using address 
signals A I to A4. The register map is given 
in Fig. II, these are even addresses since 
the VIA is connected to the lower data-byte 
path ADO-AD7. 
The schematic of the timing-frame for a 
read cycle shows (Fig. 12) the T-states of 
the main CPU clock which runs at 8MHz. 
In order to operate the 6522VIA, this 
frequency has to be divided by eight giving 
the VIA operating frequency of 1MHz. 
The card is accessed during reads or writes 
at the address ranges 0480h-04FFh. In this 
address range the peripheral chip-select. 
PCS I , is driven low selecting the card, and 
activating the wait-state logic for the re-
quired number of clock cycles. Wait-states. 
Tw, basically extend read or write cycle 
such that peripherals which operate at low 
frequencies are given time to synchronize 
their logic with that of the higher frequency 
CPU's. 
The current cycle, read or write, is 
extended by inserting more T-states. 
labelled Tw. into the cycle. A normal 
1/0-segment-read. for example, will take 10 

Fig 12 Timing frame for a VIA read cycle. 

1-states to complete, but with extra 
wait-states. Tw, can be extended to 18 or 
more T-states. The I MHz clock simulates 
the operating frequency of a 1MHz 6502 
CPU, data transfer occurs during VIA CS2 
active (VIA chip-select active low) and the 
falling edge of the phi-2 clock. The RD 
(read) signal is active when high on the I/O 
bus. Frequency division is provided by a 
standard ring counter. Once wait is 
de-asserted, the cycle terminates 31 states 
later. 

So ftware Support 
for the B SC Card 
RML provides two main versions of 
Basic with which to access the Parallel I/O 
card. These versions are: 
RML Basic2  : for  user  famil-

iar  with  RML's 
380Z/480Z 

RML BBC Basic(86): for users familiar 
with Acorn's BBC 
Basic 

RML BBC Basic(86) is a version of BBC 
Basic. Users may know that the proces-
sor driving the Beeb is the 6502 and 
the Acorn Basic has an interactive as-
sembler which is directly accessible from 
BBC Basic. The RML version of BBC 
Basic has an interactive 8086/80186 as-
sembler, since the Nimbus is driven by the 
80186 CPU, which too is accessible from 
Basic, hence the name BBC Basic(86). It's 
worthwhile, though not essential, creating 
an AUTOEXEC.BAT file such that when 
booting the system MS-DOS automatically 
loads BBC Basic(86), or else just type 
BBCIoad at the MS-DOS prompt. 
In communicating with the parallel 
printer/user card it's necessary to invoke 
PROC's and CA LL's to assembled routines 
from within BBC Basic(86). Users have to 
code the CA LL's themselves. 
In addition, RML sends a parallel 
printer/user  driver.  PN  19140,  on 
disk, called PARALLEL.SYS. This file 
you  should  transfer  to  your  main 
boot/BBCIoad  disk, such  that  when 
booting up the system, the default setting 
on the parallel card will be: printer port as 
output and user port as input (as on the 
Beeb).  Otherwise  it means  writing 
additional code to set up the 6522 VIA. 

RINI- Basic2 
RML also produce their own Basic, 
RML Basic2, which has some configura-
tion files appended to it and which facilitate 
access to the BBC parallel printer/user 
ports, without the necessity of preparing 
special purpose code. These configuration 
files are designated !EXT.LCPP and occur 
under EXTNS.BCF so that when loading 
Basic, the command is: 
> BASIC EXTNS.BCF 
Typical commands are: 
userport send data byte x, for output to the 
user port 
y:= userport receive byte( ). for input to the 
user port 
Examples of uses in both Basic's are 
given in the listings for the A-to-D applica-
tions. 

Interfacing an 
A-to-0 
Let's look now at an application which 
will interface with the BBC parallel card 
user port. The circuit diagram is shown in 
Fig. 13. The A-to-D converter used 
is an 8-bit device which, in addition, 
has eight separate, software selectable 
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to digital converter for the RML Nimbus BBC compatible user 
card and the Piconet parallel interface 
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GROUND 

I(  STATUS ALE  AO Al A? 

CI AGNO 

Fig. 14. Block diagram of the 7581 analogue to digital converter 

analogue channels. The voltage range at 
each analogue channel is between OV to 
10y. 
The device digitizes using the technique of 
successive approximation. Conversion is 

continuous and the digitized byte from 
each channel is loaded into one of 
8-memory locations, these locations are in 
fact addressable and, under programme 
control, select the required data cell from 

which to read the current, digitized byte. 
Fig. 14. is a block diagram of the device 
showing the salient features. The 8-bit 
DAC turns on/off the SA R bits in response 
to the comparator output. This output (0 
or 1) depending on the DAC voltage being 
greater or less than the analog input 
voltage. 
After eight successive trails, the digitised 
byte is transferred from the SAR to one of 
the memory cells and output to the data 
bus when the tri-state drivers are enabled at 
pin 13. 
A single channel takes 80 clock cycles 
to convert, therefore for all eight channels 
taking 640 clock cycles. The address pins 
AO, Al, A2 select the required memory cell 
and are connected to data pins PRO, PBI, 
PB2 of the user port. Pin CB2 provides a 
latching signal for the addressable 8 byte 
memory, as well as a disable during chan-
nel selection and an enable during data 
output. 
The  synchronizing  clock  input  is 
provided by the 40106B package of hex 
Schmitts (inverters) one of which provides 
a I MHz conversion clock and the other 
five derive the necessary -10V reference 
voltage using a diode pump arrangement. 
This particular A-to-D converter was also 
used on the 380Z/480Z, the Oric Atmos, 
Spectrum and BBC and interfaced to a 
large number of school science experi-
ments. 

Operational 
So ftware 
The operational software comes in two 
listings: 
(a) the listing of Fig. 15. is in RML 
BBC Basic(86). This Basic has an in-
built 8086/80186 assembler. Communica-
tion with the 6522 VIA on the Parallel card 
is in 8086/80186 code. 
(b) the listing of Fig. 16. is in RML Basic2 
and uses the procedures provided by the 
extensions. It is user friendlier since all the 
VIA registers are accessible from high-level 
Basic. But... once a machine coder always a 
machine coder. 

Construction 
The complete A-to-D converter can be 
prototyped on a Euroboard, see Fig. 17. 
and the photograph. The only soldering 
required for this approach is in connecting 
the 20-way ribbon cable to 2 x 10-way 
headers which fit into the breadboard slots 
as shown in Fig. 17. The other end of 
the ribbon cable is attached to an IDC 
20-way plug. This has a set of shearing pins 
which cut into the ribbon insulation, when 
pressed against the pins, and make a con-
nection. 
Of the 20-ribbon strands, only 12 are in 
fact required for actual soldering to the 
10-way header. These are given below, with 
the ribbon number underneath: 

GND PB7 PB6 PBS PB4 PB3 
19  20  18  16  14  12 
PB2 PBI PRO CB2 CBI 5V 
10  8  6  4  2  1 

The pin designation on the actual board 
is shown in Fig. 17. and on the circuit 
diagram of Fig. 13. The pin out of the IDC 
socket at the Nimbus BBC card is also 
given. These form the physical link between 
the A-to-D converter circuit and the Nim-
bus BBC user port. 
The Euroboard comprises a central chan-
nel, on either side of which are 40 rows of 
five inserts, each row is at right angles to 
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Fig. 15 RML BBC Basic(86) operational software.  Fig. 16 RML Basic2 operational software. 

10 REM This listing uses the 80186/8086 assembler from 
20 REM BBCBasic(86) in a procedure which sets up the User 
30 REM port as output to select the analog channel on the 
40 REM 7581, 8xchannel, Analog-to-Digital converter. 
50 REM The handshake line CB2 is used to latch the channel 
60 REM address and to enable/disable the 7581 ADC. 
70 REM The remainder of the software plots the bytes. 

80 PROC_ASSEMBLE:REM assemble code 
90 MOVE 0,0 
90 MODE 4 
100 V=0 
110 REPEAT 
120 V=V+1 
130 CALL read:REM read data byte to G 
140 Y=?G:REM read G 
150 DRAW V,Y*4:REM plot it 
160 PRINT TAB(35,2);STR8(Y)+" ":REM also display onscreen 
170 FOR T=0 TO 10:NEXT T:REM wait 
180 UNTIL V>1200 
190 GOTO 90 
200 END 

210 DEFPROC_ASSEMBLE 
220 HIMEM=&4000 
230 FOR Z=0 TO 2 STEP 2 
240 P%—&4000 
250 [OPT Z 
260 G DB 0\reserve data byte 
270 read 
280 MOV ALAFF:LEA DX,&0480[04]:OUT DX,AL\User port output 
290 MOV ALAEO:LEA DX,&0480[&18]:OUT DX,AL\CB2 high 
300 MOV AL,O:LEA DX,&0480[0]:OUT DX,AL\select channel 0 
310 MOV ALACO:LEA DX,&0480[8,18]:OUT DX,AL\CB2 low 
320 MOV AL,O:LEA DX,&0480[04]:OUT DX,AL \User port input 
330 LEA DX,&0480[0]:IN AL,DX:MOV [G],AL \read byte 
340 .end RETF 
350 
360 NEXT Z 
370 ENDPROC 

GNC  +5V 

(1E270941 

02 

05 

DI 

Fig. 17 Construction of the A to 0 coverter. 

10 REM This listing is in RMLBASIC2 with EXTNS.BCF which 
20 REM contains !EXT LCPP.EXT. It works just like the 
30 REM listing in BBCBasic(86), with CB2 latching the 
40 REM channel address and turning the ADC on/off. 
45 REM Communication is through the Parallel Card 
48 REM User port socket. 

50 SET MODE 80 
60 SET ORIGIN 0,0 
70 CLS 
80 X:=0 
90 SET USERPORT_DDR 255:REM User port output 
100 SET LCPP_REGISTER 12,224:REM make CB2 high 
110 USERPORT_SEND_DATA_BYTE 0:REM select channel 0 
120 SET LCPP_REGISTER 12,192:REM make CB2 low 
130 SET USERPORT_DDR 0:REM User port input 
140 REPEAT 
150 X:=X+1:REM dummy time axis 
160 Y:=USERPORT_RECEIVE_BYTE ():REM read user port 
170 LINE X,Y:X,Y 
180 UNTIL X>638 
190 GOTO 60 

3RD 

PB7 

P96 

PBS 

P 4 

PEI) 

PB2 

PBI 

PEIO 

CB2 

CBI 

+5v 

20 

16 

12 

10 

4 

2 

12 
STRANDS 

OF 
20-WAY 
RIBBON 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
81  22k 
R2  680 
R3  1k 

All Y.W ± 5% carbon 

Potentiometer 
VR1  5k linear 

See 

TALK 
Page 

Capacitors 
C2, C3 47nF ceramic (3 off) 
C4  10m tantalum 10V 
C5  68p silvered mica 

Semiconductors 
D1 to 
04  1N4148 or 1N4001 diodes 

(4 off) 
05  10V Zener diode 1.3W 
IC1  40106 Hex Schmitt 
IC2  7581JN ADC 

Miscellaneous 
0 1 inch pitch, 10-way p.c.b. header (2 
off): 20-way IDC plug; plug in 
breadboards (2 off); ribbon cable; 9V 
PP3 battery; connecting wire. 

Approx cost 
guidance only £25 

plus breadboards 
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TABLE 1 
RML NI MBUS BUS SPECIFICATION 

Pin Name Pin No. Pin Type Signal Description 

I 2V I. 2 0 + I 2V Power distribution connections 

5V 3, 4, 5, 6 0 + 5V Power distribution connections 

GND 7, 12, 17, 19, 0 System ground. The OV return for 5V, I2V and 
26, 32, 38 signal ground current 

I/0 GND 39,40 0 I/O Ground. Noise free ground for peripherals, 
connected directly to the system star ground 
point. Must not be used to carry signal or power 
return currents. 

I = 25 0 Reset indicates that the BCU is being reset at 
power up, or that the reset output of the System 
GA has been activated under program control. 
Reset is active low. 

MR 18 o The buffered, inverted '186 clock output 8MHz 
with 50 per cent duty cycle. 

15KR RIO 33 1 15m7 fIM is driven low by a peripheral board to 
initiate a DMA transfer. 

BITIT6 34 I Bus interrupt request lines are driven low to re-
W TI 35 I quest an interrupt. 
M U 36 1 

AD7 16 B Address/data bus. This time multiplexed I/O ad-
AD6 15 B dress and data bus is used exclusively for I/O byte 
ADS 14 B wide transfers between mainboard and peripheral 
AD4 13 B boards on the I/O bus. The AD bus is true (active 
AD3 11 B high). 
AD2 10 B 
A DI 9 B 
ADO 8 B 

ALE 20 0 Address latch enable. Addresses are guaranteed 
to be valid on the AD bus for the low to high 
transition of AM This signal may be used to 
demultiplex the AD bus. 

RD 21 0 Read strobe indicates that the current bus activity 
is a read cycle. RD is active high. 

WR 22 0 Write strobe indicates that the current bus activity 
is a write cycle. WR is active high. 

I/O REQ 23 0 I/O request strobe indicates that the current bus 
cycle is an access of I/O space. I/O REQ is active 
high 

Wgr 24 I N M informs the '186 that the device accessed by 
the current I/O bus cycle is not ready to complete 
the cycle. Wait states are added between T3 and 
T4, and the cycle extended. The cycle terminates 3 
T states following the first positive transition of 
CLK after WAIT is de-asserted. Two wait states 
are automatically inserted in all I/O bus cycles, so 
WAIT must be inactive before the end of T3 if 
further wait states are not to be inserted. Wrgr is 
active low. 

BUF DI R 37 0 Buffer Direction indictes the driving status of the 
AD bus buffers on the BCU mainboard. 
high, the AD bus is being driven by 
board drivers. When low, the mainboard 
are in a high impedance state and 
boards have control of the AD bus. 

When 
the main-
drivers 

peripheral 

CV 31 0 Buffered peripheral chip select out-
MT 30 0 puts of '186. Chip select is made active 
CM 29 0 when the current I/O bus cycle ac-
CST 28 0 cesses an I/O address in a pre-defined 
/115 27 0 range. Each chip select is decoded for 

a block of 128 1/0 addresses. Chip 
selects are active low. 

the length of the board. Each insert in a 
row of five is connected with the other 
four, but each row is not connected to any 
other row on the board. In addition, there 
are two columns of inserts which run the 
length of the board, close to the board 
edges. Each insert along such a column is 
connected with the other inserts, but each 
column is not connected with the other, nor 
with any rows. These columns usually form 
the power and ground rails. 
Clip two such boards together as shown 
in the diagram. The two chips forming the 
A-to-D converter are inserted across the 
central channel of the prototype board, see 
the wiring diagram of Fig. 17. Note that 
the main A-to-D chip, the 7581LN, is 
inserted at the top end, the same as the 
ribbon cable and the 40106B hex-Schmitt's 
further down. Pin 1, of the 758ILN, is at 
the top left and pin 28 is at the top 
right. The data pins from the chip are 
then facing the corresponding pins of the 
10-way headers. 
Initially, choose two of the column in-
serts to act as supply rails and using a 
piece of insulated wire, bared at both ends, 
connect the appropriate pins together as 
shown on the circuit diagram. Some ex-
amples are given on the wiring diagram. Be 
methodical in your wiring, tick-off each 
connection on the circuit diagram which 
then becomes a record of connections in 
place. The circuit may look like a spaghetti 
junction, but that does not matter. The 
advantages of this method over immediate 
soldering is that mistakes can be easily rec-
tified. 

Testing 
Once all connections are in place, key-in 
the software, either in BBC Basic(86) or 
RML Basic2 and connect the 20-way IDC 
plug to the user port. Using a 9V PP3 or 
PP9 and a 5k potentiometer, set up the test 
circuit as shown on the circuit diagram, 
using channel 0 at pin 9 of the 758ILN. 
Run the software and twiddle the poten-
tiometer, if all works well a changing plot 
should appear on the screen as you turn . 
If not, then depending on the error, check 
either software or hardware. 
A software error is relatively straight for-
ward to determine, usually the dummy time 
base fails to appear. A hardware error will 
mean making sure that your connections 
are in place, but that is not too much of a 
problem since all it entails is changing a 
wire link, or adding one if left-out, but with 
the board unplugged. Debugging sessions 
should not take more than a few minutes. 
In the last analysis you can always pull the 
wires out and start again!! 
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BIGGER  1 09n  COMPONENTS 
AND BETTER I 7  CATALOGUE 
• ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK 

• FAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE 

• VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES: QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

• DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED 

• NO MINIMUM ORDER 

JUST LIKE A NEW CAR! YOU CAN ONLY JUDGE THE 1990 CATALOGUE BY LOOKING 
UNDER THE COVER. WITH OVER 13,000 STOCK LINES, CRIC1CLEWOOD ARE ABLE TO 
SUPPLY MOST OF THE COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR EE. PROJECTS. 
PHONE US FOR YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS. 

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO ETC 
FOR £1.50 TO RECEIVE YOUR 1990 CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS 
CATALOGUE AND VOUCHERS WHICH YOU CAN USE AGAINST 

YOUR NEXT PURCHASE 

VISA OCPRESS I 

TELEPHONE ORDERS OUR SPECIALIT 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
40 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON, NW2 3ET 
Tel: 081-450 0995/452 0161 
Fax: 081-208 1441 Telex: 914977 

('RICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS 
1990 COMPONENTS CATALOGUE 

PLEASE SEND  COPIES OF THE 1990 

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE AT 

£1.50 TO: 

NAME   

ADDRESS   
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Constructional Project 

CAR NEATER 
THERMOSTAT 
T R de VAUX-EALBIRNIE 
Luxury control for in-car comfort 

0 'V A COLD morning, we want to get 
the car heater working as quickly 
as possible. Trying the booster fan 

results in icy blasts until the water in the 
cooling system is ,hot enough. Once the 
heater is working, the car interior soon 
becomes too hot and a juggling act with the 
heater controls is needed to keep the tem-
perature steady and comfortable. 
The present circuit puts the heater un-
der thermostatic control. This it does by 
preventing the booster fan from operating 
until the water is hot. It then switches on 
until the interior reaches the required tem-
perature and cycles as necessary to main-
tain this. 
The circuit is housed in a plastic box 
mounted on the dashboard with air tem-
perature control, I.e.d. indicators and a 
terminal block to which external connec-
tions are made. An on-off switch and 
auto/manual switch are also provided (see 
photograph). 
The I.e.d's show the status of the sys-
tem thus, when the ignition is switched 
on, a green one lights and goes off when 
the radiator water is hot and a red one 
operates when the car interior has reached 
the required temperature. Two sensors are 
used — one is attached to the engine block 
to monitor water temperature while an air 
sensor is housed in a small plastic box 
situated in the rear of the car. 

CIRC UIT 
D ESCRIPTIO N 
I he circuit diagram for the Car Heater 

Thermostat is shown in Fig. I. The design 
centres around ICI, a dual operational 
amplifier integrated circuit. One section of 
this, ICIa, monitors the cooling system 
water temperature while IC1b is respon-
sible for the air temperature inside the car. 
Thermistors, RI and R2 sense "air" 
and "water" temperatures respectively. 
These are negative temperature coefficient 
devices, on a rise of temperature, their 
resistance falls. Costs have been reduced 
here by using miniature rod thermistors 
instead of the more expensive bead type. 
Consider thermistor R2 which forms a 
potential divider with resistor R4 and 
preset VR2. As the water temperature rises, 
its resistance falls resulting in a decreasing 
voltage being applied to the non-inverting 
input (pin 2) of ICIa. The inverting input 
(pin I) meanwhile receives a fixed voltage 
of 4V approximately by the potential div-
ider action of resistors R7 and R8 in 
conjunction with Zener diode, D4 and its 
series resistor, R11. 
With the water temperature low, there-
fore. the voltage at the non-inverting input 
exceeds that at the inverting one and the 
op-amp is on with pin 12 high (positive 
supply voltage). This operates the green 

light-emitting diode D2 (WATER COOL), 
through resistors RI2 and RI 3. 
When the water reaches some higher 
temperature dependent on the adjustment 
of preset VR2, (ADJ. WATER TEMP) the 
voltage at the non-inverting input will 
fall below that at the inverting one and 
the op-amp will switch off with pin 12 
going low (negative supply voltage). Light-
emitting diode D2 then goes off. 
A similar situation occurs with RI and 
IC1b but operates in the opposite sense. 
Note that RI forms a potential divider with 
resistor R3 and control VR I. Thus, with 
air cool, RI has a high resistance and hence 
a high voltage across it. 
This voltage is applied to ICI b inverting 
input (pin 7). The non-inverting input (pin 
6) voltage is set to 4V approximately by the 
potential divider action of R5 and R6 to-
gether with Zener diode, D4. 
With low air temperature, therefore, the 
non-inverting input voltage exceeds the in-
verting one and IC1b is off, with pin 10 
low. As the air temperature rises, the volt-
age at ICI b pin 7 falls and at some point 
determined by the setting of VR1 (ADJ. 
AIR TEMP), becomes less than that at the 
non-inverting one. IC1b then switches on 
with pin 10 high. Red light-emitting diode, 
D3, (AIR HOT) then comes on operating 
through R12 and RI3. 
In conditions of low water temperature or 
high air temperature the corresponding op-
amp is therefore on. Current is then di-
rected from either, or both, op-amp out-
puts through light-emitting diode. D2 or 

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Car Heater Thermostat. 

12v CAS 
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D3 as appropriate and resistor RI2, to the 
base of transistor TRI which, providing 
switch S2 is off, switches on with its collec-
tor low. 
This low state is applied to TR2 base via 

R15 which therefore remains off. The relay 
coil RLA/ I thus receives no current and 
the normally-open contacts, RLA I, remain 
open. No current therefore reaches the 
heater motor. 
In conditions of both hot water and cool 
airOttoth the op-amp outputs will be off so 
no current reaches transistor TRI base 
and the collector remains high. This turns 
on TR2 and operates RLA/ I coil. The 
normally-open contacts therefore close and 
operate the heater fan motor. 
Capacitors C2 and C3 allow any a.c. 
pickup arriving at the op-amp inputs 
through the thermistor connecting wires to 
be bypassed, this could otherwise cause 
faulty operation. 

FEEDBA CK 
Resistor RIO and preset VR3 apply a 
small amount of positive feedback from 
ICI b output (pin 10) to the non-inverting 

COMPONENTS 
Resistors 
Al, R2  VA1067S rod thermistors 

(2 off) 
R3,R5,R6 
R7,R8 47k (5 off) 
R4,R14, 
R15  1k (3 off) 
R9  330k 
R10  470k 
All  100 
R12  270 
R13  470 
All 0.6W metal film. 

See 
SKOP 
TALK 
Page 

Potentiometers 
VR1  100k rotary carbon, lin. 
VR2  47k sub-min. preset, horiz. 
VR3  4M7 sub-min. preset, horiz 

Capacitors 
Cl  100µ axial elec. 16V 
C2,C3  100n polyester layer (2 off) 

Semiconductors 
D1,D5  1N4001 1A 50V rec. diode 

(2 off) 
D2  5mm green I.e.d. 
D3  5mm red led. 
D4  BZY88C 7V5 Zener 
TR1,TR2 ZTX300 npn silicon 
IC1  747 dual op.amp 

Miscellaneous 
ALA  12V 106ohm coil min. relay. 

with 16A changeover or 
make contacts 

Si  Min. s.p.s.t. rocker switch 
S2  Min s.p.s.t. rocker switch 
FS1  lA 20mm fuse, with chassis 

fuseholder 
Stripboard 0.1 in matrix, size 13 strips 
x 38 holes; plastic case, size 100mm x 
76mm x 41mm (MB2); small plastic 
box for air sensor thermistor; 14-pin 
d.i.l. socket; 5A 8-way screw terminal 
block (TB1 6-way, TB2 2-way); thin 
sheet copper or aluminium for water 
temp. sensor, size 25mm X  50mm ap-
prox; light-duty twin stranded wire; 5A 
auto-type wire; auto-type connectors 
(Scotchlok); solder etc. 

Approx cost 
guidance only £19 
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input (pin 6). This has the effect of in-
troducing a little backlash into the sys-
tem making the "on" temperature slightly 
higher than the "our' one. 
This makes for "clean" operation and 
avoids rapid on-off switching (relay chat-
ter) which could occur close to the operat-
ing temperature. Preset VR3 allows some 
adjustment here and will be set for best 
results at the end of construction. In the 
water temperature section, positive feed-
back is similarly applied to ICI a pin 2 
through resistor R9 and this is not adjus-
table since the operating temperature dif-
ference is not thought to be particularly 
critical. 
Diode DI, in conjunction with capacitor 
Cl. produces a smooth supply from the car 
charging circuit. Zener diode, D4, in com-
bination with RI I, stabilises the supply 
and this helps in providing precise operat-
ing temperatures. Diode D5 bypasses the 
high-voltage "spike" which appears 
when the relay switches off, 
this could otherwise 
damage semi-
conductor 
components. 
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Fig. 2 Stripboard component layout and details of breaks required in the underside 
copper tracks. Note the wire links under VR3 and the relay. 

Switch S2 (CONTINUOUS), turns off 
transistor TR I whatever the states of the 
op-amp outputs. This it does by connect-
ing the base to the negative line. This 
has the effect of switching on TR2 hence 
RLA, I and operating the heater motor 
continuously. SI is the on-off switch and 
fuse. FSI, provides protection in the event 
of overload or short-circuit. 

C O NSTRUCTION 
The circuit panel for the Car Heater 
Thermostat is made from 0.1 in. matrix 
stripboard, size 13 strips x 38 holes. The 
component layout and details of breaks 
required in the underside copper tracks are 
shown in Fig. 2. 
Begin construction by cutting the board 
slightly too large then filing it to fit the slots 
of the plastic box securely. File off the 
small sections at the three corners as indi-
cated. 
Follow with all track breaks and inter-
strip links as indicated. Check particularly 
that the link beneath RLA! I position has 
been made. 
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Layout of components on the completed circuit board 

• O O 
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Solder the on-board components into 
position paying particular attention to the 
polarities of all diodes and of capacitor Cl. 
Make a careful check for errors, especially 
for adjacent copper strips which may have 
become accidentally "bridged" with solder. 
Solder 15cm pieces of auto-type wire of 
54 rating minimum direct to the normally-
open contacts of RLA/ I — do NOT make 
these connections via the copper strips. 
Solder I5cm pieces of light-duty stranded 
connecting wire to copper strips B, C. F. K 
and M along the left-hand side of the 
circuit panel and to F, G. Hand !along the 
right-hand side. Adjust the sliding contacts 
of VR2 and VR3 to approximately mid-
track position. 

B A SE 

Prepare the box to receive the circuit 
panel by drilling holes in the lid for VR I 
(SET TEMP). SI (ON-OFF), S2 (CON-
TINUOUS). led. indicators D2 and D3 
also for fuse, FS I . Drill holes in the side of 
the box for the 6-way screw terminal block 
TBI mounting and secure all remaining 
components. Drill two 5mm holes nearby 
for the wires passing through from the 
circuit panel. 
Refer to Fig. 3 and complete all internal 
wiring. "Rainbow" ribbon cable was used 
for some of the wiring in the prototype 
unit. This keeps the wires neat and the 
colours help to avoid mistakes. 

Fig 3. Wiring from the circuit board to off-board components. 
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Connections to D2 and D3 should be 
soldered quickly since I.e.crs are easily 
damaged by excessive heat. Note also that 
they are polarized, the shorter wires are the 
cathode. 
With the circuit panel in position route 
the wires leading from relay RLA/ I 
normally open contacts underneath and 
through the section filed oft for this 
purpose. Slowly move the lid into position 
and check carefully that no components, 
especially FSI, cause short circuits at the 
copper tracks or elsewhere. 

TE MPERATURE 
S E NSORS 
Referring to Fig. 4. make the water tem-
perature sensor. The prototype used a piece 
of thin copper size 25mm x 50mm approxi-
mately. Aluminium would probably work 
just as well. 
Cut this to size and bend it around a 
5mm twist drill to provide a cavity for the 
rod thermistor. Sleeve the wire ends of the 
thermistor and secure it in position using 
quick-setting epoxy resin adhesive. Make 
sure that device is centrally-placed in the 
cavity and insulated from the metalwork 
with adhesive. 
Measure a piece of light-duty twin 
stranded wire long enough to reach the 
sensor from the main unit position. Attach 
this wire to the sensor as shown. 
Carefully clean and roughen an area of 
the vehicle engine block which becomes 
hot in operation and attach the thermis-
tor sensor using epoxy-resin adhesive. The 
site must be clear of all moving parts and 
shielded from draughts as will occur when 
the car is moving. 
Route the connecting wire to the main 
unit and connect it to TB1/2 and TB1/4 
(polarity unimportant). Where the wire 
passes through a hole in metal, a rubber 
grommet must he used 

AIR S E NSOR 
Next make up the air sensor unit as out-
lined in Fig. 5. Attach the 2-way screw 
terminal block TB2 using a single fixing. 
Sleeve the wire ends of the thermistor and 
attach them to the terminal block as shown 
(see photograph). 
Drill a matrix of holes in the lid so that 

air can circulate freely and allow the ther-
mistor to respond quickly to changes in 
temperature. Drill a small hole in the box 
for the connecting wires to pass through. 
Site the air sensor in some part of the car 
out of the main heater airflow. Somewhere 
in the rear of the car is probably best, per-
haps on the parcel shelf. 

Fig. 4. Suggested method for making 
up the temperature sensor using cop-
per or aluminium strips. 
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Fig 5 Method of mounting the "air sensor" thermistor in a small case. A matrix of holes should be drilled in the case lid so that 
air can circulate freely The photograph shows the two completed sensors illustrating the use of insulated sleeving covering the 
leads from the thermistors. 

Using light-duty twin wire, connect it to 
TBI /3 and TBI!4 (polt_rity unimportant). 
Fix a strain relief clip or grommet inside 
the sensor box to provide strain relief. 
Secure the "air" senscr unit in position 
using an adhesive fixing pad 

A DJUST ME NT 
Auto-type wire of 5A minimum rating 
MUST be used for the remaining TBI 
connections. Connect TB I 5 and TB1/6 to 
the heater motor switch (polarity unimpor-
tant) leaving existing connections intact. 
"Scotchlok" connectors are best for this 
job, these can make connections to existing 

The completed unit, with lid removed, showing the circuit board slotted into the 
case and the terminal block for connecting the unit to the vehicle. 

wires without actually breaking them. In 
any case, proper connectors MUST be 
used — not taped joints. 
It is probably better to use the low speed 
(less noisy) position if the heater has a twin 
speed motor. However, a final decision on 
this as well as the optimum positions of the 
other controls can be made later. 
Connect TB 1 / 1 to a fuse which is live only 
when the vehicle ignition is switched on 
and TBI /4 to a nearby "earth" point (car 
chassis). Note that TB1/4 now carries three 
external wires. 
It now remains to adjust VR I, VR2 and 
VR3 for correct operation. When the lid of 

the unit is removed for adjustment to 
VR2 and VR3, the ignition MUST be 
switched OFF and on!; switched ON when 
the screwdriver has been removed. 
Run the car until the engine is warm 
enough for the heater to operate and ad-
just VR2 (WATER TEMP) until the green 
I.e.d. just goes off. With VR2 adjusted fully 
clockwise the operating temperature will be 
40T and when fully anti-clockwise, 100T 
approximately. 
Switch S2 to manual so that the heater 
fan is heard to operate. Run the car until 
the air has reached a comfortable tempera-
ture and adjust VR I until the red led. just 
goes off. Switch S2 to automatic, the fan 
motor should continue to operate. Note 
that it is normal for the I.e.d.s to dim 
slightly when they are both on. this is a 
consequence of them both sharing the same 
current-limiting resistors. R 12 and RI 3. 
The thermostat should now operate cor-
rectly and it only remains to mount the unit 
securely on the dashboard. Over a trial 
period, preset VR3 may be adjusted to in-
crease or reduce the backlash in the air 
temperature control, anti-clockwise rota-
tion will increase the separation of the on 
and off temperatures. When fully clockwise 
this will be approximately I°C. A scale may 
be made for VR I control calibrated in °C 
but this was not thought worthwhile in the 
prototype unit.  111 
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ROBO 
Nigel Clark  

UN 
THIS year's annual round-up of what 

is available in the educational robot 
market shows a number of changes on 
this time last year. Every effort is made to 
ensure that the information is accurate 
but the prices (quoted ex-VAT) are ap-
proximate and most companies offer dis-
counts for education so it is best to check 
with suppliers for exact prices. 

AR MS 
Alpha II (U MI) 5-axis plus variety 

of grippers, stepper motor drive with 
steel cable transmission, lift 1.36kg, reach 
467mm. Control by on-board proces-
sor using teach pendant or computer 
through RS232 port. £10,800 
Armdroid HS 1B  (Hasfield Sys-

tems) 5-axis gripper, bi - polar stepper 
motor drive with steel-reinforced belt 
transmission. Lift 1kg, reach 480mm. 
Control by BBCs, Commodores, IBM and 
Nimbus. £1,500 
Atlas II (LJ Technical Systems) 

5-axis plus gripper, stepper driven with 
toothed belts. Lift 1kg. On-board micro 
and  teach  pendant  for  stand-alone 
systems.  Wide  range  of  operating 
software. Controllable from BBC and 
IBM -compatible machines. Work cell 
available.  Arm  costs  £3,000,  IBM 
Interface £350. 
Beasty Plus (Commotion)  3-axis 

plus gripper, servo-driven, lift 75gms. 
Supplied in kit with instructions on how 
to build four different configurations and 
comprehensive user guide.  Kit costs 
£120, Interface £35 extra. 
Cyber 310 (Computer Voice) 5-axis 

plus gripper, stepper driven with belt 
and cable transmission. Lift 250gms. 
Software for all usual micros and has 
work cell. Robot £700. 
EMU (Li Technical Systems) 4-axis 

plus  gripper,  servo-driven  with  di-
rect mechanical linkages, lift 100gms, 
software for BBC and U's Emma. £350, 
work cell extra 
Gamma (Hasfield Systems) 5-axis 

plus gripper, stepper motor drive with 
toothed belt transmission. Lift 1kg, reach 
560mm.  Pneumatic gripper optional. 
£10,000. 
HRA 934 (Feedback Instruments) 

5-axis  plus  gripper,  hydraulically-
powered (oil). Lift 2.5kgs. On-board 
processor and can be controlled by BBC, 
Apple, C64. Made only to order. Price on 
quotation in region of £3,300. 
MA 2000  (TO Intl)  6-axis plus 

gripper, servo-driven with toothed belt 
transmission, pneumatic gripper. Lift 1kg. 
Software for  BBC,  IBM  and  Open 
University's Hektor, was developed for 
Open University courses. 
Gripper is fitted to take pneumatic tools 
and wired for sensors. Can be linked with 
MA 3000. Sells at £5,500 for export in-
cluding basic software, discounts avail-
able for UK. 
MA 3000 (TecQuipment) 5-axis arm 
plus gripper. Larger but simpler version of 
MA 2000. Can be linked with MA 2000 
as part of system. £11,400. 

Mentor (Cybernetic Applications) 
5-axis plus gripper. Servo-driven can lift 
1kg. Can be controlled by small-scale 
model simulator. Software for BBC, IBM 
and Apple. Can be networked with up 
to three other Cybernetic machines and 
work cell. £1,030. 
Naiad (Cybernetic Applications) 

5-axis plus gripper, lift 500gms, powered 
by water hydraulics. All axes driven by 
different kinds of hydraulic piston, all 
cylinders made of see-through plastic. 
Gripper can be powered by hydraulic 
system or pneumatic piston for which 
compressed air supply provided at extra 
cost. 
As with Mentor it can be controlled 

by simulator and networked with up 
to three other Cybernetic machines and 
work cell. Software for BBC, IBM and 
Apple. £1,800. 
Neptune I (Cybernetic Applica-

tions) 5-axis arm plus gripper. Electro-
hydraulically  powered  (water).  Lift 
2.5kgs. Software for BBC. IBM and 
Apple and on-board processor. As with 
Mentor can be controlled by simulator 
and networked with up to three other 
Cybernetic machines and work cell. 
£4,280. 
Neptune ll (Cybernetic Applica-

tions) 6-axis plus gripper.  Rest of 
specifications same as for Neptune I with 
addition that it can be controlled by 
touch sensors on all axes. £5,600. 
TeachMover (U M!) 5-axis plus grip-

per, stepper motor drive with steel cable 
transmission. Lift 454gm, reach 444mm. 
On-board processor with teach pendant. 
£2,650. 

SCARA AR MS 
IVAX 901 (Feedback Instruments) 

4-axis plus pneumatic gripper, servo-
driven, lift 500gms, software for on-

board processor, IBM, BBC and Apple. 
Work cell available. £3,950. 
PW801  (Feedback  Instruments) 

4-axis plus gripper, servos on all axes 
except end rotation which has a stepper 
motor. Lift 2kgs. Software for IBM and 
Apricot. Work cell available, interchange-
able gripper jaws. Only made specially to 
order £8,000 with IBM pack £350. 
RTX (U MI) 6-axis plus gripper, servo-

driven,  lift 4kgs, software for IBM. 
£8,200. 
RT 100 (U MI) More robust version of 

RTX, intended for light industry £9,800. 
Serpent  I (Cybernetic  Applica-

tions) 4-axis plus gripper, servo-driven 
with  pneumatic  power  for  vertical 
movement of gripper, height of arm set 
manually, software for BBC, IBM and 
Apple. Can be networked with up to 
three other Cybernetic machines and 
work cell. £2,865. 
Serpent II (Cybernetic Applica-

tions) Same as Serpent I except that it 
has a longer reach. £2,900. 

OTHERS 
Kestrel (Cybernetic Applications) 

Gantry supported arm with 4 axes 
plus gripper, stepper driven, works in 
x, y and z co-ordinates,  lift 2kgs, 
vacuum or two-fingered pneumatic grip-
per. Software for IBM can network with 
up to three other Cybernetic machines 
and work cell. £4,550. 
PERCI  (Proops  Distributors) 

Simple arm controlled by microswitches 
and relays. Runs a routine using a magnet 
on the end of arm to pick up a ball 
bearing and placing it in a chute, down 
which it rolls to its initial position to be 
picked up again. Developed by Reading 
University's Department of Cybernetics 
to show what can be done with simple 
technology. In kit £60. 

Fischertechnik spot welder simulation. 
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Petra  (LJ  Technical  systems) 
pneumatic/electronic training systems: 
collection of conveyors, pick and place 
arm  with  pneumatic  gripper  com-
ponent  dispensor  and  sensors.  In-
tended  as  introduction  to  hybrid 
electronic/pneumatic devices. £2,800. 

MOBILES 
Jessop  Turtle  (Jessop 

Microelectronics) also known as the 
Edinburgh  Turtle,  it looks  like  an 
upturned mixing bowl, one of the earliest 
turtles controlled by a version of Logo. 
Powered by servos with optical encoders, 
includes pen. 
Linked to computer by umbilical cord. 

Software for BBC, Apple, RML Nimbus 
and IBM. Developed 'Turtle Trails'. £200, 
Turtle Trails £20. 
Lego Buggy (Lego and Resource) 

Two-wheeled servo-driven, built from 
Lego kit with Resource control board 
attached.  Maze  following,  detecting 
obstacles, speed control and bar code 
reading can be done. Software in Buggy 
Basic. Control and Control IT. Kit and 
board £80, board £50. 
PIP (Swallow Systems) Battery-

powered stand-alone mobile uses Logo-
like language. Two-wheeled driven by 
stepper motors. 
Can store 39 program steps which can 

be extended by REPEAT function. Plays 
simple music. BBC and Nimbus leads for 
saving and downloading programs. Can 
be "dressed up", pencil holder included. 
£170. 
Roamer  (Valiant  Technology) 

Two-wheeled, servo-driven stand-alone 
mobile, uses Logo-like language with 
instructions entered by a keypad on top 
of the Smartie-shaped machine. Pen 
holder. Appearances can be customized 
with kits, control box supplied extra. £70. 
Trekker  (Clwyd  Technics)  Two-

wheeled servo-driven with pen, remote 
controlled via infra-red link, designed to 
resemble a turtle. Uses version of Logo 
and software for BBC, Apple and IBM. 
Microworlds being created in which it 
can be used. £260. 

CONTROLLERS 
Ezi - Dunn Controller (Commotion) 

One input and six outputs which can 
control up to three motors with simple 
on-off and reverse switches. L.E.D.S. on 
all channels. No memory. 
SEQ  (ProCom)  Battery-powered 

with power supply alternative. Logo-like 
instructions entered by keypad, up to 40 
instructions can be stored. All outputs 
and inputs have indicators. £90, power 
supply extra. 

KITS 
There are many types of modelling 

materials from which robotic devices can 
be built, for example Mecccano and 
Plawcotech and even old-,cardboard 
boxes but most need the addition of 
electronic parts to allow them to be 
controlled. The manufacturers mentioned 
here all supply kits with their own 
controllers designed for robotic projects. 
The most well known are Lego with 

its lego Technic series and Fischertech-
nik. Lego provides a variety of kits cover-
ing a range of complexity. Control can 
be provided by a simple hand held con-
troller with no memory as well as com-
puter control from a BBC. 
It has also developed kits for all levels 

ADDRESSES 

Clwyd Technics, Antelope In-
dustrial  Estate,  Rhydynwyn,  near 
Mold, Clwyd. 
Commotion, Redbourn House, 

Stockingswater Lane, Enfield EN3 
7TD. 
Computer Voice, Cherry Trees, 

Milwich, Stafford ST18 OEG. 
Cybernetic Applications, West 

Portway Industrial Estate, Andover, 
Hampshire S10 3LF. 
Economatics, Epic House, Dar-

nall Road, Attercliffe, Sheffield S9 
5AA. 
Ezi-Dunn,  56  Malvern  Drive, 

Hilltops, Stoney Stratford,  Milton 
Keynes, MK11 2AE. 
Feedback  Instruments,  Park 

Road, Crowborough, East Sussex 
TN6 2QR 
Hasfield Systems, The Old Rec-

tory Stables,  Hasfield,  Gloucester 
GL19 4LG. 
Jessop Microelectronics, Unit 

6A, 3 Long Steet, London E2 8HJ. 

LJ Technical Systems, Francis 
Way, Bowthorpe Industrial Estate, 
Norwich. 
ProCom, 5 Churchill Road, Tavis-

tock, Devon PL19 9BU. 
Proops Distributors,Heybridge 

Estate, Castle Road, London NW1 
8TD. 
Resource,  Exeter  Road,  off 

Coventry Grove, Doncaster DN2 4PY. 
Stevenage  Adventure 

Workpack,  29  Lytton  Fields, 
Knebworth, Hens SG3 6BA. 
Swallow  Systems,  32  High 

Street, High Wycombe HP11 2AQ. 
Testbed  Technology,  The 

Science  Park,  Hutton  Street, 
Blackburn BB1 3BY. 
TQ International, Bonsall Street, 

Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 2AN. 
UM!, UMI House, 9-16 St James 

Road, Surbiton, Surrey. 
Valiant  Technology,  Gulf 

House,  370  York  Road, 
Wandsworth, London SW181SP. 

of schooling complete with teacher packs 
and worksheets. The models which can 
be built include arms, an x-y plotter and a 
buggy. 
Fischertechnik was one of the first 

to develop kits for computer-controlled 
models. Including collections developed 
on behalf of Economatics, its main UK 
distributor, it offers a large range with 
some special kits to be used for the 
teaching of the "Craft and Design Tech-
nology National Curriculum". 
There  is also  Nimbus  and  BBC 

software for the designing of control 
systems on screen. The kits include d.c. 
motors, potentiometers and switches to 
make a number of devices including 
arms,  a buggy  and  an  ingenious 
simulation of a spot welder. 
Testbed Technology is a new name 

which provides a similar array of com-
ponents and a BBC Interface in its 
Polymek range. Course materials have 
been developed with pupil texts and 
teacher guides. The models can be 
controlled using Control Logo, Control IT 
as well as Testbed's own Micro Control 
Language, available on ROM chip for the 
BBC. 
Stevenage Adventure Workpacks 

offers collections of motors, gears and 
switches along with plans for building 
devices and a circuit diagram for a BBC 
Interface, The kits are intended as intro-
ductions to control technology. 
Ezi- Dunn (Commotion) has a basic 

kit of electronic and mechanical com-
ponents and a special board which al-
lows components to be connected with-
out soldering. 

PIP from Swallow Systems in action 
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FIBRES AND OPTOELECTRONICS 
REVIE WED B Y 

Mike Tooley B. A. 
OME time ago, I was lucky enough to be asked to review 
two Open Learning packages published by the National Col-

lege of Technology (NCT Ltd). These packages (entitled Digital 
Electronics - Volume I and Electronic Circuits - Volume I) proved 
both to be of excellent quality and thus I was very pleased to be 
asked to take a look at another package from the same stable. This 
latest offering is entitled Fibres and Optoelectronics - Volume I. 
Like its predecessors, Fibres and Opteolectronics aims to provide 
students with approximately 45 hours of study. The learning 
process is again based upon a number of student centred practical 
assignments. The approach adopted by NCT is ideal for those who 
may prefer to learn from "hands on- experience. For those (like 
me) who may have left the classroom behind many years ago, this 
is a most effective method of learning. It places particular em-
phasis on real-world practical applications and can be put to use 
wherever and whenever necessary. 

Open Learning 
For those who may be new to the concept of Open Learning, 

the aim is simply to provide an independent student with suffi-
cient learning support to complete a programme of study without 
having to attend a conventional instructional class. With today's 
acute shortages of skilled personnel in most areas of technology, 
this technique is becoming increasingly important as a means of 
updating engineers and technicians in several specialist areas. 
Typical of these specialisms is optoelectronic transmission where 
fibres are being increasingly used to replace the conventional 
coaxial and multi-core cables of yesteryear. 
As with any Open Learning venture, success depends primarily 
on two factors; commitment on the part of the student and the 
overall quality of the Open Learning package. The first of these 
is a matter for the individual student whilst the second depends 
upon the provider of the Open Learning package and, more par-
ticularly, on the extent of the back-up offered to the student. In this 
respect, NCT courses score very highly as they are not only well 
thought out but they are very well presented and fully supported 
with tutorial assistance, assessment and certification. The NCT 
tutorial support (via a telephone "hotline") is available at a small 
additional charge. 
In order that students can check their understanding, the course 
contains three "open-book" assessments which students can use to 
check their progress. For those who wish to gain a recognised 
qualification, students who successfully complete the programme 
(including assessments and workbook assignments) are eligible for 
the award of a Business and Technical Education Council (BTEC) 
Certificate of Achievement. 
Since Open Learning courses require a good deal of self-
discipline on the part of the student, a regular study plan makes a 
good starting point. To emphasise this point, Sylvia Merrett (one 
of the two audio tutors) advises that: "Your very first task is to sit 
down and work out your weekly timetable." 

Course content 
Fibres and Optoelectronics - provides a comprehensive introduc-
tion to electronic circuits and assumes no previous knowledge of 
the subject on the part of the student. The course is pitched at 
about BEC Level II/City and Guilds part 2 levels and covers the 
following topics; electromagnetic spectrum, wavelength/frequency 
relationship, transmission windows, safety with fibre, fibre handl-
ing, primary buffer, cladding and core details, PCS fibre, AS fibre, 
HCS fibre, TIR, refraction and reflection, refractive index, critical 
angles, Snell's law, numerical aperture, acceptance angle, use of 
stripping tool, use of microscope, stepped index multimode fibre, 
stepped index single mode fibre, graded index fibre, transmission 
delay times, working with 50/125mm fibre, working with 200pcs 
fibre, working with I mm fibre, stripping, connector fitting, use of 
epoxy, cable assembly, lapping and polishing, cable design, inspec-
tion of fibre samples, loose buffered cable, tight buffered cable, 
twin zip cable, manufacturers' specifications, a photodiode, ir-
radiation, losses in fibres, connector losses, microbending losses, 
and practical tests on fibres. 
As with other NCT programmes, Fibres and Optoelectronics 
moves backwards and forwards between the workbooks and audio 
cassette and this provides some useful variety in the study pro-
gramme. Self-test questions are provided within the workbooks 
and students are encouraged to attempt these before referring to 
the answers provided. Such questions are designed so that students 
can evaluate their own progress through the course and assess 
their comprehension of each of the major topics. 
It should, perhaps, be mentioned that the course contains some 
mathematics. This, however, is dealt with sympathetically such 
that the feint hearted need not worry. Formulae are only used 
when they are essential to understanding. As an example, the 
student gets to grips with some basic trigonometry in Part I 
as Snell's Law is introduced. Part 2, logarithms are used when 
decibels first appear. 

Learning kit 
The package supplied with the Fibres and Optoelectronics course 
comprises three spiral-bound workbooks, a spiral bound book 
containing solutions to the self test questions (STQ's) and student 
centred assignments (SCA's), a prototype breadboard, a pack 
of links and components, a sealed bag containing optical fibre, 
lapping and polishing equipment, safety glasses, an illuminated 
microscope, a cleaving tool and cable strippers, a digital multi-
meter, and an audio cassette. The only additional items required 
are a 9V PP9 battery, a light source (torch or Anglepoise lamp), a 
small quantity of epoxy resin based adhesive, and an audio cas-
sette recorder. 
Several of the items supplied within the Fibres and Op-
toelectronics package (notably the multimeter and microscope) 
should be regarded as something of an investment since they will 
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undoubtedly be useful when the course has been completed. An 
optional video which illustrates some of the visual concept of 
optical transmission is also available for free short-term loan to 
students who have registered for the NCT tutor service. 
As the Fibres and Optoelectronics course progresses, students 
are involved with making measurements on a number of simple 
electronic circuits. There is no better way of doing this than with a 
modern digital multimeter and NCT provide such an instrument 
as part of the package. The meter employs a 3 1/2 digit I.c.d. display 
and offers d.c. voltage, d.c. current, a.c. voltage, and resistance 
ranges. Accuracy on the d.c. ranges is ± 0.5% with a maximum 
resolution of ImV and I µA on the d.c. voltage and current ranges 
respectively. The multimeter will undoubtedly prove to be ex-
tremely useful to students long after successful completion of the 
NCT study programme! 

W orkbooks 
The three workbooks incorporate text regularly interspersed with 
details of the student-centred assignments. Each workbook should 
be regarded more as a personal reference of progress through the 
course rather than as a conventional textbook. Furthermore, since 
the course is highly structured, the workbooks should be followed 
in exact sequence. Each workbook contains between 83 and 101 
pages and the workbook for Part 3 contains an index of topic 
references for all three parts of the course. 
The standard of the workbooks is generally good, with "chatty" 
text and neatly presented computer-generated diagrams. The divi-
sion of the course into three separate modules (each with its own 
text) is both logical and helps to make the material a little more 
manageable than if it had all been presented in one book. 
The satisfactory completion of each of the workbooks represents 
a goal in its own right. Students can, therefore, build on their 
successes and steadily gain in confidence as they progress through 
the Fibres and Optoelectronics course. 
The numerous "student centred assignments" present students 
with a series of tasks to carry out. Representative tasks include 
measuring the forward and reverse resistance of several light emit-
ting diodes, constructing a CMOS astable oscillator which drives a 
pair of light emitting diodes, cutting and stripping optical fibres, 
transmitting the signal produced by the astable oscillator via a 
fibre, cleaving and inspecting fibres, fitting connectors, investigat-
ing lapping and polishing techniques. The final assignment (As-
signment 17) should provide readers with some idea of the practi-
cal skills which are developed within the course. Students are in-
formed that: 
This assignment should take you about 6 hours to complete and 
you should then be able to: 
I .Determine from test the numerical aperture (NA) of dfibre. 
2. Observe losses due to connectors. 
3. Record the effect of microbending. 
4. Test and plot the results of linear coupling displacement. separa-
tion loss. 
5. Test and record the effect due to losses due to angular displace-
ments. 
6. Test and plot the transmission losses due to lateral displacement. 
For those who may run into difficulties, each student centred 

A range of fibre samples is attached to the inside back cover 
of one of the workbooks. 

assignment is supplied with a solution which is described in a 
separate booklet. Students are thus not left completely in the dark 
when things don't work out as planned! 

Cost 
Fibres and Optoelectronics - Volume I is priced at £199 (exclud-
ing VAT). Two levels of tutorial support are offered and both re-
quire a supplementary fee. In order to gain an NCT Certificate, 
students have to pay a further £17.50 whilst support to gain a 
BTEC Certificate of Achievement (including BTEC Registration) 
is priced at an additional £32 (both excluding VAT). 
If the initial cost of the package is beyond your budget, many 
company training departments and Further Education Colleges 
are investing in Open Learning and it would be well worth contact-
ing your Training Officer or the Open Learning Co-ordinator of 
your local college to see whether this package is available, or if it 
will soon be available. 

In conclusion 
Fibres and Optoelectronics meets a very definite need. Anyone 
wishing to get to grips with this new area of technology should 
find this package extremely useful. The course is both well struc-
tured and well supported and exemplifies the best of today's Open 
Learning offerings. 
Having taught the principles of fibre optics to groups of 
electronics and computing students over the past five years. I feel 
that NCT have produced a most worthwhile package which 
completely de-mystifies a subject which is often felt to be rather 
"difficult-. The package is comprehensive and very professionally 
presented, and ideally suited to those with no previous knowledge 
of the subject. 
NCT Ltd are at Bicester Hall, 5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 
713U. Telephone: (02%1613067. 

Teach-In No 4 
INTRODUCING DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 

By Michael J. Cockcroft 
Training Manager, Peterborough ITeC 

This Teach-In No 4 Book has been designed as a com-
plete course for the City and Guilds Introductory Digi-
tal Electronics syllabus (726/301).  This open learning 
course was first published in monthly parts in EE. It was 
so popular that we are now republishing it in book form. 
The series starts at a level suitable for beginners and 
covers a vast amount of general electronics information. 

It is therefore suitable for everyone interested in the sub-
ject, including those taking GCSE Technology courses, 
and not just those wishing to achieve a City and Guilds 

certificate. 

Available from your newsagent 
from Sept. 21st -Order Now 

ELECTRONICS  BINDERS 
Don't let your valuable issues of EE get binned, 
burned or bitten (by the dog!). Get one of our 

exquisite orange hard-back binders, slip each 
issue into it as you get the m and you will always 

know where they are — w e hope: 

Binders to hold one 
volume (12 issues) are 
available from Everyday 
Electronics,  6 Church 
Street, Wimborne, Dorset 
BH21  1JH for £4.95 
(£6.95  to  European 
countries and £9.00 to 
other  countries,  sur-
face mail) inclusive of 
postage and  packing. 
Payment in  sterling 
only please. 
Binders are normally 
sent within seven days of 
receipt of your order but 
please allow up to 28 
days for UK delivery - 
more overseas. 
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DIRECT 
1M  IN 
I MO 

The  books listed  have been 
selected  as being  of special 
interest to everyone involved in 
electronics and computing. They 
are supplied by mail order direct 
to your door. Full details are 
given on the last book page. 
For another selection of books 

see next month's issue. 

MORE BOOKS NEXT MONTH — MORE BOOKS NEXT MONTH 

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION 

HO W TO GET YOUR 
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS W ORKING 
R. A. Pentold 
We have all built projects only to find that they did not 
work correctly or at all, when first switched on The aim 
of this book is to help the reader overcome just these 
problems by indicating how and where to start looking 
for many of the common faults that can occur when 
building up projects 
96 pages  Order code EtP110  £2S0 

HO W TO DESIGN AND MAKE 
YOUR O WN P.C.B.s 
R. A. Penfold 
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit 
board designs from magazines and books and covers all 
aspects of simple pc b construction including photo 
graphic methods and designing your own pi- b5 
80 pages  Order code BP121  £2.50 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC 
BUILDING BLOCKS-BOOK 1 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC 
BUILDING BLOCKS-BOOK 2 

R. A. Penfold 
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts 
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their 
own projects, rather than simply following published 
project designs 

BOOK 1 contains Oscillators --sinewave. triangular. 
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators 
operating at audio frequencies Timers—simple mono-
stable circuits using' c s, the 555 and 7555 devices, etc 
Miscellaneous—noise generators, rectifiers. compara-
tors and triggers. etc 

BOOK 2 contains Amplifiers—low level discrete and 
op-amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including 
d c types Also low-noise audio and voltage controlled 
amplifiers Filters—high-pass. low-pass. 6, 12, and 24dB 
per octave types Miscellaneous—i c power amplifiers. 
mixers, voltage and current regulators. etc 

BOOK 1  128 pages  Order code BP117  £1.95 
BOOK 2  112 pages  Order code BP118  £1.95 

ELECTRONIC ALARM CIRCUITS MANUAL 
R. M. Marston 
One hundred and forty useful alarm circuits, of a variety 
of types, are shown in this volume. The operating princi-
ple of each one is explained in concise but comprehen-
sive terms, and brief construction notes are given where 
necessary. 
Aimed at the practical design engineer, technician and 

experimenter, as well as the electronics student and 
amateur. 
124 pages  Order code NE11  £10.95 

DESIGNING DC POWER SUPPLIES 
G. C. Loveday CEng MIERE 
Covers all aspects of the design of regulated power units, 
using discretes, i.c. regulators and switched units. It also 
covers protection circuits and reference supplies. Many 
design examples and exercises all with fully worked sol-
utions are given. 
131 pages  Order code BM2  £6.95 

ELECTRONIC PO WER SUPPLY HANDBOOK VI M 
Ian R. Sinclair 
This book covers the often neglected topic of electronic 
power supplies All types of supplies that are used for 
electronics purposes are covered in detail. starting with 
cells and batteries and extending by way of rectified sup-
plies and linear stabilisers to modern switch-mode sys-
tems. IC switch-mode regulators. DC- DC converters and 
inverters 
The devices, their operating principles and typical circuits 
are all dealt with in detail The action of rectifiers and 
the reservoir capacitor is emphasised, and the subject of 
stabilisation is covered The book includes some useful 
formulae for assessing the likely hum level of a conven-
tional rectifier reservoir supply 
136 pages  Order code PC108  £7.95 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING 
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold 
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical 
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build 
the electronic projects that are regularly featured in 
magazines and books Also includes examples in the 
form of simple projects 
112 pages  Order code No. 227  £1.95 

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE PROJECTS 
0. Bishop 
These projects range in complexity from a simple colour 
temperature meter to an infra-red laser. There are novel-
ties such as an electronic clock regulated by a resonating 
spring, and an oscilloscope with solid-state display. 
There are scientific measuring instruments such as a pH 
meter and an electro-cardiometer. All projects have a 
strong scientific flavour. The way they work, and how to 
build and use them are fully explained 
144 pages  Order code BP1134  £2.95 

CIRCUITS & DESIGN 

MODERN OPTO DEVICE PROJECTS 
R.A. Penfotd 
In recent years, the range of opto devices available to the 
home constructor has expanded and changed radically. 
These devices now represent one of the more interesting 
areas of modern electronics for the hobbyist to experiment 
in, and many of these devices have useful practical applica-
tions as well This book provides a number of practical 
designs which utilize a range of modern opto-electric 
devices, including such things as fibre optics, ultra bright 
I.e.d.s and passive IR detectors etc. 
While many of these designs are noi in the "dead simple" 
,iffegory, they should be within the capabilities of anyone 
with a reasonable amount of experience in electronics con-
strucii.c, and some of the more simple designs are suitable 
for begini,ers. 

104 pages  Order code BP194  £2.95 

DIGITAL LOGIC GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS 
Ian R. Sinclair 
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and techni-
cians, seeks to establish a firm foundation in digital elec-
tronics by treating the topics of gates and flip-flops 
thoroughly and from the beginning. This is not a con-
structor's book in the sense of presenting circuits to build 
and use, it is for the user who wants to design and 
troubleshoot digital circuitry with considerably more 
understanding of principles. 
Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh map-

ping are explained, demonstrated and used extensively, 
and more attention is paid to the subject of synchronous 
counters than to the simple but less important ripple 
counters. 
No background other than a basic knowledge of elec-

tronics is assumed, and the more theoretical topics are 
explained from the beginning, as also are many working 
practices. The book concludes with an explanation of 
microprocessor techniques as applied to digital logic. 
200 pages  Order code PC106  £ I6 

HO W TO USE OP-A MPS 
E. A. Parr 
This book has been written as a designer's guide 
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a 
source book of circuits and a reference book for design 
calculations  The approach has been made as non 
mathematical as possible 
160 pages  Order code BP88  £2.95 
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ELECTRONIC PROJECTS — BOOK 1 

Published by Everyday Electronics in association 
with Magenta Electronics. 
Contains twenty of the best projects from previous issues 
of EE each backed with a kit of components The projects 
are Seashell Sea Synthesiser, EE Treasure Hunter, Mini 
Strobe, Digital Capacitance Meter. Three Channel Sound 
to Light. BBC 16K Sideways Ram, Simple Short Wave 
Radio, Insulation Tester. Stepper Motor interface. Eprom 
Eraser. 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter, Infra Red Alarm. 
EE  Equaliser Ioniser  Bat Detector, Acoustic  Probe. 
Mainstester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider - (Lapel Badge, 
Disco Lights, Chaser Light). Musical Doorbell, Function 
Generator. Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier. EE Buccaneer 
Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi Interface, 
Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer, Audio Signal 
Generator 
128 pages (.44 size)  Order code EP1  £2.45 

MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS-BOOK 1 
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS-BOOK 2 
R. A. Penf old 
Boih books /,lude practical circuits together with details 
of the circuit operation and useful background informa-
tion Any special constructional points are covered but 
p c b layouts and other detailed constructional informa-
tion are riot included 
Book 1 is mainly concerned with getting signals in and 

out of the computer. Book 2 deals primarily with circuits 
for practical applications 
Book 1 112 pages  Order code BP130  £2.25 
Book 2 112 pages  Order code BP131  £.75 

SENSORS AND TRANSDUCERS 
Keith Brindley 
There are a considerable number of transducers. Look 
through any electronic components catalogue and you'll 
find a wide variety of types, and each type has many ver-
sions. It's not easy to choose a transducer correctly for a 
particular function. In many specifications, terms and 
procedures are referred to which might deter you from 
using one that is, in fact, the best for the job. Yet, opting 
to use a transducer merely because it is easier to inter-
face into the measuring system is not the answer. A 
greater knowledge of all types of transducers capable of 
doing the task is the ideal, and only then can a totally 
satisfactory decision be made to use one in particular. 
176 pages  Order code NE17  £12.95 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS FOR THE COMPUTER CONTROL OF 
ROBOTS 
Robert Pemfold 
Robots and robotics offer one of the most interesting areas 
for the electronics hobbyist to experiment in. Today the 
mechanical side of robots is not too difficult. as there are 
robotics kits and a wide range of mechanical components 
available. The micro controller is not too much of a problem 
either, since the software need not be terribly complex and 
many inexpensive home computers are well suited to the 
task. 
The main stumbling block for most would-be robot builders 
is the electronics to interface the computer to the motors, 
and the sensors which provide feedback from the robot to 
the computer. The purpose of this book is to explain and 
provide some relatively simple electronic circuits which 
bridge this gap 
92 pages  Order code BP179  £2.115 

50 SI MPLE LED CIRCUITS 
R. N. Soar 
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applica-
tions, covering many different branches of electronics. 
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available 
components  the light-emitting diode ILEDI  Also in-
cludes circuits for the 707 common anode display 
64 pages  Order Code BP42  £1.95 
BOOK 2 50 more I d circuits Order cod* BP67  £1.95 

ELECTRONICS SI MPLIFIED 
--CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION 
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., 
F.B.I. M. 
Especially written for those who wish to participate in the 
intricacies of electronics more through practical con-
struction than by theoretical study It is designed for all 
ages upwards from the day one can read intelligently and 
handle simple tools 
80 pages  Order Code BP92  £1.75 
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ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 88/89— 
INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS 
Mike Tooley BA (published by Everyday Electronics) 
A complete course that can laad successful readers to 
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory 
Microprocessors (726 303). The book contains every-
thing you need to know including full details on register-
ing for assessment, etc. 
80 pages (A4 size)  Order code TI-88/89  £2.45 

FROM ATOMS TO AMPERES 
F. A. Wilson 
Explains in crystal clear tern's the absolute fundamen-
tals behind electricity and electronics. Really helps you 
to discover and understand the subject, perhaps for the 
first time ever. 
Have you ever: Wondered aciut the true link between 
electricity and magnetism? Felt you could never under-
stand the work of Einstein, Newton, Boltzmann, Planck 
and other early scientists? Just accepted that an electron 
is like a little black ball? Got mixed up with e.m.f. and 
pd.? Thought the idea of holes in semiconductors is a bit 
much? 
Then help is at hand with this inexpensive book, in as 
simple a way as possible and without too much complex 
mathematics and formulae. 
244 pages  Order code BP254  £3.50 

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MICROPROCESSORS 
E.A. Parr 
An excellent grounding in microprocessors, this book is 
broadly relevent to the whole of our  Introducing 
Microprocessors course. It is easy to read and well 
illustrated. 
224 pages  Temporarily out of print 

ELECTRONICS A"MADE SIMPLE" BOOK 
G. H. Olsen 
This book provides excellent background reading for our 
Introducing Digital Electronics series and will be of interest 
to everyone studying electronics. The subject is simply ex-
plained and well illustrated and the book assumes only a 
very basic knowledge of electricity 
330 pages  Order cods NE10  fe.SE 

NE WNES CO MPUTER ENGINEER'S 
POCKETBOOK (Second Edition) 
Michael Tooley 
An invaluable compendium of facts, figures, circuits and 
data, indispensable to the designer. student, service 
engineer and all those interested in computer and 
microcomputer systems It will appeal equally to the 
hardware or software specialist and to the new band of 
"software engineers - This first edition covers a vast 
range of subjects at a practical level, with the necessary 
explanatory text The data s presented in a succinct and 
rapidly accessible form so that the book can become part 
of an everyday toolkit 
205 pages (hard cover)  Order code NE01  £9 95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE 
R. A. & .1. W. Penfold 
Takes the reader through he basics of microprocessors 
and machine code programming with no previous know-
ledge of these being assumed The Z80 is used in many 
popular home computers and simple programming ex-
amples are given for Z80-based machines including the 
Sinclair ZX-8 1 and Spectrum. Memotech and the Am-
strad CPC 464 Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664 
and 6128 
144 pages  Order code BP152  £2.75 

A Z80 W ORKSHOP M ANUAL 
E. A. Parr, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E. 
This book is intended for people who wish to progress 
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such 
as machine code and assembly language programming, 
or need hardware details of a Z80 based computer 
192 pages  Order Code BP112  £3.50 

sr; 

ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN No. 3 — EXPLORING 
ELECTRONICS (published by Everyday Electronics) 
Owen Bishop 

Anothe - EE value for money publication aimed at stu-
dents of electronics. The course is designed to explain 
the workings of electronic components and circuits by 
involving the reader in experimenting with them. The 
book does not contain masses of theory or formulae but 
straightforward explanations and circuits to build and 
experiment with. 
Exploring Electronics contains more than 25 useful 

projects, assumes no previous knowledge of electronics 
and is split into 28 easily digestible sections 
88 pages (A4 size)  Order code 113  £2.45 

NE WNES ELECTRONICS 
POCKET BOOK 
E. A. Parr 
Newnes Electronics Pocket Book has been in print for 
over twenty years and has covered the development of 
electronics from valve to semiconductor technology and 
from transistors to LSI integrated circuits and micro-
processors To keep up to date with the rapidly changing 
world of electronics, continuous revision has been 
necessary This new Fifth Edition takes account of recent 
changes and includes material suggested by readers of 
previous editions New descriptions of op amp applica-
tions and the design of digital circuits have been added 
along with a totally new chapter on computing, plus 
other revisions throughout 
315 pages (hard cover)  Order Code NE02  £8.95 

COMPUTING 

COMPUTERS AND MUSIC — AN INTRODUCTION 
R.A. Pentold 
Com ruters are playing an increasingly important part in 
the world of music, and the days when computerised 
music was strictly for the fanatical few are long gone 
Computer-based music systems in the past have tended 
to be either horrendously expensive, very crude, or both , 
These days, prices are much more modest and the 
potential of the equipment is much greater. Con-
seciLently a lot of musicians are being tempted into the 
unfamiliar territory of computer music systems. 
If you are more used to the black and white keys of a 

synth keyboard than the OWERTY keyboard of a compu-
ter, you may be understandably confused by the jargon 
and terminology bandied about by computer buffs. But 
fear not, setting up and using a computer-based music 
making system is not as difficult as you might think. 
This book will help you learn the basics of computing, 

running applications programs, wiring up a MIDI system 
and using the system to good effect, in fact just about 
eve -ything you need to know about hardware and the 
programs, with no previous knowledge of computing 
needed or assumed. This book will help you to choose 
the right components for a system to suit your personal 
needs, and equip you to exploit that system fully. 
/74 pages  Order code PC107  £7.95 

GETTING THE MOST FRO M YOUR PRINTER 
J. W. Penf old 
De•ails how to use all the features provided on most dot-
matrix printers from programs and popular word proces-
sor packages like Wordwise Visawrite and Quill. etc 
Shows exactly what must be typed in to achieve a given 
elf act 
96 pages  Order Code BP181  £2.95 

IEVERYDAY ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK 
Mike Tooley BA 
(published by EE in association with PC Publishing) 

This book is an invaluable source of information of 
everyday relevance in the world of electronics  It 
contains not only sections which deal with the essential 
theory of electronic circuits, but it also deals with a wide 
range of practical electronic applications. 
It is ideal for the hobbyist, student, technician and 

engineer. The information is presented in the form of a 
basic electronic recipe book with numerous examples 
showing how theory can be put into practice using a 
range of commonly available "industry standard" 
components and devices. 
A must for everyone involved in electronics! 

256 pages  Order code DATA  £8.95 

ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS HANDBOOK 
R.A. Pemfold 
Provides an inexpensive single source of easily located 
information that the amateur electronics enthusiast is likely 
to need for the day-to-day pursuance of this fascinating 
hobby. Covers common component colour codes. Details 
the characteristics and pinouts of many popular 
semiconductor devices, including various types of logic 
ICs. operational amplifiers, transistors, FETs, unijunctions, 
diodes, rectifiers, SCRs, diacs, triacs, regulators and 
SMDs, etc. Illustrates many useful types of circuits, such 
as timers and oscillators, audio amplifiers and filters, as 
well as including a separate section on power supplies. 
Also contains a multitude of other useful data. 
88 pages  Order code BP233  £4.85 

ESSENTIAL THEORY FOR THE 
ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST 
G. T. Rubaroe, T.Eng (C.E.I.), Assoc.I.E.R.E. 
The object of this book is to supply the hobbyist with a 
background knowledge tailored to meet his or her 
specific requirements and the author has brought to-
gether the relevant material and presented it in a readable 
manner with minimum recourse to mathematics 
128 pages  Order Code 228  £2 50 

PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK 
Mike Tooley (Published in association with Everyday Elec-
tronics) 
The vast majority of modern electronic systems rely heavily 
on the application of digital electronics, and the Practical 
Digital Electronics Handbook aims to provide readers with 
a practically based introduction to this subject. The book 
will prove invaluable to anyone involved with the design, 
manufacture or servicing of digital circuitry, as well as to 
those wishing to update their knowledge of modern digital 
devices and techniques.  Contents:  Introduction to 
integrated circuits; basic logic gates: monostable and 
bistable devices; timers; microprocessors; memories; input 
and output devices; interfaces; microprocessor buses. 
Appendix 1: Data. Appendix 2: Digital test gear projects; 
tools and test equipment; regulated bench power supply; 
logic probe; logic pulser; versatile pulse generator; digital 
IC tester; current tracer; audio logic tracer; RS-232C 
breakout box: versatile digital counter 'frequency meter. 
Appendix 3, The oscilloscope. Appendix 4: Suggested 
reading. Appendix 5- Further study. 
208 pages  Order code PC100  £8.05 

A CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO MS-DOS 
N. Kantaris 
This guide is write° with the non-expert, busy person in 
mind and, as such, it has an underlying structure based 
on "what you need to know first, appears first". 
Nonetheless, the guide is also designed to be circular, 
which means that you don't have to start at the begin-
ning and go to the end. The more experienced user can 
start from any section. 
The guide covers versions 3.0, 3.1 and 3.2 of both PC-

DOS and MS-DOS as implemented by IBM and other 
manufacturers  of  "compatible"  microcomputers, 
including the AMSTRAD PC's. It covers both floppy disc-
based systems and hard disc-based systems. 
64 pages  Order code EtP232  £2.95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 68000 ASSE MBLY 
LANGUAGE 
R. A. 8. J. W. Penfold 
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing 
programs for 68000 based micros such as the Commo-
dore Amiga. Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range 
etc  assembly language It is not as difficult as one 
might think and this book covers the fundamentals 
112 pages  Order code BP1114  £2.95 

THE ART OF PROGRA M MING THE ZX 
SPECTRU M 
M. James, B.Sc., M.B.C.S. 
it us one thing to have learnt how to use all the 
Spectrum's commands and functions, but a very differ-
ent one to be able to combine them into programs that 
do exactly what you want them to This is just what this 
book is all about— teaching you the art of effective 
programming with your Spectrum 
144 pages  Order code BP 119  £2.50 
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AUDIO & MUSIC 

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO HI Fl 
Ism Sinclair 
The Beginner's Guide to Hi-Fi will appeal to the audio 
enthusiast, whether newly won over by advances in tech-
nology or well established and wondering whether to up-
date equipment. The book deals with the sound from its 
sources in the studio to its ultimate end in your ears, and 
shows what sound is. how it is recorded and how it is repro-
duced. 
Every aspect of Hi Ii, from pickup cartridges to loudspeak-
ers, has been covered, and the emphasis has been on ex-
plaining design aims. Cassette systems have been given 
considerable prominence, including the more modern Dolby 
C and dbx noise reduction systems. The CD record has been 
covered in detail so that you can find out lust why this 
system of sound reproduction is so superior 
194 pages  Temporarily out of print. 

DATA & COMPONENT 

IDENTIFICATION 

HO W TO IDENTIFY UN MARKED ICs 
K. H. Recorr 
Shows the reader how. with just a test meter  to go 
about recording the particular signature of an unmarked 
c which should enable the I c to then be identified with 
reference to manufacturers  or other data  An ic 
signature is a specially plotted chart produced by mea-
suring the resistances between all terminal pairs of an i c 
Chart  Order code BP101  £0.95 

INTERNATIONAL DIODE 
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE 
A. Michaels 
Designed to help the user in finding possible substitutes 
for a large selection of the many different types of diodes 
that are available Besides simple rectifier diodes, also 
included are Zener diodes I e d s. cloacs. Macs. thyns-
tors, OCIs. photo and display diodes 
144 pages  Temporarily out of print 

LINEAR IC EQUIVAI ENTS 
AND PIN CONNECTIONS 
A. Michaels 
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular 
selection of European  American and Japanese linear 
c s Also includes details of functions, manufacturer 
and country of origin 
320 pages  Te mporarily out of print 

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND 
DATA CHART 
B. B. Babani 
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it 
provides basic information on many colour codes in use 
throughout the world, for most radio and electronic 
components  Includes resistors, capacitors, transf or 
mers, field coils, fuses battery leads, speakers. etc 11 is 
particularly  useful  for  finding  the  values  of  old 
components 
Chart  Order code BP7  £0.95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND 
ENCLOSURE DESIGN 
V. Capel 
This book explores the various features, good points and 
snags of speaker designs It examines the whys and 
wherefores so that the reader can understand the princi-
ples involved and so make an informed choice of design, 
or even design loudspeaker enclosures for him or her-
self. Crossover units are also explained. the various 
types, how they work, the distortions they produce and 
how to avoid them  Finally there is a step-by-step 
description of the construction of the Kapellmeister 
loudspeaker enclosure 
148 pages  Order Code BP256  £2.95 

MUSICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE ATARI ST's 
R. A. Penfold 
The Atari ST's are now firmly established as the comput-
ers to use for electronic music applications. The range 
and sophistication of these applications are much grea-
ter than most people may realise, but there are still a lot 
of misconceptions about just what can and cannot be 
achieved. This book will help you sort out the fact from 
the fallacy and to get the most musically from the ST's. 
A wide selection of topics are covered, including the 

internal sound chip; MIDI; applications programs such 
as sequencing and score writing, etc; simple but useful 
add on projects and MIDI programming 
90 pages  Order code BP246  £5.95 

TESTING & TEST GEAR 

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT FINDING CHART 
C. E. Miller 
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most 
common faults reasonably quickly Across the top of the 
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief 
description of these faults, ins—sound weak but undis-
torted, set dead, sound low or distorted and background 
noises One then selects the most appropriate of these 
and following the arrows, carries out the suggested 
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared 
Chart  Order code BP70  £0 95 

HO W TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES AND 

OTHER TEST EQUIP MENT 

R. A. Penfold 

This book explains the basic function of an oscilloscope, 
gives a detailed explanation of all the standard controls, 
and provides advice on buying A separate chapter deals 
with using an oscilloscope for fault finding on linear and 
logic circuits Plenty of example waveforms help to 
lustrate the control functions and the effects of various 
fault conditions The function and use of various other 
pieces of test equipment are also covered including sig-
nal generators. logic probes logic pulse's and crystal 
calibrators 
104 pages  Order code BP267  £3 50 

RADIO, TV, SATELLITE 

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO 
I.D. Poole 
Amateur radio is a unique and fascinating hobby which 
has attracted thousands of people since it began at the 
turn of the century. 
This hook gives the newcomer a comprehensive and 

easy to understand guide through the subject so that the 
reader can gain the most from the hobby It then remains 
an essential reference volume to be used time and again. 
Topics covered include the basic aspects of the hobby, 
such as operating procedures, jargon and setting up a 
station. Technical topics covered include propagation, 
receivers, transmitters and aerials etc 
150 pages  Order code BP257  £3 50 

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS GUIDE 
P. Shore 
Provides the casual listener, amateur radio CiXer and the 
professional radio monitor with an essential reference work 
designed to guide him or her around the ever more complex 
radio bands This new edition has been completely revised 
and rewritten and incorporates much more information 
which is divided into the following sections, 
Listening to Short Wave Radio; ITU Country Codes; World-
wide Short Wave Radio Stations; European, Middle East and 
North African Long Wave Radio Stations; European, Near 
East and North African Medium Wave Radio Stations; Cana 
ellen Medium Wave Radio Stations; USA Medium Wave 
Radio Stations; Broadcasts in English; Programmes for 
13Xers and Short Wave Listeners; UK FM Radio Stations; 
Time differences from GMT; Abbreviations, Wavelength/F-
requency Conversion 
320 pages  Order code BP255  £4.95 

AERIAL PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold 
The subject of aerials is vast but in this book the author 
has considered practical aerial designs, including active, 
loop and ferrite aerials which give good performances 
and are relatively simple and inexpensive to build. The 
complex theory and mathematics of aerial design have 
been avoided 
Also included are constructional details of a number of 

aerial accessories including a pre selector, attenuator, 
filters and tuning unit. 
96 pages  Order code BP105  £2.50 

AN INTRODUCTION TO SA W IIIE tElEVISION 
F.& Wilson 
As a definitive introduction to the subject this book is pre 
sented on two levels For the absolute beginner or anyone 
thinking about purchasing or hiring a satellite TV system, the 
story is told as simply as such a complex one can be in the 
main text. 
For the professional engineer, electronics enthusiast, Sill 
dent or others with technical backgrounds, there are numer• 
ous appendices backing up the main text with additional 
technical and scientific detail formulae, calculations. tables 
etc. 
There is also plenty for the DIY enthusiast with practical 
advice on choosing and installing the most problematic part 
of the system the dish antenna 

104 pages  Order Code B M %  £5.95 

CO M MUNICATION 
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., 
F.B.I. M. 
A look at the electronic fundamentals over the whole of 
the communication scene This book aims to teach the 
important elements of each branch of the subject in a 
style as interesting and practical as possible While not 
getting involved in the more complicated theory and 
mathematics, most of the modern transmission system 
techniques are examined including line, microwave, 
submarine, satellite and digital multiplex systems, radio 
and telegraphy To assist in understanding these more 
thoroughly, chapters on signal processing, the electro-
magnetic wave, networks and transmissions assess-
ment are included, finally a short chapter on optical 
transmission 
256 pages  Order Code BP89  £2 95 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF. UHF 
FOR RADIO AMATEURS 
I. D. Poole 
This book covers the essentials required to gain the most 
from using the VHF and UHF bands As such it will be of 
use to both the newcomer and more experienced operator 
alike 
Topics included in this book include propagation. des• 

criptions of the bands with outlines of the bandplans and 
channels  aerials. receivers, transmitters and a special 
chapter on scanners  In addition to this repeater arid 
mobile operation are included as well as DXing and data 
modes together with a section on packet radio 
102 pages  Order Code BP281  £3.50 

PRACTICAL MIDI HANDBOOK 
R.A. Penfold 
The Musical Instrument Digital Interface !MIDI) is sur-
rounded by a great deal of misunderstanding, and many of 
the user manuals that accompany MIDI equipment are quite 
incomprehensible to the reader. 
The Practical  MIDI  Handbook  is aimed  primarily at 
musicians, enthusiasts and technicians who want to exploit 
the vast capabilities of MIDI, but who have no previous 
knowledge of electronics or computing. The majority of the 
book is devoted to an explanation of what MIDI can do and 
how to exploit it to the full, with practical advice on connec-
ting up a MIDI system and getting it to work, as welt as 
deciphering the technical information in those equipment 
manuals. 
128 pages  Order code PC101  £5.95 

COMPUTERS AND MUSIC 
— see computer section 

MIMIC-Tr 
IR 
ERVIIICE 

IA Division of Wi mborne Publishing Ltd.) 

TO ORDER 
Please state the title 
and  order  code 
clearly,  print  your 
name  and  address 
and add the required 
postage to the total 
order. 
Add 75p to your total order for 

postage and packing (overseas 
readers add £1.50 for countries 
in Europe, or add £2.00 for all 
countries outside Europe, sur-
face mail postage) and send a 
PO,  cheque  or  international 
money order (£ sterling only) 
made payable to Direct Book 
Service quoting your name and 
address, the order code and 
quantities required to DIRECT 
BOOK SERVICE,  33 GRAVEL 
HILL,  MERLEY,  WIMBORNE, 
DORSET, BH21 1RW (mail order 
only). 

See next month's issue for another 
three page selection of books. 

Although books are normally 
sent within seven days of receipt 
of your order, please allow a 
maximum of 28 days for deliv-
ery.  Overseas  readers  allow 
extra time for surface mail post. 

Please check price and availability 
(see latest issue of Everyday 

Electronics) before ordering from 
old lists. 

Note  our postage charge 
is the sa me for one book or 

one hundred books! 

MORE BOOKS NEXT MONTH 
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THE DREAM MACHINE I> 
Adjust the controls to suit your mood and let the gentle. relaxing sound drift over you. At first you 
might hear soft rain, sea surf, or the wind through distant trees. Almost hypnotic, the sound draws 
you irresistably into a deep, refreshing sleep. 

For many the thought of waking refreshed and alert from perhaps the first truly restful sleep in 
years is exciting enough in itself. For more adventurous souls there are strange and mysterious 
dream experiences waiting. Take lucid dreams, for instance. Imagine being in control of your 
dreams and able to act out your most secret wishes and fantasies. With the Dream Machine 
anything is possible. 

DREAM MACHINE PARTS SET £22.77 

POWER CONDITIONER 
You don't have to be a hi-ti nut to notice the huge improvement in sound quality when you run 
your music system from a clean mains supply. How do you describe the difference? It's as if all 
this time your favourite artists have been playing and singing inside a wardrobe . . and someone 
just opened the door and let them out. You could spend twenty times as much on special cables, 
plugs, mats and stuff without achieving a tenth of the difference. But don't take my word for it. 
Try it for yourself. 

The sophisticated circuitry of the Power Conditioner begins with a bank of six VDRs to eliminate 
impulsive spikes. Then comes a massive filter with thirteen capacitors and two current-balanced 
inductors to smooth away every trace of noise and interference. A ten LED logarithmic display 
flicks up and down as each spike is eliminated, and gives a second by second account of the 

interference removed. Maximum load 1.5kW. 

POWER CONDITIONER PARTS SET £34.27 

MAINS CONDITIONER 1> 
A general purpose workhorse fcr cleaning up the mains supply to computers, hi-fi, television sets, 
and any other electronic equipment that might be disturbed by mains interference. The solid, no-
nonsense circuit will handle loads up to lkW, and the PCB can be built into the equipment to be 
protected or housed in the optional case. 

MAINS CONDITIONER PARTS SET (no case) £6.21 
RUGGED CASE (optional) £2.07 

I 

< AERIAL BOOSTER 
Good TV pictures from an indoor aerial, from a caravan aerial, or in areas of poor reception. This booster ranks with 
the very best, giving wideband operation from 10MHz to 1.4GHz (it will boost FM radio signals too), mid-band gain 
of up to 26dB. and a wide supply voltage range of 9V to 26V. It will run from car batteries for caravanners. dry batteries 
for campers. or a battery eliminator for use in the home. 

There are two parts sets for the project. AA1 gives you the PCB, hybrid amplifier, components and instructions. 
AA2 is the optional case set: rugged screened box, front and rear panels. waterproofing gaskets. feet, sockets and 

hardware. 

AA1 PARTS SET £14.72 AA2 PARTS SET £5.52 

KNIGHT RAIDER 1> 
The ultimate lighting effect for your car. Picture this: eight powerful lights in line along the front 
and eight along the rear. You flick a switch on the dashboard control box and a point of light 
moves lazily from left to right leaving a comet's tail behind it. Flip another switch and the point 
becomes a bar. bouncing backwards and forwards along the row. Now try one of the other six 
patterns. An LED display on the console lets you see what the main lights are doing. 

The Knight Raider parts set contains the case and all components for the control box. The 
pattern generator and lamp driver is supplied as a PCB with all components for you to mount 
anywhere convenient. We supply the electronics, you supply the lamps (from any car 
accessories shop). 

KNIGHT RAIDER PARTS SET £28.52 

Tel: (0600 3715  LIMITED 
SALES DEPT. ROOM 111, FOUNDERS HOUSE, REDBRCOK. MONMOUTH, GWENT. 

ORDERING 
AU prices include VAT 
UK orders please add £1 15 postage and packing 

Eire and overseas please deduct VAT and add 
£5 00 carriage and insurance 

ACCESS 
Phone 0600 3715 for immediate 
attention to your Access order 



PCB SERVICE 
Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are available from 
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully 
drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing 
Add £1 per board for overseas airmail. Remittances should be sent to The 
PCB Service, Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, 
Dorset BH21 1JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to 
Everyday Electronics (Payment in  sterling only). 

Boards for some older projects - not listed here - can often be obtained from 
Magenta Electronics, 135 Hunter St, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs 0E14 2ST. 
Tel: 0283 65435 or Lake Electronics, 7 Middleton Close Nuthall Notting-
ham NG16 18X Tel. 0602382509. 

NOTE: While 90% of our boards are now held in stock and are dis-
patched within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maxi-
mum of 28 days for delivery -overseas readers allow extra if ordered 
by surface mail. Please check price and availability in the latest issue 
before ordering. We can only supply boards listed in the latest issue. 
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis. 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

Noise Gate P .7 577 £4 41 

Transtest OCT 87 580 £3 32 

BBC Sideways RAM/ROM NOV 87 585 £4 10 

Stereo Noise Gate APR 88 597 £6 65 
Pipe & Cable Locator 598 £3 00 
Inductive Proximity Detector 574 f 3 00 

Multi Channel Remote Light Dim W illtfl 
Transmitter 599 f 3 00 
Receiver 600 £3 07 

Door Sentinel 605 f 3 00 

Multi Chan Remote Light Dim lir n aiii 
Relay/Decoder 601 £4 86 
Dimmer Board 602 £3 07 
Power Supply 603 £3 00 

Headlight Reminder 611 £3 00 

Video Wiper .11111i:Ill 612 £6 75 
lsolink 613 £4 21 

Tea Tune rilfel:!:1 609 £3 00 
Time Switch 614 £4 84 
Suntan Timer 610 £3 07 
Car Alarm 615 f 3 12 

Breaking Glass Alarm SEP': 617 £4 27 
Amstrad PIO 618 £6 77 

EPROM Eraser * T :8 620 £4 07 

Doorbell Delay N •V'8: 616 £3 56 
Micro Alarm 621 £3 12 
Infra Red Object Counter Trans £9 28 622 £4 61 

Receiver as a 623 £3 23 
Display J set 624 £3 05 

Seashell Sea Synthesiser 625 £4 84 

Reaction Timer Main Board DE '. 626 f 3 46 
Display Board 627 £3 00 

Downbeat Metronome 629 £4 84 

EPROM Programmer (On Spec) 1011.11:11 630 £8 29 
Phasor 631 £5 64 

Monkey/Hunter Game rWa :14 634 £3 36 

Continuity Tester FEB 89 619 £2 67 
4-Channel Light Dimmer 635 £7 67 
Mini PSU 636 £3 23 

Sound to Light Interface MAR 89 637 £6 24 
Midi Pedal 639 £7 00 
Midi Merge 640 £3 00 
Audio Lead Tester 641 £5 77 

Light Sentinel tagatia 
Main Control Board 632 £9 20 
Remote Interface (4 boards) 633 £4 59 

Electron User Port 638 £6.64 
4 Channel Auto Fade Interface 642 £6 80 

Pet Scarer rinE W:1:1 644 £3 00 
Electron A D Interface 645 £4 84 

Spectrum EPROM Programmer 1111111[311 628 £7 87 
Bat Detector 647 £4 95 

Programmable Pocket Timer .111111/3:11 648 £3 82 

Electronic Spirit Level 0 11elf3:2 649 £3 85 
Distance Recorder 651 £5.23 
Treasure Hunter 652 f 3 73 

I enclose cheque/PO for 

I Name 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

Xenon Beacon  SEP'89 650 £4 13 
Probe Pocket Treasure Finder 653 £4.12 
Power Supplies - Fixed Voltage 654 £4 08 

Variable Voltage 655 £4 48 

Music on Hold  OCT'8 646 £3 85 
Power Supplies - 25V 700mA 656 £4 35 

30V 1A 657 £4.55 
EE Seismograph - Control 658 £4 08 

Detector 659 £4.22 
Lego/ Logo & Spectrum 660 £6.49 

Wash Pro  NOV'89 643 £3.83 
Biofeedback Monitor - Front End 661 f 4.52 

Processor 662 £4 56 
Power Supplies - 1.5V-25V 2A 663 £4 78 
Logo/Lego & Spectrum Interface 664 £5.60 

.EEG Electrode Impedance Meter  DEC' 9 665 £3 98 

Biofeedback Signal Generator  JAN'90 666 £4 08 
Four-Channel Light Chaser 667 £6 70 

Quick Cap Tester  FEB'90 668 £3.92 
Weather Station 
Anemometer - Freq./Volt Board 670 £3 94 

Optional Display 669 £3 73 
Wind Direction 673/674 £4.22 
System Power Supply 675 £.59 
Prophet In-Car Ioniser 676 £3 18 

EE Weather Station  MAR'90 
Display Driver 672 & 678 £4 22 
Display and Sensor 671 £4.47 

Fermostat Mk2 677 £4.28 
Superhet Broadcast Receiver-Tuner/Amp 679/680 £4.22 

Stereo Noise Generator  APR'90 681 £4.24 
Digital Experimenter's Unit - Pulse Generator 682 £4 46 

Power Supply 683 £3.66 
Enlarger Timer 684 £4 28 
EE Weather Station 
Rainfall/Sunlight Display 685 £4 27 
Rainfall Sen and Sunlight Sen 686/687 £4 16 

Amstrad Speech Synthesiser 689 £4.68 
Quizmaster 690 £4 74 

80 Metre Direct Conversion Radio  JUN'90 691 £4.95 
Mains Appliance Remote Control 
Infra- Red Transmitter 692/693 £4.75 

Mains Appliance Remote Control  WITIVIII 
Encoder Board A 694 £6 61 
Encoder Board B 695 £4 78 

The Tester 696 £4 15 

Mains Appliance Remote Control  AU "0 
Mains ON/OFF Decoder 697 £4.55 
(5 or more 697's ordered togetherE3 25 each) 

Simple Metronome 698 £3 94 

Hand Tally  SE P '90 
Main Board (double-sided) 
Display 699, 700 f10 95 

Alarm Bell Time-Out 701 f 4 10 
Mains Appliance Remote Control 
Temperature Controller (p c b only 1 702 E5 20 

Ghost Wa ker  w rap' 703 £4.32 
Frequency Meter 704  f 5 25 

r Please note it is important to give project title as well as order code 1 
I EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE I 

Please send me the following pc bs 
I I Order Code  Project  Quantity  Price  

u) 
.1 I 
Lu 

(i) 
-J 
CI I 

07 I 
•  I 
C.) 1 

C 

•  I 
Address  C.) I 

O 1 

03 I 
Please allow 28 days for delivery (see note above) 

L . . . . .  I MP  M I  ............ J 
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frirria-ri 
I IL I LI\ 
An extremely useful hand-held 

capacitance meter measuring 

fromlpF to 20,000µF in nine 

ranges. 

Features include: 

• 13mm, 3.5 digit LCD • Zero adjustment 

• Low battery indicator • One year warranty 

• Supplied with battery (PP3), 
manual and test leads 

• Just one of our many low cost Digital 
Multimeters - send for full details 

Professional Soldering Equipment at Special Mail- Order Prices. 
SK18 Soldering Kit. £19.75 
Build or repair any electronic project.  44... .......... __•A's:‘.74,;-.---ki— 
LC1B 240v 18w iron with 3.2, 2.4, 
and 1.6mm bits. Pack of 18 swg  :3''' '? €t' 
flux cored 601411 solder. Tweezers. 
3 soldering aids. Reel of De•Solder 
braid. In PVC presentation wallet.  

ADAMIN Miniature Iron £8.60 

Possibly smallest mains iron in the 
world. Ideal for fine work. Slim 

nylon handle with finger grip. 
Interchangeable bits available 1.2, 
1.6, 2.4, 3.4 and 4.7mm. Fitted with 
2.4mm. 240v 12vv (12v available). 
Presentation wallet. 

'U Series Lightweight Irons. 12w £9.20 
High efficiency irons for all 
electronic hobby work. Non roll 
handles with finger guards. 
Stainless steel element shafts Screw 
connected elements. Slip on bits 
available from 1.6 to 4.7mm. LA12 

Soldering Iron 

Stands 3&4 

£7.33 

18w £8.64 
model, 12w, 2.4mm bit. LC 18 Model, 
18w, 3.2mm bit. 240v Std - 12v 
available. Presentation wallet 

Designed specially for LITESOLD irons. 
Heavy, solid-plastic base with non slip pads. 
Won't tip over, holds iron safely. With wiping 
sponge and location for spare (hot) bits. 
No 5 stand for EC50 iron No 4 stand 
for ADAMIN miniature Iron No 3 stand 
for LA12 and lC18 Irons 

De-Solder Pumps £8.65  4-- ,..,., 
High Quality version of increasingly  4--,-•  — 
popular type of tool. Precision made  thumb operation. Automatic solder 
anodised aluminium body, plunger  ejection. Conductive PTFE nozzle 
guard and high-seal piston. Easy  no static problems. 

Prices include p&p and VAT. Send order 
with CheguelP0. Ring for Access/ Visa sales 

1.4.4 

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD. DEPT. EE 
97 99 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON CRO 2DN. 081 689 0574 

MICRO-PRESSURE 
CAR ALARM 
MlISI  icojiie nrrw IC A'S(' that lire it' d . 11116,1 10 the majority Ili cars are hopeless!) 

inadequate to stop nen the school age joy-rider and some form of electronic anti-theli 
system is essential. Even our ixilificians have begun to say such systems should he fitted 
as standard! Even 511, m ost cars are sfill 1111t equipped with an alarm system. There are 
three main reasons tor this, the high cost of an effective alarm, the time and cost ot 
installing a complex system and the inconsenience of ojierating the alarm esery time the 
car is used. Recognising these problems, the eloctroaLre MICRO-PRESSURE ALARM 
has been designed to give the best ixissible performance at a price eseryone can allord. 
to provide extremely simple fitting and the easiest possible operation. 
MICRO-PRESSURE is a unique system that senses the changes in HIE pressure inside 

the car. As a door catch is released air is drawn out, causing a minute drop in pressure 
which sets off the alarm. The alarm protects all doors and the tailgate without the need 
for additional sensors or switches and the alarm is so sensitive that it can still operate 
with a window partly open. A handpass filter makes the alarm immune to loud noises 
and most sensitive tri the frequencies produced by door opening 
there are only three wires to connect, two into the horn circuit and one to the 

ignition switch. A Power MOSFET transistor is used, instead of the traditional output 
relay, reducing the operating current tis only a few milhamps., so linv that the alarm can 
he powered from the horn circuit without any supply connections. The alarm is small 
and light and can be secured with nylon tics. No holes to drill in awkward places. 
Once fitted the alarm operates its self! When you switch off the ignition and close the 

door there is a I minute delay before the alarm arms its self. When you return there is 
a 10 second delay and audible warning before the alarm begins to blast the horn 
intermittently for about a minute. All you have to do is switch on the ignition, or a 
hidden switch if you prefer, to cancel the alarm. 
You can buy the MICRO-PRESSURE ALARM as a complete parts kit at £15.75 or 

ready assembled and tested at £21.75 

VOLT DROP AL4RM 
This alarm has all the above features except MICRO-PRESSURE sensing It has the 

same simple fitting and operation but is triggered by the soh drop principle, relying on 
the existing door switches and light. Available as a complete parts kit at £14.55 or 

assembled and tested at £20.55 

TOTAL ENERGY D/SCHAROE ELEC7770N/C /ON/770N 
Our king established extended CDI system uses the existing contacts to allow easy 

fitting whilst the electronics removes the adverse effects and boosts the spark. COI is no 
longer fitted as standard because of is high cost and complexity hut its unsurpassed fire 
power is still used for racing, including formula one. Give your car the hest spark 
asailable at £20.95 for the parts kit or £26.25 for the assembled and tested unit. 

Please able, our kits are not lust a bag of components and a PCB. They include 
eserything, detailed instructions, case and even solder. Likewise assembled units come 
complete with instructions, wire, connectors etc. 
All prices now include VAT and post & packing Add £ for delivery outside Europe. 
Order direct (quote ref. ('OA) or send for more information from:-

ELECTRON/ZE DES/GN  tel. 021 308 5877 
2 Hillside Road, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldtield, B74 400 

A HANDY NEW ADDITION TO OUR 
VERSATILE MULTIMETER RANGE 

98 

inc. VAT 
please add £1.00 
for p +0  g-g 1g LULU I I IL  
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7705 CAPACITANCE METER 

Specification 

ranges  res.  accuracy 
200pF  0.1pF  + (0.5% + 1 digit + 0.5pF) 
2nF  1.0pF  + (0.5% + 1 digit) 
20nF  10pF  + (0.5% + 1 digit) 
200nF  100pF  + (0.5% + 1 digit) 
2uF  1.0nF  + (0.5% + 1 digit) 
20uF  10nF  + (0.5% + 1 digit) 
200uF  100nF  + (0.5% + 1 digit) 
2000µF  luF  * (1.0% + 1 digit) 
20,000uF 10µF  + (2.0% + 1 digit) 

Overload protection  0.25A 250V fuse 
Excitation voltage  3.2V, all ranges 
Dimensions  180 x 85 x 38mm 

OUT NOW! 
The new Cirkit Catalogue 

• 184 pages 

• Discount vouchers 

• 1,000's of products 

SAME DAY DESPATCH - 0992 444111 
Cirkit Distribution Ltd. 
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts. EN10 7N0 
Tel. Enquiries (0992) 441306 Fax. (0992) 464457 



ELECTRONICS EVERYDAY CLASSIFIED 

Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your products and services 
through our semi-display and classified pages. The prepaid rate for semi-display spaces is £8.00 (plus VAT) 
per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5 cm). The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence 
(plus VAT) per word (minimum 12 words). 
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertise-
ments, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Everyday Electron-
ics, 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel: (0202) 881749. 

CS VIAlilf WAGE It 1811:11 M9 :CPU 
1 to 24 volts up to ½ amp 1 to 20 volts up to 1 amp  0 16 volts 
up to ILI amps A C Fully stabilised Twin panel meters for instant 
voltage and current readings Overload protection 

Fully variable 
Operates from 
2400 AC  VAT 
Compact Unit 
site 9 it 51/2 e 3in  • Post a 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON M 2r = 
SURREY, UK Tel 0431 -684 1665  145 .4 

List, Large SAE Delivery 7 days Callers wel, dme Closed Wednesday 

1E3 SERVICE MANUALS" ' 
Available for most Video Recorders, Colour & 
Mono Televisions, Cameras, Test Equipment, 
Amateur Radio, Vintage Valve Wireless, 
Any Audio, Music Systems, Computers, 

Kitchen Appliances, etc. 

Equipment from the 1930's to the present 
and beyond 

Over 100,000 models stocked, 
originals & photostats. 

FREE Catalogue Repair & Data Guides 
with all orders. 

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (EE) 
8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, 

Oxfordshire OX9 4QY. 

Tel: (0844) 51694. Fax: (0844) 52554 

EPRO M SERVICE 
Erasing and Copying service Any eprom erased (Inc 
Psion Datapaks) for 2p per K e g 2732 eprom or 326 

datapak - 64p 
Copying from your own supplied master also 2p per K 

Editing service also available details on request 
Please include 50p postage on orders under 110 

CHASE ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
7 The Willo ws, Brereton, Staffs W S15 1E P 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
MAINTENANCE 

Spare Parts, Service Manuals and a comprehen-
sive Repair Service now available for all makes 
of Electronic Test Equipment (Scopes, Genera-
tors, PSU's, Counters, DMM's. AVO's etc, etc) 
We support equipment manufactured by 

over 100 different companies 
New and secondhand Test equipment also 

supplied 
Building a Project? Contact us with all your 

component requirements 
Trade enquiries welcome 

Hesing Technology   
41 Bush mead Road, Eaton Socon, 

St. Neots, Cambs PE19 3BT 

Tel: (0480) 214488/216870 

F M Trans mitter Kits also a Telephone Bug 
Detector Kit 

Ready built FM Transmitter £6.50 including P&P 

These are co m mercial kits 
We also stock a selection of Scanning receivers so 
Telephone for latest stock or ask for a free catalogue 

HOTLINE ELECTRONICS 
97 LEIGH RD ATHERTON GT MANCHESTER 

Tel: (0942) 8911 40 
Marl Order Only 

ELE C T R O NI C 
C O M P O N E N TS 

SEND FOR OUR 1991 CATALOGUE 

CONTAINS 000's OF PRODUCT LINES 

INCLUDING SMD COMPONENTS 

SEND CHEQUE OR P.O. FOR 
£1.80 TO: 

SARM DIGITAL 
13 Pearle Street, Macclesfield 

Cheshire SK102AL 
Mall Order Only. Prop N Farrar 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

EVERYTHING FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT 

THE BIGGEST DISPLAY IN THE SOUTH 
IS AT 

FRASER ELECTRONICS  
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * 

HANTS 
Telephone 0705-815584 n 

TECHNICAL INFO SERVICES lEE) 
76 Church St Larkhall Lanarkshire ML9 1HE 

Phone OM 04565 Mon Fri. 9 5. 
any Ober tea WM $13334. FOR FAST QUOTES 

WORLDS LARlik SI LOHICIIIIN St RVICI MANUAIS  I. 
elsewhere Prue, ranee horn colt, 04 SO Hige s a e  H 
patron in buy 
WORI.0 S SOU Sueehersol TV h Video Repair manuals PtI  IVII1,11N11 
also such publishers as Heinemann Nerono, IV I., him ihnin   

published serer* stwel mst,it spooked lull sue not h. 
any cornbanalion f350 plus tsae any other single dem 12 4̀, 1,4.' 
*le Circuit Sets is, most Videorecorders oniy f t $ei  shin friailel 

£688 he OUOTATIONS gar GMAT CATALOGUE NEWSLETTERS 
S WA M MEE V W vs available 

Comprehensive IV Repair Manual fl 50 Complete Radio Serwe and Repair 
Course 1950 Complete Repair 6 Servo. Manuals Mono 1)( f12 50 CtV 
fl CO Video f 1950 Complain Preen Dale with!!!! .  Mom. TV (ISO r, V 
11250 Video CIO 50 
ORO pin LSAE BRINGS THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE SHUTS 
6 MANUALS. CATALOGUES phis FREE CHASSIS GUIDI and fs 00 Of 

VOUCHERS 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
large satieti.r. 0 SpeR  oi y.) ynner, 
from subminiature through high-Quality DOM midrange and higr, 
frectuenC-v units to large disCot PA and guitar byes Also c anners 
at.14 r4cgnIles. etc 
k 011 SP-90 70 Watt 8" RA range 616.99+ 12 P&P ALTAI 2C  
Watt 4" boss 58.10 • 12 P&P 15 Watt 6'4" txms/rnid cloth ec100 
coil 17.12 P&P SOINIDIAll 60 Watt 6'," kal range 144 +62 P&p 
MONACOR  SP-250 2C0 Watt 10' bass unit  134.50 + 52.50 P&P 
MIPT.1000 75 Watt pezo tweeter 40 KHz 56.99+ es pep Dm-20 30(' 
Wan 2 way CrCiSSOVIer 2000HZ 114.37 +11 P&P DM-5 100 Watt 2 
way = nage 1 500/6500Hz 142014 P&P HILLS 100 Watt 2 was 
crossover 1000Hz 14.83 + III P&P MONACOR DT-00 60 Watt Rosa 
tied Mentor 57 60 • 14 PIP SP 2500 'I) ant, tO cupror 
117 09 • S2 50 , . 

LARGE SAE FOR LISTS-FAST BY-RETURN SERVICE 

STRACHAN ELECTRONICS (EEX) 
9 Croall Place, Leith Walk, Edinburgh EH7 4LT 

BLACK FOX AUDIO SYSTE MS 
18 Rugeley Road, Chase Terrace, Walsall 

West Midlands WS7 8QA 
MOSFET POWER AMPS SUITABLE FOR DIGITAL 
SOUND PFD30 30W into 8 ohms 170/990mV  (34 00 
CiW regulated power supply heatsinks PFD50 SOW 
into 8 ohms 353 ,1 4mV  E26 00 
PF D140 140W into 8 ohms 565 11 980mV  E36 00 

heatsinks voltage regulators on driver stage if sound quality 
riot to your satisfaction money refunded Power supplies available 

5 YEAR G UARANTEE 

N. R. BARDWELL LTD 
10 -4p 3w MBB Rotary Switch',  £1.00 
200 -Signal Diodes 1N4148  £1.00 
100 -Rectifier Diodes 1N4001  £1.00 
100 -Zener Diodes 608 400roW  £1.00 
30 -Assorted dil sockets up to 40 pin  ET.00 
30 -Assorted socketsiconns, Dd. Edge IDC 

Header etc  £1.00 
30 -Transistors BC478  £1.00 
25 -Assorted High Brightness Lads  ET .00 
20 --Miniature SP/CO Slide Switches  (1.00 
20 -Magnettc ear pips plus lead and plug  £1.00 
75 -Electrolytics 4 7uF 63V  ET .00 
1 -Peltier effect Heat Pump  Et 95 
1 -10 watt Stereo Amplifier 4 Controls plus data  E2.95 
P,ices include VAT postage 85p All items new Many more 
lines in stock Lists tree Shop open Mon Sat 9 30-5 30 

288 Abbeydale Road Shelfinq S7 1Fl. 
Tel (0742) 552888. Fax (0742) 500689   

Manufacturers Original Spares 
AMSTRAD * SINCLANI •CONISK)00111 Garaged*, Spares 

AMSTRAD 

SINCL Ain 
SPECTRUM 

CPC 464 SERVICE MANUAL 
PCW82564512 SERVICE MANUAL 

{
ULA6C001E 1481(1 .- 1 
ULA7K010E,40056 1128K, • 21 
KEYBOARD MEMBRANE 14801 
MODULATOR UM1233 

6510 CPU (C64,C) 
COMMODORE I 6526 CIA (C M/C) 
CUSTOM  t6TmUt510 1C64/Cl 
CHIPS  I 8701 CLK (LEN 108411281 

906114 PLAIC64,C) 

Many ATARI Spares NOW AVAILABLE WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY A 
RANGE OF SPECIFIC SPARES for many makes of TV VCR Audio 
Equipment Write IS A E Please) or Tel 0452 26883 for a price and 
availability on your requirements 

For Cataloguettsts. please send 45p starnpsicheque etc 
MAIL ORDER ONLY Please add 959 IUK1PAP to above orders 

MARAPET (EEK), I Hornbeam Mews, Gloucester 012 OUE 

Ell 49 
Ell 59 

Its 99 
C16 36 
fa 50 
T4 75 

t9 87 
E10.96 
£14.94 
E7.58 
E5.73 

NE W VHF MICROTRANSMITTER KIT 
Tuneable 80 135 MHz 500 metre range, sensitive 

electret microphone high quality PCB 
SPECIAL OFFER co mplete kit O NLY £5.95 
Asse mbled and ready to use £9.95 post free. 

Access Visa orders telephone 021 411 1821 
SAE lor deta,is ,,r  and  kiln  Cheques PD s Payable to 

QUANTEK ELECTRONICS LTD 
Kits Dept. (EE). 45a Station Road 
Northfield, Birmingham 1331 3TE 

BARGAIN OFFER 
Tektronic C1001 Scope Video Camera 

Video out 9 pin D fitting - BNC STNC Signal out 12V 

Price ne w £3700  For Sale Unused £2,700 
Merich Holdings. 

Guernsey House. 1 Rue Maurepas 
St Peter Port, Guernsey CI 

Phone 0481 21190 

PLEASE MENTION 

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS 
WHEN REPLYING TO 
ADVERTISE MENTS 

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS. Ten different. 
£10.50 ( + 70p p&p) or SAE for details. SirKit 
Electronics. 70 Oxford Rd. Clacton C015 3TE. 
KITS. Microtransmitter with free mic. £3.99. 
Telephone transmitter £4.99. Automatic tele-
phone recording switch, £8.99. Plans for protec-
tion devices, surveillance, etc. Sae list. P.O. Box 
55. Cannock, Staffs. (05438 71902, 24 hrs). 
T.M. ELECTRONIC kits transmitters, receivers 
plus many more. Sae plus 50p (A4) New 1990 
Catalogue. Under New Management. 39 Mayes. 
wood Road, Grove Park, London SE I 2 9RR. 
CHEMILUMINESCENT  LIGHTSTICKS 
from USA-fascinating effect. Four mixed, £5 
(includes p&p). Literature free. Lilco Ltd. 23 
Middlewood Park. Livingston EH54 8AZ. 
MOSFET  AMPLIFIER  RACKS-240 
volts-£15.95!!. 1 Regent Road, Ilkley. 40 New 
components plus illustrated catalogue £1. 
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NA TI O NAL 
C OLL E G E  OF 
TE C H N OL O G Y 

P AC K AGE D S H ORT C O U RSES 

The  National  College  of Technology  (NOT  Ltd) 
offers  a range  of  packaged  short  courses  in 
analogue electronics. digital electronics, fibres & 
optoelectronics and programmable logic controllers 
for study at home or at work. The advantages are that 

you may, 

—commence at any time 

—work at your own pace 
—hava a tutor (optional) 

and there is no travelling involved. BTEC certificates 
are  available  subject  to  the  conditions  of the 
award. These highly popular packed courses contain 
workbooks,  a cassette  tape,  circuit  board  and 
components necessary to provide both theoretical and 

practical training. 

Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have 
some experience and simply need updating, there is 

probably a packaged short course ready for you. Write 
or telephone for details, quoting Everyday Electronics, 

to: 

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall, 
5 London Road, Bicester 

Oxon OX6 7BU 

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext. 202. 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
45 Rutland Street, Mansfield, Notts NG18 4AP 

SPECIAL PACKS — All at ft 00 each 
SP1  12 x 5mm Red LEDs 
SP2  12 x 5mm Green LEDs 
SP3  12.5mm Yellow LEDs 
SP4  10 x 5mm Amber LEDs 
SP5  36 x 5mm 1 part LED clips 
SP6  12 x 3mm Red LEDs 
SP7  12x3mm Green LEDs 
SP8  10x 3mm Yellow LEDs 
SP9  40 x 3mm 1 part LED clips 
SP10  50 x 1N4148 signal diodes 
SP11  25x 1N4001 rectifier diodes 
SP12  25 x 1N4002 rectifier diodes 
SP13  25xRed.Elec Caps. 11-1000µFl 
SP18  15 x BC182 Transistors 
SP19  15x BC183 Transistors 
SP20  15x 8C184 Transistors 
SP21  15 x BC212 Transistors 
SP22  15 x BC214 Transistors 
SP23  15x BC549 Transistors 
SP24  5 x Cmos 4001 
SP25  5 x555 Timer 
SP26  5n741 Op Amp 
SP27  5xCmos 4002 
SP28  5 xCmos 4011 
SP29  3 xCmos 4013 
SP30  5 xCmos 4025 
SP31  4 xCrnos 4071 

SP32  4. Crnos 4077 
SP33  4 xCmos 4081 
SP34  2 x Cmos 4510 
SP35  2 x Cmos 4511 
SP36  20 x101..F 25V Rad.Elect.Caps. 
SP37  15.100AF 35V Rod Elect Caps. 
SP38  20x 47µF/25V Rad.Elect.Caps 
SP39  12.470µFil6V Rad.Elect Caps 
SP40  15x8C237 Transistors 
SP41  25 x mixed Transistors 
SP43  2 x LM1458 
SP44  12.5mm Leds-4 each. Red. Green 

Yellow 
SP45  25 .'1N4000 series rect. diodes 
SP46  15 400mW loners — assonedvalue 
SP47  5. miniature push button switches 
SP101 15 metres of 22SWG 60-40 solder 
SP102 15 x 8 pin OIL sockets 
SP103 12 x14 pin OIL sockets 
SP104 12x 16 pin OIL sockets 
SP105  5 x74LSOO I.C.s 
SP106  5 x74LSO2 I.C.s 
SP107 20 xmixed presets  Hof . Vertical 
SP108 15 xl3C382 Transistors 
SP109 1508C557 Transistors 
SP110  4 x 74LS131.C.s 

1 pack of your choice FREE when you buy any 10 of the above It 00 parks 

SP50 
SP51 
SP52 
SP53 
SP54 
SP57 
SP65 

ADDITIONAL PACKS 
25x 5mm Red LEDs 
25 x 5mm Green LEDs 
50x Rad Elec. Caps 
30'n OIL sockets 8, 14, 16 
1 xTIL38 lr TIL100 

100x 1N4148 diodes 
60 3mrn 5mm Leds 

12.00 
12.00 
El 95 
12 00 
C1.80 
El 75 
14 80 

RESISTOR PACKS 
0 25W Carbon Film resistors lOR 10M 
5 each value — total 365  12 75 
10 each value —10101730  14 50 
1000 popular values  16.00 
Individual resistors  2p ea. 
10+ one value  1p ea. 
100 one value  75p 

4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4011 
4013 
4017 
4023 
4025 
4027 
4040 
4047 
4049 
4060 
4066 

Cheques or P 0 to 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

Please add 11 P&P to orders under 120 00  

CMOS 

20p 
20p 
20p 
60p 
20p 
34p 
50p 
27p 
20p 
47p 
65p 
60p 
37p 
75p 
37p 

4070 
4071 
4072 
4075 
4077 
4081 
4093 
4510 
4511 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4518 
4528 
4538 

24p 
24p 
24p 
27p 
27p 
24p 
24p 
60p 
60p 
120p 
120p 
60p 
60p 
65p 
90p 

LINEAR 

555  20p 
556  75p 
741  21p 
747  670 
CA3140E  45p 
CA3240F  120p 
LM339  50p 
LM380  120p 
LM723  55p 
LM1458  50p 
TL071  55p 
TL072  75p 
TL081  35p 
TL082  50p 

TRANSISTORS - 

13C182  10p 
BC183  10p 
BC184  10p 
BC212  10p 

10p 
BC239  12p 
BC337  12p 
BC547  120 
BC549  10p 
BC557  12p 
BC559  120 
2N3702  lip 
2N3703  lip 
2N3705  lip 
2N3706  lip 

This only a small sample of components 
stocked, send 75p fo new 1990 catalogue. 
contains  vouchers  redeemable  against 
orders over 15 00  NO VAT 

WATCH THIS SPACE 
... MONTHLY... 

for just a few examples from our extensive and 
changing stocks of  COMPONENTS,  CAPACITORS, 
CONNECTORS, FUSES, HARD WARE, TEST EQUIP-
MENT,  RELAYS,  SWITCHES,  SEMICONDUCTORS, 
MINI CIRCUITS, BAND FILTERS, etc. etc. etc. etc. 
Crystal Filters 21 4 rnegohm 15KT band width 
3 Pole Helical Filters 405 meg 
Siemens Intelligent displays DL3416 & DL2416T 
Siemens Intelligent displays DL4617 
Cooling fans  12 & 24V  6Ornm sq r 2Ornm deep 

24 & 11 5V  80mm sq  20mrn & 38mrn deep 
24 & 115V  92mm sq r 25 4rnm deep 
12.24 & 115V  119mnt5qa 25 4 & 38mm deeP 

Cooling Fans by Papst 119rnm r 38mm deep 48 volts 
RF transistors MRF 137 8613 
RE transistors TPM 4040 9 0930 
RE transistors SRF 1818-2 8520 
RF transistors SRF 1818-2 8520 in matching pairs 
IRF 9240 retiliers   
UHF Connector plug 
2N5038 90V 
DRG 1765 Option 104 Analogue device 
Spectrol multichal counters ref 15 built- in lock 
Power Products PM 5932 power supply 115V 240mA in 15V 150m4 out 
Speakers 8- diameter twin cone 8 ohm 
Speakers 57mm diameter Mylar ToOtone 
Transceiver list microphone fitted fler!lead and 12 pin DIN plug 
Davall relays 25 ,2MS/185 ohm PCB mount 
Takarnisawa relays 24V a c coil 27 r 21  35mm 
Aromat DX? 12V solid state relays 
Schaffner mains filters FN346 0710 05613 110 2505 50 60Hz 
Memory DAC 9356-12 
MCM 6164C45 Static RAM 
CY7C 2452.35PC RAM 
CD 4044 BCN CMOS 
TMS 44C56 D RAM 
AD 8616 Analogue device 
AD574KD 
AD 625CA 

15 00 each 
12 50 each 
E3 00 each 
12 00 each 
14 00 each 
E5 00 each 
16 00 each 
16 00 each 
16 CO each 
17 50 each 
125 00 each 
f7 50 each 

110 00 per  Pa“ 
14 00 each 
10 50 each 
10 SO each 
13 50 each 
f 3 25 each 
f 5 00 each 
11 75 each 
ft 00 each 
12 25 each 
CO 50 each 
10 50 each 
13 50 each 
12 50 each 
11 25 each 
fl 35 each 
12 50 each 
CO 30 each 
12 50 each 
E3 00 
12 50 • 
1250  • • 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

Add I:2 poslapeipadting Allow/14days for delivery Payment CasNcheque/P 0 vet, order 

A morincr comprehensive Nal is available shoving varying and chengnq stocks More 
comprehensive Mock Nets will be sent with each order on despoil& Surplus stocks 

purchased for cash 

K. B. COMPONENTS 
21 Playle Chase, Gt. Totham, Maldon, F RSP X CM98UT 

Tel: 0621 893204 

Page Make-up 
for £185 VAT 

IF YOU are looking for a superb, page make-up system complete with over 200 typefaces, that really works and 
won't cost you an arm and a leg, Typefit is the system for you. 

Why? Because for only £185 you get: 
1'1, Access to over i6Ok hard/software, and over 200 
genuine Monotype and ITC fonts from 1 - 1000 pt. 

D Disc processing through our typesetting bureau from 
£2.50 for an A4 page. 

El Page make-up, on screen.  Clear, accurate WYSIWYG. 
Li A system that's easy to learn and simple to use. 
Li] Full on-screen help, and telephone back-up. 
7 Software that runs on IBM PCs and compatibles. 
Send us your discs or modem your files and your typesetting 
will be returned the same day. 

EVERYDAY 
ELECTRONICS 
is produced 
entirely on 
Ty pef it 

TYPefit  

Interested? Please 'phone 
Terry or Paul for further 

information or a 
demonstration 
disc. Please 
state disc 
size and 
density. 

TIIL TN 1'1 sl 1 11\(. Ii RI ‘t 1,11) 
6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset 81-421 11H. TeL (0202) 882299 

Fax 841692. Modem: 882270. DX: 45314 Wimborne. Datalinx: TYPBUR 
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-4 LECTRONICS 

4000 C M O S 
4000  22p 4023  22p 4071 
4001  23p 4027  28p 4077 
4011  23p 4035  80p 4081 
4013  28p 4047  41p 40106 
4017  44p 4050  32p 4502 
4021  48p 4069  23p 451 1 

LI N E A R 
LM387 
LM393 
LM710 
LM723 
LM3914 
LM391 5 
MC3302 
MC3340 
NE555 
NE556 
NE565 

CA3046 
CA 3240E 
ICM7555 
ICM7556 
LF351 
LF356 
L M31 1 
LM31 7T 
L M339 
LM380 
LM381N 

71p 
159p 
71p 
124p 
48p 
103p 
39p 
85p 
39p 
142p 
300p 

192p 
39p 
80p 
44p 
336p 
336p 
133p 
203p 
28p 
53p 
159p 

23p 
23p 
23p 
37p 
67p 
53p 

NE5534  80p 
SL560C  268p 
S P8629  265p 
TBA1 20S  95p 
TBA810  103p 
TDA2030H 177p 
TDA7000 225p 
TL071  53p 
TL072  62p 
TL074  78p 
TL081  48p 

T R A N SI S T O R S 
AC127/128  58p  B FY50  35p  TI P42 
AD161 /162  90p  BFY51  35p  TIP141 
BC107/8/9  19p  BFY52  35p  TIP142 
BC182/182L  13p  BU208;208A  177p  TIP2955 
BC184  13p  BU508  168p  11P3055 
BC184L  13p  MJ2955  115p  ZTX300 
BC212/212L  13p  MJ E2955  71p  ZTX500 
BC548  11p  MJE3055  71p  2N2222A 
BF1 94  32p  TIP29A  46p  2N3053 
BF196  32p , TIP29C  48p  2N3055 
8F198  25p  TI P41  106p  2N3703 

FULL RANGE OF CMOS, TTL & LINEAR I CS LARGE RANGE OF 
TRANSISTORS. RESISTORS, CAPACITORS. BOXES. PLUGS, SOCKETS. 
SWITCHES. PC B MATERIALS. SERVICE AIDS. TOOLS AND LOTS MORE 

FOR THE ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST 
Send 20p stamp for lists All prices include VAT Please add 60p p&p 
Mon Tues , Wed , Fri . Sat 10 00-6 00 CLOSED THURSDAYS 

(0543) 277572 
Unit 3, Chasewood Park Business Centre 

Hednesford Road, Heath Hayes 
Cannock, Staffs WS12 5H L 

ADVERTISERS 
INDEX 

ACTICON  651 
A&G ELECTRONICS  696 
B C ELECTRONICS  696 
BK ELECTRONICS  Cover 
BULL ELECTRICAL  Cover (ii) 
CAMBRIDGE COMP SCIENCE  648 
CES  648 
CIRKIT DISTRIBUTION  693 
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS 679 
CR SUPPLY COMPANY  696 
ELECTRONIZE DESIGN  693 
ELV FRANCE  628.629 
GEM-TECH  648 
GRANDATA  646 
GREENWELD ELECTRONICS  626 
HART ELECTRONIC KITS  645 
HENRY'S AUDIO ELECTRONICS 649 
HIGH-Q-ELECTRONICS  672 
HIGHGRADE COMPONENTS  630 
HOBBYKIT  649 
ICS  672 
JAYTEE ELECTRONIC SERVS  673 
KB COMPONENTS  695 
LITESOLD  693 
LONDON ELECTRONICS 
COLLEGE  696 
MAGENTA ELECTRONICS 632/633 
MAPLIN ELECTRONICS  Cover (iv) 
MARCO TRADING  651 
NATIONAL COLLEGE OF TECH 695 
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS  679 
OMNI ELECTRONICS  649 
QUILLER  658 
RADIO & TV COMPONENTS  631 
SERVICE TRADING CO  648 
SHERWOOD ELEC COMP  695 
SPECIALIST 
SEMICONDUCTORS  691 
SUMA DESIGNS  673 
TANDY  669 
THE TYPESETTING BUREAU  695 
TK ELECTRONICS  634 

BTEC ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN 

FULL-TIME TRAINING 

2 YEAR 
BTEC National Diploma (OND) 

ELECTRONIC & 
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING 

Electronics. Computing, Tetevsion Ydeo Testing & 
Fault Diagnosis) 

1 YEAR 
BTEC National Certificate (ONC) 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING 
1—INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

(Electronics Satellite TV, Networks. Telecomms1 

2—ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING 
(Electronics Television, Video Cassette Recorders. CCTV 

Testing and Fault Diagnosis) 

3—SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
(Electronics. Assembler. BASIC Pascal. CADCAMI 

4—COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY 
(Electronics. Computing Software Hardware MicroelectrOnics1 

10 MONTHS 
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC) 

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS 
(Microprocessor Based Systems, Control, Robotics) 

These courses include a high percentage of college based 
practical work to enhance future employment prospects 

No additional lees for oversees students 
Shortened courses of from 3 to 6 months can be arranged for 

applicants with previous electronics knowledge 
THOSE ELIGIBLE CAN APPLY FOR El GRANT SUPPORT 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMME 

O.N.C. and O.N.D. 
Next Course Commences 

Monday 17th September 1990 
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM 

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE 
(Dept EE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD 
EARLS COURT LONDON SW5 9SU 

TEL 071-373 8721 

1  IrS  G IELlECTRONIICO 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MAIL ORDER COMPANY. 

*  entry to win an ultraviolet exposure Unit Value £200. 
Have you sen cfor your copy yet ? 

Electronic Components 
at the right prices. 

4526 
4534 
4541 
4554 
4561 
4585 

64p 
354p 
53p 
354p 
221 p 
53 p 

TL082  62p 
TL084  78p 
UA709C  62p 
UA741  28p 
LA-747C  78p 
UA748C  45p 
ULN2003  71p 
ULN2004  71p 
ULN2803 118p 
XR2206CP 540p 
ZN414  142p 
ZN1034E  295p 

150p 
106p 
150p 
95p 
95p 
21p 
21p 
30p 
41p 
78p 
14p 

9 9 0  COMIIPONIENTS CATALOGUE 

US AVAELAIBLE NO W. 

• FAST SERVICE 

• LOW PRICES 

• LARGE DISCOUNTS 

Competition ends 31 Dec 1990. 

0.5" ORANGE DUAL LED DISPLAY 

Value  2.00 absolutely free ! ! ! 
Simply complete and return the order form below and we will send your free gift. 

PLEASE SEND A COPY OF THE A & G ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE 
AT £1.00 ( REFUNDABLE WITH MY FIRST ORDER ) AND MY FREE 
GIFT TO : 
NAME   
ADDRESS 

I HAVE ENCLOSED E ....  Tick box to enter the competition.  0 

A & G ELECTRONICS LTD. 

Free Post ,100 Park Avenue , 
London E 6 2BR.  (No Stamp Requited) 

TEL : 081-552 2386  Fax : 081 - 519 3419. 

Carbon Fian resistors IsNt 5% E24 series 0 5IRiot OMO.    1p 
100 off per value-75p, even hundreds per value totalling 1000   il).00p 
Metal Film resistors '4W 1OR to IMO 5% E12 series-2p, 1% E24 series  3P 
Mixed metal carbon film resistors 12W E24 series 1R0 to 10M0  Mg 

SP Linear Carbon pre-sets 100mW and ' aIN 100R to 4M7 E6 series   7p 
Miniature polyester capacitors 250V working for vertical mounting 
015, 022, 033, 047, 068-4p 0.1-5p. 0.12 0.15. 0 22-6p -0.47-8p. 0.68-8p. 1.0-12p 
Mylar (polyester) capacitors 100V working E12 series vertical mounting 
1000p to 8200p - 3p 01 to .068 4p. 0 1 - 5p. 0.12, 0 15, 0 22-6p. 047 50V-8p 
Submin ceramic plate capacitors 100V wkg vertical moun tings.  E12 Ser ies 
2°. 1.8p1 to '17p1 - 3p. 2% 56 pf to 330pf - 4p. F. 390p - 4700p   4p 
Disc plate ceramics 50V E 12 series 1PO to 1003P, E6 Series 1500P to 47000P   2p 
Polystyrene capacitors 63V working E12 series long axial wires 
10pf to 820p( - 3p. 1000 pf to 10,000pf - 4p. 12,000 pf   5p 
741 Op Amp - 20p. 555 Timer   22p 
cmos 4001 - 20p. 4011 - 22p. 4017   40p 
ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYTIC& (Mide/Volts) 
1 50, 2.2 50, 4.7 50, 10 25, 10 50   5p 
22.16, 22 25, 22 50, 47 16, 47 25, 4750   6p 
100 16,100 25 7p, 100 50 12p; 100 100   14p 
220 16 8p; 220 25, 220'50 10p; 470/16,470/25   Ilp 
1000 25 25p, 1000 35, 2200 25 35p: 470025   70p 
Submin, tantalum bead electrolytic' (Mfds/Volts) 
0.1 35, 0 22 35, 0.47 35, 1.035, 3.316,4.7.16   14p 
2.2 35, 4.7 25, 4.7 35, 6.8/16 15p; 10/16, 22/6     2Cp 
33 10, 47 6, 22 16 30p; 47/10 35p; 47/16650; 47/36   80p 
VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
IA • or 5V, 8V, 12V, 15V, 18V & 24V   55p 
DIODES (piv/amps) 
75 25mA 1N4148 2p. 800 1A 1N4006 6p. 400 3A 1N5404 14p. 115/15rnA0A91   6p 
100 IA 1N4002 4p. 1000 IA 1N4007 7p. 60 1.5A SIMI 5p. 100/1A bridge   2SP 
400 IA 1N 4004 5p. 1250 IA BY127 10p. 30 .15A 0A47  8P 
Zener diodes E24 series 3V3 to 33V 400 mW - 8p. 1 watt   12p 
Battery snaps for PP3 - 6p for PP9   12p 
L.E.D 's 3mm. & 5mrn. Red. Green, Yellow - 10p. Grommets 3mm - 2p, 5rnm   2p 
Red flashing L E.D.'s require  5V su pply on ly   50p 
Mains indicator neons with 220k resistor   10p 
20mm fuses 100mA to 5A 0 blow 5p A/surge 8p Holders, chassis mounting   5p 
High speed pc drill 0.8, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0m - 30p. Machines 12V dc   £7.00 
HELPING HANDS 6 ball Jwets and 2 croc clips to hold awkward lobs   t3 .50p 
AA HP7 Nicad rechargeable cells 80p each. Universal charger unit   E6.50p 
Glass reed switches with single pole make contacts - 8p. Magnets   12p 
0 r Stripboard 2'6 x 1'9 rows 25 holes- 20p 3,4- x 2'624 rows 37 holes    613p 
TRANSISTORS 
8C107 6912p, BC547 8B-8p. BC557 89-8p BC182, 1821, BC183, 18.31, BC184, 1134L. BC212,212L-10p. 
BC327, 337, 337L-12p. BC727, 737-12p, 80135 67 89-25p. BCY70-15p. 8FY50 51152-20p. 
BFX88-15p, 2N3055-50p,  TIP31,32-30p,  TIP41,42-40p,  BU208A f 1 20  BF195,197-12p 
Al prices are inclusive of VAT Postage 30p (free over 15) Lists Free 

1 wan mixed metal Carbon Film 5% E12 series 4R7 to 10 Megohms   

THE CR SUPPLY CO 
127 Chesterfield Rd., Sheffield S8 ORN 
Tel: 0742 557771  Return posting 

Published on approximately the first Friday of each month by Wimborne Publishing Ltd.  Church Street. Wimborne. Dorset BH2 I I JEI. Printed to England by Benham & Co. Limited. 
Colchester. Essex. Distributed by Seymour. Windsor House. 1270 London Road, Norbury. London SWI6 4DH. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand -Gordon & Gotch (Asia) Ltd.. 
South Africa -Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £16.00 and OVERSEAS £19.501£37 airmail) payable to "Everyday Electronics" Subscription Department, 6 Church Street. 
Wimborne. Dorset BH2 I 11H. EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is sold subject to the following conditions. namely that it shall not. without the written consent of the Publishers first having been 
given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not he lent resold, hired out or 
otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising. literary or pictorial matter whatsoever. 



POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-TURNTABLES-DIMMERS-
LOUDSPEAKERS-19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS 

' PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. • PROMPT DELIVERIES • FRIENDLY SERVICE 
LARGE S.A.E.. 30p STAMPED FOR CURRENT LIST.   

a jaLkll ag j/Ljg16llgj'  LL•L IA  BASupplied ready built and tested 

OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES •.  . A  A  •  • 

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS 

:14 

SIR*, 

OMP100 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts 
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 15Hz - 
30KHz 3dB. T.H.D. 0.01%, S.N.R. - 118dB, Sens. for 
Max output 500mV at 10K, Size 355  115 x 65mm. 
PRICE £33.99 + £.00 P&P. 

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES 

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R.M.S. 
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz 
-3dB. Damping Factor. >300. Slew Rate 45V uS, 
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. 
-125dB. Size 300  123 r 60mm. 
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P. 

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R.M.S. 
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz 

' -3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 50V uS 
T H.D. Typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV.S.N.R 

•  . • ,  -130dB. Size 300  155  100mm. 
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P. 

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M S 
into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz 
3dB. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 60V uS. 
T H D Typical 0 0008°, Input Sensitivity 500mV. 
S N R  130dB Size 330  175  100mm. 
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P. 

NOTE:- MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS STANDARD  INPUT SENS S•10mV BAND WIDTH 100104; 
PEC 'PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATABLE,  INPUT SENS 775mV BAND WIDTH 50KHz ORDER STANDARD OR PEC 

Vu METER Compatible with our lour amplifiers detailed above A very accurate visual 
display employing Ti LED diodes 7 green. 4 red) plus an additional on on indicator 
Sophisticated logic control circuits for very last rise and decay times Tough moulded plastic 
case with tinted acrylic front Size 84 • 27 • 45mm 
PRICE £8.50  50p P&P. 

k /Ma Will-RI 

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS 
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER 
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE-
QUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (30p 
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST. 

MP VARISPEED TURNTABLE CHASSIS. 

*  ,  * FEEL CHASSIS * ELECTRONIC SPEED CON. 
*  PITCH CONTROL  HIGH TORQUE SERVO 
* T;ANSIT SCREWS * 12 DIE CAST PLATTER * 

%EDI, 5"P)6E. * DALIBRATED SAL WEIGHT * REMOVABLE HEAD 
SHELL *  CARTRIDGE FIXINGS * CUE LEVER * POWER 220 NOV 

*  -  * SUPPLIED Ifi"")-1 MOUriNG arr our 

PRICE £59.99 + £3.50 P&P. 

0721[11:111r1Ari.lailliellar:11.1.4411 
STANTON AL500  GOLDRING G850 
PRICE £16 99 • 50D P&P  PRICE £6 99 + 50o P&P 

McKENZIE:-  INSTRUMENTS, P.A., DISCO. ETC. 
ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE 
r loo WATT C8100GPM GEN PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID . DISCO 
RES, FRED. 80Hz FREO, RESP, TO 14KHz SENS. 99dB  PRICE £29.30 + £2.00 P&P 
10" 100 WATT C10100GP GUITAR, VOICE. ORGAN. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID 
RES. FRED. 70Hz FREO. RESP. TO 6KHz SENS, 100dB  . PRICE £35.58 + £2.50 P&P 
10' 200 WATT C10200GP GUITAR. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID 
RES. FREQ. 45Hz FRED. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS. 103dB  PRICE £48.67 + £2.50 P&P 
tr too WATT C12100GP HIGH POWER GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR, DISCO 
RES. FRED. 45Hz FRED, RESP, TO 7KHz SENS. 98cIB  PRICE £37.59 + £3.50 P&P 
17100 WATT C12100TC TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER WIDE RESPONSE. PA, VOICE. DISCO 
FIES, FRED. 45Hz FRED, RESP. TO 14KHz SENS. 100dB  PRICE £38.58 + £3.50 P&P 
17 200 WATT C1220013 HIGH POWER BASS. KEYBOARDS, DISCO. P A 
RES. FREO. 40Hz FRED, RESP. TO 7KHz SENS. 100013  PRICE E65.79 + 0.50 P&P 
17 300 WATT C12300GP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC 
RES, FRED. 45Hz FRED. RESP. TO 5KHz SENS. 100dB  PRICE £137.51 + £3.50 P&P 
15" 100 WATT C15100BS BASS GUITAR. LOW FREQUENCY. PA, DISCO 

PRICE £55.05 + £4.00 P&P RES, FREQ. 40Hz FREO RESP. TO 5KHz SENS, 98dB 
15" 200 WATT C15200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS 
RES FREO 40Hz FRED, RESP. TO4KHz SENS. 9948  PRICE £75.10 + £4.00 P&P 
15" 250 WATT C15250BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS 
RES, FRED, 40Hz FREO RESP, TO 4KHz SENS. 99413  PRICE £82.54 + £4.50 P&P 
15" 400 WATT C1540013S VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS 
RES, FREQ. 40Hz FREO RESP TO 4KHz SENS 102d8  PRICE £96.47 + £4.50 P&P 
ir 400 WATT C18404BS rx -rPFmr v HIGH pmwri, LOW rpFouENCY BASS 
RES.FRE0.27Hz FRED ki  PRICE f172.06 + C5.00 P&P 

D4.1:144:1.14:1--PMERIA11314101L•1112110V M4111 
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS 

BASS, SINGLE CONE. HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND 
8' 50 WATT E118-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4 8 OHM BASS, HI-Fl. IN-CAR 
RES, FREO. 40Hz FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 9708  PRICEE8.90 + E2.00 P&P 
10" 50 WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 48 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN-CAR 
RES, FRED. 40HZ FREO. RESP. TO 5KHz SENS, 99dB  PRICE £12.00 + £2.50 P&P 
10" 100 WATT EB10-100 BASS. HI.FI, STUDIO 
RES. FRED. 35Hz FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz SENS. 96dB  PRICE £27.76 + £3.50 P&P 
17 60 WATT EB12•40 BASS. HI-Fl, STUDIO 
RES. FREQ. 28Hz FREO. RE SP, TO 3KHz SENS. 92dB  PRICE E21.00 + E3.00 P&P 
17 MO WATT E1312-100 BASS. STUDIO. HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO 
RES. FREQ. 26Hz FRED. RESP. TO 3KHz SENS. 93dB  PRICE C38.75 + C3.50 P&P 
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND 
5V." 60 WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RES, FREQ. 63Hz FRED. RESP, TO 20KHz SENS. 92013  PRICE £9.99 + C1.50 P&P 
61/2" 60 WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl. MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RES. FREO 38Hz FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz SENS. 94013  PRICE £10.99 + £1.50 P&P 
IT 60 WATT EBB-607C (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RES, FRED. 40Hz FRED. RESP, TO 18KHz SENS, 89dB  PRICE (12.99 + £1.50 P&P 
10" 60 WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-Fl MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC 
RFS FRFO 35Hz ERFO RFSP TO 12KHz SF NS.86dB  PRICE C16 49  E2.00 P&P 

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS, 
HIGH POWER TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK 

THOUSANDS PURCHASED 
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS 

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS 
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 100w) 

MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF600 (300w + 300w) 
All power ratings R M S into 4 ohms 

FEATURES:* Independent power supplies with two Toroidal Transformers * Twin L E D Vu meters * Rotary 
indended level controls * Illuminated on off switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV input * Open and short 
circuit prod * Latest Mos-Fets for stress tree power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low 
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 Fan Cooled with 0 C Loudspeaker and Thermal Protection 

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC. 
SIZES:- MXF 200 W19 • H3W (2U) • D11 

MXF 400 W19 • H5V. (3U) • D12 
MXF 600 W19 • H5f/. (3U) D13 

MXF200 £171.35 
PRICES: MXF400 £228.85 

MXF600 £322.00 
SECURICOR DELIVERY E12 00 EACH 

THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY AND VALUE 

MADE  ESPECIALLY  TO  SUIT 
TODAY S NEED  FOR  COM-
PACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT 
SOUND LEVELS. FINISHED IN 
HARDWEARING BLACK VYNIDE 
WITH PROTECTIVE CORNERS. 
GRILLE AND CARRYING HANDLE. 
INCORPORATES 12' DRIVER PLUS 
HIGH FRED HORN FOR FULL 
FRED RANGE 45H,20KHz BOTH 
MODELS 8 OHM. SIZE H18" • W15 
• D17 

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS 

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET 

OMP 12-100 (100W 100dB) PRICE E159.99 PER PAIR 
OMP 12-200 (200W 102dB) PRICE £209.99 PER PAIR 

SECURICOR DEL - Et2 ala PER PAIR 

, 

TWO SUPERB HIGH 
POWER CAR STEREO 
BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS 
150 WM IS175•  iNt04 OHMS 
300 WATTS 050+ I 501 INTO 4 OHMS 
FEATURES 
• HIGH& LOW INPUT IMPEDANCES 
• HIGH BLOW INPUT SENSITIVITIES 
• VARIABLE INPUT GAIN CONTROL 
• SHORT CIRCUIT OUTPUT 
PROTECTION 
• POWER REQUIREMENT 12V DC 
PRICES: 150 WATT C43.00 
300 WAIT E95.00 C3.00 P&P EACH 

1:11 Nellileill:114eiTi144814:14M001:41113 
PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA 

re.01,,!;,n The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Pezo tweeter produces an improved traisent 
response wqn a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a CTOSSOver is not required these unds can 
be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 walls (more if 2 put in series) FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS 
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER. 

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS 

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS 

3W FM TRANSMITTER 80 IO8MHz VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL PER 
FORMANCE RANGE UP TO 3 MILES SIZE 38 • 123rnm SUPPLY 125  0 SAMP 

PRICE E14.49 + 0.00PP 
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER ISO& 100.108MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WI--
VERY SENS FET MC RANGE '00 300m SIZE Se • 46MM SUPPLY 9V BATT PRICE 

£.62 + f1.00 P&P 

3 watt FM 
Transnutter 

- )  - ',.•:.  L ,-IA R G E S  PER ORDER .-.' ... vriNiMUM OFFICIAL ORDERS iV- ..- M, • .,i.. so„oolscoLLEGEs GOVT BODIES ET. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF v A - SA,- ES ,;36M1-ER. 
'OSA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FAA 
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TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3' round with protective w re 
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-li 
speakers Price C4.90 each + 50p P&P 
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3'  super horn. For general 
purpose speakers. disco and P A. systems etc Price 
£.99 each + 50p P&P 
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2 • 5 wide dispersion horn For 
quality Hi-ti systems and quality discos etc Price £6.99 
each + 50p P&P 
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A)  6" wide dispersion horn. 
Upper frequency response retained extending down to 
mid range (2KHz). Suitable lor high quality Hi-ti systems 
and quality discos Price £9.99 each + 50p P&P 
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 31 horn tweeter with attractive 
silver finish trim Suitable lOr Hi-fi monitor systems etc. 
Price £5.99 each + 50p P&P 
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting 
plate, level control and cabinet input lack socket. 
85x 85mm Price £3.99 + 50p PAP 

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 • ii nand L & R 
graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment L.E.D. 
Vu Meters Many outstanding features 5 Inputs 
with individual faders providing a useful com-
bination of the tollowing• -
3 Turntables (Meg) 3 Mics 4 Line including CD 
plus Mic with talk over switch Headphone Moni-
tor Pan Pot L & R Master Output controls 
Output 775mV Size 360 .280 ,, 90mm. Supply ,(• 
220-240v 
Price E134.99 - £4.00 P&P 

Apt,' 4.,A44.4 
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B. K. ELECTRONICS Dept EE 

UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS2 6TR 
TEL 0702-527572 FAX: 0702-420243 
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